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INTRODUCTION
The material in this six-part Study Guide evolved from a seminar
program developed for Chicago Board of Trade members. The
emphasis is on understanding the Market Profile ® concept--and not
on trading strategies--because we found that when the CBOT
traders grasped the concept, they had no trouble developing
strategies consistent with their own style of trading.

• Part I discusses how to read the daily Market Profile ® graphic.

In Part II explains how longer-term trends can be monitored with
daily data.

[] Part III discusses why the fundamental perception of value is at
the heart of every market decision.

• Part IV shows how daily and long-term market activity distributes
over time.

II Part V tells you how to combine market activity and the
perception of value in order to analyze a developing trading
session.

[] Part VI analyzes Liquidity Data Bank ® volume in order to gauge
strength or weakness in the market.

We have added a glossary of Market Profile terms and an index to
the original text in order to make this updated version of the Home
Study Guide more useful. At the same time, we are retaining the
early steps in Peter Steidlmayer's breakthrough research discussed in
Parts I and II so that you can see the logical progression in the devel-
opment of Market Profile analysis--from its beginning in a single
session to its use in global markets.

Although the terms "day time frame trader" and "other time frame
trader" may be dated, the way the two groups interact isn't. Traders
and investors are still basically either short- or long-term market par-
ticipants. And their behavior is still determined by their view of
value. And value is still at the heart of market activity. Therefore,
knowing how each group impacts activity in a single session makes it
much easier to understand how they distribute beans, bonds, or corn,
for instance, over longer periods of time.

Why? Because it is the interaction between short- and long-term
market participants that distributes trading volume in a bell-shaped
curve. The back-and-forth movement reflects the continual tug-of-
war between the "forward price influence" of long-term traders and
the "backward price influence" of short-term market participants.

We are also keeping the original examples because the vertical and
horizontal Market Profile organization is as relevant in 1995 as it was
in 1984--even though global markets have outgrown the single
session. The same organizing principles that made the Profile
graphic a realistic market model of a single session in the 1980s
provide a realistic model now of continuous, 24-hour activity. Since
the organization of Market Profile data is based on a natural
construct, the format simply expands to encompass global activity.
We show you how to relate the format to the distribution process in
global markets in Parts IV, V, and VI.
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TheConnectionBetween According to the dictionary, distribution is "the position, arrange-

DistributionAnd ment or frequency of occurrence over an area or throughout a space

MarketProfile®Data or unit of time'.' The volume of everything distributes around a
mean over time. Why should trading volume be different?

From the beginning, Peter Steidlmayer recognized that the basic
pattern of market behavior is a continuing point, counterpoint:
imbalance, balance, imbalance, balance, etc. Now, in his latest work,
he relates this continuum to the process of distribution. His recent
research shows that the market's ultimate common denominator is a
balanced distribution-in other words, the bell shaped curve.

When market activity forms a bell shaped profile, a segment of
market action is complete. Stated another way, a balanced distribu-
tion is the long-term framework to which you relate short-term
moves in individual sessions.

Market Profile ®data captures and continuously updates this
development.

1/4/90 1/4/90 1/5/90
DAY EVENING NEXTDAY

98-16 P
98-15 P
98-14 P
98-13 P
98-12 P
98-11 P
98-10 Qa P
98-09 QTa PQ
98-08 QRTWXab OPQ
98-07 QRTUVWXab OPQ
98-06 QRSTUVWXabc qr OPQR
98-05 PQRSTUVWXbc opqr OPQRSUV
98-04 PQRSVWbc nopq OPQRSTUV
98-03 OPSVWcd klmno OQRSTUV
98-02 OPVWcd klmn ORSTUVW
%01 OVcd kn RSTUVW
98 Od STVW
97-31 Od SW
97-30 0 W
97-29 W
97-28 WX
97-27 Xa
97-26 Xa
97-25 Xa
97-24 a
97-23 a
97-22 a
97-21 a
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Trading24-hourMarkets Probably the most important change since Steidlmayer first intro-
With Market Profile® Data duced the Market Profile ®concept is that the day, as a definitive

market segment with a definite beginning and end, is outdated. In
24-hour markets, you're working with a timeless continuum. This
means that a new beginning can occur at any time.

Despite this change, however, the market's basic imbalance-balance
behavior pattern is still the same.

For this reason, our discussion of Market Profile* begins with
development in a single session and in a simple trend-so that you
can see how the pattern develops in relatively uncomplicated situa-
tions. We're using data from 1986 in Parts I and II because these
sessions are especially illustrative of the market's point, counter-
point behavior.

We believe that once you've seen how the market shifts from imbal-
ance to balance in simple situations, you'll be able to recognize the
shift in more complex global markets. We also believe that market
decisions are less difficult to make when they are based on a solid
foundation. That's why we're starting at the beginning and giving
you the entire knowledge base.

As you go through Parts I and II, however, keep in mind that you're
going to expand what happens in a single session to 24-hour
markets. This means that certain ideas-the initial balance and the

time/price opportunity (TPO) count, for example-are going to
become less important. These ideas will continue to contribute to
your overall understanding, but they're going to become part of
your background knowledge.

Steidlmayer's most recent work relating distribution to market activ-
ity is not a negation of his previous research. It simply explains the
basic concept more fully. His insight into the distribution process
pulls the various components together into a coherent whole.

AValuableSkill Perhaps the most important benefit of Market Profile* data is that
it vastly simplifies the trading process.

Over the past six years, Steidlmayer has stripped market activity to
its essential elements. His research shows that the market has only a
finite number of behavior patterns and that the finite number is
universal from market to market. This means that once you can
recognize the patterns with Market Profile* data, the knowledge
can be applied in all markets. Since the number of exchanges
around the world where you can use these skills is continually grow-
ing, your potential rewards can be significant.

Because Market Profile* is a tool rather than a buy/sell system,
reading Market Profile* data involves grasping principles-not just
memorizing rules. Those who make the effort, however, will have a
valuable skill. Buy/sell systems lose their effectiveness when markets
change. Market Profile ®data, on the other hand, captures and lets
you see the change so that you can adjust accordingly.

If you take the time to master each step in this Study Guide, you'll
have a solid knowledge base that can help you make futures trading

4 more conservative, more manageable and more rewarding.



THEMARKET'SORGANIZATIONALSTRUCTURE

TheConceptualFramework Asnoted in the introduction, Market Profile ®is a dec&ion-support
tool-not a trading system. In order to use the Market Profile ®
tools, you have to know what makes them work. That's why we're
going to start with the conceptual framework.

Don't worry if you don't grasp the organizing principles immedi-
ately. We'll be using them over and over again, so they will be old
friends by the time we're done. While you may not sense the impor-
tance of these principles initially, understanding how they relate to
market activity is critical.

Why? Because these organizing principles explain why market activ-
ity & not arbitrary or random.

Peter Steidlmayer recognized this organizational structure and
related it to an overall framework. The idea for the Market Profile ®

product was conceived by him and the CBOT product is based on
his original research.

Steidlmayer identified recurring behavior patterns in the trading pit
and then asked himself why they were occurring. Therefore, even
though the Market Profile ®vocabulary may seem unfamiliar at first,
it simply describes and explains what is happening in the marketplace.

As we work with the data, keep in mind that each piece of informa-
tion is not an indicator by itself. You'll see that we put several pieces
of information together in order to come to a conclusion.

It's also important to recognize that your market decisions are
always going to require judgment. Market Profile ® can't change
that. Unfortunately, it can't predict the future-but then nothing
can. What Market Profile ®can do is help you to understand the
present. And if you understand what's happening now, in the pre-
sent, you can make better decisions.

With that said, we can begin our discussion of the market's organ-
izational structure as outlined by Steidlmayer. You'll see for yourself
as we move forward that no matter how sophisticated your Market
Profile ®analysis becomes, it is always going to rest on these basic
principles.

• One:TheAuctionFramework

The purpose of the marketplace is to facilitate trade. What does
that mean? In the broadest sense, it simply means that as the price
moves up, it brings in more buying or, as the price moves down, it
brings in more selling.

The marketplace facilitates trade with the dual auction process.

Basically, the market auctions up until there are no more buyers.
Then it reverses and moves down until there are no more sellers.

The end of an up auction is the beginning of a down auction, etc.

All market activity occurs within this broad framework-with the
market moving up to shut off buying and down to shut off selling.

Getting a little more specific, we can say that the market begins,
moves directionally and advertises for an opposite response to shut
off the directional move. 5



That statement is at the heart of the market's organizational struc-
ture. What does it mean?

Say the market moves up directionally and the up move brings in
selling. The selling is an opposite response which one stops the up
move-in other words, shuts off the buying-and two causes the
market to reverse and move down. The result: the up auction ends
and a down auction begins.

Now let's say the market moves up and advertises for selling but
doesn't get any. Instead, it brings in more buying. Therefore, the
market has to move higher to bring in an opposite response. The
result: the up auction continues.

At bottom, that's what you're always looking for: continuation or
change.

[] Two:TheNegotiatingProcess

Now if we get even more specific, we can say that a directional
move establishes parameters that contain the auction's price range,
an unfair low at the low end and an unfair high at the high end.

THREERELATEDPRICES The unfair low and the unfair high are excesses.

Unfair high Once the market defines a range with excesses at each end, it
negotiates within that range to establish value. The market trades
between the established excesses until it either trades above the high
excess or below the low one.

Stop the market at any point in time and you'll see these three
reference points: unfair low, unfair high and value somewhere in
between. These three price areas define the negotiating process-the
method the marketplace uses to facilitate trade.

What does this mean in a real market situation?

Value To demonstrate, let's look at a bar chart of the Dow Jones from
April 1987 to the end of October 1989...see page 14.

The unfair high on this chart (point A) was established in August
1987, the unfair low (point B) in October 1987. You can see that
these parameters were containing the market's long-term range at
that time. (A new unfair high at the 2900 level was established in
June 1990.)

Once the parameters at A and B were established, the market

Unfair I()_'_r negotiated between the two excesses to develop value.

The negotiating process moved value up gradually from the unfair
low to the unfair high. Value reached the unfair high (point C) on
October 13, 1989.

Because of the perception of value at that time, the market couldn't
trade above the high parameter and it reversed.

The result: the excess established in 1987 continued to contain the

range on the upside until June 1990.

In other words, at the end of October 1989, the market attempted
to take out the unfair high. However, when the United Airlines deal
collapsed and seemed to indicate a possible end to leveraged buy-
outs, market participants lost confidence and the market reversed.

6



DISTRIBUTINGAROUNDA MEAN • Three:BalanceandImbalance

To facilitate trade in order to distribute goods and services, the
market moves from imbalance to balance to imbalance and back

again. It uses this behavior pattern in a single session and in longer-
term trends or auctions.

If the market is balanced, basically equal amounts of buying and
selling are present. The market has brought in an opposite response.

ling above The market is rotating because it has found a fair price around
which it can distribute.

If the market is imbalanced, either buying or selling is predominant.
The market is moving higher or lower in order to find an opposite

Mean (fair price) response. The market is moving directionally because it is seeking a

fair price around which it can distribute.

In brief, a balanced market has found a fair price. An imbalanced
market is seeking a fair price.

Buying below This is simply another way to state the familiar law of supply and

demand. Buyers demand and sellers supply. The market is either in
equilibrium between buyers and sellers or it is working toward that
equilibrium.

• Four:Steidlmayer'sTandemTimeFrameConcept

First let's define Steidlmayer's use of the term "time frame'.'

Time frames are forcing points-in other words, points in time that
force a decision. These points can be imposed by the market (i.e.,
the close) or by something in your personal situation (i.e., you have
the right to an option that expires in two months).

To explain, say the market has been trading for three hours and the
close is coming up in 45 minutes. If you don't want to carry the
position overnight, your time is running out. The close is forcing
you to make a decision within a relatively short-term time frame.
You're a short-term trader in this situation because the forcing point
is only 45 minutes away.

You're a longer-term trader in the second situation because your
option doesn't expire for two months. The forcing point is two
months off. Consequently, you have a longer-term time frame in
which you can operate without having to make a decision.

With this insight, Steidlmayer was able to divide all market activity
into two categories: short-term and longer-term.

He calls short-term activity day time frame activity.

He calls longer-term activity other time frame activity.

His tandem time frame concept visualizes short-term or day time
frame activity on one side of the tandem and all longer-term activi-
ty on the other side (hence the name "other time frame").

Since long- and short-term activity exist simultaneously in the
marketplace, you have to be able to separate one kind of activity
from the other.

We're going to separate one from the other with behavior.

7



LONG-TERMBUYERSAND • Five:Short-andLong-termActivityIs Definedby Behavior

LONG-TERMSELLERSDO NOT The short-term trader's behavior characteristic is his desire for a fairTRADEWITH EACHOTHERAT
THESAMEPRICEATTHESAMETIME. price. The best he can do is a fair price because he has to trade

today. Since a fair price is acceptable to both buyers and sellers,
short-term buyers and sellers do trade with each other at the same
price at the same time.

The longer-term trader's behavior characteristic is his desire for an

Advantageous area advantageous price. He can wait for an advantageous price because
for long-term seller he doesn't have to trade today. Since longer-term buyers' and sellers'

objectives are different, they do not trade with each other at the
same price at the same time.

(In a strict technical sense, a longer-term buyer with a 10 to 15-day
time frame may trade with a longer-term seller with a two- to three-
day time frame. But these traders are a small part of the total
longer-term group.

Short-term buyers Steidlmayer treats longer-term traders as a single entity because he
and is concentrating on the active longer-term trader who drives the
short-term sellers market and affects range development.)
do trade with
each other here. Longer-term buyers want to buy low; longer-term sellers want to sell

high. Therefore, the same price can't be advantageous for both at
the same time. That's why you can know exactly who (buyer or
seller) is doing what at any time in the day's range.

To apply this unfamiliar concept to single sessions or to longer-term
trends, it's important to define what an advantageous price means
in relation to value. We'll discuss what an advantageous price means

in relation to longer-term value later on. Here, we're going to con-

sider what an advantageous price means in relation to today's value

Advantageous area area.

for hmg-term buyer The market develops a fair price area in the session for short-term
buyers and sellers-in other words, those who have to trade today.
Most of the day's volume occurs in this fair price area. The high
volume shows acceptance.

In contrast to the amount of time spent in the value area, the
market spends very little time at the advantageous prices above and
below value. These advantageous prices are low volume, rejected
excess areas. Prices above the value area are advantageous for the
longer-term seller; prices below it are advantageous for the longer-
term buyer.

How do we know it's the longer-term trader who is active at
advantageous prices?

Only traders with a longer-term time frame-in other words, those
who don't have to trade today-can take a chance on making their
trade in an area where the market doesn't spend much time. If you
have to trade today, you can't count on being able to enter your
trade in a low volume, basically unfair area. The high volume area
where the market spends most of its time provides the liquidity you
need.

• Six: Boththe Short-termTraderandthe Longer-termTraderHavea
Roleto Playin FacilitatingTrade

This role grows out of their behavior.

8



Since the short-term trader is seeking a fair price, his role is to find
a price area where two-sidedtrade can occur. Steidlmayercallsthis
an initial balance area.

(Currently, it seems to take one hour in CBOT grain futures to find
an area where two sided trade can occur. Before CBOT financial

futures sessions were lengthened, it also seemed to take an hour in
those contracts to find an initial balance area. Now that the ses-

sions are longer, however, finding the initial balance in CBOT finan-
cials seems to take one hour and 40 minutes.)

As the financial contracts underscore, initial balance parameters can
change.

Therefore, the important thing is to understand the initial balance
concept-the amount of time it takes the shorter-term trader to find
an area where two-sided trade can occur. Then you can determine
these parameters in any market.

Earlier, we said the role of the short-term trader was to find an area
that market participants would consider fair. We also said that the
market opens and moves directionally in order to establish
parameters to contain the range.

If the unfair high and the unfair low established in the initial
balance period hold throughout the session, the shorter-term trader
is in control.

If, on the other hand, the longer-term trader enters the market with
enough volume, he can disturb the initial balance and extend the
range-establishing a new high or low parameter.

This takes us to the longer-term trader's role in facilitating trade: his
role is to move the market directionally-in other words, to extend
the range up or down.

• Seven:PriceCanOnlyBeAbove,Belowor WithinValue

We're going to monitor the activity level of the longer-term trader as
he responds to prices above, below or within value in order to antic-
ipate whether the market will move up, down or sideways.

Our focus is always on what the longer-term trader is doing
because, in pursuing his interests, he is responsible for the way the
day's range develops and for the length of time a longer-term trend
lasts.

We'll discuss the longer-term trader's influence on trend develop-
ment in Part II. In this section, we're going to consider his influence
on the way a single session develops.

We're going to examine the principles we've just discussed in rel-
atively uncomplicated sessions so that you can see how they work.
We believe that once you understand how these concepts work in a
single session, you'll be able to apply them to longer-term trends
and then to 24-hour markets.

Keep in mind, though, that certain ideas such as the initial balance,
the TPO count and the kinds of range development are going to
become less important. These ideas will continue to contribute to
your overall understanding, but they're going to become part of
your background knowledge.

9



StopAndTestYourself

Q. All activity occurs within what?

A. The auction framework.

Q. The market moves up to shut off what? It moves down to shut
off what?

A. Up to shut off buying. Down to shut off selling. The market
auctions up until the last buyer buys and then down until the last
seller sells.

Q. The market establishes parameters and then trades between
these parameters developing value until it takes out one side.
What is this process called?

A. The negotiating process. It is defined by three related price
areas-an unfair high, an unfair low and value somewhere in
between.

Q. The market moves from what to what and back again in order
to facilitate trade?

A. Imbalance to balance.

Q. There are two kinds of activity. What are they?

A. Day time frame and other time frame-in other words, short-
term and longer-term.

Q. Short-term and longer-term activity is defined by what?

A. Behavior. The short-term trader is seeking a fair price; the
longer-term trader is seeking an advantageous price.

Q. What determines a trader's role in the market?

A. Behavior. The short-term trader who is seeking a fair price
finds an area where two-sided trade can occur. The longer-term
trader who is seeking an advantageous price moves the market
directionally.

10



TheMarketProfile® Lookat the example on page 15. (This material is published in a

Graphic 3-ring binder so that you can take the examples out and hold them
next to the relevant text.) This example shows the Market Profile ®
graphic for Dec bonds on 9/5/86. The Market Profile ® format
organizes price and time into a visual of what happens in a single
session.

The price range for the session is on the left. The letters show the
half-hour time period in which each price traded. At that time,
A represented 8:00 to 8:30, B represented 8:30 to 9:00, etc.

Since then, the CBOT has changed the letters indicating time.

In January 1990-in order to accommodate 24-hour markets-the
CBOT assigned a character to each half-hour trading period on a
24-hour basis. Half-hour periods from midnight to noon are
represented by capital letters A through X. Half-hour periods from
noon to midnight are represented by small letters a through x.

The day session for U.S. Treasury bond futures now resumes at 7:20
a.m. in "O" period and ends at 2 p.m. in "d" period. See page 46
for more information.

Although the graphic may look different, only the characters are
different. The organizing principle is exactly the same. You're still
looking for price reoccurrence in order to see where the market is
developing value.

In this Home Study Guide, we use examples with the old letters as
well as the new ones so that you can see for yourself that the
behavior patterns are exactly the same. If you understand the basic
principles, you'll recognize the patterns and you won't be confused
by a change in characters.

No matter what the character, each symbol in the profile graphic
represents a time/price opportunity-TPO for short. A TPO is an
opportunity created by the market at a certain time at a certain
price.

These time/price opportunities are the basic unit for analysis of the
day's activity. They are either accepted or rejected.

On 9/5/86, the bond futures market offered participants a series of
TPOs from 97-14 to 96-04.

TPOs from 97-14 to 97-05 on the top and from 96-04 to 96-06 on
the bottom were rejected.

TPOs from 96-07 to 97-04 were accepted. The area in which the
market spent the most time-from 96-11 to 96-29-shows the most
acceptance.

The rejected areas established parameters-an unfair high and an
unfair low-which contained the range. Then the market negotiated
within this range to establish value.

The session on page 15 is the end result of the negotiating process
for Dec bond futures on 9/5/86-an unfair high area at 97-14 to
97-05, an unfair low area at 96-04 to 96-06 and value roughly in the
middle, a little closer to the unfair low.

11



We're going to look at this session time period by time period so
that you can see how the negotiating process works in detail. But
before we do that, let's discuss the different kinds of range
development.

KindsOfRangeDevelopment Asnoted earlier, the longer-term trader affects the way the range
develops. Now you'll see what that means.

If the longer-term trader is not very active, you have what
Steidlmayer calls a "normal" day.

The session we've been examining on page 15 is a normal day. Look
at the first column in the profile graphic. Steidlmayer calls this
column the pioneer range because it shows you the first time a price
is hit in a session.

Look at the graphic and you can see that the range for the day
was established in the first half hour of trading. In 1986, the short-
term trader found the initial balance in bond futures in the first

hour of trading-in A and B periods. On normal days, 85% or
more of the range is formed in the initial balance period. Any range
extension is usually slight and occurs late in the day.

In other words, the short-term trader basically establishes
parameters for the day's range. Then the market rotates between
those parameters for the entire session.

What is the characteristic of a normal day?

The short-term trader sets the parameters that contain the range.

In other words, the short-term trader is in control. The market has
found a fair price and is distributing around it.

If the longer-term trader is more active and extends the range past
the initial balance area, you have what Steidlmayer calls a "normal
variation" day.

Look at page 16. The market's initial balance is found in CBOT
grain futures in the first hour of trading. (In D and E periods at
that time; now in T and U periods.) Look at the pioneer range and
you can see that the initial balance area covers 621 ½ to 628.

In G period, the longer-term trader came into the market with
enough volume to tip the market's initial balance and extend the
range. The range extension started at 628 ¼ and continued up to
633.

What is the characteristic of a normal variation day?

The longer-term trader extends the range past the initial balance
area.

The short-term trader's initial parameters do not hold. There is
some directional movement which extends the range and sets a new
high or low parameter.

12



In this example, the range extension is approximately double the
initial balance area. Therefore, control is roughly divided between
the short- and the longer-term trader. If the range extension were
wider than the initial balance, the longer-term trader would be in
control. That's why maximum range extension on a normal variation
day is roughly double the initial balance area.

It's important to keep in mind, however, that this is the maximum.
The range extension on a normal variation day isn't always that
wide. It can be anywhere from a few ticks to about double the
initial balance. Naturally, the wider the range extension, the greater
the influence of the longer-term trader.

When the range extension is considerably more than double the
initial balance area, you have what Steidlmayer calls a "trend" day.

Look at the example on page 17. This is a grain future and the
market's initial balance is found in the first hour of trade-in D and

E periods here.

The initial balance area covers 502_A to 505 ¼. It is roughly 1/3of
the day's range and the range extension-from 505 _/2to 511-is
roughly 2,4of the range. You can also see that the market moved in
one direction all day. The longer-term trader kept extending the
range up-first in G, then in I, J and K periods.

What is the characteristic of a trend day?

The market moves in one direction and closes on the directional
extreme.

The longer-term trader is in control. The market is moving direc-
tionally in search of a fair price.

When there is range extension but no net influence from the longer-
term trader, you have what Steidlmayer calls a "neutral" day.

Look at page 18. The longer-term trader first extended the range
down in F period and then changed his mind and extended it up in
L period. Neutral days indicate uncertainty. Often the market uses
these days to change direction.

What is the characteristic of a neutral day?

There is range extension in both directions.

13



1'0 Sum Up It helps to think of control in terms of range extension.

When there is no range extension, the short-term trader is in
control.

When the longer-term trader sets a new higher or lower parameter
at one end of the range, he is exerting more influence. If the range
extension is roughly double the initial balance area, control is
roughly divided between the short- and longer-term trader.

If the range extension is considerably more than double the initial
balance area, the longer-term trader is in control.

When the longer-term trader extends the range in both directions,
one range extension generally cancels out the other. In that case, the
longer-term trader has no net influence on the session. Therefore,
the short-term trader is basically in control.

DowJonesIndustrialAverage:WeeklyBarChart
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NormalDu MarketProfile*Graphic
-el'* MARKETPROFILE* CopyrightChicago Board of Trade 1986.

ABalancedSituation CBOTUSBONDS Dec(86) ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.86/09/05
TradePrice HalfHourBracketTimes
9714/32 A
9713/32 Pioneer A
9712/32 range A
9711/32 A
9710/32 A Rejected TPOs
97 9/32 A Unfair high area
97 8/32 A
97 7/32 A
97 6/32 A
97 5/32 A
97 4/32 AG
97 3/32 AG
97 2/32 AG
97 1/32 AG
97 AG
9631/32 AGHK
9630/32 AGHKL
9629/32 AFGHKL
9628/32 AFGHKL
9627/32 AFGHKL
9626/32 AEFHKL Accepted TPOs
9625/32 AEFHKL
9624/32 AEFHKL
9623/32 ABEFHKL
9622/32 ABEFHIKL
9621/32 ABCDEFHIJKLValue area
9620/32 ABCDEHIJL
9619/32 ABCDEHIJL
96 8/32 ABCDEIJL
96 7/32 ABCDEIJL
96 6/32 ABCDEiJL
96 5/32 ABCDEIJL
96 4/32 ABCDEIJL
96 3/32 ABCDIJL
96 2/32 ABCDIJ
96 1/32 ABCDIJ
96 0/32 ACIJ
96 9/32 ACIJ
96 8/32 AC
96 7/32 AC

96 6/3296 5/32 Rejected TPOs
96 4/32 A Unfair low area

15



NormalVariationIt ..
uay: Market Profile ®Graphic

CombinationOfBalance MARKETPROFILE® Copyright ChicagoBoard of Trade 1988.

AndImbalance SOYBEANS Mar (88) ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 88/01/22
TradePrice HalfHourBracketTimes
633 J "
6323/4 J
6321/2 JK
6321/4 JK
632 JK
6313/4 JK
6311/2 JK
6311/4 JK
631 JK

6303/4 JK Range exlension tip6301/2 JK
6301/4 JK
630 IJK
6293/4 IJK
6291/2 IJK
6291/4 IK
629 HIK
6283/4 GHIK ,
6281/2 GHIK
6281/4 GHIK
628 DFGHIK
6273/4 DFGHI
627i/2 DEFGHI
6271/4 DEFGH
627 DEFGH
6263/4 DEFG
6261/2 DEFG
626I/4 DEF
626 DEF
6253/4 DF
6251/2 D
6251/4 D
625 D Inilial balance
624i/2 D
624 D
6233/4 D
6231/2 D
6231/4 D
623 D
6223/4 D
622I/2 D
6221/4 D
622 D
6213/4 D
6211/2 D j
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TrendIlu MarketProfile_ Graphic
_al: MARKETPROFILE® CopyrightChicago Board of Trade1987.

AnImbalancedSituation SOYBEANS Nov (87) ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.87/08/19
TradePrice HalfHourBracketTimes
511 K
5103/4 K
510I/2 K
5101/4 K
510 JK
5093/4 JK
5091/2 IJK
5091/4 IJK
509 IJK
5083/4 IJK
5081/2 IJK
5081/4 IJ Range extension
508 GIJ
5073/4 GHIJ
5071/2 GHIJ
507I/4 GHI
507 GHI
5063/4 GHI
5061/2 GHI
5061/4 GH
506 G
5053/4 G
505I/2 G
5051/4 EG
505 EG
5043/4 DEG
5041/2 DEFG
504I/4 DEFG
504 DEF
5033/4 D Initial balance
5031/2 D
5031/4 D
503 D
5023/4 D
502i/2 D
5021/4 D
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NeutralBy MarketProfile®Graphic
_a.: MARKETPROFILE* CopyrightChicago Board of Trade1988.

ABalancedSituation CBOTUS BONDS Mar (88) ALL RIGHTSRESERVED.88/01/07
TradePrice HalfHourBracketTimes
88 9/32 L
88 8/32 L
88 7/32 L Range
88 6/32 L extension tip
88 5/32 L
88 4/32 L
88 3/32 L
88 2/32 AL
88 1/32 AL
88 ADL
8731/32 ADKL
8730/32 ADKL
8729/32 ADHIKL
8728/32 ACDEHIJK
8727/32 ACDEHIJK
8726/32 ACDEHIJK
8725/32 ABCDEHIJK
8724/32 ABCEGHIJK
8723/32 ABCEGHIJK
8722/32 BCEFGHIJK
8721/32 BCEFGHJK
8720/32 BCEFGHJK
8719/32 8EFGHJK
87 18/32 BEFJK
87 17/32 BEFK
87 16/32 BEFK
87 15/32 F
87 14/32 F Range
87 13/32 F extension down

RangeDevelopmentAnd Astrategy that works when the market is balanced and rotating
BalanceAndImbalance (trading range market) is not going to be appropriate when the

market is imbalanced and moving directionally (trending market).
Thus an ability to recognize the difference can have a major impact
on your bottom line.

When the longer-term trader has the least influence, the market is
the most balanced.

What kind of range development is balanced?

• Normaldays:the entire range or roughly 85°70of the range is
formed in the initial balance period. Therefore, there is either no
range extension or very little range extension.

18



• Neutraldays:one range extension generally cancels out the other
so there is no net influence from the longer-term trader.

As the longer-term trader's influence increases, he creates an
imbalance.

What kind of range development do you have when the longer-term
trader introduces imbalance?

• Normalvariationdays: the longer-term trader extends the range
past the initial balance area. Specifically, you have balance,
imbalance and then adjusted balance. On the most imbalanced
normal variation day, the range extension roughly doubles the
initial balance area.

When the longer-term trader exerts maximum influence, the market
is the most imbalanced.

What kind of range development do you have?

• Trenddays: the market moves in one direction and closes on the
directional extreme. The range extension is generally more than
twice as long as the initial balance area.

KindsOfRangeDevelopment

• NORMAL

> Short-term in control.

> Balanced situation.

> 80%0of the volume is short-term; 20% is longer-term.

• NEUTRAL

> Short-term in control.

> Balanced situation.

> 70% of the volume is short-term; 30°70is
longer-term.

• NORMAL VARIATION

> Control is divided.

> Combination of balance and imbalance.

> If a little range extension, 80% of the volume is short-term;
20°7ois longer-term. If a lot of range extension, 60°7oof the
volume is short-term; 40% is longer-term.

• TREND

> Longer-term in control.

> Imbalanced situation.

> 40% of the volume is short-term; 60% is Longer-term.

19



StopAndTestYourself

Q. There are two kinds of prices. What are they?

A. Accepted and rejected. An accepted price area is simply a price
area where the market trades over time. Accepted prices show
value.

A rejected price area is simply a price area where the market spends
very little time. Rejected prices show excesses in the market-an
unfair high and an unfair low.

Q. There are two kinds of activity. What are they?

A. Day time frame which is short-term activity and other time
frame which is longer-term activity.

Q. Activity (short- or long-term) is defined by what?

A. Behavior. The short-term trader is seeking a fair price. The
longer-term trader is seeking an advantageous price.

Q. What is the role of the short-term trader?

A. The short-term trader establishes an initial balance area so that
two-sided trade can occur.

Q. What is the role of the longer-term trader?

A. The longer-term trader moves the market directionally.

Q. Which trader is responsible for the way the range (normal, nor-
mal variation, trend, neutral) develops?

A. The longer-term trader.

In other words, the amount of activity executed by the longer-term
trader determines whether the market is balanced and rotating or
imbalanced and moving directionally.

The more influence the longer-term trader exerts, the greater the
range extension and the more imbalanced the market.

Q. The market moves from what to what and back again in order
to facilitate trade?

A. Imbalance to balance.

20



MonitoringActivityWith Now,we're going to look at range development in greater detail.

TheMarketProfile®Graphic* Basically, all activity in a session can be included in three
categories:

...activity that produces single print extremes.

...activity that produces range extension.

...activity that produces a value area.

To get as much information on the longer-term trader as possible,
Steidlmayer divides the range into these three areas-extremes,
range extension and value area-and monitors the longer-term
trader's behavior in each area. Even when the longer-term trader is
least active (on normal days), he still can influence development on
the extremes and in the value area.

So we'll start by looking at the extremes and the value area on a
normal day.

Earlier, we said the market establishes parameters and then negoti-
ates between them, developing value. This is the negotiating process.
To help you see how the process establishes parameters (which are
extremes) and develops value, we're going to examine the session on
9/5/86, time period by time period.

Before we begin, though, some background.

Extremes are formed when the longer-term trader competes with
the short-term trader for opportunities at that price level. The more
eager he is to compete, the longer the single print extreme.

To show that the longer-term trader was interested enough to com-
pete, you need at least two single prints. One single print shows you
that the market offered an opportunity and no one wanted it.

The more single prints there are, the stronger the competition.

With that said, let's look at the session on pages 22 to 33. Keep in
mind that extremes are formed by competition; the value area is
formed by rotations.

*The Market Profile ®graphic is copyright by the Chicago Board of Trade 1991.
All Rights Reserved. 21



_;_For the _ake of ._,implicity, we're going to say {he market operas at
97--!4. I_ Part IIi, we'll discuss exactl.'.ewhere the market opens
and the implicaf.ioos.

@ Sell_ng moves the market out of the area----down to 5}6-04. We
k.now it. was selling because C.'_erP..arket moves down to sI'mt off"

s¢lliP..g. As the market moves dcP,vn, i_ is advertisb_g for an
opposit.e response.

.,_@..<There is so much. compethion .from the longer-term. ,sally.,-< '" that "
the short-term trader has to move the market down more than a
poiBt,
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MARKET PROFILE° CopyrightChicago Board of Trade 198(,.
(;gOT US BONDS Dec(85) AI_.LRIGHT'SRESER\;ED,86/09/05

....

TradePrice HalfHourBracketTimes
9714/32 A
9713/32 A
9712/32 A
9711/32 A
97 10132 A 12

11 197 9132 A
97 1/32 A

97 7132 A 10 297 6/32 A
97 5112 A
97 4/32 A
97 3132 A 9
97 2/32 A
97 ]132 A
97 A 8
9631132 A
9630/;?,2 A
9529/32 A
9628132 A
% 2/,32 A
9626/32 A
9625/32 A
9624/32 A
9623/32 A.."-i
9622/32 A'_
9621/32 Ai:_

......... 9620132 Aft.
9619!32 A_i
9618!32 Ai
9617132 Ai_.
9616/32 A_:_
9615/32 Ai:_
96 14132 gt_
96 13132 AI_

I,._32
96 _1132 A::_
96 10132 A
96 9/32 A
96 8/32 A
96 7/32
96 6/32 A
96 5/32 A
96 4i32 ._

N The market ge).s aT_opposite respo,_se at 96--04. The buyer comes
in and the market trades up. Vv'eknow it was the buyer because
the market moves up to shut ot"i"buying.

@ The market retares up in B period to 96.-23. _,*,'_'veestablished
irAtial pa:.ameters, Wil! they hold?

/......
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FindsTheBottomOfValue  ta ketP o iJ¢
MARKET PROFILE_" CopyrightChicago Board of Trade 1986.
CBOT US BONDS Dec(86) ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.86/09/05

TradePrice HalfHourBracketTimes : :
97 14/32 A
97 13/32 A
97 12/32 A

97 11/32 A 12
97 10/32 A 11 197 9/32 A
97 8/32 .A

97 7/32 A -10 2
97 6/32 A
97 5/32 A
97 4/32 A 9
97 3/32 A
97 2/32 A

97 1/32 A 8
97 A
9631/32 A
9630/32 A
9629/32 A
9628/32 A
9627/32 A
9626/32 A
9625/32 A
9624/32 A
9623/32 AB
9622/32 AB
9621/32 AB_III
9620/32 AB_II........
96 19/32 AB(
96 18/32 AB( • •
96 17/32 ABel
96 16/32 ABi!i
96 15/32 AB(
96 14/32 ABC
96 13/32 ABel
96 12/32 AB(
96 11/32 ABC
96 10/32 A_I.
96 9/32 A(.
96 8/32 A(
96 7/32 AslI
96 6/32 A
96 5/32 A
96 4/32 A

N The market gets an opposite response at 96--23 and rotates down
in C period to 96-07.

N The C period move is testing the low parameter, it takes out
some of the initial extreme but buying comes in at 96-07 and the
parameter holds.

d- •••
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Fn d Value Market Profile* Graphic
-xran-s.., MARKET PROFILE _: Copyright Chicago Board of Trade 1986,ToTheupslae CSOT us BONDS Dec (86) ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 86/09/05

TradePrice HalfHourBracketTimes ...., '
9714/32 A ........
9713/32 A
9712/32 A .....................................................................................

9711132 A 12
9710/32 A 11 1
97 9/32 A
97 8/32 A

97 7/32 A 11 2
97 6/32 A
97 5/32 A

97 4/32 A 9
97 3/32 A
97 2/32 A
97 1/32 A

8
97 A
9631/32 A
9630/32 A
9629/32 A
9628/32 A
9627/32 A
9626/32 A:J:
9625/32 Aiii
9624/32 A::i:
9623132 ABil
9622/32 ABi::
9621/32 ABCD:::::
9620/32 ABCD:.::5: ...........
96 19/32 ABCD:::::.
9618132 ABCD::::! .....:
9617/32 ABCDii5
9616/32 ABCD::i:
9615/32 ABCD::il
9614/32 ABCD::i:
9613/32 ABCD
9612/32 ABCD
96 11/32 ABCD
96 10/32 AC
96 9132 A(
96 8132 A(
96 7/32 AC
96 6/32 A
96 5/32 A
96 4/32 A

_::iii::ii!'The market starts to rotate up in D period. The up move attracts
more buying in E period. The market rotates up to 96-26.

::::::ii::i::The up move, instead of bringing in an opposite response, is
bringing in a like response. The up auction is continuing. It is
expanding the value area.

....
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In d ValueAni Markc_Profile_ Graphic
.×ran_s ..=,a.n _._a_:E'r _-,r,:>mE_ coe_._ig_,tc_...i_o _o_,-dof '_-_d__9S<

CBOT[_ISBONDS Dec(86) ALL RIGHTSRESERVED.86/09,'05
......... TradePri_e ffQffRoutBracketTimes

97 14132 A
97 la!32 a
9712132 a .....................................................................................
9711132 A

9710,32 A _ l97 9132 A
97 8132 A
97 "_"",s,_t2 A 1_ 2
_7 6132 A
97 5132 A
97 4132 A 9
97 3!32 A
97 2132 g
97 1132 A 8
97 a
9631132 ,_
9630132 A
9629132 AI:
9628132 AI"
9621132 gI:
9626/32 AE_
9625/32 AEi:
9624/32 AEi:
9623/32 ABEl"
9622/32 ABEl
9621i32 ABC._Et

........ 9620/32 ABCDE
9619132 AB(DE
9618i32 ABCDE
% 17i32 ABCI}E
9616,'32 AB(DE
96 15132 ABCDE
9614/32 ABCDE
% 13132 ABED
9612132 ABED
961!/32 ABED
9610132 AC
96 9132 AC
96 8132 A(
96 7/32 AC
96 6132 A
96 5132 A
96 4132 A

N The up move attracts more buying in F period. The market
rotates up to 96-29.

N Note d_e higher tows and higher highs. Because the market
co,Uinues to bring i,_ a like response, the up a_ctio_ is comint_.
ing. The market is continuir_g to expand the value area.
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StillEn din Value Market Profile :_'Graphic
-xran--n_ MaR a_?:r PR(__ )I_ILE""°_ Copyright Chicago Board of Trade 1986.

CBOT US BONDS Dec (86) ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 86/09;/05

TradePrice HalfHourBracketTimes •.........
97 14/32 A .....
97 13/32 A
97 12/32 A

97 11/32 A 12.
97 10/32 A 11 1
97 9/32 A
97 8/32 A
97 7/32 A 10 2
97 6/32 A
97 5/32 A
97 4/32 A_;, 9
97 3/32 A;I.;
97 2/32 A_ii;:

97 1/32 A_i:; 8
97 A_;
9631/32 A_;;
9630/32 A_iil
9629/32 AFii;
9628/32 AF:;
9627/32 AF_I;
9626/32 AEF
9625132 AEF
9624/32 AEF
9623/32 ABliF
9622/32 ABEF
9621132 ABCDEF
9620/32 ABCDE .........
9619/32 ABCDE :
9618/32 ABCDE .......
9617/32 ABCDE
9616/32 ABCDE
9615/32 ABCDE
9614/32 ABCDE
9613/32 ABCD
9612/32 ABCD
9611/32 ABCD
9610/32 AC
96 9/32 AC
96 8/32 AC
96 7/32 AC
96 6/32 A
96 5/32 A
96 4/32 A
............................................................................................................................................

::::::::::::::::Buying activity continues in (_3period and the market rotates
up to 9%04.

!i::)::i::iNote how the expanding value area is taking out some of the
initial A period extreme at the top. }_u can see that the market
is using the entire range to develop value.

/
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@ At 9%04, :l:e market has moved high er:ough to brir_g ir'_an
opposite respor_se. The up auction: ends and the n-arket star.:s {o
to.late back dow:_..

@ No:e :ha_ the er_.dof the up a:_ciion is .:he begiTmir_g of ti_e down
aucfiom h" ol.her words, ::.'_eend of the up rotation in G period
is :_:e beginning of t]:e down rotation in H period.

@ Also ::ore how the '4p move overlapped time periods. If you
' bought at 9641 in D period: you didn't have to offse,: re:U! G

period whet: .:he market bro',._'ghtin a_ opposite response strong
enough to reverse d:e up move.
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ContinuesTo!) In Market Profile'" Graphic
-eve°r MARKET PROH LE _" Copyright Chicago Board of Trade 1986.

ValueWithRotations CBOT US BONDS Dec (86) ALL RIGHTS R12..SI-';R_,-""'-")[/12.86./09/'05

TradePrice HalfHourBracketTimes
97 14/32 A
97 13/32 A
97 12/32 A ..................................................................
97 11/32 A
97 10/32 A 12

11 197 9/32 A
97 8/32 A

97 7/32 A 10 297 6/32 A
97 5/32 A
97 4/32 AG
97 3/32 AG 9
97 2/32 AG
97 1/32 AG
97 AG 8
9631/32 AGH
9630/32 AGH
9629/32 AFGH
9628/32 AFGH
9627/32 AFGH
9626/32 AEFH
9625/32 AEFH
9624/32 AEFH
9623/32 ABEFfl
9622/32 ABEFHi
9621/32 ABCDEFHi
9620/32 ABCDEHi .........
96 19/32 ABCDEH::
96 18/32 ABCDEi:: ".....
96 17/32 ABCDE::::
96 16/32 ABCDEi::
96 15/32 ABCDEi::
96 14/32 ABCDE::::
96 13/32 ABCDi
96 12/32 ABCDi
96 11/32 ABCDI
96 10132 AC::::
96 9/32 AC::::
96 8/32 AC
96 7/32 AC
96 6/32 A
96 5/32 A
96 4/32 A

!::::ii::::iThe down move brings in more selling. I period starts trading at
96-22 and rotates down to 96-09.

i::!!i::i::The down auction that began in G period is continuing,

• . • :..• .s:
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DefinesValue Ma,-_et P,'ofile _ Graphic

IV MARKET PROHLE _ Copyright Chicago Board of Trade 1986.MorePrecise. CBOT US BONDS Dec (86) ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 86/09,/05

TradePrice HalfHourBracketTimes ..........:
9714/32 A
9713/32 A
9712/32 A

97 11/32 A 12
9710/32 A 11 1
97 9/32 A
97 8/32 A

97 7/32 A 1, 2
97 6/32 A
97 5/32 A

97 4/32 AG 9
97 3/32 AG
97 2/32 AG

97 1/32 AG 8
97 AG
9631/32 AGHi::_:
9630/32 AGH:<
9629/32 AFGIti_I
9628/32 AFGHiill
9627/32 AFGH'<
9626/32 AEFH::::_:
9625/32 AEFH::::_:
9624/32 AEFH::i(
9623/32 ABEFHi.(
9622/32 ABEHtli:I
9621/32 ABCDEFHUi-I.
9620/32 ABCDEHIJ ....

9619132 ABCDEHIJ : :
9618/32 ABCDEIJ ......:
9617/32 ABCDEIJ
9616/32 ABCDEIJ
9615/32 ABCDEIJ
9614/32 ABCDEIJ
9613/32 ABCDU
9612/32 ABCDIJ
9611132 ABCDIJ
9610/32 ACIJ
96 9/32 ACIJ
96 8/32 AC
96 7/32 AC
96 6/32 A
96 5/32 A
96 4/32 A

N The up move brings in more buying and K period continues the
rotation up to 96-31.

N Note that the rotations are starting to define value more pre-
ciseb: The market spent the most time between 96-29 on the
upside and 96-11 on the downside,

s
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................................................................................................................................................................................. . ..............`.-`..................`......................................`.`.......`.`...`..-`-`.`. .......................

pl .........M;,_k,'._Profile_ (}_@_b::
TPOValueAreaCornete  ,  RKETr' OF L+ *-.• (.m<.a_,,zBoa:d of Rade i9£6.

C}_O}"[.JS[_ONDS Dec(86) AIH. RI(}HIS ffESEffVED.86/09/05

"..... TradePrke Ndf ff_urBm&etT[me_
9714:32 A
9713132 A
97]2/32 A

9711i32 A 12
9710/32 A I_
97 9i32 A
97 0i32 A
97 7132 ._ Io 2
97 6/32 A
97 5]32 A
97 4!32 AG 9
97 3137 AO
97 2732 AG

97 1132 AG 8
97 AO
9631t3_ AOh'K
9630/32 AOl4t(i.
9629/32 AFGHKL
96 28132 AFOHKI
9627132 AFOfff({
9626132 AEFt'!Ki.
9625132 JtEF_ffi.
9624!32 A[iFt,IKi.
9623132 ABEPPlffi.
9622i32 ABEFI-ItK{
9621i32 A_Cl)EPHiJffi.

.--. 9b20i32 ABCD[H!Ji.
9619132 AS{DEHIJiL
9610i32 A[.ICDEIJ;:.
96]7i32 AllCOElJi.
9616132 AB(DEIJi.
96]5!32 AtE[I[}JL
9b ]4!32 Altf.O[iJi.
96 13/37 AB(DIJi.
9612132 Af'JCf.)lJ
9611132 AtlCDU
(t610/32 A._IJ
96 9132 AI;IJ
96 8t32 AC
9G 7132 AC
96 6/32 ,4
96 5132 A
96 4132 A

The up move h_K brhxgs i:.',:+e{}mg',the ma.rke[ mt'_tes do'+,:vin L.

At the end of _he session., the :_.egotiatingprocess has dcfiaed a_ unfair
high area from 97+I4to 97-05, and an u..':fai_low area from 96-0,$to
96-06 with vah;e in between.

N The ma)keI: negotiated along the entire range to hnd the pr'..cearea [>,a_
most precisely represented value, ft _es_edthe upside in G pe,,iod and
_]_edownside i_'..C period.

•' _ In _his session+_)ierange _h_cmost p_ecisely represeated value was
defiaed by 96-28 on d_eupside aud 96-12 on :,hedownside. This was the
range i.=.',wltk:h ?0% of the day's _rade occurred---O_evolmne _,m'uearea.

N Wha.: Steidhnayer calls _he "TPO value area'> is defined by 9%04 o_
=.heupe&ie af}d96-07 on th.¢downside. This is the a:.ea covered by the
value area ro.:atiens. Rotations in C a_(i G pmlods took ou_ ._omeof 33
the initiaJ A period extremes.



The longer-term trader was relatively active in the value area on
9/5/86 because the rotations are relatively wide.

When he is not very active, you have a session that looks like the
example below.

This is a profile of bond futures on the day after the Thanksgiving
holiday, 11/24/89- a traditionally inactive trading session.

Volume for the Dec contract on 11/24/89 was only 116,840. There
are no extremes, a two-tick range extension (the entire range was
only nine ticks) and extremely narrow value area rotations.

Market Profile ®Graphic
MARKET PROFILE ® Copyright Chicago Board of Trade 1989.
CBOT US BONDS Dec (89) ALL RIGH'IS RESERVED. 89/11/24

TradePrice HalfHourBracketTimes
9929/32 BCDEF
9928/32 ABCDEF
9927/32 ABCDEF
9926/32 ZSACFG
9925/32 ZSACFGH
9924/32 ZSACFGHI
9923/32 ZSFGHIJKL
9922/32 FGHIJKL
9921/32 F

RelatingToThe Allmarket activity is essentially a variation of the two types of

BiggerPicture behavior you've seen in this session:
• behavior that results in an imbalanced directional move.

• behavior that results in balanced rotations.

The imbalanced, directional A period move down occurred because
market participants were seeking a fair price. The balanced rota-
tions occurred because market participants found a fair price at
96-21 and were selling above and buying below.

Understanding these behavior patterns will make it easier for you to
react quickly to opportunity as the day develops.

Each kind of day-normal, normal variation, trend, neutral-
creates a different kind of opportunity: a balanced situation creates
opportunity with rotations; an imbalanced situation creates oppor-
tunity with a directional move.

You'll be able to trade earlier and more effectively if you recognize
which situation you're dealing with.

For example, if you recognize a normal day early, in other words a
balanced situation, you won't waste time on strategies that capitalize
on substantial range extension. Instead, you'll concentrate on buy-
ing the low and selling the high of the value area rotations.

Consider the session we've just examined. Look at page 33.

The early parameters established in the first half hour contained the
day's range. You were dealing with a balanced situation so there was
no opportunity to sell at the low end of the range after the buying

34 came in at 96-04.



As value developed between the parameters, the longer-term trader
tested the low parameter in C, I and J periods. But it held because
the longer-term trader never came into the market with enough
volume to tip the initial balance. The result: no range extension.
Therefore, recognizing the down rotation in C period as an oppor-
tunity to buy would have given you an edge.

WhoIsMostActive Nowthat you've seen how a value area develops, we're going to
InTheValueArea? determine which longer-term trader-buyer or seller-is most active

in the value area. Although they're both going to be active at
various times in the session, we are looking for the net influence at
the end of the day.

We are able to make this determination because the longer-term
trader has a known behavior pattern when he trades in the value
area.

The behavior pattern: the longer-term trader gives up an edge in
Value order to make the trade. He's willing to do this because something

that is fair in the day can be a bargain in a longer-term time frame.
The longer-term
trader believes In other words, when the longer-term trader makes a trade in the

] ] value will be value area, he is buying low or selling high in relation to longer-
higher next term value-not in relation to today's value.
week.

The behavior pattern's effect: an imbalance in the value area.

If the longer-term buyer is most active, the value area is slightly too
The longer-term high because he is willing to buy at a slightly higher price. If the
trader is willing longer-term seller is most active, the value area is slightly too low
to buy here in because he is willing to sell at a slightly lower price.
today's value
because he How do you find the imbalance? Look at page 38 on the left.
thinks value will

be higher next Use the fairest price in the value area-the price that trades in the

E_ week. most time brackets-as your reference point. If more than one price
trades in the same number of time brackets, choose the one closest
to the mid-point of the entire range.Buying at the

top of today's
value is We're taking the one closest to the mid-point of the entire range
advantageous in because, as you saw in the example we just went through, the
relation to his market uses the entire range to find value. It establishes parameters
longer-term and then negotiates along the entire range between them.

opinion of Draw a line through the TPOs opposite the fairest price.

value. Now count all the double prints above the fairest price and all the

double prints below it. (Double prints refer to any row of TPOs
opposite a price in the day's range with two or more TPOs in it.)

Today's value area We're counting TPOs because they represent market activity. In this

example, there are 70 above and 89 below.

The imbalance we are looking for is on the side with the least
amount of activity because the longer-term trader is only a small
percentage of total trade in the value area.

To explain more fully, the value area is primarily for traders seeking

Extreme a fair price.
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Therefore, the side with the most activity has to be short-term activ-
ity. That's where the price in the value area will be fairest. In other
words, no one is giving up an edge there.

Returning to this example, the side with the least amount of activity
is above the fairest price. Since the market moves up to shut off
buying, the longer-term buyer was most active in this value area.

There are more value area examples on the right and on page 39.

You don't know until the end of a session which longer-term trader
was most active because the seller can be most active at one point
and the buyer at another. Consequently, the value area can be
slightly too low at one point and slightly too high at another. To
demonstrate, see page 40.

It's not necessary to do a TPO count on trend days. It is obvious
from the rotations which longer-term trader is most active in the
value area because the market is moving in one direction. Look at
the trend day example on page 17 again.

RangeExtension Nowwe're ready to examine the third form of activity: range
extension.

So far, we've looked at extremes formed by competition and the
value area formed by rotations. Range extension occurs when the
longer-term trader enters with enough volume to tip the market's
balance.

To examine range extension, look at the example on page 41.

Look at the pioneer range (first column in the profile graphic). You
can see that the initial balance area covers 608 to 602 1/2. The long-
term seller entered the market with enough volume in F period to
tip the initial balance and extend the range down.

Range extension down continued in G and K periods until it about
doubled the initial balance area. Who was responsible for tipping
the market's balance? We know it was the seller extending the range
down because the market moves down to shut off selling.

Also note that the single prints in K period do not form an extreme
at the low. The K period range extension is an untested price probe.

The reason: K is the last trading period in the CBOT grain con-
tracts. Therefore, we don't know for sure if the market traded low
enough to find an opposite response. There may have been competi-
tion from the buyer but we can't be certain. In other words, com-
petition couldn't be confirmed by subsequent activity because K
was the last trading period.

Consider the D period extreme at the top of the range.

D was the market's first trading period. So you know that the seller
was competing for opportunities at that level. His competition was
confirmed by the trading that occurred later in the session.
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In K period, on the other hand, because there was no subsequent
trading, you don't know for sure that the market went low enough
to bring in an opposite response. Confirmation will have to wait
until the next trading session.

Look at the soybean example on page 42.

On 6/15/90, the market tested the downside with a price probe in K
period. The next day's lower opening brought in buying. Competi-
tion from the buyer was confirmed by subsequent trading.

On 6/18/90, because of the single prints in D period there is no
question that the buyer was competing for opportunities at that level.

Before we go on, there's one more thing to point out.

Look at the example on page 43.

This is a soybean report. Therefore, the initial balance area is 559 to
564 1/2 (D and E periods). The longer-term buyer came in with
enough volume to tip the market's initial balance in F period.

He extended the range up in F period and the range extension con-
tinued in G period up to 571 1/2. At that point, the market moved
high enough to interest the longer-term seller. His competition
formed an extreme at the top.

Two things happened here-in the same price area but not at the
same time.

• One, the buyer extended the range up to 571 1/2.

• Two, the seller was attracted by the opportunity at 571 1/2 and
his competition formed an extreme at the top.

So in this example, you have range extension up-buying activity-
and an extreme at the top-selling activity.

The market moved up first to shut off buying and then down to
shut off selling. The buyer and the seller were both active at the
high end of the range but not at the same price, at the same time.
This is an example of their trading in the same price area at dif-
ferent times.

The long-term buyer and the long-term seller did not trade with
each other at the same price because the same price cannot be
advantageous for both at the same time. That's why we can identify
two kinds of activity at the top of the range-first buying and then
selling.

That's the first step in monitoring the longer-term trader's activity:
knowing whether he is buying or selling in the three areas of the
range. The second step is to determine if that buying or selling is
expected or unexpected behavior. But before we go on, stop and test
yourself on the material we've just covered. The test is on page 44.
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ValueAreaActivity
MARKETPROFILE* MARKETPROFILE®
CBOT USBONDS SOYBEANS

Market Profile* Graphic Market Profile ®Graphic
Copyright Chicago Board of Trade 1986. Copyright Chicago Board of Trade 1988.
Dec (86) ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 86/09/05 Ju! (88) ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 88/04/13

TradePrice HalfHourBracketTimes TradePrice HalfHourBracketTimes
97 14/32 A 691I/2 D
97 13/32 A 691I/4 D
97 12/32 A 691 D
97 11/32 A 6901/2 D
97 10/32 A 690I/4 D
97 9/32 A 690 D
97 8/32 A 6893/4 D
97 7/32 A 6891/2 DE
97 6/32 A 6891/4 DE
97 5/32 A 689 DE

97 4/32 AG 6883/4 DE 28 TPOs
97 3/32 AG 6881/2 DEFJ
97 2/32 AG 6881/4 DEFJ
97 1/32 AG 688 DEFHJK
97 AG 6873/4 DEFHJK._.J
9631/32 AGHK 6871/2 _-FGffJK_ Fairesl price
9630/32 AGHKL 6871/4 DEFGHJK
9629/32 AFGHKL 7¢)TPOs 687 EFGHIJK
9628/32 AFGHKL 6863/4 EFGHIJK 48 TPOs
9627/32 AFGHKL 686I/2 FGHIJK
9626/32 AEFHKL 6861/4 GHIJK
9625/32 AEFHKL 686 GHIJK
9624/32 AEFHKL 6853/4 GIJK
9623/32 ABEFHKL 685I/2 GIK
9622/32 ABEFHIKL__ 685I/4 IK
9621/32 AfiCDEFHiJKL Fairest price 685 IK
9620/32 ABCDEHIJL--_ 6843/4 K
9619/32 ABCDEHIJL 6841/2 K
9618/32 ABCDEIJL 684 K
9617/32 ABCDEIJL
9616/32 ABCDEIJL
9615/32 ABCDEIJL 89 TPOs
9614/32 ABCDEIJL
9613/32 ABCDIJL
9612/32 ABCDIJ
9611/32 ABCDIJ
96 10/32 ACIJ
96 9/32 ACIJ
96 8/32 AC
96 7/32 AC
96 6/32 A
96 5/32 A
96 4/32 A

• The least amount of activity is above the fairest price. Since the market moves up to shut off buying,
the buyer is most active in these value areas.
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MarketProfile®GraphicValueAreaA +||+,,_qCmmVmmy MARKETPROFILE® CopyrightChicago Board of Trade 1987.
SOYBEANS Mar (88) ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.87/11/27
TradePrice HalfHourBracketTimes
622!/2 E
622 E
6213/4 E
621!/2 EIJ
6211/4 EIJ
621 EIJ
6203/4 EIJ
6201/2 EIJ
620I/4 EIJ
620 EGIJK
6193/4 EFGIJK 57 TPOs
6191/2 EFGHIJK
6191/4 EFGfllJK
619 EFGHIJK
6183/4 EFGHIJK
6181/2 ffGHiJ_ Fairest price
6181/4 EFGHJK
618 EFGHJK
6173/4 EFHK
6171/2 EFHK
6171/4 EFK
617 EFK 37 TPOs
6163/4 EK
6161/2 DEK
616 DE
6153/4 DE
6151/2 DE
615 D
6143/4 D
6141/2 D
6141/4 D
614 D
6131/2 D
6131/4 D
613 D
6121/2 D
612 D
6111/2 D
611 D
6101/2 D

• The least amount of activity is below the fairest price. Since the
market moves down to shut off selling, the seller is most active
in the value area.
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ActivityCanShiftInTheValueArea
Market Profile®Graphic

MARKETPROFILE® Copyright ChicagoBoard of Trade1989.
CBOTUS BONDS Mar (89) ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.89/06/05

TradePrice HalfHourBracketTimes TradePrice HalfHourBracketTimes
9421/32 A 9423/32 D
9420/32 A 9422/32 D
9419/32 $A 9421/32 ADE
9418/32 SA 10 TPOs 9420/32 ADE 20 TPOs
9417/32 SA 94 19/32 SACDE
9416/32 ZSAB 94 18/32 SACDE
9415/32 _ 9417/32 SACD
9414132 ZSB 9416/32 "_....L,,_FIDI.U

9413/32 Z$8 9415/32 ZSABC
94 12/32 ZSB 11 TPOs 9414/32 ZSBC 18 TPOs
94 11/32 SB 9413/32 ZSBC
94 10/32 $ 9412/32 ZSB

9411/32 5B
9410/32 $

TPO buying TPO selling

TradePrice HalfHourBracketTimes TradePrice HalfHourBracketTimes
9431/32 K
9430/32 HIK
9429/32 HIK
9428/32 GHIK
9427/32 GHIJK

9426/32 F 9426/32 FGHIJK 59 TPOs
9425/32 F 9425/32 FGHIJKL
9424/32 F 9424/32 FGHIKL
9423/32 DF 18 TPOs 9423/32 DFGHKL
9422/32 DF 9422/32 DFGHL
9421/32 ADEF 9421/32 ADEFGHL
9420/32 ADEF 9420/32 ADEFGHL
9419/32 SACDEF 94 19/32 SACDEFGL•
9418/32 = SACDEF 94 18/32 SACDEFL
9417/32 SACDF 94 17/32 $ACDFL
9416/32 ZSABCD 94 16/32 ZSABCDL42 TPOs
9415/32 ZSABC 29 TPOs 94 15/32 ZSABCL
9414/32 ZSBC 94 14/32 ZSBCL
9413/32 ZSBC 94 13/32 ZSBCL
94 12/32 ZSB 94 12/32 ZSBL
94 11/32 SB 9411/32 SB
94 10/32 S 9410/32 $

TPO buying TPO selling

• You don't know until the end of a session which longer-term trader was most active because the seller
can be most active at one point and the buyer at another. Therefore, the value area can be slightly too
low at one point and slightly too high at another.
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ActiveI: nh MarketProfile*Graphic
.noun,, MARKETPROFILE* CopyrightChicago Board of Trade 1988.ToTipTheBalance SOYBEANS Mar (88) ALL RIGHTSRESERVED.88/02/02

TradePrice HalfHourBracketTimes
608 D
6073/4 D
6071/2 D
6071/4 D

607 D Competition
6063/4 D from the seller
6061/2 D
6061/4 D forms extreme
606 D
6053/4 D
6051/2 D

Initial balance 6051/4 D
605 DEJ
6043/4 DEJ
6041/2 EJ
6041/4 EJ
604 EJK
6033/4 EFGJK
603I/2 EFGJK
6031/4 EFGJK
603 EFGJK
6023/4 EFGJK
6021/2 EFGIJK
6021/4 FGIJK
602 FGIJK
6013/4 FGIJK
6011/2 GHIJK
6011/4 GHIJK
601 GHIJK
6003/4 GHIJK
6001/2 GHIJK
600I/4 GHIK
600 GHIK
5993/4 GHIK
5991/2 GHIK
5991/4 GHIK Range extension
599 GK
5983/4 GK
5981/2 GK
5981/4 GK
598 K
5973/4
597I/2
597!/4 Not an
597 extreme
5961/2
5961/4
596
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Dec90 SoybeanFutures
SXO ©1990CQGINC.

6292 _ E

6284 EH
6276 DEHI
6270 DEGHI
6262 DEGHIJ
6254 _ DEFGHIJ
6246 PDEFGIJK
6240 DEFGJK
6232 DFGK-q
6224 DFK
6216 DK
6210 DK
6202
6194
6186 _- D
6180 D
6172 D
6164 DE
6156 DE
6150 DE J
6142 E IJK
6134 EF HIJK_II
6126 EF F HIJK II

6120 _-EFK _ EFJ HIJK II

6112 FK DEFJ HIJK II
6104 FGK DEFGJ HJK II6096 FGHK DEFGIJ FHJK
6090 FGHIJK DEFGHIJK FH II
6082 GHIJK_ _DEFGHIJK EFGHII
6074 GHIJK DEGHIJK EFGHII
6066 HJ HK _"EFG II
6060 HJ K EFG
6052 HJ K EG
6044 HJ K E
6036 Unlesled K_ DE
6030 price K DE
6022 probe K D
6014 D
6006 D Buying
6000 D extreme
5992 _- D
• 6/13 6/14 6/15 6/18

MARKET PROFILE ®COPYRIGHT 1990 CBOT.
COPYRIGHT 1990 CQG INC.
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Two OfA ti ituAt MarketProfile®Graphic
•__Kinds_...C..V..,n_ MARKETPROFILE® CopyrightChicago Board of Trade 1987.Themo OfTheange SOYBEANS Nov (87) ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.87/06/10

TradePrice HalfHourBracketTimes
5711/2 G

5711/4 Selling G
571 extreme G
5701/2 G
5701/4 G
570 GH
5693/4 GH
5691/2 GH
5691/4 GH
569 FGH
5683/4 FGH
5681/2 FGH
5681/4 FGH Range
568 FGH extension up
5673/4 FGH
5671/2 FGH
5671/4 FGH
567 FGH
5663/4 FGH
566I/2 FGH
5661/4 FGH
566 FGH
5651/2 FG
5651/4 FG
565 FG
5643/4 F
5641/2 EF :
5641/4 EF
564 DEF
5633/4 DE
563i/2 DE
5631/4 DE
563 DE
5623/4 DE
5621/2 DE
5621/4 DE
562 DE Initial
5613/4 DE balance
561I/2 DE
561I/4 D
561 D
5601/2 D
5601/4 D
560 D
5593/4 D
5591/2 D
559i/4 D
559 D
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StopAndTestYourself

Q. What kind of activity forms extremes?

A. Competition.

Q. Why do you need at least two single ticks to indicate an extreme?

A. If the longer-term trader doesn't move the market at least two ticks, he's not interested
enough to compete.

Q. The greater the number of single prints, the ?

A. More eager the longer-term trader is to compete.

Q. What kind of activity forms a value area?

A. Rotations.

Q. What is the longer-term trader's known behavior pattern when he trades in the value area?

A. He gives up an edge in order to put the trade on. In other words, he buys at a slightly higher
price and sells at a slightly lower price.

Q. What is the impact of this behavior pattern?

A. It creates a slight imbalance in the value area.

Q. What reference point do you use to find the imbalance?

A. The fairest price in the value area-the price that trades in the most time brackets or, if more
than one price trades in the same number of time brackets, the one closest to the mid-point of
the entire range.

Q. Is the imbalance we are looking for on the side with the most activity or with the least
activity?

A. The side with the least activity.

Q. Why does the side with the least activity reflect the longer-term trader?

A. Because the value area is primarily for traders seeking a fair price. Therefore, the side with
the most activity has to reflect the short-term trader who is seeking a fair price. No one is giv-
ing up an edge on the side with the most activity.

Q. If the imbalance is above the fairest price, who is most active, buyer or seller?

A. The buyer because the market moves up to shut off buying.

Q. If the imbalance is below the fairest price, who is most active, buyer or seller?

A. The seller because the market moves down to shut off selling.

Q. What kind of activity forms range extension?

A. When the longer-term trader enters the market with enough volume, he tips the existing
balance and extends the range.

Q. Who is responsible for range extension up, buyer or seller?

A. The buyer because the market moves up to shut off buying.

Q. Who is responsible for range extension down, buyer or seller?

A. The seller because the market moves down to shut off selling.

Q. If you have both range extension up and selling on the high extreme, which kind of activity
occurred first?

44 A. Range extension up. Range extension up brought in selling. Then competition from the seller
formed an extreme at the top.



InitiatingAnd Asnoted earlier, price can only have three relationships to value:

ResponsiveActivity above it, below it or within it.

Therefore, if we relate price in today's session to the previous day's
value area, we can classify the longer-term trader's buying or selling
in today's session as expected or unexpected.

Price above

XX _ Steidlmayer calls expected behavior "responsive'.' He calls unex-
... pected behavior "initiating'.'

• Buying below value is expected; it is responsive activity.

• Buying above value is unexpected; it is initiating activity.

Value X_ X • Selling above value is expected; it is responsive activity.
Price • Selling below value is unexpected; it is initiating activity.
within

Activity within value is a judgment call. You can call it either
initiating or responsive depending on the context.

X X X Generally, unexpected or initiating activity is stronger than expected
Price below or responsive activity. Nevertheless, these are general categories.

There will be times when initiating activity above or below value is
not facilitating trade and that, too, is a piece of information.

Selling Buying As you work with the data, you'll learn to make nuanced
above X _ _ above judgments.
responsive _ initiating

Typically, the more confident the longer-term trader is that the
market is under or overvalued, the more likely he is to initiate
activity.

Value
Also, keep in mind that the more active he is, the more imbalanced
the market. That's why we're always focusing on what the longer-
term trader is doing- because he's responsible for any imbalance
and imbalance creates opportunity.

Selling Buying
below X _ _ below The more imbalanced the market, the further it has to go to reach
initiating responsive equilibrium (or to find an opposite response). The further the

market has to go to reach equilibrium, the better the opportunity.

In Part II of the Guide, you'll see how to use this information on
activity in a single session to monitor longer-term trends.
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ChicagoBoardofTrade The following table shows the time bracket

MarketProfile®Symbols with the old and the new bracket codes.

Old New

12:00MID 12:30AM A
12:30AM 1:00AM B
1:00AM 1:30AM C
1:30AM 2:00AM 0
2:00AM 2:30AM E
2:30AM 3:00AM F
3:00AM 3:30AM G
3:30AM 4:00AM H
4:00AM 4:30AM I
4:30AM 5:00AM J
5:00AM - 5:30AM K
5:30AM- 6:00AM L
6:00AM- 6:30AM M
6:30AM- 7:00AM N
7:00AM - 7:30AM Z 0
7:30AM- 8:00AM $ P
8:00AM- 8:30AM A Q
8:30AM- 9:00AM B R
9:00AM- 9:30AM C S
9:30AM -10:00AM D T

10:00AM -10:30AM E U
10:30AM -11:00AM F V
11:00AM-11:30AM G W
11:30AM -12 NOON H X
12 NOON-12:30PM I a
12:30PM 1:00PM J b
1:00PM 1:30PM K c
I:30PM - 2:00PM L d
2:00PM - 2:30PM M e
2:30PM - 3:00PM N f
3:00PM 3:30PM 0 g
3:30PM 4:00PM h
4:00PM 4:30PM i

4:30PM 5:00PM j
5:00PM 5:30PM P k
5:30PM 6:00PM Q I
6:00PM 6:30PM R m
6:30PM - 7:00PM S n
7:00PM - 7:30PM T o
7:30PM- 8:00PM U p
8:00PM - 8:30PM V q
8:30PM- 9:00PM W r
9:00PM- 9:30PM X s
9:30PM -10:00PM t

IO:OOPM-10:30PM u
10:30PMo11:00PM v
11:00PM-11:30PM w
11:30PM-12:00MID x
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THELONG-TERMAUCTIONCHART
Part I of this Home Study Guide discusses activity in a single ses-
sion. In Part II, we're going to look at activity in longer-term
trends. Once again, we're going to focus on the longer-term trader
because, just as he determines how a single session develops, his
willingness to buy or to sell determines how long a major trend
lasts.

We're going to monitor his activity with the help of the long-term
auction chart.

TheFormat This longer-term graphic takes daily information on price, value and
market activity (the activity of the longer-term trader in the three
areas of the range-extremes, range extension, value area) and

PRICE organizes it visually.

The price range of the auction is in the center of the chart.

97 To the right of the price range, opposite the appropriate prices, are
30 rectangles representing the range of the daily value areas. This is the
28 VALUE
26 range in which 70°70of the day's trade occurred-in other words,

24 * ___" the first standard deviation. (Look at page 51 to see how the 70%

22
20 range is calculated.)
18

16 The wider the 70% range, the better the market is facilitating trade.
12 Why? When market participants feel confident about value, they
10 are willing to trade in a larger area.O8
O6

o4 The rectangles representing value move up or down as the market

9602 -- trends up or down. As long as value is moving vertically, the auc-
30 tion or trend is continuing. In other words, the long-term range is
28 expanding up or down.
26
24

22 Steidlmayer's long-term format is vertical because price moves
20 vertically-up or down. The rectangles representing value move to18
16 -- the right only if the auction stalls and the market starts to trade
14 sideways.12

08 You can see at a glance whether value is moving up or down or if it
o6 is moving sideways.O4
O2

95 That takes care of price and value. The other component of a long-
term trend is market activity.
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Why is market activity on the chart? It's not on other long-term
graphics such as bar charts, for example.

This chart shows the activity of longer-term buyers and sellers
because it is their activity that moves price up, down or sideways. In
the broadest terms, if an up trend is going to continue, you need
strong activity from the buyer. Conversely, if a down trend is going
to continue, you need strong activity from the seller.

See page 52. Daily information on longer-term buying activity in
the three areas of the range is on the right. Daily information on
longer-term selling activity in the three areas of the range is on the
left. (Since we're always discussing the longer-term buyer and seller's
activity, we're just going to use the terms buyer and seller from this
point on.)

70%RangeCalculation Contracts Totalvolume555
10X 70%volume388
50XX

l xxx

XXXX
70°;0 range 150XXXXX

70XXX
C 60XX

20X
15X
IOX

• To calculate the 70% range, start with the high volume price. If
that volume is 70% or more of the day's total, that's the range.

• If it is not, check the volume for the two prices above the high
volume price and the two prices below it. Take the larger of the
two. Add it to the original volume and continue in this manner
until you have 70% of the day's total volume.

• In this example, start with 150 contracts. Then compare the two
above with the two below. (80+90= 170 vs. 70+60= 130.) Take
170 and add it to 150. Continue until you have approximately 388
which is 70% of the day's total volume of 555 contracts.

• The 70% calculation generally is slightly greater than 70%.
Why? We're working with all the volume at a given price. We
would have to use fractions of the volume at each price to come
out with exactly 70%.
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There are three columns for initiating activity (extremes, range
extension and value area) and three columns for responsive activity
(extremes, range extension and value area)-six columns for the
buyer and six columns for the seller.

We're going to represent market activity with boxes on the appro-
priate column. (To review briefly, initiating activity is buying above
value and selling below value; responsive activity is selling above
and buying below value.)

On the chart below, you can see that on day 1 there is initiating
buying in all three areas of the range. (The boxes are roughly oppo-
site the center of the day's value area.) Again on day 2, there is ini-
tiating buying in all three areas of the range. Then on day 3, along
with initiating buying in the range extension up and in the value
area, there is responsive selling on the high extreme.

The chart is organized with price and value in the center because
price and value form the auction core.

Extremes are closest to the core because, in general, extremes form
first in a session, any range extension next and the value area last.
Initiating activity is also closest to the auction core because it is
generally stronger than responsive activity.

SELLING BUYING
RESPONSIVEINITIATING INITIATING RESPONSIVE

o o o .o

_ _ _ _ _ PRICE _ _ _ _ _ :_

VALUE

EEE6* 22 I 6
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However, as you work with the data, you will see that initiating
activity is not always stronger than responsive activity. For example,
say you're at the top of a move and you have initiating buying that
is not facilitating trade. Volume is low; the value area is narrow.
This can be an indication that the move may be coming to an end.
In other words, the market may continue to move up but at a
decreasing rate.

Now say the market goes a little higher and brings in strong respon-
sive selling. The solid responsive activity (a strong opposite
response) could be an indication that the market may be getting
ready to reverse.

Look at the format again and you can see that we have the three
basic components of a trend-price, value and market activity-on
the chart. Now, we're going to add neutral days and failed range
extensions to the left of the price range with an asterisk.

First, let's define the terms.

Neutral days have range extension in both directions-range exten-
sion up and down-because market participants are uncertain.

A failed range extension shows that the market tried to extend the
range past the initial balance-at either end-and failed. After the
failure, the market generally retraces and extends the range on the
opposite side because, again, market participants are uncertain.

You know what a neutral day looks like because we covered neutral
days in Part I. (See page 18 in Part I.) What does a failed range
extension look like in the data?

It can appear in several ways. Keep in mind, though, that these are
just general guidelines. The issue here is to understand the concept-
not to focus on the number of ticks.

• A failed range extension can be one single print (see page 55).

• A failed range extension can be two to four single prints-in
other words, an extreme (see page 56).

• Or a failed range extension can be a double print at the top or
bottom of the range (see page 57).

What happened in all three cases?

The seller fails to bring in more selling with the attempt at range
extension. There is no follow-through. This is the key-no follow-
through activity after the initial attempt at range extension.

Well, that's what neutral days and failed range extensions look like
in the data. How do you indicate this kind of activity on the chart?

Since there is generally no net influence on neutral days, we're just
going to put an asterisk to the left of the price range opposite the
day's value area. We're not going to indicate activity in other parts
of the range with boxes. See page 52. Day 5 is a neutral day.

We don't indicate activity with boxes because the market is gen-
erally balanced on neutral days. As you start to work with the data,
however, you'll see that the market sometimes starts out balanced
on neutral days and then begins something new in the same session.
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Activity on page 66 is an example of the market coming into
balance with range extension in both directions and then beginning
something new in the same session. Or the market might test the
upside with a range extension, then trade back and begin something
new with a range extension to the downside.

As you move forward, you'll see that the critical issue is recognizing
whether the market is still balanced and moving sideways on the
neutral day...or if it has become imbalanced and is starting to
trend.

As far as the chart is concerned, we're going to indicate all neutral
days just with an asterisk to the left of the price range.

On the other hand, when we see a failed range extension, we're
going to note the failure with an asterisk and we are going to indi-
cate activity in other areas of the range with boxes. Why? Because a
failed range extension on the upside is defined by longer-term range
extension on the downside or vice versa. See page 55.

To understand this concept, think of the traders most in touch with
the market: the short-term locals who provide liquidity by making a
market. If they are going to stay in business, they have to anticipate
market direction. Occasionally, this intuitive sense encourages them
to do too much too soon. The result: an opportunity that no one
wants-in other words, a failed range extension.

See page 52. Day 6 has a failed range extension down.

The asterisk indicates the failure; the boxes show range extension up
and buying in the value area.

You know the asterisk reflects a failed range extension and not a
neutral day because there are boxes reflecting activity for day 6. You
also know the failure was to the downside because one of the boxes
shows that the buyer successfully extended the range up.

Both kinds of activity-neutral days and failed range extensions-
show a failure in the session by the longer-term trader. If this activ-
ity is a failure, why is it on the longer-term chart? Because neutral
days and failed range extensions often have longer-term implications.

The market often uses neutral days to change direction. Failed
range extensions often indicate that the market wants to go in that
direction but is trying to do too much too soon.

Nevertheless, since both kinds of activity indicate uncertainty, it
isn't always going to be clear if you have a neutral day or a failed
range extension. So you'll have to use judgment. In order to under-
stand what's happening, it helps if you ask yourself whether the
market is trying to do too much too soon.., or if it is testing one
more time before changing direction.

It doesn't matter what you put on the chart. The critical issue is to
read what the market is telling you correctly.

See the example on page 58.
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MarketFailure Market Profile®Graphic
MARKETPROFILE® Copyright ChicagoBoard of Trade 1988.
SOYBEANS Mar (88) ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.88/03/14

TradePrice HalfHourBracketTimes
616 K
6153/4 K
615I/2 K
615I/4 K
615 K
6143/4 K
6141/2 K
6141/4 K
614 K
6133/4 K
613112 K
6131/4 JK
613 JK
6123/4 JK
6121/2 JK
6121/4 JK
612 DEJK
6113/4 DEHJ
6111/2 DEHIJ
6111/4 DEHIJ
611 DEFHIJ
6103/4 Initial DEFHIJ
6101/2 balance DEFGHIJ
6101/4 DFGHIJ
610 DFGHI
6093/4 DFGI
6091/2 DFGI
6091/4 DFG
609 DG Failed range
6083/4 G_ extension

• The failure on the downside is defined by range extension on
the upside.

• Generally, after a failed range extension, you'll have range exten-
sion in the opposite direction-but not always. Once again, the
issue is whether the market is trying too much too soon-not
whether this is technically a failed range extension.
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MarketFailure
ac

Range abe
extension Xabc

Xabc
up Xabc

Xabc
T TWXabc
T TWXab
T TWXab
T Initial TWXb

Initial TUW balance TUWX
balance TUVW TUVW

TUVW TUVW
TUVW TUVW
TUVW TUVW
TUV TUV
V Failed range V
V extension V
V down V

• The soybean market is trading opposite the initial balance. Then
in V period, the seller tries to extend the range down. He extends
it three ticks but the range extension fails because the buyer
comes in right away.

• Then the market trades all the way back and the buyer extends
the range up in X period. The range extension continues in the a
period.
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MarketFailure Market Profile ®Graphic
MARKET PROFILE ® Copyright Chicago Board of Trade 1991.
SOYBEANS May (91) ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 91/03/22

TradePrice HalfHourBracketTimes
580 Xc
5793/4 Xbc
5791/2 Xbc
5791/4 Xabc
579 Xabc
5783/4 Xabc
5781/2 Xabc
5781/4 Xabc
578 Xabc
5773/4 Xabc
5771/2 Xabc
5771/4 Xc
577 TXc
5763/4 TX
576!/2 TUWX
576!/4 TUWX
576 TUWX
5753/4 TUW
575!/2 TUW
5751/4 Initial TUW
575 balance TUW
5743/4 TUVW
5741/2 TUVW
5741/4 TUVW
574 TUVW
5733/4 TUVW
5731/2 TVW
5731/4 TVW
573 TVW Failed range
572 3/4 VW extension
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MarketFailure Market Profile ®Graphic
MARKET PROFILE ® Copyright Chicago Board of Trade 1990.
U.S. BONDS Dec (90) ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 90/10/11

TradePrice HalfHourBracketTimes

89 _ t Failed range
8831/32 -- extension up
8830/32 ST or neutral day?
8829/32 QRSTW
8828/32 QRSTW
8827/32 QRSTUWX
8826/32 Initial PQRSTUWX
8825/32 balance OPQRTUWXa
8824/32 OPTUVWXa
8823/32 OPTUVWXa
8822/32 OPUVWXa
8821/32 OUVWXa
8820/32 UVa
8819/32 Vab
8818/32 ab
8817/32 ab
8816/32 b
8815/32 b
8814/32 b
8813/32 bc
8812/32 bcd
8811/32 bed
8810/32 bed
88 9/32 bed
88 8/32 bed
88 7/32 bc
88 6/32 bc
88 5/32 b

• Is the S period extension one last test of the upside or does the
market want to go in that direction? In other words, is this a
neutral day or a failed range extension on the upside? It's impos-
sible to tell just by looking at the data.

• Ask yourself: Where are you in the move? What are the current
conditions that affect value? Why is the longer-term trader
uncertain? These questions will help you focus on the context in
which the activity is occurring.
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I

TheLonger-term
BehaviorPattern Nowthat we have a format, what are we going to look for on the

chart? We examined daily activity in terms of imbalance and
balance and we are going to use the same behavior pattern to
monitor long-term trends.

Specifically, the behavior pattern is 1) imbalance, 2) balance, 3) test
and 4) imbalance in the same direction or imbalance in a new direc-
tion. You'll see this pattern clearly as we construct a long-term auc-
tion chart.

Before we begin, though, let's look for this pattern on page 52.

Days 1 and 2 are imbalanced. Value is moving vertically. Buying is
the dominant activity. Boxes representing activity are only on the
buy side of the chart.

Then, on day 3 the market is high enough to bring in an opposite
response. Responsive selling on the high extreme is an indication
that the market may be starting to come into balance.

On day 4, the market is moving sideways. The market has moved
from imbalance to balance-from a situation where boxes were on
one side to one where they are on both sides.

Day 5 is a neutral day. The market is balanced. It seems to be
testing the strength of the up move.

On day 6, value is still unchanged but there is a failed range exten-
sion to the downside. This could be an early indication that the
market wants to go in that direction. The market seems to be con-
tinuing to test. If the seller gains confidence, however, this might be
the end of the up move and the beginning of a down move. In other
words, the market could become imbalanced in a new direction.

One more point before we start constructing the chart.

The behavior pattern discussed above is a constant. However, when
the market comes into balance.., how long it tests.., and whether it
becomes imbalanced again in the same direction or in a new direc-
tion depend on a variable- the perception of value.

Therefore, in real life we wouldn't be reading this chart in a
vacuum. We would be constantly evaluating activity in relation to
the conditions that affect value.

We're going to add the perception of value to our analysis in Part
III. For now, we're just going to focus on learning to identify the
market's imbalance-balance behavior pattern with the help of the
long-term auction chart.

Before we start constructing the chart, however, stop and test
yourself on the material we've covered so far. The test is on page 60.
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StopAndTestYourself

Q. What are the components of a long-term trend?

A. Price, value and market activity.

Q. Why is market activity on the long-term chart?

A. Because it is market activity (activity of the longer-term trader
in the three areas of the range) that moves price up, down or
sideways.

Q. Why is activity on the chart organized with extremes closest to
value, range extension next and activity in the value area
furthest?

A. In general, extremes form first in a session, range extension
next and the value area last.

Q. Why are neutral days and failed range extensions on the long-
term chart?

A. Even though this kind of activity is a failure in the session, it
often has longer-term implications.

Q. What do neutral days and failed range extensions indicate?

A. Uncertainty.

Q. Is it always going to be easy to determine if you're dealing
with a neutral day or with a failed range extension?

A. No, because both kinds of activity indicate some uncertainty
about longer-term value.

Q. What can you ask yourself to make the decision less difficult?

A. Is this activity one last test of the upside or downside before
reversing.., or does the market want to go higher or lower but is
trying to do too much too soon? It helps to relate these questions
to the current perception of value.

Q. What behavior pattern are we looking for in the chart?

A. Imbalance, balance, test, imbalance in the same direction or
imbalance in a new direction.

Q. Is this pattern a constant?

A. Yes, the behavior pattern is a constant but the length of time
any part of the pattern lasts depends on a variable.

Q. What is the variable?

A. The perception of value.
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" ""'_,onsvrucnng TheChart We're using data from the bond futures market from 8/29/86 to
9/12/86 to construct our chart. Use the blank form on page 62.
There is a completed long-term chart on page 89 against which you
can check your work.

As noted in the introduction, we're using data from 1986 because
these sessions are especially illustrative of the market's imbalance-
balance behavior pattern.

To set the scene: this is the end of August 1986. We're at the top of
an up move. At the beginning of the month, the market was trading
at 95-15. On 8/28/86, value was 101-05 to 100-16.

The long-term unfair high parameter was established in April 1986
at the 105-00 level and we're approaching it again. As noted earlier,
these parameters are reference points because they can contain the
range. The market either trades through the parameter or reverses.

With that in mind, let's look at activity on 8/29/86. The text is on
page 64; the data is on page 65.
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8/29/86 Where did the market open in relation to the previous day's value
area and then what happened?

The market opens above value at 101-30 to 102 and moves down,
creating a selling extreme at the top. The buyer comes in at 101-14
and the market trades up and tests the upside in C and D periods.
It can't trade up and gradually rotates down in E, F and G periods.

Then what happens in H? In H period, the seller extends the range
down.

Since there is no follow-through activity, would you say this is a
failed range extension? Remember, we're at the top of the move.
Does the market seem to want to reverse? In other words, is the
market trying to do too much too soon?

There is no follow-through activity because the buyer enters the
market and his competition forms an extreme at the low. Then the
market rotates between the high A period extreme and the low H
period extreme-developing value for the rest of the session.

First, put the price range on the chart. Start with 102-00 at the top
and come down by two's (102, 101-30, 101-28, etc.).

Next, put the day's value area (70% range) on the chart opposite
the appropriate prices, 101-22 to 102.

Note the volume in the column on the right.

You can use total volume for all contracts traded or volume for the

specific contract you are trading. Just be consistent so that you can
see whether the volume is increasing or decreasing. We're looking at
volume because a move that brings in increasing volume generally
has to go higher or lower to shut off the activity.

What is the net activity in the session- extremes, range extension,
value area? Initiating or responsive?

Responsive selling above the previous day's value on the high
extreme, initiating buying above the previous day's value on the low
extreme, failed range extension down, initiating buying above the
previous day's value in today's value area.

Let's put that activity on the chart.

What is your conclusion ?

We're approaching a parameter. What kind of activity from the
buyer do we need to trade above the high parameter? Are we get-
ting it? Is the initiating buying facilitating trade? Simply put,
facilitating trade means that as the price moves up, the move brings
in more buying or as the price moves down, the move brings in
more selling. Is the up move here bringing in substantial volume?
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8/29/86 Chicago Board of Trade Liquidity Data Bank _ Report
Copyright Chicago Board of Trade 1986. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
Volume Summary Report for 08/29/86
U.S. Bonds
Dec 86

Note: Volume figures shown are actual numbers multiplied by 2.

TradePrice HalfHourBracketTimes
02 A
O131/32 A

0130/32 A Responsive selling high extreme
O129/32 A
0128/32 A
0127/32 A
0126/32 AL
O125/32 ACDL 13 TPOs
0124/32 ABCDEKL

_101 23/32 _rgEF_,_L Initiating buying
0122/32 ABCEFGJKLin value area
0121/32 BCEFGJKL
0120/32 BCEFGHJ
0119/32 BCFGHJ 50 TPOs
OI 18/32 BCFGfllJ
0117/32 BHIJ
0116/32 BHIJ
0115/32 BHJ
0114/32 BH

O113/32 H_

01 12/32 Initiating buying low extreme
01 11/32

70% range 10122132 Failed range extension down
of daily to
volume 102

Value area

Total Volume % of Total
I CTI1 CTI2

Total Volume for Dec 86 U.S. Bonds 62,308 47.6 7.6
Total Volume for U.S. Bonds 252,318 54.7 11.5

Not only is the volume low but there is also a selling extreme at the
top. If we're going to trade through the parameter, we need strong
activity from the buyer and the buyer doesn't enter the market until
late in the session-H period.

This is an example of initiating activity not facilitating trade.

Also, a failed range extension is often an early indication that the
market wants to go in that direction.

Where do you think we are in the behavior pattern? It seems as
though the market is coming into balance and testing the high of
the move. The up auction may be coming to an end.
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9102186 Chicago Board of Trade Liquidity Data Bank _ Report
Copyright Chicago Board of Trade 1986. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
Volume Summary Report for 09/02/86
U.S. Bonds
Dec 86
Note: Volume figures shown are actual numbers multiplied by 2.

TradePrice HalfHourBracketTimes
10120/32 E
10119/32 E
10118/32 EG
10117/32 EFGH
10116/32 EFGH

10l 15/32 EFGH Range extension up10114/32 AEFGH
10113/32 AEFGHI
10112/32 AEHI
10111/32 ADEHI
10110/32 ABCDHIJNeutral day
101 9/32 ABCDHIJ
101 8/32 ABCDHIJ
101 7/32 ABCDIJK
101 6/32 ABCIJK

101 5/32 ABCIJKRange extension down101 4/32 CIK
101 3/32 CK
101 2/32 CK
101 1/32 CK
101 K
10031/32 K
10030/32 K
10029/32 K
10028/32 K
10027/32 KL
lO026/32 KL
10025/32 KL
10024/32 KL
10023/32 L
10022/32 L
I0021/32 L
10020/32 L
10019/32 L
10018/32 L
10017/32 L
10016/32 L
10015/32 L
10014/32 L
10013/32 L
10012/32 L
10011/32 L
10010/32 L
100 9/32 L
100 8/32 L
100 7/32 L
100 6/32 L
100 5/32 L
100 4/32 L
100 3/32 L
100 2/32 L
100 1/32 L
100 L
9931/32 L
9930/32 L
9929/32 L
9928/32 L
9927/32 L
9926/32 L
9925/32 L
9924/32 L
9923/32 L

70% range _['_028/32
of daily lto Value area
volume [10120/32

Total Volume %of Total
t CTI1 CTI2

Total Volume for Dec 86 U.S. Bonds 235,820 54.3 11.8
Total Volume for U.S. Bonds 284,028 52.5 11.4
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9/02/86 Where did the market open in relation to the previous day's value
and then what happened?

The market opens below value at 101-14 to 101-07 and trades down
initially. The seller extends the range down in C period. There is no
follow-through activity because the buyer enters and his competi-
tion forms an extreme at the low. The market then trades up and
tests the upside.

The buyer extends the range up to 101-20 in E period. This is just
below the bottom of the previous day's value area.

You've probably noticed how the market bounces off the tops and
bottoms of value areas. The tops and bottoms are ending distribu-
tions that can contain the range (in other words, stop a move). The
value area is the first standard deviation. In a larger sample size, the
top or the bottom of the value area is the end of the first standard
deviation and the beginning of the second.

Back to our example, the up move stops just below the parameter.
What are the only two things that can happen here? The market
can trade through or reverse. What happened in this session?

The market can't seem to facilitate trade at the top. The seller enters
at 101-20 and his competition forms an extreme.

What's happening in the market now? It is gradually trading lower.
The market rotates down in G, H and I periods. Value seems to be
shifting from the middle of the range down to the unfair low. In
other words, the market seems to be shifting from balance to
imbalance.

The balanced distribution started to come to an end in H period
and the market started to shift to imbalance in I.

Relating this activity to the longer-term move, the market tested the
upside again and failed to trade through the parameter. The buyers
don't seem to have gained confidence as far as the long-term move
is concerned.

What do you think about putting on a short position here?

In K period, the market takes out the low parameter (the C period
extreme) and trades down to 99-23 in L period.

Put value area on chart. Note the volume.

What is the net activity in the session ?

Range extension in both directions. What kind of day do we have?
Neutral day. Let's note the neutral day with an asterisk.

What is your conclusion ?

The up auction seems to be ending and a down auction beginning.
We are at a long-term unfair high (long-term parameter). The
market tested at the top of the move and couldn't trade up.
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Activity was relatively easy to read in this session because the
market not only tested the upside but also began the new move
down in K period. This session is a clear example of the market
changing direction on a neutral day.

In this situation, the market had come into balance at the top of
the move. And it is always important to keep in mind that a bal-
anced market is in position for a directional move.

The market comes into balance because market participants are
uncertain. They're taking stock before they move directionally
again. That's why a balanced market gives you time to make a
decision.

Of course, the balance period can be extremely brief. And the shift
from balance to imbalance (or vice versa) is naturally going to
occur more frequently in active markets than it will in slow ones. In
this session, however, note the amount of time the market took to
shift from balance to imbalance.

The market tested the upside in E period and then gradually shifted
down in F, G, H, I, J. You had two and one-half hours while value
moved down from the middle of the range to the unfair low. The
market began to tip in K period and then became strongly
imbalanced in L.

Also, when you're at a parameter, you want to be aware of potential
liquidation.

Keep in mind that as soon as traders put on a position, they start
looking for a place to offset. Broadly speaking, if the market moves
against them, they are likely to offset and this activity can start a
market reversal. In this situation, we were at the top of the move
and market participants were long.

Finally, it is critical to recognize that the market is not always going
to test exactly as it did in this session. Nevertheless, if you know the
behavior pattern you're working with - imbalance, balance, test,
imbalance in the same direction or imbalance in a new direction-
you'll have a constant framework to anchor your judgments.

That's why it's so important to understand the basic principles and
not just to memorize rules. When you grasp the concept, you can
take it into any situation and recognize what is happening at that
particular time.
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9/03/86 Where did the market open in relation to the previous day's value
area and then what happened?

The market opened almost two points lower at 98-21 to 98-24. It
initially tested the top and then moved down directionally. It found
an opposite response at 98-08 in B period and then traded back up
in C and D periods.

The market started to rotate down in E period. In F period, the
seller tipped the initial balance and extended the range. He extended
it again in H period down to 97-13.

What happened then?

The directional move took the market low enough to bring in
stronger buying. The buyer's competition created a five tick single
print extreme that stopped the move and the market traded back up.

Put value area on chart. Note the volume.

What was the net activity in the day-extremes, range extension
value area? Initiating or responsive?

No extreme at the top (just one single tick), responsive buying
below the previous day's value on the low extreme, initiating range
extension down below the previous day's value, initiating selling
below the previous day's value in today's value area.

Let's put that on the chart.

What is your conclusion? Do you think this is just a pause in the
down move? Or do you think the market is going to reverse?

We've moved down far enough to bring in an opposite response.
Buying and selling are both present. So it appears that we've moved
from 1) imbalance to 2) balance.

There is substantial range extension down. The range extension is
about double the initial balance. So even though it extended low
enough to bring in strong buying, the seller still seems to be actively
interested.

We're going to discuss Liquidity Data Bank volume in Part VI of
this Home Study Guide. I want to point out here, however, that by
looking at the percent of total column opposite the H period
extreme, you can see how fast the market moved out of the area.
(The percent of total column shows the percent of the day's total
volume at each price. The lower the volume, the faster the market is
moving.)

What do you want to do about your position ?

We'll have to monitor activity, of course. But it wouldn't be
unreasonable to anticipate that the market will probably test
tomorrow-in other words, step three in the behavior pattern.
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9103186 Chicago Board of Trade Liquidity Data Bank _ Report
Copyright Chicago Board of Trade 1986. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
Volume Summary Report for 09/03/86
U.S. Bonds
Dec 86
Note: Volume figures shown are actual numbers multiplied by 2.

% of
TradePrice Total Half HourBracketTimes
9830/32 2.3 A
9829/32 1.8 AB
9828/32 2.7 AB
9827/32 3.2 AB
9826/32 3.2 AB
9825/32 2.2 AB
9824/32 2.7 AB
9823/32 3.6 ABD
9822/32 2.7 ABDE
9821/32 2.5 ABDE
9820/32 4.9 ABCDE
9819/32 2.9 ABCDE
9818/32 1.7 ABCE
9817132 2.0 ABCE

9816/32 1.4 BCEL 93 TPOs
9815/32 2.6 BCEL
9814/32 3.3 BCEL
9813/32 1.3 BEFL
9812132 0.4 BEFL
9811132 1.1 BFL
9810132 2.4 BFKL
989/32 2.1 BFKL

98 8/32 3.3 BFKL Range extension down987/32 2.7 FKL
986/32 2.1 FKL initiating selling
985/32 1.3 FKL
984/32 1.1 FIKL
983/32 2.1 FIKL

_-98 2/32 1.8 ,_G,,j,_,L Initiating selling
981/32 1.6 FGIJK in value area
98 3.8 FGIJK
9731/32 3.6 FGHIJK
9730/32 3.1 FGHIJK
9729/32 2.7 FGHIJK
9728/32 1.9 FGHIJ
9727/32 2.7 FGHIJ 67 TPOs
9726/32 2.3 FGHIJ
9725/32 2.3 FGHIJ
9724/32 1.8 FGHIJ
9723/32 1.1 FHI
9722/32 0.4 FHI
972i/32 0.5 HI
9720/32 0.3 HI
9719/32 0.6 HI
9718/32 1.7 HI
9717/32 0.9 H
9716/32 Low 0.4 H

0.6 H Responsive buying low extreme
979714/3215/32volume 0.5 H
9713/32 0.0 H

70°7o range [ 98

of daily [ to ABCDEFGIJKLvolume 9830/32
"' Value area

Total Volume °7oof Total
I CTI1 CTI2

Total Volume for Dec 86 U.S. Bonds 457,474 55.0 12.5
Total Volume for U.S. Bonds 508,740 54.5 12.6 71



9/04/86 Where did the market open in relation to the previous day's value
and then what happened?

The market opens at 98-14 to 98-17-in the previous day's value-
and then trades up in B period. It can't trade above 98-26 and
trades down in C period.

In D period, the seller tips the initial balance and extends the range
down. The range extension stops in F period at 97-17 but there is no
competition from the buyer to form an extreme.

The market rotates back up in G, H, I and J and then down in K
and L periods.

Put value area on the chart. Note the volume.

What is the net activity in the session- extremes, range extension
value area? Initiating or responsive?

No extreme at the top (no single prints), no extreme at the bottom
(just one single print), initiating range extension down mostly below
the previous day's value, initiating selling within the previous day's
value in today's value area.

(Activity within value is a judgment call. You can classify it as
either responsive or initiating. Calling it responsive because it is
weak or calling it initiating and noting that the activity is not
facilitating trade gives you the same information on market activity.

To simplify this exercise, we're going to call all activity within value
initiating. In addition, if activity is below and within value or above
and within value, we're going to call it initiating.)

Getting back to our example, let's put the activity on the chart.

What is your conclusion ? Was the buyer strong enough to do
anything to the market in the session ?

There is no net buying. Selling activity and volume seem to indicate
that the market is still imbalanced to downside. It appears that the
market has to move lower to bring in the last seller (i.e., shut off
selling activity) and to bring in buying strong enough to stop the
down move.

Therefore, it appears that the down move is continuing -- but
perhaps at a decreasing rate.
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9104186 Chicago Boardof Trade LiquidityData Bank*Report
Copyright ChicagoBoard of Trade 1986.ALL RIGHTSRESERVED.
VolumeSummaryReport for 09/04/86
U.S.Bonds
Dec 86
Note: Volumefiguresshownare actualnumbers multipliedby2.

TradePrice HalfHourBracketTimes
98 26/32 BC_ No indication on high extreme
9825/32 BCK
9824/32 BCJK
9823/32 BCJK
9822/32 BCJK
9821/32 BCJK
9820/32 ABCDJK
9819/32 ABCDJK
98 18/32 ABCDJK
98 17/32 ABDJK 108TPOs
98 16/32 ABDJK
98 15/32 ABDJK

Previous day's 98 14/32 ABDIJK
value area 98 13/32 ABDIJK

98 12/32 ABDHIJK
98 il/32 ADHIJK
98 10/32 ADHIJKL
98 9/32 ADHIJKL
98 8/32 ADHIJKL Initiating selling
98 7/32 ADEHIJKL in value area

/_-98 6/32 ...... ""ML/k I I IJ I'lL

98 5/32 DEHIKL Range extension down
98 4/32 DEFHIKL initiating selling
98 3/32 DEFHIKI
98 2/32 DEFHIKL
98 1/32 EFHIKL
98 EFHIKL
9731/32 EFHL
9730/32 EFHL
9729/32 EFGHL
9728/32 EFGHL 89 TPOs
9727/32 FGHL
9726/32 FGHL
9725/32 FGHL
9724/32 FGH
9723/32 FGH
9722/32 FGH
9721/32 FGH
9720/32 FGH
9719/32 FGH
9718/32 FG
97 17/32 F _ No indication on low extreme

70% range 98
of daily to
volume 9820/32

Value area

Total Volume % of Total
I CTI1 CTI2

Total Volume for Dec 86 U.S. Bonds 430,646 56.1 13.4
Total Volume for U.S. Bonds 472,812 55.9 13.7
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9/05/86 Where did the market open in relation to the previous day's value
and then what happened?

The market opened below value at 97-08 to 97-10. It moved up
initially to 97-14 and then moved down directionally in A period.

How do we know? Competition from the seller at 97-14 formed a
single print extreme at the top. The seller seems to have gained con-
fidence again. He moved the market over one point in the first half
hour.

Then what happened?

The directional move brought in an opposite response at 96-04.
Competition from the buyer formed a single print extreme at the
low. Then the market rotated between these two excesses, developing
value for the rest of the session.

The buyer tested the upside in G period but couldn't take out the
selling extreme.

Remember, once you put on a position, you're looking for a place
to get out. DM you offset in this session ?

Put value area on the chart. Note the volume.

What is the net activity in the session- extremes, range extension,
value area? Initiating or responsive?

Initiating selling below the previous day's value on the high extreme,
responsive buying below the previous day's value on the low
extreme, no range extension (the entire range was established in the
first half hour), responsive buying below the previous day's value in
today's value area.

Let's put that on the chart.

What is your conclusion ?

The market seems to have moved from imbalance to balance again.
Do you think we've moved low enough this time to bring in an
opposite response that is strong enough to stop the move and
reverse market direction?
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0/05/86 ('hicago Board of li_adc l,iquidity Data Bank" Report
Copyright Chicago Board of Iradc 1986.AI,I, RI(;H'I% Rt',gliRVI;I).
Volume %ummary Report for 09/05/86
[J.%.Bonds
l)cc 86
Note: Volume figures '_hown arc actual numbcr_ multiplied by 2,

TradePrice HalfHourBracketTimes
97 14/32 A
97 13/32 A
97 12/32 A
97 11/32 A
97 10/32 A Inilialin_ _ellinR high exlreme
97 9/32 A
97 8/32 A
97 7/32 A
97 6/32 A
97 5/32 A
97 4/32 AG
97 3/32 AG
97 2/32 AG
97 1/32 AG
97 AG
9631/32 AGHK
9630/32 AGHKL
9629/32 AFGHKL
9628/32 AFGHKL 70 TPOs
9627/32 AFGHKL
9626/32 AEFHKL
9625/32 AEFHKL
9624/32 AEFHKL
9623/32 ABEFHKL
9622/32 ABEFHIKL

_96 21/32 A2C_EfV,',J',',LResponsive bu)ing in
9620/32 ABCDEHIJI value area
9619/32 ABCDEHIJL
96 18/32 ABCDEIJL
96 17/32 ABCDEIJL

96 16/32 ABCDEIJL 89 TPOs
96 15/32 ABCDEIJL
96 14/32 ABCDEIJL
96 13/32 ABCDIJL
96 12/32 ABCDIJ
9611/32 ABCDIJ
9610/32 ACIJ
96 9/32 ACIJ
96 8/32 AC
96 7/32 AC
96 6/32 A I

96 5/32 A ] Responsive bu)ing low exlreme96 4/32 A

70°0 range 9612/32
ol' dail) to
_olume 9628/32

_valuearea

Total Volume o70of Total
] CTI1 CTI2

Total Volume for Dec 86 U.S. Bonds 340,?84 52.0 15.4
Total Volume for U.S. Bonds 375,598 51.9 18.4
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9/08/86 Where did the market open in relation to the previous day's value
area and then what happened?

The market opens almost a point below value and the buyer enters
right away in A period. The buyer's competition forms a single
print extreme in A period and the market trades up into value in
B period.

The buyer executes enough volume in E to tip the initial balance
and extend the range up. But the range extension stops at 96-21
when the seller enters. His competition forms a single print extreme
at the top.

Then the market rotates back and develops value in F, G, H and I
periods. The buyer manages to extend the range up another tick in
J and one more tick in K. But he can't seem to facilitate trade at the
top.

In addition, he doesn't seem to be confident enough to hold
because the market rotates down in L period and takes out part of
the buying extreme.

Therefore, even though control seems to have shifted from seller to
buyer in the near-term, do you think this is the end of the long-
term down move? Did you offset in this session?

Put value area on the chart. Note the volume.

What is the net activity in the session- extremes, range extension,
value area? Initiating or responsive?

(As noted earlier, we're going to call activity within value initiating.
You can see, however, that the range extension here is not very
strong-only eight ticks. Consequently, if you call the range exten-
sion initiating but note that it is not facilitating trade.., or if you
call it responsive because it's weak, you're getting the same informa-
tion on market activity.)

Responsive buying below the previous day's value on the low
extreme, initiating range extension up within the previous day's
value, initiating buying in today's value area below and within the
previous day's value area.

Because of our convention, we're calling the value area activity
initiating. You might just as easily call it responsive, however.

Let's put that activity on the chart.

What is your conclusion ?

In spite of buying in all three areas of the range, the buying doesn't
seem very strong. The volume is lower than the day before and the
range extension stopped at 96-23.

Relating this activity to the long-term move, this could be a near-
term correction. We'll continue to monitor to see if the market con-
firms or rejects our bias.
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9/08/86 ChicagoBoardof Trade LiquidityData Bank®Report
CopyrightChicago Boardof Trade1986.ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
VolumeSummaryReport for 09/08/86
U.S. Bonds
Dec 86

Note: Volume figures shown are actual numbers multiplied by 2.

TradePrice HalfHourBracketTimes
9623/32 K
9622/32 JK
9621/32 EJK
9620/32 EJK
9619/32 EJK 45 TPOs
9618/32 EFJK
9617/32 EFJK

Previous day's 96 16/32 EFJK Range extension up
value area 96 15132 BEFIJK initiating buying

9614/32 BEFHIJK
9613/32 BDEFGHIJK

_96 12132 _ Initiating buying in value area
9611/32 BCDEFGHIKL
9610/32 BCDEFGHIKL
96 9/32 ABCDFGHIKL
96 8/32 ABCDFGHIL
96 7/32 ABCDFGHIL
96 6/32 ABCDGHIL
96 5/32 ABCDGHIL
96 4/32 ABCDHIL
96 3/32 ABCDHL
96 2/32 ABCDL
96 1/32 ABCDL 114 TPOs
96 ABCDL
9531/32 ABCL
9530/32 AL
9529/32 AL
9528/32 AL
9527/32 AL
9526/32 AL
9525/32 AL
9524/32 AL
9523/32 AL
9522/32 AL
9521/32 A
9520/32 A
95 19/32 A
95 18/32 A Responsive buying low extreme
95 17/32 A
95 16/32 A

70% range 96
of daily to
volume 96 17/32

Value area
Total Volume % of Total

[ CTI1 CTI2
Total Volume for Dec 86 U.S. Bonds 326,264 56.3 11.3
Total Volume for U.S. Bonds 344,096 55.9 11.4
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9/09/86 Where did the market open in relation to the previous day's value
and then what happened?

The market opens above value at 96-19 to 96-22 and initially trades
up. However, the seller enters right away in A period at 96-31. His
competition forms a single print extreme at the top. Then the
market trades down and starts developing value roughly between
96-22 to 96-13.

In D period, the seller executes enough volume to tip the initial
balance and extend the range down. The down move stops at 96-08
in F period but there is no buying extreme (no single prints at the
low).

The buyer tests the top of value in I, J, K and L periods but can't
trade higher.

Put value area on the chart. Note the volume.

What is the net activity in the session- extremes, range extension,
value area? Initiating or responsive?

Responsive selling on the high extreme above the previous day's
value area, initiating range extension down within the previous day's
value area, initiating buying in today's value area above and within
the previous day's value area.

Let's put that on the chart.

What is your conclusion ?

The market is continuing to develop value near the unfair low-
opposite the range extension at the low end of the range. Further-
more, the buyer is only active in the value area which indicates
waning interest on his part.

Nevertheless, the seller still seems uncertain as well. Even though
there is range extension down, the volume is low and the value area
is narrow. The market still seems to be testing.
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9/09/86 Chicago Board of Trade Liquidity D_[_, _,[_ k brR_[_]'[

Copyright Chicago Board of Trade 1986. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
Volume Summary Report [or 09/09/86
U.S. Bonds
Dec 86

Note: Volume figures shown are actual numbers multiplied by 2.

TradePrice HalfHourBracketTimes
9631/32 A
9630/32 A
9629/32 A Responsive selling high exlreme
9628/32 A
9627/32 A
9626/32 A
9625/32 AC
9624/32 AC 29 Tl'Os
9623/32 AC
9622/32 ABCIL
9621/32 ABCDIKL
9620/32 ABCDFGHIJKL

_96 19/32 A_C_[,%H',J_LInitialing buying in value area
9618/32 ABCDEFGHIJKL
9617/32 BCDEFGHIJKL
9616/32 BCDEFGHIJKL92 TPOs
9615/32 BCDEFGHIJKL
9614/32 BDEFGHIJKL

Previous day's 96 13/32 BDEFGHJKLRange extension down
value area 9612/32 DEFGHJKL

9611/32 DEFGHJKLinitialing selling
9610/32 EFCJKL
96 9/32 EFKI.
96 8/32 FL

70O-/orange I 96 12/32

of daily I ,0
volume 9621/32

Value area
Total Volume °70of Total

I CTI1 CTI2
Total Volume for Dec 86 U.S. Bonds 272,560 57.8 11.6
Total Volume for U.S. Bonds 287,608 57.3 11.9
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9/10186 Where did the market open in relation to the previous day_ value
and then what happened?

The market opens at 96-23 to 96-26 above the previous day's value.
It initially trades down and then up. But this time, the seller's
eagerness to compete isn't strong enough to leave a single print
extreme. Nevertheless, he does enter with enough volume to tip the
initial balance in D period and extend the range down-but only by
one tick.

The range extension continues in E and H- but very slowly. When
the directional move reaches 96-09 in I period, the buyer finally
enters the market. His competition forms an extreme at the low and
the market trades up.

Value continues to develop basically in the middle of the range.

Put value area on the chart. Note the volume.

What is the net activity in the session- extremes, range extension,
value area? Initiating or responsive?

Responsive buying on the low extreme below the previous day's
value, initiating range extension down within and below the
previous day's value, initiating selling in today's value area within
and above the previous day's value area.

Let's put that on the chart.

What is your conclusion ?

The market has been testing the strength of the down move. Buying
activity was not very strong on any of the test days. Why? The
buyer entered the sessions late, there was no range extension up
and, in addition, volume decreased as the price moved higher.

Still, the seller doesn't seem all that strong either. No extreme at the
top on 9/10 (just one single print), weak range extension down and
a narrow value area range. If we knew what the conditions were
that were affecting value at that time, we could be much more com-
fortable making a judgment here. We'll have to wait for the market
to give us some information.

It doesn't seem as though the buyer can reverse market direction
but we'll have to monitor activity to look for evidence that the
down auction is resuming.
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9/10/86 Chicago Board of Trade Liquidity Data Bank _ Report
Copyright Chicago Board of Trade 1986. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
Volume Summary Report for 09/10/86
U.S. Bonds
Dec 86

Note: Volume figures shown are actual numbers multiplied by 2.

TradePrice HalfHourBracketTimes
9631132 A
9630132 AB
9629132 AB
9628/32 ABKL
9627/32 ABKL
9626/32 ABJKL 59 TPOs
9625/32 ABFJKL
9624/32 ABCFJKL
9623/32 ABCDFJKL
9622/32 ABCDEFGJKL
9621/32 ABCDEFGHJKL

_96 20/32 _ Initiating selling in value area
9619/32 ACDEFGHJKL
9618/32 ACDEGHJKL

Previous day's 96 17/32 ADEGHJ Range extension down
value area 96 16/32 DEGHIJ initiating selling

9615/32 EHIJ
9614/32 EHIJ 41 TPOs
9613/32 HI
9612/32

96 11/32 Responsive buying low extreme9610/32
96 9/32

70°?orange 9617/32
of daily to
volume 9626/32

Value area

Total Volume % of Total
I CTI1 CTI2

Total Volume for Dec 86 U.S. Bonds 250,076 57.1 12.6
Total Volume for U.S. Bonds 261,870 56.8 12.6
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9/11/86 Where did the market open in relation to the previous day's value
and then what happened?

The market opens at 95-19 to 95-24-almost a point below value.
The market moves up initially to test the upside. The seller enters
the market at 95-28 in A period and competes strongly-indicating
his confidence in the strength of the down move.

You can see how fast the market moved out of the area by observ-
ing the low volume opposite the A period extreme. (The lower the
volume, the faster the market is moving and the stronger the
competition.)

The seller's competition forms a 13 tick extreme at the top. In addi-
tion, his competition moved the market almost ¾ of a point in the
first half hour. This seems to be the evidence we were waiting for.

The market trades opposite the low end of the range in B and C
periods. The seller tips the initial balance in D period and extends
the range down to the low limit. The market stays there for the rest
of the session.

Put value area on the chart. Note the volume. It's high for a limit
day.

What is the net activity in the session-extremes, range extension,
value area? Initiating or responsive?

Initiating selling on the high extreme below the previous day's value,
initiating range extension down below the previous day's value, in-
itiating selling in today's value area (65 TPOs above the fairest price
and none below it) below the previous day's value area.

Let's put that on the chart.

What is your conclusion ?

The market seems to be imbalanced in the same direction again.
The seller seems to have gained confidence on the test days. There
is selling in all three areas of the range and the move seems to have
been stopped artificially by the low limit.
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9/11/86 Chicago Board of Trade Liquidity Data Bank ®Report
Copyright Chicago Board of Trade 1986. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
Volume Summary Report for 09/11/86
U.S. Bonds
Dec 86

Note: Volume figures shown are actual numbers multiplied by 2.

%of
TradePrice Total HalfHourBracketTimes
9528/32 0.4 A
9527/32 1.7 A
9526/32 i.2 A
9525/32 1.7 A
9524/32 0.6 A
95 23/32 0.4 A Initiating selling high extreme
9522/32 Low 1.2 A
95 21/32 volume 0.7 A
9520/32 0.4 A
9519/32 0.4 A
9518/32 0.9 A
9517/32 1.7 A
9516/32 2.8 A
9515/32 3.9 AB
9514/32 4.7 ABCD
9513/32 6.0 ABCD

9512/32 7.1 ABCD 65 TPOs
9511/32 6.4 ABCD
9510/32 5.5 ABCD
95 9/32 3.2 ABCD
95 8/32 3.2 ABCD
95 7/32 2.7 ABCD
95 6/32 1.6 ABD
95 5/32 1.1 AD

95 4/32 0.2 AD Range extension down95 3/32 0.3 D
95 2/32 0.8 D initiating selling
95 1/32 1.0 D
95 3.2 D
9431/32 2.7 DE
9430/32 1.5 DE
9429/32 2.4 DE
9428/32 4.9 DE
9427/32 4.2 DE
9426/32 2.0 DE 65 TPOs
9425/32 1.7 DE
9424/32 2.1 DEFGK
9423/32 4.1 EFGKL

P'94 22/32 9.6 [[0',',',JI(L Initiating selling in value area
(65 TPOs above|

70070range I 94 22/32 and 0 TPOs below)

of daily I to
volume 95 12/32

Value area

Total Volume 070of Total
I CTI1 CTI2

Total Volume for Dec 86 U.S. Bonds 233,884 53.8 14.7
Total Volume for U.S. Bonds 289,572 53.4 15.5
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9/12/86 Where did the market open in relation to the previous day's value
area and then what happened?

The market opens above value at 95-18 to 95-20. It initially moves
up but the seller is extremely eager to make a trade. His competi-
tion moves the market down to 94-20 in A period-more than a
point. Note how low the volume is opposite the move.

Then the market continues the directional move down to 94-07 in B
period.

In C period, the market trades near the low of the B period range.
Then the seller tips the initial balance and extends the range all the
way down to 93. The market certainly seems to be strongly imbal-
anced to the downside. At this point, however, what happened?

The market was low enough to attract strong buying. Competition
from the buyer formed an extreme at the low which stopped the
move. If you look at the percent of total column opposite the C
extreme, you can see how fast the market moved out of the area.
The low volume shows how strong the buying competition was.

Once the low extreme was established, the market seems to come
into balance and basically trades between the two excesses-devel-
oping value for the rest of the session.

Do you think the buying is strong enough here to reverse market
direction? What about your short position if you haven't already
offset?

Put value area on the chart. Note the volume.

What is the net activity in the session- extremes, range extension,
value area? Initiating or responsive?

Initiating selling on the high extreme above and within the previous
day's value, responsive buying on the low extreme below the
previous day's value, initiating range extension down below the
previous day's value, responsive buying in today's value area below
the previous day's value. Let's put that on the chart.

What is your conclusion ?

We're at the low of the move. Less than two weeks ago, value was
102 to 101-22. Value in today's session is 94-18 to 93-00-about nine
points lower.

Steidlmayer says price far enough away from value changes the con-
dition of the market. In other words, what was overvalued at 102
might be undervalued at 93. This might be the end of the down
auction and the beginning of an up auction. It seems that the
market not only went low enough in the session to bring in the last
seller but also brought in buyers whose activity might be strong
enough to reverse market direction.

The C period extreme was made by strong buying and the market
seems to have moved from imbalance to balance in the session.

Therefore, it appears that the market might now be in position
(after coming into balance) to become imbalanced in a new direc-
tion. This could be an example of solid responsive activity reversing
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9/12/86 Chicago Board of Trade Liquidity Data Bank®Report
Copyright Chicago Board of Trade 1986. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
Volume Summary Report for 09/12/86
U.S. Bonds
Dec 86
Note: Volume figures shown are actual numbers multiplied by 2.

% of
Trade Price Total HalfHourBracketTimes
95 25/32 O0 A
95 24/32 0.6 A
95 23/32 10 A
95 22/32 I.I A
95 21/32 0.7 A
95 20132 0.3 A
95 19/32 1.0 A
95 18/32 06 A
95 17/32 02 A
95 16/32 0.4 A
95 15/32 01 A

95_4/32 ol A Initiating selling high extreme95 13/32 0.5 A
95 12/32 0.3 A
95 11/32 0.4 A
95 10/32 0.4 A
95 9/32 0,3 A
95 8/32 0.3 A

95 7/32 Low 0.7 A
95 6/32 18 A

955/32 volume 2.0 A
95 4/32 1.4 A
95 3/32 1.5 l

Previous day's 952/32 _.o A
95 1/32 1.0 A

value area 95 22 A
94 31/32 0.4 kB
94 30/32 0.9 AB
94 29/32 I.O AB
94 28/32 1.6 AB
94 27132 1.7 AB
94 26/32 15 AB
94 25/32 0.9 AB
94 24/32 0.6 AB
94 23/32 0.3 AB
94 22/32 0,3 AB
94 21/32 0.1 AB
94 20/32 O.O AB
94 19/32 0.0 B

9418/32 0.2 B 102 TPOs94 17/32 0.5 BC
94 16/32 0.5 BCF
94 15/32 1.3 BCF
94 14/32 2.1 BCF
94 13/32 2.4 BCFG
94 12132 2.2 BCFG
94 11/32 13 8CFG
94 10/32 2.0 BCFG
94 9/32 0.9 BCFG
94 8/32 2.0 BCFGHK
94 7/32 L3 BCFGHK
94 6/32 2.2 CEFGHIJK
94 5/32 2.4 CDEFGHIJK
94 4/32 3.2 CDEFGHIJK
94 3/32 3.6 CDEFGHIJK

,.-942/32 _9 _ Responsive buying in value area94 1/32 2.7 CDEFGHIJKL
94 4.3 COEFGHIJKL
93 31/32 2.5 CDEFGHIJL
93 30/32 2.1 CDEFGHIJL
93 29/32 1.5 CDEGHIJL
93 28/32 1.5 CDEGHIJL
93 27/32 13 CDEGIL
93 26/32 0.9 CDEL
93 25/32 1.4 CDEL
93 24/32 13 CDEL
93 23/32 1.0 CDEL
93 22/32 2.0 CDL
93 21/32 2.5 CDL
93 20/32 2.5 CDL
9319132 1.5 ca 108 TPOs
93 18/32 1.1 CDL
93 17/32 0.6 CDL
93 16/32 0.8 CD
93 15/32 0.7 CD
93 14/32 1.1 CD
93 13/32 1.0 CD
93 12/32 0.8 CD
93 11/32 1.1 CD
93 10/32 1.0 CD
93 9/32 0.6
93 8/32 0.5
93 2/32 0.4
93 6/32 0.3

935/32 Low 0.2 Responsive buying low extreme93 4/32 0.2
933/32 volume o._
93 2/32 O.0
93 1/32 0.1

93 0.4 L

70% range I 93Z0 . Range extension down
volume°fdaily [___8/32Value area 20_ initiating selling

Total Volume %ofTotal
1 CTII CT12

Total Volume for Dec 86 U.S. Bonds 380,864 53.6 13.0 llYlL"
Total Volume for U.S. Bonds 423,100 53.4 12.8 8_



InSummary Howthat we've gone through a complete down auction, look at the
whole chart again from beginning to end. You can see that this
chart-which probably seemed strange at first-is simply a visual
representation of a long-term auction or trend.

In other words, this is what a trend looks like graphically.

If value is moving vertically, the market is imbalanced and the trend
is continuing. If value is moving sideways, the market is balanced
and the trend is stalled. The market is testing the strength of the
move and the trend may be coming to an end.

On the chart, you can see that when value was moving down ver-
tically, boxes indicating activity were, basically, on the sell side of
the price range. The market was imbalance&

When value moved sideways, boxes indicating activity appear on
both sides of the price range because the buyer and the seller were
uncertain and they were testing the strength of the move. The
market was balanced.

By moving from imbalance to balance and back again, the market
facilitates trade.

Whether a market is balanced-or whether it is imbalanced-

depends on market participants' perception of value. Their percep-
tion is reflected in their activity which can be related to an overall
behavior pattern: imbalance, balance, test, imbalance in the same
direction or imbalance in a new direction.

In this example, the market was imbalanced from 9/2 to 9/3. The
auction stalled briefly when it came into balance on 9/3 and traded
sideways. It tested on 9/4, then became imbalanced again in the
same direction on 9/5.

At the lower price level, the market traded in a balance area for the
next three days.

The near-term up move (the test) ended on the 10th and the market
became imbalanced to the downside again on 9/11. The imbalanced
directional move continued on 9/12 until the market moved down
to 93-00. That price level was low enough to attract strong buying
and the market came into balance again.

The imbalance-balance behavior pattern is constant. The length of
time any phase lasts however, can vary.

Look at the completed chart.

In this trend, the market tested for only one day at the 98-00 level
on 9/4 before resuming on 9/5. But it tested for several days at the
97-00 level (on 9/8 to 9/10) before resuming on 9/11. By the same
token, it could have taken several days or longer for this down trend
to end and a new up trend to begin. On 9/12, however, the market
seemed to reverse in a single session.

The way the pattern evolved in this trend was determined by the
then current perception of value. Value is a variable. So when you're
trading it's important to keep in mind that this perception can
change rapidly.
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The Iraqi invasion of Kuwait on August 2, 1990, is a case in point.

Before the invasion, we were starting to get reports that finally
seemed to confirm a recession. Market participants were feeling
increasingly bullish about bond value. Bond futures were at the
95-00 level and there was a good chance traders would have taken
the market up when the bullish unemployment report was released
on Friday, August 3.

Instead, the invasion caused a 180-degree shift in the perception of
value. And by September 18, 1990, the market was down to 87-22.
Granted, the invasion was a momentous development. Still, even in
the absence of earth-shaking events, trends don't auction straight
up or straight down.

There is bound to be sideways trading or even corrections to test the
strength of a move. The more uncertain the market, the more often
it tests and the longer these tests are going to last. Eventually,
however, the buyer is going to become convinced that the market is
undervalued or the seller that it is overvalued.

In other words, at some point the longer-term move is going to end
in a single session. This is where an ability to relate what is happen-
ing in a near-term time frame to the bigger picture is critical

The long-term auction chart can help you see that relationship.
Simply put, these charts make it less difficult to recognize the end
of one trend and the beginning of another.

Keeping long-term auction charts for the markets you trade can
help you focus on the relevant facts that influence the relationship
among price, value and market activity. Following a complete trend
from beginning to end and seeing the market shift from imbalance
to balance and back will help you to understand one that market
activity is indeed a continuum that never stops and two that this
continuum is comprised of short-, intermediate- and long-term time
frames.

While the market's basic behavior patterns are not complex, market
decisions are difficult because the market is using these patterns in
all time frames simultaneously. With the help of the long-term auc-
tion chart, you'll be able to separate a near-term move from a
longer-term move and to see how the two relate to each other.

Consider our example.

In the longest-term time frame-8/29 to 9/12-the market was in a
major down trend. Therefore, despite sideways trading in the
intermediate-term- 9/5 to 9/10- the long-term opportunity wasn't
over until the market traded down to 93 on 9/12.

Understanding the time frame relationship is key even if you are
strictly a day trader. Why? The more imbalanced the market is in a
longer-term time frame, generally the greater the potential for range
extension in the session.

For example, compare the range extension down on 9/2 to the range
extensions on 9/8, 9/9 and 9/10.
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On 9/2, an up auction was ending and a new down auction was
beginning. The market was strongly imbalanced to the downside in
a longer-term time frame. In contrast, the sessions on 9/8, 9/9 and
9/10 occurred when the longer-term auction was stalled and the
market was trading in a balance area.

You can see from the data that the more imbalanced the market, the
better the opportunity.

Finally, after examining activity in a single session and in a longer-
term trend, you can see that the market's operating procedures are
basically simple:

• The market auctions up until the last buyer buys and then down
until the last seller sells.

• Within the auction framework, the market moves directionally
and advertises for an opposite response.

• In the process, it establishes an unfair high and an unfair low
and then negotiates between the two until it takes out one side.

In Part IV of this Home Study Guide, we'll relate these Operating
procedures to the distribution process. Steidlmayer's latest
research establishes a distribution as the market's ultimate

framework. This framework is developed with auctions-or
trends-like the one we monitored here.

We've covered a lot of material in this section. Don't be alarmed
if you are feeling confused. Just take it step by step and it will all
fall into place.
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AREVOLUTIONARYAPPROACHTO
THEPRICE/VALUE.RELATIONSHIP

Value:AKeyForceIn We've been discussing the market's organizational structure in Parts
TheMarket I and II of this Home Study Guide. Now we're going to discuss the

other key factor in the market: the perception of value.

Value is so basic it is sometimes overlooked by today's sophisticated
traders. Nevertheless, it is impossible to overemphasize the role that
value plays in market activity. Value is the background against
which all activity takes place. In short, value is the motivating force
behind all transactions.

That's why it is absolutely crucial to be mindful of value all the
time when you're trading. In fact, when you trade without an idea
of value in your market, it is difficult to believe that market activity
is not arbitrary or random.

In this section of the Study Guide, we're going to discuss
Steidlmayer's approach to the perception of value.

What is his approach?

First, it involves market sentiment which he basically divides into
two categories- confident and uncertain.

He says that when market participants are confident about value,
they tend to overlook bad news. For this reason, a market will
sometimes rally in the face of bearish developments.

On the other hand, he says that when traders are uncertain they
tend to look for trouble where there may not be any. This explains
why a market will sometimes fail to rally-or even break-in spite
of good news.

Think of yourself.

When you're feeling confident, don't you tend to overlook bad
news? And when you're feeling uncertain, don't you tend to look
for trouble? Since markets are comprised of people, it stands to
reason that they reflect human behavior patterns.

Because confident markets overlook bad news and uncertain markets
look for trouble, Steidlmayer goes on to say that confident activity
tends to be stable and uncertain activity tends to be volatile. In other
words, a trader who is confident that the market is under- or over-
valued is more likely to put on a position and to hold it than a
trader who is uncertain about value.
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In addition, Steidlmayer's work shows that it is not an event or

development per se that affects value; instead, it is market par-
ticipants' perception of the event or development. And furthermore,
their perception is influenced by their confidence or uncertainty. Let
me repeat that statement because it is a key element of Steidlmayer's
insight.

It is not an event or development per se that affects value but the
perception of the event which is influenced by confidence or
uncertainty.

The second part of Steidlmayer's approach involves his recognition
that price moves away from value for three different reasons. But
before we discuss these reasons, let's illustrate the basic concept
with a simple example.

$220 We're all familiar with the housing market. Let's say most of the
houses in a neighborhood are selling for $200,000. If a home there

_" k/ _ is listed for sale at $180,000, what is the price/value relationship?
/\ Price is under value because price is only $180,000 while value is

$200,000.

On the other hand, if value is $200,000 and a home is listed for
V $220,000, what is the price/value relationship? Price is above value
A because price is $220,000 and value is $200,000.

t $200
Sounds simple enough. What makes value judgments so difficult?

U The complicating element is the fact that value is a variable. In
E other words, the relationship between price and value is not written in

stone because the conditions that affect value are continually in flux.

To explain, let's say an excellent school system is one of the reasons
'_ N_' '_' that homes in this example are worth $200,000. Now let's say that

g_ 1"% the city fails to pass a bond issue that would increase teachers'

$180 salaries. The superintendent and many superior teachers leave.

What's happened here? There has been a change in one of the con-
ditions that affects the long-term value of these homes.

The school system may no longer be excellent. This development
changes the price/value relationship. The house listed for $220,000
is now even more overvalued. The one listed for $180,000 is no
longer undervalued. In fact, it may be at value.., or even above
value now.

So far there's nothing revolutionary here. All traders will agree that
price away from value (either under or over) offers opportunity to
someone. Steidlmayer, however, goes one step further. He says that
price moves away from value for three different reasons and that the
dynamics in each case are different.
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ThreeDifferentReasons Hestarts from the point that value is subject to conditions and con-
WhyPriceMoves ditions are influenced by events. For example, a fast-food franchise

AwayFromValue is generally perceived as being more valuable if it is located on a
busy corner than if it is located on an island in the middle of a lake.

Then, Steidlmayer divides all events that affect value into three
basic categories:

• surprise events.

• unlikely events.

• likely events.

And he says each one has a different effect on the price/value
relationship.

Before we discuss that difference, it is important to emphasize that
there are no hard and fast rules for classifying events.

These are simply guidelines we're discussing. Furthermore, their use
is always going to require judgment. So keep in mind that it helps
to define each category-surprise, unlikely and likely-by its impact
on the price/value relationship.

Broadly speaking, surprise events have a short-term impact on
value, unlikely events have an intermediate-term impact and likely
events have a long-term impact.

What does that mean? To explain, let's look at the impact on value
of each category.

What's the impact of a surprise event?

• A market surprise generally causes current price to move sharply
away from current value and then to move back to it.

The reason: the event doesn't usually have a fundamental impact on
value right away. The event is obvious. So market participants react
immediately and then reassess as they consider the longer-term
implications.

Here's where your understanding of the market's time frame
organization comes into play.

Because price moves away from value and then back to value in a
near-term time frame, this is basically a short-term opportunity. In
other words, you don't have much time in which to capitalize on the
situation.
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SurpriseEvent

U.S. Treasury Bond Futures
Daily Bar Chart
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Above, you can see the effect of a surprise event on price behavior
in the T-bond futures market. At point A, you can see the sharp
drop after a surprise announcement by the German Bundesbank.
Price was sharply down and then traded back up (point B).

To use this insight, it is critical to recognize that there is nothing in
the chart to classify it as a surprise. You have to make that judgment.
The chart just shows you price activity after an event occurred that
the market regarded as a surprise.

In this case, you can see that the move away from value and back to
value took four sessions. Keep in mind, however, that the reaction
to a surprise event is not always going to take the same amount of
time. The reaction to the Bundesbank announcement took four ses-

sions but price can move away from value because of a surprise
event and then snap back in one session.

As noted earlier, there are no hard and fast rules. The point is to
understand the dynamics of what is happening so that you can
respond appropriately.
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Corn Futures
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Now let's consider what happens to the price/value relationship
after an unlikely event.

• An unlikely event generally causes current price and current
value to move together.

The reason: unlikely events such as rain in the middle of a drought
or a bullish instead of a bearish inflation report can have a fun-
damental impact on value. Whether they do or not depends on
whether the event is an isolated incident or the first in a series of
moves.

Consider the effect of rain in the middle of a drought.

If this event is an isolated incident, it probably won't change the
basic supply situation. On the other hand, if this event is the start
of adequate rainfall, it could reverse the drought and end the grain
shortage.

In any case, like market surprises, these events are also obvious and,
again, market participants react immediately.

Consequently, the immediate effect is to cause price and value to
move together in a short-term time frame. That's why the impact of
an unlikely event can be devastating if you're on the wrong side of
the move. At worst, you have no time for damage control. At best,
there is very little time.

You can see the sharp, immediate reaction to an unexpectedly
bearish crop report on pages 98 and 99. In corn futures, the market
was trading at point A. After the unlikely event, the market opened

98 at the low limit (point B) and stayed there all day.



UnlikelyEvent

Soybean Futures
Daily Bar Chart
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In soybean futures, the market was at point A before the report.
After the report was released, the market gapped down at the open.
Then it traded down to the low limit (point B) and stayed there.

You can see from the examples that both surprise and unlikely
events result in a sharp move. I want to emphasize again, however,
that the dynamics in each case are different.

After a surprise, price generally moves back to value in the near-
term because there hasn't yet been a fundamental impact on longer-
term value. The price/value relationship might change in the future
but it hasn't yet done so. Therefore, if you are on the wrong side of
the market, you might not offset immediately because you believe
price is going to return to value.

On the other hand, say you're long soybeans in a drought. It rains
and the rain is the beginning of the end of the drought. There is
going to be an adequate supply after all. The rain here is the first in
a series of moves. There is a fundamental change in the price/value
relationship. Beans are now overvalued instead of being undervalued.

Futhermore, because price and value have moved together, there is
no cushion. Ideally, you would offset immediately because a delay
will only make your position worse. In practice, of course, it is
impossible to judge at the time whether the rain is an isolated inci-
dent or the harbinger of adequate moisture.

Classifying events as surprise or unlikely is always going to be dif-
ficult and it's always going to require judgment. Nevertheless, it
sometimes helps to approach the problem by asking yourself if this
is a one-time event...or the first in a series of moves. 99



LikelyEvent

Soybean Futures
Monthly Bar Chart
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The last category is a likely event. How does a likely event affect the
price/value relationship?

• A likely event generally causes value to move ahead of price and
then value pulls price up-or down-to a new level.

The reason: these events are fully discounted by the market. For
example, the location of a fast-food franchise on a busy corner is a
likely event. Events like this are the motivating factors behind long-
term trends. So even if you make mistakes, this is the kind of
trading situation in which the market bails you out.

It sounds simple but there's a catch.

Likely events tend to develop over time and, consequently, are
generally not immediately apparent. So the change in the price/value
relationship is not easily perceived in the beginning.

For example, not many traders recognized the beginning of the bean
futures rally in November 1987. The ones who did recognize it cor-
rectly identified a fundamental change in the price/value relation-
ship. They put a weaker dollar, grain sales overseas and Reagan
Administration farm policies together and came to the conclusion
that these developments would reduce bean supply.

See above. Value had moved up while price was still at the low of
the move (point A).
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Furthermore, since this is long-term value, it is going to take price-
which is in a near-term time frame-a while to reach value.

Consequently, even if you don't recognize the shift in the price/value
relationship at the beginning of the move, you have time to capital-
ize on the opportunity. You can see how long it took the price of
bean futures to trade up on page 100. The move began in 1987. The
unfair high was established in the third quarter of 1988.

Let's relate this insight to our simple housing example.

How would you classify the city's failure to pass the bond issue-as
a surprise, unlikely or likely event? We seem to be dealing with an
event that could have a fundamental, long-term impact on value.
Therefore, it seems to be a likely event with value moving ahead of
price. If nothing is done to correct the situation, it seems logical
that value will pull price down to a new lower level.

WhyMakeTheEffort Not only can this insight help you to capitalize on opportunity more
ToClassifyEvents? effectively, but it can also help you evaluate your risk more precisely.

To demonstrate a high-risk situation, say you are long bond futures
and the government is going to release unemployment figures in the
next session.

The market is expecting a bullish number. But the report can always
be unexpectedly bearish-in other words, an unlikely event. Now
let's say the report is indeed bearish. The result: price and value
move together. How fast and how far, of course, depend on how
bad the report is and how nervous market participants are. In any
case, because price and value have moved together in a near-term
time frame, there is no cushion.

Therefore, if you are trading a market before a potential unlikely
event, your risk is extremely high. It's high because you have no
time-or very little time-for damage control.

To demonstrate a lower-risk situation, say you're trading beans in
November 1987. As noted earlier, that was a market influenced by
likely events. Consequently, your risk is considerably lower for
several reasons:

• value's move occurs in a longer-term time frame.

• the shift in value is not immediately obvious.

• these events are fully discounted by the market.

In short, your risk is lower because you have time to offset if you're
on the wrong side of a move.
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MarketSentimentQuantified Gauging market sentiment is important, as noted earlier, because it
influences market participants' perception of value. And it is this
perception that influences their behavior. Since confidence and
uncertainty are intangible qualities, how do you measure market
sentiment with Market Profile ®data?

Broadly speaking, a directional move shows confidence and rota-
tions show uncertainty.

Think of a scale. At one end are market participants who are confi-
dent that the market is under- or overvalued. They are eager to
trade and their activity moves the market directionally. The more
decisively they act, the more confident they feel.

At the other end are market participants who are so uncertain
about value that they hesitate to trade at all. Their activity produces
extremely narrow rotations-sometimes only a few ticks in each
direction.

In between, as you move from extreme imbalance at one end to
extreme balance at the other, you have slower activity that is basically
directional, then relatively wide rotations that gradually become
narrower.

CONFIDENCE UNCERTAINTY

Imbalance Balance

Still Opposite "No
Directional Directional Response Activity'"

• Wide move • Slower • Starting • Extremely
to rotate narrow

• Rapid • Not as rotations
wide • Relatively

• Most stable wide arcs • Most
situation • Not as volatile

stable • Less situation
• Buyer or seller stable

dominant • Activity
balanced
between

buyer and
seller

What does this look like with actual data? See page 103.
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D_,._ReaumgTheData MarketProfile®Graphic
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• The market resumes in O period and trades in a narrow range,
100-02 at the top to 99-28 at the bottom, showing extreme
uncertainty.

• The market tips in W period and moves down directionally to
99-23. But the seller is still not confident enough to continue
and the market trades back up.

• Still, the market could never trade all the way back. It starts
trading opposite the range extension in X and a periods. This
seems to suggest that market participants are becoming more
confident that bonds are overvalued at this price level.

• Then in b period, the seller moves decisively. The result:
a directional move down to 98-26-more than one point lower.
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ConfidenceAndUncertainty Parameters established by the market's natural organization are the
AtTheMarket'sNatural most relevant reference points a trader can have. Only two things
Parameters can happen when the market reaches these areas: it can trade

through or reverse. Not all parameters, though, are equal. Some are
stronger than others. The strongest are formed by confident activity
and the weakest by uncertain activity.

A new beginning that creates a wide directional move is the most
confident and thus the strongest kind of parameter.

Why? Since a directional move is usually confident activity, it tends
to be stable. In other words, since market participants are confident
about value, they are more likely to hold positions. The faster a new
beginning moves the market out of an area, the stronger the com-
petition for opportunities at that level and the lower the volume.
For example, if an auctioneer opens the bidding for a painting at
$1,000 and the price moves up rapidly to $2,500, it does so because
there was strong competition for the $1,000 price.

Be aware, though, that a new beginning can also result from liqui-
dating activity.

For example, short-covering looks the same as new buying in the
Market Profile ®graphic. However, since this short-covering is an
offset, there is no strong parameter left to act as support. Therefore,
it is important to ask yourself why the'longer-term trader is
responding with a directional move.

In general, rotations create a much weaker parameter-one that can
be violated more easily than a parameter formed by a directional
move. As the rotations become narrower, it shows that the longer-
term trader is more and more hesitant to act.

When market participants are the most hesitant, the situation is the
most volatile and the parameter is the weakest.

Why? This behavior indicates that market participants are so uncer-
tain about value that the market can force them to act. For exam-

ple, a government report is released. It is unexpectedly bullish. If
market participants are uncertain and they're not already in the
market, they're afraid not to get in. In other words, the market has
forced them to act.
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Anticipating After going through Parts I and II of this Home Study Guide, you
MarketDevelopment can see for yourself that a feel for value is vital. At the same time,

that feel isn't easy to acquire because value is an intangible com-
modity. The guidelines below-based on questions Steidlmayer asks
himself-can help you evaluate value in your market.

• Confident or uncertain behavior is a function of the current
price relationship so an understanding of this relationship is
critical.

First, use your background information on the conditions that
affect value to decide whether the market is trading over, under or
at value. This preparation can help you decide whether to buy or
sell.

Next, look for opportunity-in other words, price away from value.

Opportunity arises out of change in the current price/value relation-
ship or continuation of the current relationship.

This relationship is affected by surprise events, likely events and
unlikely events.

Briefly...

...Surprise events generally cause price to move before value. Price
generally moves way above or below value and then snaps back.

...Likely events generally cause value to move before price. Then
value generally pulls price up or down to the new equilibrium level.

...Unlikely events generally cause price and value to move together.

When you can distinguish which price/value situation you're work-
ing with, you know 1) how quickly you have to act in order to
capitalize on the situation and 2) whether the opportunity lies in
change or in continuation.

To demonstrate, say the bond futures market is trending up. You
believe the uptrend results from a confluence of likely events-the
economy is slowing down, inflation is decreasing, interest rates are
falling. And these events have caused value to move ahead of price.

One, you feel that the opportunity will last for a while because
value has moved ahead of price. Two, since likely events are fully
discounted by the market, you feel that the up move will continue.

• The current perception of the price relationship is reflected
in the market's degree of balance or imbalance.

Look at the activity level of long-term buyers and sellers on the
long-term auction chart to determine whether the market is cur-
rently balanced or imbalanced.

The more confident the longer-term trader is that the market is
over- or undervalued, the more active he is and the more imbalanced
the market. The result: the market moves directionally, seeking a
new mean around which it can rotate.
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On the other hand, when the longer-term trader is uncertain, his
activity is hesitant. The more uncertain he is, the lower his activity
level and the more balanced the market. He enters and exits. The
result: the market trades sideways, rotating up and down around
a mean.

• Next ask yourself, "'If I buy here, will someone be willing to buy
at a higher price?" Or, conversely, "If I sell here, will someone be
willing to sell at a lower price ?'"

In other words, is the confidence level such that the current trend
will continue? Or, are you buying at the top or selling at the bottom
of a move?

• Then, to get good trade location, identify the support�resistance
points for your idea.

Support/resistance points are the low volume prices at the end of
one distribution and at the beginning of another such as tops and
bottoms of value areas, new beginnings within a session and unfair
price areas in a longer-term time frame.

• Finally, based on your opinion of the confidence level of market
participants, are you willing to buy above or sell below value? Or,
do you want to sell above value and buy below it?

In other words, do you anticipate a balanced or an imbalanced
situation?

If you believe that the market is balanced, the appropriate response
is to sell above value and to buy below it-in other words, to sell
rallies and to buy breaks. On the other hand, if you believe that the
market is imbalanced, the appropriate response is to buy above
value and to sell below it-in other words, to go with the move.

To explain, say you believe that 1) the market is currently under-
valued, 2) it is imbalanced to the buy side and 3) the current up
trend will continue and bring in more buyers so there will be some-
one willing to buy at a higher price.

This scenario describes an imbalanced situation. So you might
decide it would be worthwhile to buy above value if the market
doesn't give you a chance to buy below. In other words, you are
deciding if the situation merits giving up good trade location
because you believe market activity is with you.

To help you master the material we've covered in Part III, there is a
self-test on page 107.
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StopAndTestYourself
Q. Why is it important to determine whether market participants
are confident or uncertain?

A. Because confidence and uncertainty influence their behavior-
in other words, their reaction to news and market developments.

Q. Confident activity tends to be what?

A. Stable because confident traders tend to put on a position and
to hold it. In addition, confident traders tend to overlook bad
news.

Q. Uncertain activity tends to be what?

A. Volatile because uncertain traders tend to offset as soon as the

market moves against them. In addition, uncertain traders tend
to look for trouble.

Q. It is not an event itself that affects value but the current
of that event.

A. The current perception of that event.

Q. Value is subject to conditions. What are some common
examples?

A. Economic developments like inflation or natural developments
like a drought.

Specifically, a fast-food franchise is generally perceived as being
more valuable if it is located on a busy corner than if it is located
on an island in the middle of a lake.

Q. The events that affect value can be divided into three
categories. What are they?

A. Surprise, unlikely and likely events.

Q. How does each one affect the price/value relationship?

A. After a surprise event, price generally moves sharply away
from value and then returns to value.

After an unlikely event, price and value move together.

After a likely event, value moves ahead of price and then pulls
price up or down to a new level.

Q. After which kind of event is your risk greatest?

A. After an unlikely event because price and value move together.
Consequently, there is no time-or very little time-for damage
control.

Q. Your risk is lowest after which kind of event?

A. After likely events because value has moved up or down in a
long-term time frame, the shift in value is not immediately
obvious and these events are fully discounted by the market.
Consequently, you have time to offset if you are on the wrong
side of a move.
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In Conclusion Youmay think all of this sounds too simple to be worthwhile.
Exactly the reverse is true.

Traders today are inundated with information. Steidlmayer's insight
can help you organize the flood of news in a meaningful way. Still,
there is no denying that forming an opinion of market value is not
easy. One, value is an intangible commodity. And two, it takes expe-
rience to evaluate the impact of events on the price/value
relationship.

With so much economic uncertainty in the world today, it is often a
daunting task to determine short-, intermediate- or long-term value.
So don't be discouraged if you find this approach confusing at first.
The principles become clearer with use. If you work with them,
you'll see that Steidlmayer's insight is critical. Over time, the rewards
from a better understanding of market activity will make the effort
worthwhile.

As you work with the data, you'll find that Steidlmayer's insight
on confidence or uncertainty is among your most useful
analytical tools. We're going to relate market sentiment to the
distribution process in Part IV.

Briefly...

Confidence = imbalance = a directional move = distribution.

Uncertainty = balance = rotations = distribution development.
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THENECESSARYBACKGROUND
We're going to start our consideration of the distribution process
with some background information. This information will give you
a framework and make it easier for you to relate this process to
market activity.

AShiftInThe The most important change since Market Profile data were intro-

CapitalBase duced is that the day-or any single session-is no longer viable as
a constant measure of market activity. Starting roughly in the late
1980s, a new beginning didn't always coincide with the start of a
session. Now it occurs at any time, in the middle of a session or
even just before the close.

As you look at the examples, keep in mind that any character can
be used to show price reoccurrence-Egyptian hieroglyphics if you
like. The CBOT uses capital A through capital X to indicate mid-
night to noon and small a through small x to indicate noon to
midnight.

For example, see opposite. The bond futures market resumes at 7:20
in O period. O period represents 7:00 a.m. to 7:30 a.m., P period
represents 7:30 a.m. to 8:00 a.m., etc.

The graphic on page 114 uses small y to indicate 7:20 a.m. to 7:50
a.m., small z to indicate 7:50 a.m. to 8:20 a.m., capital A to indicate
8:20 a.m. to 8:50 a.m., etc. Even though this graphic uses characters
that are different from those used by the CBOT, the information that
you get on market activity from both graphics is exactly the same.
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"""- .mcayoBoardof Trade MarketProfile®Graphic
Charaders MARKETPROFILE® CopyrightChicago Board of Trade 1984.

CBOT U.S.BONDS Mar (92)ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.92/01/02

Price HalfHourBrackets "P" period indicales
10430132 P 7:31) a.m. Io 8:00 a.m.
10429132 P
10428/32 OP Markel resumes
10427132 OP in "0" period
10426/32 OP al 7:211a.m.
10425132 0P
10424132 OP
10423/32 OP
10422/32 PR "R" period indicales
10421/32 PQRS 8:30 a.m. 1o 9:00 a.m.
10420132 PQRS
10419/32 PQRS
10418/32 PQRS
10417/32 QRS
10416/32 QRS
10415/32 ORS
10414/32 QS
10412/32 flS
10411/32 QST
10410/32 ST
104 9/32 ST
104 8/32 ST
104 7/32 ST
104 6/32 ST
104 5/32 ST
104 4/32 T
104 3/32 T
104 2/32 TU
104 1/32 TU
104 UWd
10331/32 UVWd
10330/32 UVWXad
10329/32 UVWXatd
10328/32 UVWXacd
10327/32 UVWXacd-- "d" period indicates
10326132 UVXncd 1:30 p.m. to 2:00 p.m.
10325132 UVXabc
10324132 Xabc
10323132 ab
10322132 ab
10321132 ab
10320/32 ab
10319/32 a
10318/32 a
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The example below shows U.S. Treasury bond futures-the day
session on 6/9/92, the night session on 6/9/92 and the beginning of
the day session on 6/10/92. A new beginning occurred in K period,
about 20 minutes before the close. The market came into balance in
the night session and the down move continued on 6/10.

BDU2 © 1992COGINC.
A NewBeginning 10003
At AnyTime 10oo2

10001
10000
9931
9930
9929 C
9928 CDEF
9927 CDEFG
9926 BCDEFG
9925 yzABCDEFGH
9924 yzABGH
9923 yzABHJ
9922 yzHIJK
9921_ yHIJK/ New beginning
9920 yHIK / in "K" period
9919 JK_
9918 K
9917 KL
9916 KL
9915 L
9914 L
9913 L Balance
9912 L WZb_\
9911 L _ WXYZb|
9910 L _ WXYZb/" y
9909 L_ WXj- _ y
9908 L y -- Down move
9907 yz continues
9906 _ yz
9905 z
9904 z
9903 z_
9902 z
9901
9900
9831
9830
9829
9827

• 6/9 6/9 6/10

Market Profile is a registered trademark of the Chicago Board of Trade
© Copyright 1992 Board of Trade of the City of Chicago
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
© Copyright 1992 CQG INC.

The reason that market activity is now independent of preset para-
meters like the close is twofold:

• most of the capital now enters the market from off the exchange
floors.

• this worldwide capital flow can enter the market at any point in
time.
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For example, after the allies launched the ground war against Iraq
on January 17, 1991, the T-bond futures market traded up from just
above 93-00 to the 98-00 level. The top of the move (a price of
99-00) occurred in London on 2/15/91 when Iraq announced a
conditional withdrawal from Kuwait.

The London exchange was open when Saddam Husssein made the
announcement and that's where market participants reacted to the
news. See the example below. This example shows bond futures
activity moving from London to Chicago to London and back to
Chicago. Anyone who waited until Chicago opened on 2/15 missed
the high of the move.

© 1991CQGINC.

MarketReactsInLondon 9902 Lo.do.9901
9900 99 -- tv -- The high of
9831 tv the move
9830 Iv
9829 tv
9828 tv
9827 tv
9826 tv
9825 tv
9824 tv
9823 tvw
9822 tvw
9821 tvw CBOT
9820 tvw day
9819 tvwx
9818 London CBOT tvwx _ y
9817 day tvwx y
9816 p tvwx y
9815 pqrtwCD.q C0 tvwxy y
9814 mpqrstvwyCDCD _ tvwxy y
9813 p.mnstvwyBC yCD tvwxy y
9812_ myBC yABCDE ntvwy y
9811 yzAB _ yzABCE ntvwy y
9810 yzAB yzABEF nstwy y
9809 zA yzABEFGJK nsty y
9808 yzAEFGJK nrsty y
9807 yzAFGHIJK mnrsy yGHI
9806 _-zGHIJK CBOT mnpryzBC yzBFGH
9805 GHIJK night mnpqryzBC_ yzBEFGH
9804 GHIJK _ mpqryzBC yzBCEFG
9803 GHK WZa myzABCD yzABCEF
9802 K UWXYZa_ zABCD., yzABCDEF
9801 KL P-TUWXYZa zABCD yzABCDEF
9800 KL _ TUX zABC yzABCDE
9731 KL_ T zA yzABCD
9730 KL zA yzABCD
9729 K A zAB
9728 A zA
9727 z
9726 z
9725 z
9724 z
9723 z
9722
9721
9720
9719
9718
9717
• 2/14 2/14 2/14 2/15 2/15

MarketProfile is a registeredtrademarkof the ChicagoBoardof Trade
© Copyright1991Boardof Tradeof the Cityof Chicago 115
ALLRIGHTSRESERVED
@ Copyright1991CQGINC.



Whether we like it or not, markets today are global and activity is
non-stop-moving from one exchange to another in a timeless
continuum. Peter Steidlmayer describes this continuum as a
distribution of capital, i.e., a series of prices in one direction that
corrects an economic imbalance.

This capital is part of a huge worldwide pool that trades in Tokyo,
London, New York or Chicago. With today's technology, any
exchange is just a phone call away. Essentially, this is a freeform
environment in which activity disregards man-made parameters like
the open and the close at a specific exchange. Therefore, to trade
effectively today, you need a more flexible measure of activity-one
that won't impose artificial restraints.

Steidlmayer replaces the session, an artificial man-made unit, with a
distribution, a natural unit. Why? He says, "The repeated images of
the bell curve reflect the purpose of the market:' In other words,
markets exist to distribute goods and services. It is simply a case of
form following function.

Before we go any further, let's stop and define distribution.

According to the dictionary, distribution is "the position, arrange-
ment or frequency of occurrence over an area or throughout a space
or unit of time_' Statistically, everything-trading data included-
distributes around a mean. The Market Profile format organizes
trading data so that you can see how the market's distributions are
developing over time.

In this section of the Home Study Guide, you'll see how to use
Market Profile data to identify opportunity. First, however, it is
necessary to understand how the distribution process works.
Fortunately, that is not as difficult as it might seem.

Steidlmayer's research shows that the market uses only a finite
number of behavior patterns to distribute goods and services. In
addition, that finite number is universal from market to market.

Furthermore, Steidlmayer's recent research linking market activity
to the distribution process is not a negation of his previous work. If
you're already using the Market Profile tools, you'll see for yourself
that this breakthrough simply explains the basic concept more fully.

Nevertheless, the shift in the capital base has caused structural
change and some parts of the knowledge base are no longer as
important as they once were.

For example, concepts such as the initial balance, the different kinds
of range development and the TPO (time/price opportunity) count
will become part of your background knowledge. At the same time,
if you grasp the way these concepts work in a single session, you
can expand the ideas beyond the day parameters and relate them to
the distribution process.
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Let's take the concept behind the initial balance. The short-term
trader is seeking a fair price area for two-sided trade. That idea is
certainly still valid. Now, however, you want to relate it to longer-
term distribution development. As we move forward, you'll see that
several sessions can comprise a longer-term fair price area where
balanced trade can occur.

In addition, it's still important to know if the longer-term trader is
buying or selling in a single session. That information can help you
to anticipate how the longer-term distribution is going to develop.

Keep this in mind as we move forward.

AGenerulReview In order to read data organized in the Market Profile format, it
helps to understand the ideas upon which the format is based. In
brief, they all relate to the notion of value. And with value as the
backdrop, you can see why activity isn't arbitrary or random.

If activity were random, highly sophisticated market participants
would be trading or investing millions of dollars in a vacuum. Take
U.S. securities dealers, for example. They are part of a $2.2 trillion
market in which participants move approximately $1 billion in
securities every day. The idea that they would make these huge
trades without considering value is just not credible.

As a trader himself, Steidlmayer rejected the idea that activity is
random. He started from the premise that buyers want to buy low
and sellers want to sell high. Nothing revolutionary so far but then
he took the idea a step further.

He divided all market participants into two categories: short-term
buyers and sellers and long-term buyers and sellers.

Whether activity is short- or long-term depends on the trader's
behavior. This is a key statement. Short- or long-term activity is
defined by a trader's behavior in relation to price-not by classifica-
tion as a local exchange member or as a commercial clearing firm
like Goldman Sachs (trading for the house account). Both categories
of traders are active throughout the range.

What is the behavior?

The short-term trader wants a fair price because he has to trade
soon. The longer-term trader, on the other hand, has more time so
he can wait for an unfair or an advantageous price. For example, say
you have to sell your home in the next two weeks. The best you can
hope for is a fair price. If you have six months, however, you can
afford to wait for an advantageous offer.

Naturally, both short- and longer-term traders want to buy low and
sell high. It's important to recognize, however, that value is not the
same for both groups. Broadly speaking, the short-term group is
buying low or selling high in relation to value today, tomorrow or
sometime this week. The long-term group is buying low or selling
high in relation to value next week, next month or even next year.
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Each kind of trader (short- and long-term) has a role to play in the
market and that role is determined by the kind of price-fair or
advantageous-that he or she is seeking. Short-term traders seek a
fair price in the near-term. They find an area where two-sided trade
can occur now. That is, they develop near-term value. Longer-term
traders seek an advantageous price. They move the market direc-
tionally. That is, they extend the range.

How does the marketplace facilitate trade? By satisfying the needs
of both kinds of participants. The market is always moving from an
unfair price area to a fair price area, then to an unfair price area
again. This is the market's overriding behavior pattern-imbalance
for those who seek an advantageous price, balance for those who
seek a fair price.

If price is moving up or down directionally, the market is distrib-
uting. If the market is moving sideways, it is developing. The
market can only move up, down or sideways so, stripped to essen-
tials, that's all there is.

Distribution occurs when market participants are seeking a fair price
in a longer-term time frame. In other words, longer-term traders buy
or sell because a price area is advantageous in relation to longer-term
value. And now that most of the capital flow enters the market from
outside the various exchanges, distribution continues until the capital
flow stops. This is why activity can no longer be contained by
artificial parameters preset by a specific exchange.

Naturally, this affects the role of the exchange. Instead of slowly
absorbing change-its traditional role-the exchange is now forced
to react rapidly. Why? As stated above, floor liquidity is no longer
capable of containing the overwhelming distribution of capital that
enters the market from outside.

Development occurs when the capital flow stops and market par-
ticipants can find a fair price around which to trade.
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THEMARKETPROFILEFORMAT The Market Profile format organizes data so that you can see
distribution and development graphically.

• Distribution or imbalance which extends the range is on the
vertical axis.

• Development or balance which develops value is on the horizontal
axis.

As noted above, this is basically all you have in the market. That's
why thi's format provides a clean data base without any "noiseY It
only captures the market's essential elements. When we discuss
Liquidity Data Bank ® volume in Part VI of this Home Study

.--
= Guide, you will see how volume data can reinforce and confirm
,. what you see in the Market Profile graphic.

.m

In addition, since the format separates action (distribution) from
reaction (development), you can see the direction of the capital flow.

Money coming into the market is action or change. Development is
reaction-the market's response to that change. Naturally, it is
critical to monitor the capital flow because this is the liquidity that
moves price up or down. If price moves far enough, it can change
the market's balance and start something new.

Let me sum up what we have just covered.
Development

• There are two kinds of prices: fair and advantageous.

• There are two kinds of traders: short-term and long-term.

• Short-term traders want a fair price; long-term traders want an
advantageous price.

• In pursuing their interests, long-term traders move the market
directionally. This is distribution. Short-term traders find an area
where two-sided trade can occur. This is development.

• The market facilitates trade by moving from distribution to
development and back again.

Now, let's relate distribution and development (or imbalance and
balance) more specifically to activity.
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Distribution,Development What kind of activity occurs when the short-term trader is in

AndMarketStrategies control?

• Balanced rotations. Why? The market has found a fair price and
is rotating around it. Traders are buying below the mean price and
selling above it because they recognize the mean as value. In other
words, they have found an equilibrium area in which they are com-
fortable trading.

See the example below. This example shows balanced rotations in
the soybean futures market. We've split the Market Profile format
at J period so that you can see activity more clearly. The fair price
in this session was roughly 640. When the market rotated above
640, you can see that sellers came in because the market traded
back to 640. When the market rotated below 640, buyers came in
and the market traded back up. These rotations created a bulge on
the horizontal axis-in other words, a horizontal profile that was
widest at the mean.

SX2 © 1992CQGINC.
BalancedRotations 6444

6442
6440
6436
6434
6432
6430
6426

6424 DD_ elli
6422 D ng above
6420 E
6416 DE_
6414 DEF JK
6412 DEF JK
6410 DEF JK
6406 DEF JK
6404 DEF JK
6402 DFG JK
6400_ DFGHI JK__640 fair price
6396 DFGHI JK
6394 _DGHI JK
6392 DGHI J
6390 DGI J
6386 DGI J
6384 DGI J
6382 DGI J

6372 below

6366
6364
6362
6360
6356
6354
6352
6350
6346
6344
• 6/10

MarketProfileis aregisteredtrademarkof theChicagoBoardof Trade
© Copyright1992Boardof Tradeof theCityof Chicago
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What kind of activity occurs when the longer-term trader is in
control?

• Imbalanced trends. Why? The market is seeking a fair price
around which it can rotate. In other words, traders are looking for a
new equilibrium area.

See the example below. This example shows an imbalanced trend.
Unlike the soybean example, activity here is on the vertical axis. The
profile is vertical (long and narrow) because there was no generally
accepted mean price. Selling pressure overwhelmed the buying and
activity in the session continually moved lower. The market started
trading at 262 in D period. In K period, the market was trading
between 258½ and 257.

CZ2 © 1992CQGINC.

ImbalancedTrend 2646
2644
2642
2640
2636
2634
2632 -- Marke! opens here
2630
2626
2624 D
2622 DE
2620 DE
2616 DEF
2614 DEF
2612 DF
2610 DF
2606 DF

2604 DFG Profile long and llarro_2602 DG
2600 DGH
2596 _-GfflJ
2594 GHIJ
2592 GHIJ
2590 GHIJ
2586 HIJ
2584 HIJK
2582 HIJK'q
2580 HIJK Activil) continually
2576 HIJK moves lower2574 IJK
2572 IJK
2570 IK -- "K" period 258_/2lo 257
2566
2564
2562
2560
2556
2554
2552
2550
2546

• 5/19

Market Profile is a registered trademark of the Chicago Board of Trade
© Copyright 1992 Board of Trade of the City of Chicago
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
© Copyright 1992 CQG INC.
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Broadly speaking, all market activity can be classified as an imbal-
anced trend or a balanced rotation. In other words, the market is
either distributing or developing. In Steidlmayer's new vocabulary,
the market is "controlled by price" (balanced) or "controlled by
market activity" or "non-price control" (imbalanced).

Since the only choice is between price control or market activity con-
trol, the critical issue is recognizing where you are in the imbalance-
balance continuum so that you can choose the appropriate strategy.

If the market is controlled by price (balanced), buy breaks and sell
rallies, i.e., fade the market. If the market is controlled by market
activity (imbalanced), go with the move. That sounds simple
enough. There is a catch, however. It is not always easy to decide
whether the market is controlled by price or by market activity.
Knowing that the market uses a four-step behavior pattern to
distribute goods and services can help you make that decision.

TheFour-StepBehavior Wefirst discussed this pattern in Part II of the Guide. Now, we're
Pattern going to relate it to the distribution process.

• The first step, naturally, is a beginning. Something happens that
makes buyers believe that the market is undervalued-or sellers that
it is overvalued-and the market moves up or down. In other words,
the beginning is a directional move. Described more precisely, this
move is a distribution of capital. If the capital flow is up, buyers
are distributing because the market moves up to shut off buying. If
the capital flow is down, sellers are distributing because the market
moves down to shut off selling.

The market moves up until it brings in sellers or down until it
brings in buyers. With both buyers and sellers present, the market
comes into balance and starts rotating.

• This is the second step: balance. It is the market's response to the
initial up or down move. To demonstrate: say the market moves up,
brings in selling and comes into balance at the top of the move. It
comes into balance because market participants are too uncertain to
continue the directional move immediately. They need to pause and
take stock of the situation.

• Therefore, the third step- which occurs in the balance area as the
market trades sideways-is a test. How long a market tests, of
course, depends on news and market developments: in other words,
the conditions that affect value. At some point in the balance area,
buyers become convinced that the market is undervalued or sellers
that it is overvalued and the market moves directionally again.
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• Therefore, the fourth step is another directional move. In the
example above, the market was moving up because buyers were
predominant. Then, some selling came in and the market came into
balance. If the buyers decide that the market is still undervalued,
they will become predominant again. In that case, the fourth step is
going to be more up distribution or, in other words, continuation.
If, on the other hand, there is a shift and sellers decide instead that
the market is overvalued at this level, the fourth step is going to be
down distribution or, in other words, change.

Over time, this four-step behavior pattern forms a distribution.
Consequently, each phase of the pattern is part of a larger whole.
And this is the key to using Market Profile data effectively-being
able to relate the parts to the whole. To do that, you have to see the
distinction between the market and individual marketplaces.

The Parts And The Whole The market is the whole; individual marketplaces are the parts.

The market distributes by facilitating trade in individual market-
places. This is a key concept. Let me repeat it. The market
distributes by facilitating trade in individual marketplaces. What
does that mean? To explain, consider the market for U.S. Treasury
securities.

These securities are distributed around the world via a network of
individual marketplaees in Tokyo, London, Chicago and New York.
Each marketplace is only one part of the larger whole. Therefore, in
order to make a price move in New York and Chicago meaningful,
you have to relate it to a larger framework-one that encompasses
what happened in Tokyo and London.

This framework, as noted earlier, is a distribution.

To demonstrate how this understanding can help you make deci-
sions, consider what happened in the U.S. Treasury bond futures
market after Iraq invaded Kuwait in August 1990. Before we look at
the example, however, let's stop and review briefly how the market
works.

• The market begins and moves directionally until it brings in an
opposite response. The opposite response stops the directional move
and defines the range.

• Then the market trades within this range, developing value, until
it trades above the high or below the low.

• Stop the market at any point in time, and you'll see these three
related price areas: high, low and value. These areas define the
market's natural units-distributions-in each time frame.

• When value is in the middle between the high and the low, the
distribution is complete.
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Now, we're ready for the example on the opposite page. The example
shows U.S. Treasury bond futures activity in Chicago and London
from 8/1 to 8/2. We're going to relate activity in individual sessions
in Chicago and London to the development of a completed distri-
bution with value in the middle between an unfair high price area
and an unfair low one.

Market Profile data in the example on page 125 shows that the
market had come into balance in the day session at the 95-00 level
just before the invasion on 8/1. It continued to develop this value
area in the night session. Then, news of the invasion hit the market.
The action-the down distribution-started in Chicago in c period.
This new beginning established the unfair high at 95-03.

As noted above, the market was rotating slowly in the value area
before the news was announced. If you recognized the new begin-
ning when activity picked up and the market started to trade down
on heavy volume, that, of course, was the ideal place to go short.
Say you go short. Now, how long do you hold?

The down move continued in London until it brought in buying (an
opposite response) at 93-17. Is the buying strong enough to stop the
move? In other words, is this price area the unfair low? If you decide
the answer is yes, this is where you exit. Value starts developing in
London and this sideways activity seems to confirm that the selling
is stopped for now.

Let's relate this activity to our larger framework-the development
of a complete distribution with value in the middle between an
unfair high and an unfair low.

There is an unfair high price at 95-03 established in the Chicago
night session and an unfair low price at 93-17 established in Lon-
don. Value started to develop in London and continued in Chicago
and New York. You can see that value is developing roughly in the
middle between the high and the low.

This graphic only shows activity through E period but the market
continued to trade around the mean in narrowing rotations-94-10
to 94-03. The narrow rotations indicate that activity is slowing
down and volume is getting lighter. This unit seems to be coming to
an end. The market may still be imbalanced to the downside in a
longer-term time frame, as indeed it was, but the near-term oppor-
tunity that was defined by the new beginning at the 95-00 level
appears to be over.

To show you that a completed distribution is the whole in all markets,
we're going to look at an example based on soybean futures data.
Here, we're going to relate activity in successive sessions to the
development of a complete unit-a distribution with value in the
middle between an unfair high and an unfair low.
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IraqInvadesKuwait 9516
9515
9514 GHK
9513 GHJK \

9512G,JK \9511 GHJK
9510 BFGHIJKL \ Balance

9509 BFGHIJKL WX I 95-00 level9508 BCDEFGIJKL_ WXYZab
9507 BCDEFIL WXYZab/
9506 BCDEFIL.4 YZb /
9505 BCEL YZb
9504 BCE b
9503 B -- bc -- 95-03
9502 B bc new beginning
9501 B bc establishes
9500 _ B c

the unfair high9431 B c
9430 AB c
9429 AB c
9428 AB c
9427 AB c_
9426 AB c
9425 zA c
9424 yzA c
9423 yzA c
9422_ yz c
9421 yz c London
9420 yz c _
9419 yz "_
9418 m \

9417 mA \9416 mA

9415 mnA A \
9414 mnzAB AB

9413 mnpzAB zABE \9412 _ mpxzAB zABE
9411 mpxzAB zABE
9410 mpqwxzABCDzABCDE /
9409 mpqwxyzABCDzABCDE Value
9408 mpqwxyzCD yzABCDE I
9407 mpqrwxyzCD yzABCDE
9406 mpqrwyzD yzBCDE
9405 rwyzD4 _ yzBCDEF /
9404 rwyzD yzCDEFG
9403 rwy yDEFG_ /
9402 rswy _- yDEFG /
9401 rsvwy yFG
9400 rsvwy yF1 j
9331 svwy____------ y
9330 sv y
9329 sv y
9328 sv y
9327 sv y
9326 tv y
9325 tv y
9324 tv
9323 t
9322 t
9321 t
9320 t

9319 t 93-179318 t
9317 t -- unfair low

• 8/1 8/1 8/2 8/2

Market Profile is a registered trademark of the Chicago Board of Trade
© Copyright 1990Board of Tradeof the City of Chicago
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

© Copyright 1990CQG INC. 125



The example opposite shows activity in the soybean market from
1/8/91 to 1/17/91. On 1/8, there is a new beginning at the 579 level.

The market distributed down from 579 to 563 ¼. This down move
established an unfair high. In the next three sessions, the market
came into balance opposite the low of the move. In other words,
value is developing opposite what was previously the unfair low.

So far, activity has established an unfair high at the 579 level and
value roughly from 570 to 559 ½. Now, if the whole is a balanced
distribution with value in the middle between an unfair high and an
unfair low, what's missing here? The unfair low.

On 1/14, the market opens lower, trades down to test the area below
550 and then reverses. This up move completes the distribution by
establishing an unfair low.

The distribution continues to develop value on 1/15 and comes to
an end on 1/16. In the chain of market activity, the down distribu-
tion (1/8, 1/9, 1/10, 1/11) and the up distribution (I/14, 1/15, 1/16)
combine to form a longer-term whole-a complete market unit with
value in the middle between an unfair high and an unfair low.

On 1/17, the market begins something new.

Generally, a new beginning starts at the mean because the market
moves toward efficiency and then it's ready to move directionally
again. You can see that the up move on 1/17 started at 564-roughly
the mean for this entire unit.

How does this understanding help you make decisions?

If you recognize the new beginning on 1/8, this is the ideal spot to
go short. But there are other opportunities to put on a short posi-
tion. How is the market trading in the balance area as it tests the
upside? Buyers can't take the market above 567¾ on 1/9 or above
570 on 1/10. On 1/11, selling comes in at the 570 level and defines
the top of the developing value area.

In brief, buyers aren't willing to trade up and sellers think the
market is overvalued at this level. Let's say you go short on 1/11.

On 1/14, when the market tests the downside and can't break below
549, buying comes in and stops the down move. This activity
establishes an unfair low and completes the unit. This is the end of
the down move and the ideal place to offset your short position.

Understanding how the market works can not only help you trade a
near-term unit, it can also help you to recognize the beginning of a
longer-term trend.

To explain, let's relate the near-term activity on page 127 to longer-
term soybean distribution. At that time, 550 was the long-term
unfair low. No one had been willing to sell below this level since
November 1987. In this example, near-term activity was occurring at
the long-term unfair low. Therefore, the near-term buying on 1/14 at
the 550 level not only completed the near-term unit but it was also
the beginning of a longer-term uptrend.

Before we examine the distribution process in more detail, stop and
test yourself on the material we've covered so far.
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Sill © 1991CQGINC.

5804 F
5796 FG
5790 D -- Ne_'r beginning, FG
5782 0 unfair high FG
5774 D FG_
5766 DE FG
5760 DEF F
5752 DEF F
5744 EFG F
5736 EFG DF

5730 EG Selling _ DF
5722 GH _ _ _ DEF

5714 _GH _ !'_ It _ DEF
5706 HI -- -- _\ DE

5700 HI HK _ HJK \ DE
5692 HIJ EHIJK_ D \ GHJK D

5684 HIJ _ DEGHIJK D \ _ EFGHIJK\ D
5676 J K _ DEFGJK D DEFGHIJK) D
5670 JK K DEFGJ D \ DEFGHIJ _ D

DEFH J D
5662 JK JK_ D DE _ D D5654 JK _ DGJK _DEF I
5646 JK DGHIJK DEFGHK K D / D
5640 K,_ _ DGHIJK EGHIJK 1 K D
5632 K DGHJK HIJK K.q I
5624 DEFGJK HJK / K / New beginning5616 DEFGJK JK_ K
5610 DEFJK K / _ JK /
5602 EK DEJK
5594 EK / K DEFIJ /
5586 -1.... J K_ DEFGHI

/ D,,-
5580 HIK DEGH / Value

- 5572 Value FHIK G
5564 FGHIK /
5556 DFGHIJK
5550 DFIJ /

5542 Opens DEFJ /
5534 here DEFJ j
5526 DE
5520 D
5512 D
5504 D
5496 D
5490 D -- Unfair low
5482
5474
5466
5460
5452
5444

• 1/8 1/9 1/10 1/11 1/14 1/15 1/16 1/17

Market Profile is a registered trademark of the Chicago Board of Trade
© Copyright 1991 Board of Trade of the City of Chicago
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
© Copyright 1991 CQG INC.
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StopAndTestYourself

Q. What is the biggest change in the market since Market Profile data were introdu.ced?

A. The day-or any single session-is no longer viable as a constant market measure.

Q. Why?

A. There has been a shift in the market's capital base. Most of the capital now comes from off the
floor and can enter the market at any time. Therefore, a new beginning can occur at any time-in the
middle of a session or even just before the close.

Q. What replaces the day as a constant unit?

A. A balanced-distribution.

Q. Why is it important to recognize a new beginning?

A. Because this is where the market breaks naturally. It's the low of an up move or the high of a down
move.

Q. Stripped to essentials, how can you describe all market activity?

A. The market is either distributing (imbalanced) or developing (balanced).

Q. If the market is balanced, is it controlled by price or by market activity?
A. Price.

Q. If the market is imbalanced, is it controlled by price or by market activity?

A. Market activity.

Q. What is the four-step behavior pattern the market uses to distribute goods and services?

A. Imbalance, balance, test, imbalance in the same direction or imbalance in a new direction.

Q. What is the relationship between the market and the marketplace?

A. The market is the whole; individual marketplaces are the parts.

Q. The distributes by facilitating trade in

A. Market, individual marketplaces.

Q. How are Market Profile data organized to show distribution and development?

A. Distribution (the range) is on the vertical axis; development (value) is on the horizontal axis.

Q. Which is action and which is reaction?

A. Distribution is action; development is reaction.

Q. An imbalanced market is

A. Distributing

Q. A balanced market is

A. Developing.

Q. A completed distribution has an , an and
in the middle.

A. Unfair high, unfair low and value.
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GETTINGSPECIFIC

HowDistributionRelates In order to understand how the distribution process relates to
ToMarketActivity market activity, it's important to see the connection between the

Market Profile concept and volume. The volume of everything
typically falls one, two or three standard deviations from the mean.
We're going to relate trading data to this organization. For our
purposes, however, we're just going to relate the high volume first
standard deviation and the low volume third standard deviation to
market activity.

The first standard deviation correlates to the value area. This is a
high volume area. It shows price acceptance confirmed by use: a
fair price area.

The third standard deviation correlates to a price excess. This is a
low volume area. It shows price rejection: an unfair price area.

These low volume price areas are key reference points because they
can contain the range. When the market reaches these potential
parameters, it can only do one of two things: trade through or
reverse direction.

The stronger the competition that creates the excess, the more likely
it is that the parameter will hold. How do you know how strong the
competition is? The faster the market moves out of an area, the
stronger the competition for opportunities at that price level. And,
of course, the faster the market moves out of an area, the lower the
volume.
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Strong competition propels the market forward. See the examples
opposite.

These examples show excesses in U.S. Treasury bond and note
futures after a government report on unemployment was released.
In Treasury bond futures, the market resumed at 99-03 to 99-07
while waiting for the report. The report was released at 7:30 a.m.
Strong buying competition propelled the market up to 99-26 in P
period and then to 99-28 in T period.

In Treasury note futures, the market resumed at 102-22 to 102-18.
Buying competition propelled this market up to 103-05 in P period
and then to 103-06 in T period.

Third standard dev&tions- in a single session or in a longer-term
time frame-are moving the market from one balanced equilibrium
area to another. In other words, they are moving the market from an
old fair price area to a new one. And this is where value comes in.
The market moves because the perception of value has changed.

The directional move is the beginning of a distribution.

Distributions begin with an increase in activity. They develop with
rotations and they end with a slowing of activity. The shift from
activity at an increasing rate to activity at a decreasing rate gives
you time to make a decision. Whenever the market comes into
balance-no matter how brief the balance period-it is giving you
time to take stock.

This sounds simple enough. Why are market decisions so difficult?
In a nutshell: time frames. The market is distributing in all time
frames simultaneously. That's why an understanding of the market's
time frame organization is critical.
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CompetitionPropels MarketProfile®Graphic

BondFuturesUp MARKETPROFILE* CopyrightChicago Board of Trade 1984.CBOTU.S.BONDS Sep (92)ALL RIGHTSRESERVED.92/06/05

Price HalfHourBrackets
99 28/32 T -- Trades up Io 99-28
9927132 T in "T" period
9926/32 PT
9925/32 PST
9924/32 PQRST
9923/32 PQRST
9922/32 PQRS
9921/32 PQRS
9920/32 PQR
9919/32 PQR
9918/32 PQ
9917/32 P
9916/32 P
9915/32 P
9914/32 P
9913/32 P
9912/32 P
9911/32 P
9910/32 P
99 9/32 P
99 8/32 P
99 7/32 OP
99 6/32 OP

Resumed 99 5/32 0
99 4/32 0
99 3/32 0

CompetitionPropels Market Profile* Graphic

NoteFuturesUp MARKET PROFILE* Copyright Chicago Board of Trade 1984.
CBOT 10 YR T NOTES Sep (92) ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 92/06/05

Price HalfHourBrackets

1036/32 T -- Trades up to 103-06
103 5/32 PST in "T" period
103 4/32 PST
103 3/32 PRS
103 2/32 PQRS
103 1/32 PQR
103 PQR
10231/32 PQR
10230/32 P
10229/32 P
10228/32 P
10227/32 P
10226/32 P
10225/32 P
10224/32 P
10223/32 P
10222/32 OP
10221/32 OP

- Resumed 10220/32 0P
10219/32 OP
10218/32 0
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TimeFrames Briefly, time frames are forcing points-points in time that force
traders to make a decision. For example, say you own an option
that expires in two months. The expiration date is a point in time
that is forcing you to make a decision. Steidlmayer's tandem time
frame concept visualizes all short-term activity on one side of the
tandem and all longer-term activity on the other. Both kinds of
activity exist in the market simultaneously. For this reason, being
able to relate the short-term parts to the longer-term whole is essen-
tial for good trading results.

As noted earlier, short-term and long-term traders have different
ideas of value. Therefore, value is not necessarily the same in all
time frames. That's why the market can be trending down in the
long-term, trading sideways in the intermediate-term, and moving
up in the near-term. Stated another way, value is moving down in a
long-term time frame, sideways in an intermediate-term time frame,
and up in a near-term time frame.

An ability to separate one time frame from the other can help you
decide whether a reversal is merely a correction or the end of a
longer-term trend. This insight can also help you to relate informa-
tion on value to the relevant time frame.

For example, bond traders might be worried about an unusually
large supply of Treasury bonds coming to market at the next
government auction. The auction, however, isn't until next month.
In the meantime, the government releases a positive report on infla-
tion and the price of bonds goes up.

The first piece of information is going to affect value in a longer-
term time frame. The second piece is affecting near-term value right
nOW.
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HowDistributionsDevelop To help you see the relationship of the parts to the whole, we're
going to start with the market's ultimate common denominator-a
completed, balanced distribution in the longest-term time frame.

The first standard deviation-a high volume area-is in the middle
and third standard deviations-low volume areas-are at each end.

Value or the volume base (the bulge) is in the middle between the
long-term unfair high and the long-term unfair low. Because the
first standard deviation is between two third standard deviations,
Steidlmayer calls a balanced distribution a 3-1-3 for short.

The market arrives at this balanced position in the longest-term
time frame by moving from imbalance to balance in short- and
intermediate-term time frames.

You can identify the imbalanced shorter-term distributions by their
shape: a J or teardrop. The volume base, instead of being in the
middle, is at one end or the other.

• If the distribution is imbalanced to the upside, volume is at the
top.

• If the distribution is imbalanced to the downside, volume is at
the bottom.

THEULTIMATECOMMONDENOMINATOR IMBALANCEDTOTHEDOWNSIDE IMBALANCEDTOTHEUPSIDE

Long-term

unfair high _ Third standard 3

_i iati°n

__ Volume

base

I 1/,,rs,st..da.d
deviation 1

I/T// __ VolumeI hird standard _ base

Long-term__ I{ -- deviation
unfair low
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These "Steidlmayer distributions" develop in two ways.

• The first way is from the first standard deviation to the second to
the third or rotations and then a directional move. Steidlmayer calls
this kind of distribution a 1-2-3 for short.

In the example below, the session started to develop with rotations
in D through I periods. Then the market moved directionally in J
and K periods. This is a 1-2-3 distribution.

!-2-3 Activity 2644
2642
2640
2636
2634 K
2632 K_
2630 K
2626 K
2624 K Directional move
2622 JK
2620 J
2616 J
2614 J
2612 J
2610 _ IJ
2606 IJ

2604 DGHIJ/

2602 DGHIJ
2600 DGHI
2596 DEFGHI Rotations
2594 DEFGHI
2592 DEFGI
2590_ DEFG
2586 D
2584 D
2582
2580
2576
2574
2572
2570
2566
2564
2562
2560
2556
2554
2552
2550
2546
2544

• 5/14

Market Profile is a registered trademark of the Chicago Board of Trade
© Copyright 1992 Board of Trade of the City of Chicago
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
© Copyright 1992 CQG INC.
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The session below is another example of a 1-2-3 distribution. Here
too, the market starts with rotations in D though I periods. The
directional move starts in J period and continues in K period.

WN2 © 1992CQGINC.
!-2-3 Activity 3574

3570
3564
3560
3554
3550

3544 DFF'_3540 DE
3534_ DEFG\
3530 DEFG/
3524 DGH I Rotations
3520 GHIJ /
3514 GHIJ /

3504
3500 IJ/

3494 _ ]3490
3484 J
3480 J
3474 JK
3470 JK
3464 JK
3460 JK
3454 K_
3450 K -- Directional move
3444 K
3440 K
3434
3430
3424
3420
3414
3410
3404
3400
3394
3390
3384
3380
3374

• 5/19

MarketProfileis a registeredtrademarkof theChicagoBoardof Trade
© Copyright1992Boardof Tradeof theCityof Chicago
ALLRIGHTSRESERVED
© Copyright1992CQGINC.
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• The second way is from the third standard deviation to the
second to the first or a directional move and then rotations.
Steidlmayer calls this kind of distribution a 3-2-1 for short.

The session below is an example of a 3-2-1 distribution. The session
began with a directional move in y and z periods and then
developed value with rotations in A throuh J periods. There is
another directional move in K and L periods and the market came
into balance in the night session.

TYM2 © 1992CQGINC.
3-2-1Activity 10429

10428
10427
10426
10425
10424
10423 Another
10422 directional move
10421
10420 I

10419 KKL_ _b

10418 KL _ Rotations
10417

K
10416 zBIJK'_10415
10414 zABHIJ \
10413 zABCDEFGHJI
10412 yzABCDEFGH] Rotations
10411 yzADEF/

10410 _AJ10409
10408 y
10407 y
10406 y
10405 y
10404 y
10403 y Directional move
10402 y
10401 y
10400 _ y
10331 y
10330
10329
10328
10327
10326
10325
10324
10323
10322
10321

• 5/19 5/19

Market Profile is a registered trademark of the Chicago Board of Trade
@ Copyright 1992 Board of Trade of the City of Chicago
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
@ Copyright 1992 CQG INC.
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The session below is another example of a 3-2-1 distribution. There
was a directional move in y and z periods and rotations in A
through L periods. The market traded back to the mean in the

night session and basically continued the value.area development.

BDM2 © 1992CQGINC.
3-2-IActivity o127

10126
10125
10124
10123
10122
10121

10120 __

10119 KL
10118 KL
10117 zBKL WXY \
10116 zABK.... wxYz \
10115 yzABCJK - WXYZabI Rotations
10114 yzABCDEFHIJKZb- ]
10113 yzACDEFGHIJK /
10112 yzACDEFGHIJ /
10111 yDEFG J
10110 D,o,o
10108 y
10107 _Y
10106 y
10105 y
10104 y
10103 y
10102 y
10101 Y __ Directional move
10100 y
10031 y
10030 y
10029 y
10028 _ y
10027 y
10026 y
10025
10024
10023
10022
10021
10020
10019

• 5/19 5/19

MarketProfile is a registeredtrademarkof the Chicago Boardof Trade
© Copyright. 1992Boardof Tradeof the City of Chicago
ALL RIGHTSRESERVED
© Copyright 1992CQG INC.
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The J shaped distributions are imbalanced parts.

Eventually, in the chain of market activity, they will comprise a
longer-term balanced whole. A 3-2-1 distribution and a 1-2-3
distribution form a composite. The composite has the first standard
deviation in the middle and a third standard deviation at each end.

Remember the soybean futures example? You can see on the opposite
page that the down distribution on 1/8, 1/9, 1/10 and 1/11 has its
volume base at the bottom. The up distribution on 1/14, 1/15 and
1/16 has its volume base at the top. Separately, each is an imbalanced
distribution but together they form a composite with value in the
middle.

Whether a market moves directionally or rotates, of course, depends
on market participants' perception of value-a perception that is
influenced by their confidence or uncertainty.

ACOMPOSITE

31 a
2\

!
I 1\

/
/2/
/

31 3
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SuccessiveSessionsFormTheWhole

SH1 © 1991CQGINC.

- 5804 F
5796 FG
5790 D -- New beginning, FG
5782 D unfair high FG
5774 D FG_
5766 ,,. DE FG
5760 DEF F
5752 DEF F
5744 EFG F
5736 EFG DF

5730 EG Selling _ DF5722 GH DEF
5714 _ GH [ DEF
5706 HI -- -- "---. 4\ DE
5700 fll HK D- HJK \ DE
5692 HIJ EHIJK" D \ GHJK D

5684 HIJ _ DEGHIJK D \ ,,..EFGHIJK\ D
5676 J K _ DEFGJK D DEFGHIJK) D
5670 JK K DEFGJ D \ DEFGHIJ ,,- D
5662 JK JK_ D DE _ DEFH / D
5654 JK _ DGJK _ DEF I D D
5646 JK DGHIJK DEFGHK K D / D
5640 K_ _ DGHIJK EGHIJK I K D
5632 K DGHJK HIJK K_ / I
5624 DEFGJK HJK / K / New beginning5616 DEFGJK JK_ K
5610 DEFJK K / _ JK /
5602 EK DEJK
5594 EK / K DEFIJ /
5586 "1.... _ K_ DEFGHI

_ 5580 / HIK " DEGH / Value
5572 Value FHIK G
5564 FGHIK /
5556 DFGHIJK
5550 DFIJ /
5542 Opens _DEFJ
5534 here DEFJ /
5526 DE J
5520 D
5512 D
5504 D
5496 D
5490 D -- Unfair low
5482
5474
5466
5460
5452
5444

• 1/8 1/9 1/10 1/11 1/14 1/15 1/16 1/17

MarketProfile is a registeredtrademarkof the Chicago Boardof Trade
© Copyright1991Boardof Tradeof the City of Chicago
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
© Copyright 1991CQG INC.
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TheImpactOfConfidence You've all seen markets rally after bad news and break after good

AndUncertainty news. This happens because confident markets tend to overlook
adverse events and uncertain markets tend to look for trouble where
there may not be any. For this reason, confident activity is generally
stable and uncertain activity is generally volatile.

To relate this statement to activity, a directional move generally shows
confidence and rotations generally show uncertainty-the narrower
the rotations, the greater the uncertainty. Therefore, situations when
the market is the most balanced are potentially the most volatile.

For example, say you're at the top of a move. Market participants
are long. They are not trading confidently at this level, however,
because ranges are narrow and volume is low. The government
releases some unexpectedly bearish reports. Since traders are unsure
about longer-term value, they are unlikely to hold in the face of bad
news. If you can anticipate when market participants might offset,
you're in a better position to protect yourself from sudden volatility
or to capitalize on a move.

Of course, once you put on a position, the next issue is how long to
hold it. The decision is less difficult if you understand how price
relates to the distribution process.

TheRoleOfPrice Steidlmayer says that price is the main component of a distribution.

InDistributionDevelopment After a directional move, there is going to be 1) a price that stops
the distributing activity (the directional move) and 2) a price around
which the distribution develops as it moves toward efficiency.

This mean price is going to be in the top third, the middle third or
the bottom third of the range.
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• If the mean price is in the top third, the volume base is going to
develop at the top of the range. See below. You can see that the
volume base is opposite the top of the range. It seems as though

- activity developed around 3703A.

WZ2 © 1992CQGINC.
VolumeBaseTopThird 3752

3750
3746
3744
3742
3740
3736
3734
3732
3730
3726
3724
3722
3720 I _
3716 FHI \ Volume base
3714 EFGHIJK\
3712 EFGHIJK_/3710 EFGHIJK
3706 EFGHIJK] Mean
3704 DEGIJK
3702 D.DEGJK/
3700 OEJ/
3696 DJ"
3694 D
3692 D
3690 D

- 3686 D
3684b. D
3682
3680
3676
3674
3672
3670
3666
3664
3662
3660
3656
3654
3652

• 6/2

Market Profile is a registered trademark of the Chicago Board of Trade
© Copyright 1992 Board of Trade of the City of Chicago
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
© Copyright 1992 CQG INC.
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• If the mean price is in the middle third, the volume base is going
to develop in the middle of the range. See below. Here the volume
base is opposite the middle of the range. A price of 626 appears to
be the mean around which the market rotated.

SX2 Q 1992CQGINC.
VolumeBaseMiddleThird 6334

6330
6324
6320
6314
6310 G
6304 FG
6300 FG
6294 FG

62846290FGIjFGIJ_ Volume base

6280 FGIJK \6274 FGfllJK
6270 DFGHIJK_\
6264 DFGHIJKI

6260 _DEFGHIJKI Mean
6254 DEFHIJK
6250 DEFHIJK]

6244 DEHJ /6240 DEHJ
6234 DEHJ/
6230 DE/
6224 DE
6220 D
6214 D
6210 D
6204_ D
6200
6194
6190
6184
6180
6174
6170
6164
6160
6154
6150
6144
6140
6134

• 5/29 6/1 6/2

MarketProfileis a registeredtrademarkof theChicagoBoardof Trade
© Copyright1992Boardof Tradeof theCityof Chicago
ALLRIGHTSRESERVED
© Copyright1992CQGINC.
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• If the mean price is in the bottom third, the volume base is
going to develop at the bottom of the range. See below. This
example shows the volume base opposite the bottom third of the
range. Put the two sessions together visually, and you can see that
activity on 5/21/92 and 5/22/92 developed around 609½.

SX2 @ 1992CQGINC.
VolumeBaseBottomThird 6210

6204
6200
6194
6190
6184
6180
6174
6170_ D
6164 D
6160 D
6154 D
6150 D
6144 D
6140 D
6134 D
6130 D
6124 D
6120 DE

Volume base6114 DE
6110 _DEF DEJK\
6104 DEFJ DEFGHJK\
6100 DEFJ _ DEFGHIJK
6094 DEFJK DEFGHIJK_ Mean
6090 DFJK DEFGHIJK/
6084 DFJK DEGI /

6080 DFGHJK D
6074 FGHIJK_ /
6070 FGHIJK ./
6064 FGHI f
6060 FG -'-
6054 FG
6050 FG
6044
6040
6034
6030
6024
6020
6014
6010

• 5/21 5/22

Market Profile is a registered trademark of the Chicago Board of Trade
© Copyright 1992 Board of Trade of the City of Chicago
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
© Copyright 1992 CQG INC.

As long as a particular mean price is in control, the market will
probe a higher or lower level and then return to the controlling
price. In other words, it's a trading range market. Of course, this
mean price is not going to maintain control indefinitely because
news events and market developments continually change traders'
perception of value. If something occurs to change market senti-
ment, what kind of activity can suggest that the market may be
getting ready to trend?

Basically there are two ways the market breaks the control of a
particular mean: distance or time.
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• This is distance. A directional move propels the market far
enough away from the controlling price to break its influence.

• This is time. The market reaches a critical price area and then
trades sideways at this level. Over time, the low volume, unfair price
area becomes a fair price area and, generally, the market has to
move higher or lower to shut off the activity.

In the example below, the longer-term control price was 271½. On
6/1 in J and K periods, the market broke down to 266. This new
beginning was probing a lower level. From 6/2 to 6/4, the market
traded opposite the price probe-changing the unfair price area
from 269½ to 266 into a fair one. On 6/5, the market moved lower
to shut off the activity.

Knowing what kind of activity breaks the control of a specific price
can help you determine if the market will continue trading in an old
trading range or if it will trend to a new higher or lower level. If the
market begins to trend, it does so because of a "forward price
influence."

CZ2 © 1992CQGINC.
TimeBreaksTheControl 2774

2770
2764
2760
2754
2750
2744
2740 D
2734 D
2730 DEI
2724 DEIJ
2720 DEFGHIJ...... 2711/2 long-term
2714 DEFGHU K D _ control price2710,_ DFGHIJ HK I DEF
2704 DFIJ DHIJK'* IJ DEFG
2700 _ DJK _ DEGHIJK HIJK DEFG \
2694 JK DEFGHIJK GHIJK4 _- DFGHJ
2690 JK _-DEFGIJK_- DEGHIK DGHIJK I
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TheCurrentPriceInfluence We've been talking about the control price-in other words, the
price around which the market develops. Another critical element in
the market is what Steidlmayer calls "the current price influence."
At bottom, this is just a more precise way of describing market senti-
ment. This sentiment-which is based on a trader's interpretation of
news events and market developments-fuels activity.

To explain, let's say the control price for bond futures is 98. The
market trades down to 97 because of bearish developments. Which
way will it go from here? The market can trade sideways and
develop around 97; it can trade down and develop below 97 or it
can trade back up and continue developing around 98. Whether the
market goes up, down or sideways depends on the price influence.

Steidlmayer says that the influence is either "forward" or
"backward." A forward price influence takes the market away from
the control price. A backward price influence returns the market to
the control price.

Let's go back to the example above. The control price is 98 which
roughly reflects a cash yield of 8%. Bearish developments fuel a
move down to 97.

To decide if the price influence is forward or backward, it helps to
ask yourself if fundamental conditions still support a yield of 8%.
Or, has value moved down to a yield of 81A% (roughly 96 in the
futures market) because of the bearish developments? Or, is value
between an 8% yield and an 8 ¼% yield (roughly a futures price of
97)7

• If you think an 8% yieM (98) is still value, the price influence is
backward and the market shouM reverse.

• If you think value is now between 8% and 8¼% (97), the market
shouM trade sideways.

• If you think value is now 8¼% (96), thepriee influence is for-
ward and ihe down move shouM continue.
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ARealLifeExample We're going to look at U.S. Treasury bond futures data from
12/19/91 to 1/29/92 to see how the current price influence affects
the way a distribution develops.

The graphic on the opposite page shows distribution development
in the Treasury bond futures market from 12/19/91 to the night
session on 12/24/91. Value areas from the night and day sessions
are organized in the Market Profile format.

Distribution is on the vertical axis. Development, when it occurs,
will be shown on the horizontal axis. In other words, the distribu-
tion of capital is on the vertical axis. The market's reaction, when it
occurs, will be on the horizontal axis.

Specifically, the directional move or the price range of the distribu-
tion is on the vertical axis. If value (the 70% range for that date) is
higher or lower than the previous session, the rectangle belongs on
the vertical axis.

Sideways rotation is on the horizontal axis. If value is unchanged or
partially overlaps the previous session, the rectangle belongs on the
horizontal axis.

You can see how the distribution develops over time by following
the dates in the rectangles. "E" indicates the evening session and
"D" indicates the day session. Since the evening session is by defini-
tion the start of a session, the time sequence goes E 12/19, D 12/19,
E 12/20, D 12/20, E 12/23, D 12/23, etc.

On page 147, you can see at a glance that the market is distributing
up-from 100-31 to 103-15. A forward price influence is pulling it up
from a lower value area around a 7¾% yield. The Federal Reserve
cut the discount rate and market participants are increasingly
bullish.
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BondFutures:
22 _ "_fNarrow12/19/91to 12/30/917"5070yield- 20 _"

(Night .ssJon} (103-21) 18 _ _/'_ value areas16 _

14 _ [__ I_[
12 l ] Development1o

Now, you can see development o8 _ _ /06 n 12/24
(the market's reaction to the 04 -

02 _ /

distribution of capital) on the 103 /horizontal axis. The market 3o
28 -- /starts to trade sideways on 12/24 26

and seems to be coming into 24 _ I
balance just below a yield of 22 i_

20 [7.5070,roughly 103-21 at that 18
time. 16

14
12

Is this price going to stop the up 1o

distribution ? o_i
04 I

It's hard to tell from the data. °21
10

Value areas are narrow. Volume 301
is low. The market is extremely _ Narrow

26I
balanced and seems uncertain. 241 directional
What we do know is that a bal- _-- r move

2oI
anced market is in position for a ,_,. i
directional move and uncertain _61

141

market participants can be ,_ r
forced to act by news events and _o08I
market developments. 06 I

04 I

I0
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BondFutures:
12/19/91to12/31/91 3o28

26
24
22

Government reports released on 20
12/30 confirm a weak economy. _816

Market participants' perception _4
of value becomes more bullish. 12

10

A forward price influence, maybe 08
71A%, pulls the market up to 06

04
104-04 on 12/30 and to 104-24 o2
on 12/31. 105 l,ong-lerm

30 unfair high area28
Is this price area going to stop 26
the move? 24 104-24

2o I
We're approaching 105-a long- 18

16
term unfair high. This area could 14

be a strong parameter and thus 12
l0

contain the range. Do funda- o8
mental conditions justify a 06 _
71A% yield? This is a judgment 04 104-04

call. 1°4°2283°t

We're going to monitor near- 26

term activity on 1/2/92 to see if 24
the market confirms or rejects 22 -20 ,%' 7.5% yield

our bias. 12141618m___ _ --._--'q_X10 1

o,06 "_ /
o4

e_ j
02

103 /"
30
28 --
26
24
22 [_3
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BondFutures:1/2/92 Market Profile ®Graphic
MARKETPROFILE® CopyrightChicago Board of Trade 1984.
CBOTU.S.BONDS Mar (92)ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.92/01/02

On 1/2/92, the day session Price HalfHourBrackets
resumes at 104-23 to 104-28. The 10430132 P Tests unfair high and
market moves up to 104-30 but 10429132 P can't trade up
can't trade higher. It tests the 104281321 OP

104271321 OP
upside again in R and S periods 10426/321Resumes 0P
and fails. This activity suggests 104251321 0P
that market participants do not 10424/321 0P
believe current conditions war- 10423/321 0P
rant a lower yield. Therefore, the 10422132 PR
price influence seems to be 10421/32 PQRS--_ Tests upside again
backward. The market could be 10420132 PQRS and fails

pulled back to the 7.5°70yield. 10419132 PQR5
10418/32 PQRS

This is indeed what happens. 10417132 ORS
10416/32 QR5

The market trades down to 10415132 ORS

103-18 in a period, just below a 10014132 OS
7.5°70yield. Buying comes in and 10412/32 O5
this price stops the move in the 10411/32 OST10410/32 ST
session. 104 9/32 ST

104 8/32 ST
104 7/32 ST
104 6/32 ST
104 5/32 ST
104 4/32 T
104 3/32 T
104 2/32 TU
104 i/32 TU
104 UWd
10331/32 UVWd
10330/32 UVWXad
10329132 UVWXacd
10328/32 UVWXacd
10327/32 UVWXacd
10326/32 UVXacd
10325132 UVXabc
10324/32 Xabc
10323/32 ab
10322/32 ab
10321/32 ab
10320/32 ab
10319/32 a
10318132 a _ Buying comes in
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BondFutures:
12/19/91to1/2/92 3o28

26
24
22
20

Now, let's return to the longer- 18
term graphic. 1614

12

A 7.5°-/0yield seems to be the 10
control price in this distribution. 0806
Again, that's a judgment. It is 04
based on the way the distribu- 1o502
tion is developing (price moved 30
away from 7.5°-/0and then traded 28

26
back to it) and the fact that the 24
profile is getting wider at the 22 \

20 \103-21 area. 18
16 -_

14 c" -- _ Getting widerIdentifying the control price is 12
critical because it is your reference 1o at the top

08 7.

point for value in this time 06 -_ I
frame. Since opportunity occurs 0402
when price moves away from 104 _
value, you'll be able to capitalize 30 _ r_

28 _on opportunity earlier -and 26 r.

more often-if you know where 24
22 \ Trades back

value is. Over time, the back- 20 ,_ to 7.5°?0
and-forth movement, as price 18 -

16' _ _ ]_]r_ /moves away from value and then laJ _
back to value, develops the 12 I _ /10

distribution. 08I _ _] 1/
06

Specifically, a distribution 04 - /02 _ "_

develops by shifting between a 103 ' /

forward price influence and a 3°'
28 Ibackward price influence. 26
24 _ I
22 _

If a forward price influence is 20
dominant, the market is going 18 ['_
to distribute as it did on 12/19 16

14

to 12/31. See page 149. The nar- 12
row directional move shows that 1008
capital is entering the market. 06

04

If a backward price influence is 10ft
dominant, the market is going 30 []

28

to develop and move sideways as 26
it did on 1/2. 24

22
20

Even though the market is 18
distributing in the session, it is 16
developing in a larger time frame 12
because price returns to the _o

08
longer-term mean. 06

04
02

101
30 _
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BondFutures:
12/19/91to 1/3/92 3o28

26
24

22
2O

It is critical to recognize that the 18
longer-term time frame controls 1614

activity in shorter-term time 12

frames. That's why price returned 1oo8
to value on 1/2-because the price 06
influence in the longer-term 04o2
time frame was backward. Judg- 105
ing the price influence is often 3028
difficult. It's worth the effort, 26

though, because this analysis 2224__
can help you decide whether a 2o \
breakout will continue or fail. 18

16 --

14 r_ i \\1

On 1/3, the market is trading at 12

the mean price (the widest part _o - \08
of the development area). It is 06 _
balanced at the mean and in o4o2
position to move directionally. 104

28 _
26 e-,
24

22 1/3 trading at
20 the mean
18

16
14
12
10

o8 _ D / Market in position
06
04 -
02 = / again for price

103 / to move away
30 [ from value
28 --

26 I
24 _
22 r_n _

18

16
14

12,
10

o8[
O6 i
(14 I

o21
10_

3ol[]
28] _
26 I
24 I

18 I
16 I

(41_

10
08

04 I

101 o,
30 I Jig1
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BondFutures:
12/19/91to1/9/92 30
(NightSession)  24,

181

The market is pulled up again 161_4_
by a forward price influence on 121 _

101

1/6, 1/7 and 1/8. This activity 0_ _ \ 105-0o

extended the range of the distri- 0604 _
bution to 105-09. We're at a \ _alue area narro_
long-term unfair high-the 105

30 I 1

level. The market tested the top 28 I /on 1/8 and value couldn't extend 261
241 17

above 105-09. Also, note how 2z{ - \
narrow the value area is on 1/8. _

181 ._

It appears that the market can't 16i _ /facilitate trade at this level. ]41 =
12]
101 --

Since the market is trading at a _861 ___ /

long-term unfair high, the 041

potential opportunity here is _-6T] -- ..__ _ 4-- I/i6

excellent. If the market trades 10430 I _ _

through the parameter, it will be 28 I _ }
starting something new to the 26 [ e_ I_'[24 I _--_

upside. If the parameter holds, _- __ /the market will reverse and test 2°1 -

the downside. In this case, the 1_I z _ _l o
- market doesn't seem to be facili- _ ' _ --"_ _ ]

• _ [
tating trade at the top. It appears ]o, -

081 /that price might return to value- 06I
in other words, the 7.5% yield, o4_ -

I /
Let's see what happens on 1/9. 10330 I /

28 ] --
261
241
_ I I-'_1

201_
1216

1o I
08'
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28 _
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BondFutures:!/9/92 MarketProfileGraphic
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The market resumes at 105-10 to Price flalf flourBrackets
105-14. It trades up to 105-20 10520/32 P Selling comes in
and brings in selling. This selling 10519/32 P

10518/32 P
suggests that the parameter at 10517/32 PR
the top is going to hold and that 10516/32 PRS
the market will reverse. The 10515/32 PRSTU-- Can'! lrade up
market tips in X period and 10514/32 0PQRSTU in "T" and "U"
trades down to 104-08 in this 10513/32 0PQRSIU periods
session. 10512/32 Resumes 0PQRSU

10511/32 OPQSU
10510/32 OPQUW
105 9/32 UVW
105 8/32 UVW
105 7/32 UVW

6/32 uvwxI
105 5/32 UWX]
105 4/32 UWX/ Tips in "X" period
105 3/32 If105 2/32
105 1/32 X--
105 X
10431/32 X
10430/32 X
10429/32 X
10428/32 X
10427/32 X
10426/32 X
10425/32 Xabde
10424/32 Xabde
10423/32 Xabcde
10422/32 Xabcd
10421/32 Xabcd
10420/32 Xabcd
10419/32 Xabcd
10418/32 Xbcd
10417/32 Xbcd
10416/32 Xbc
10415/32 Xbc
10414/32 Xbc
10413/32 Xbc
10412/32 Xbc
10411/32 Xc
10410/32 Xc
104 9/32 X
104 8/32 X_ 104-08
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BondFutures:
12/19/91to!/14/92
(NightSession) 2426

22

20 _ --
18 - \

i 16

Now, let's go back to the longer- ! 14

12 /term graphic. 10
08

By 1/13, a backward price 06 _ _" I
influence has pulled the market o2°4_ _ 7,
back to 7.5°70.Note how narrow 1o5 /
the value areas are on 1/10 and 30

28

1/13. The market is coming into 26 __ \

balance. In the night session on 2422

1/14, the market is tightly 20 _ \
balanced and in position to _816 -

move directionally. 14 r- \
12

10 -- 1/10

06 _- I

04 U,

02 "-- I104

3o _ 1/13
28 __.
26 e.
24
22

20 Night session
18 tighllv balanced
16 _ _
14
12

1o _ E 1/14

08 ' _l /o41 _- /
02 l
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BondFutures:
12/19/91to1/14/92
(DaySession) 242_

22

2o -- --_-_,
18

16 \
There is bearish news on 1/14 14
and a forward price influence 12 \10

pulls the market down. It trades o8 \

through the bottom of the 06 __ _,o4 _- \longer-term value area at 103-04 02 ir_ -_

and approaches a critical price 1o5 \30

area from 101 to 102-20. This 28 1

area is the beginning of the 26 _ /24
distribution on 12/19 and 12/20 22 --

and, therefore, a strong 20
parameter. 18 I16

14

12 I
10

06

04 _] _

104 02 _1 _

30 '
2826

24 /22

20 _ [__
18
16
14

12 /
1o --1/14

08 D "_

06 /s __

04 _ _ _ :z Market trades
O2

103 through 103-04
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28
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24
22 r-_
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BondFutures:
12/19/91to i/16/92283°

- (NightSession) 2624
22

20

18 _ \16 l
It is not surprising that the 14 _ \
market comes into balance on 12

lO
\1/15. As noted above, 101 to 08

102-20 is major support. The 06 _ 1...'_,04 _
night session (102-24 to 102-30) 02 _- !r_ \

is trading opposite the low of 1o530

the down move on 1/14. The 28 1 _ \

price influence still seems to be 26 !

forward. 2224 i _ /
20
18

14 _

12
10 --

06 _

O2
104

3o_ _ /
28
26 _,
24

22 1

20 [_ _
18

16 _

14 _ /12 _.

1o i\

o8 _06 _ -- \ Balanced, trading
04 7_ / sideways02 _

103 I

28 - Nighl session26
24 _ 102-24 to 102-30
22 r_ /
20 _

18
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I02
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22 101 to 102-20
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BondFutures:
12/19/91to1/17/92
(NightSession)

_

The market distributes down

again on 1/16. It trades through /
102-24 and stops at 102-06. The

evening session trades down _] /

through the 102 level. Now the _ _ _ =_market is just above the begin- /

ning of the distribution. _ _

1o . 4
I

_ _ 1/16 down
_" I distribution

/
J_ _ 102-06

/

/ Night session/,
__ f at 102 level
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BondFutures:
12/19/91to1/17/92283°

- (DaySession) 2426
22
20 _,

18 7 \
16

This price level brings in buying 14 \and the market comes into 12
_o \balance on 1/17 in the day o8 -

session. 0406 _ _._" \
02 ¢'

105 30 -- \
28
26 __
24

22 ---- /
20 .E
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02 ,_, _a
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BondFutures:
12/19/91to 1/20/92 28

26
24
22

2O

Now, a backward price influence _8 "_
starts to pull the market back up 1614

to 7.5070on 1/20. The top of 12 i I
value reaches 102-28. We traded 10

08 /

down and now we have started to 06 _ o.

retrace. Is this just a correction? 04 _ ""

Or, is the market going to trade 105 02 _[_ e-,

back to the 7.507oyield level? 30 \

28 1 /

26

To help you make that deter- 24 _

mination, note how narrow the 22 -20 _
value area is on 1/20. Also, note 18 7_
how wide the distribution is get- 1614 _ _-

ting just above the 102 level. The _2
market may not have broken the _0 -

08 _

control of the 7.5o70yield yet in 06 _- _] /

a longer-term time frame but 02°4 _ 2_" ._

near-term value is moving down. 104 -- I

The price influence in the near- 30 _ _ -- _ I
term seems to be forward. 28

26 _ I_124
I_1

22

_ \
201618 -- i_[_ -
14 _ _ _lr_q
12 e-,

10 -- __ \

o8

06 _ \
04 --
02

103

30 _28 I 102-28

26 7-

24 _,

22 I [_q 1/20
2(1 I

16 Z

14 _ / Long-term,{}, distribution
08 I

{}6I - / gelling wider
{}4_ / just above

loz°2 _ j 102 level
26l _
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BondFutures:
3O

12/19/91to1/22/92 2s
26
24
22

20 --" -- Unfair high
What happens on 1/227 18

16 \
14

Earlier, we said that the market 12 /
establishes an unfair high and lO
an unfair low and then negotiates 06 I

between these two parameters, 04 _ _
developing value, until it takes 105 02 _[_ _ [

out one side. In this example, 2830 1 t

the market established an unfair 26
low at the 101 level on 12/19 and 24 __ _

22

an unfair high at 105-20 on 1/9. 20 _ \

Since 1/9, value-the widest part 18
16

of the distribution-has been 14 _ \

shifting down. Now, the widest 12
10 --

part is just above the 102 level. 06-----08_ _ _]1_ x

When the distribution began on 04 _ _
02 _

12/19 and 12/20 this was an 104 -_

unfair price area. (Refer back to 2830 --_ "_ ! _

page 148.) Now, over time, 102-06 26 _ /
to 102-26 is becoming a fair 2422

price area. 20 - \

_ You can see this in the graphic 1416 _--_'_ N _ ] \

on this page. The distribution- 12 "_ \
10 -- _ x

instead of being vertical and 08 _ _ "_1

narrow opposite 102-06 to 06 _

102-26-is now horizontal and 04 --02
wide. 103

3o

If the market continues to trade 26 -
at this price level, it should have 24

22 _

to go lower at some point to 20 _ __ 1/22

shut off the activity. A down 18 _ _ _

16 '" -_ I

move at this price level could 14 r_ __1 r_break the longer-term control of 12 [ Wides! part
10 =1 of dislribulion

a 7.5070yield. The market could 08 _ - ] jusl abovebe pulled down by a forward 06
price influence to a 7¾070 yield. 04 -- / 102 level02 1

102 _ _ -"

30 [] __102 ..-r
28

26

24 i
22

2o [18
16

14![

12 [
10
08
06
04

- 02 [
101

30 I_ Unfair low
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12/19/91to 1/23/92

On 1/23, the market tests the
area below 102. We're at 101-30- -
just above the bottom of the I

evening session on 1/17. I

- _

DDo,

\

\

I
zl
r, I

- br i 1/23

_ -- !._ --I 101-30
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BondFutures:
12/19/91to1/28/92 3o28

26
24
22

On 1/24, value is 101-18 to 2o
18

101-24. On 1/27, value is 101-16 16
to 101-26. Now, we're just above 14
the beginning of the distribution 121o |
again (lO1 to lOl-15). Market o8
participants seem to be getting 0406 _ .:r [

increasingly bearish as they wait o2 [; c =
105

for the President's State of the 30
Union speech. 28

26 __

24
The speech is well received and 22

I
the market trades up on 1/28- 20

18 _-
but only to 102-10. Also, the 16 - \

value area is relatively narrow. 14 r_

12 \10 --

08 _ = -- _ I

06 _ [_]

02 _
104

30 _
28

26 _ I_I
24 J--' \Ir_l22
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14116 _ _ _ _ '_
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04 _ r_
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222426r'_ --- _ - . _ \ 102-26
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14 _ _,
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To determine whether the down NEAR-TERMUNIT
move will continue or if the
market will reverse from this

- point, let's break the market into 103-20
its parts and consider what is
happening to value in each time
frame.

In the near-term unit from 1/14

to 1/28, value is moving down.
This unit is getting wider near
the unfair low at 101-16. The
widest part of the distribution
seems to be roughly 102-04.

In the longer-term unit from 102-04
12/19 to 1/28, value is also mov-
ing down. In addition, value is
not only moving down in the
longer-term time frame but it is
also the same as near-term value

-roughly 102-04. This suggests 101-16
that the down move will 1/27
continue.

On 1/29, the federal budget for LONGER-TERMUNIT
1993 is released. The deficit

could increase to $400 billion. 105-20
Also, Federal Reserve chairman
Alan Greenspan forecasts a
recovery for spring in his confir-
mation testimony. His testimony
implies no further Fed easing of
interest rates.

102-04

( 100-31
12/19
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MARKETPROFILEr Copyright Chicago Board of Trade 1984.
CBOTU.S.BONDS Mar (92) ALL RIGHTSRESERVED.92/01/29

What happens in the market? Price HalfHourBrackets

10226/32 _ U-_ Testing ,opThe market resumes at 102-18 to 10225/32 T
102-23. In P period, it trades up 10224/32 PSTU\
to 102-26. This is the top of the 10223/32 OPSTU
value areas on 1/16 and on 1/22. 10222/32 OPQRSTU

(Refer back to page 164.) The 10221/32 Resumes 0PQRSIU Balanced
tops of these value areas defined 10220132 0PQRSU
the upside of the value area of 10219/32 OPQRSUV
the 1/14 to 1/28 unit. 10218/32 OPQRSVW

i02 i7/32 PQVW

Now, return to this page. The 10216/32 PQVW
longer-term parameter at 102-26 10215/32 QVW/

10214/32 VW/trading down
holds. The market can't trade 10213/32 vw
above 102-25 in T and U periods 10212/32 VW|
and it comes into balance. (The 10211132 W--Market lips

K

range is narrow. The profile is 10210/32 WX
getting wide at 102-21 and 102 9/32 WX
102-22.) The market starts to 102 8/32 WX
trade down in V and W periods. 102 7132 WX
The market is shifting from 102 6/32 WX
balance to imbalance. Then in 102 5/32 WXa
W period, the market tips. 102 4/32 WXa102 3/32 Wa

The result: a selloff that takes 102 2/32 Wa
the market back down to the 102 !/32 a

102 a
beginning of the move on 10131/32 a
12/19- 101-01. 10130/32 a

10129/32 a
What happened after this? By 10128/32 a
3/13/92, the range of the longer- 10127132 a
term unit had extended down to 10126132 a
97-03 from the high of 105-20. 10125/32 a

10124132 a
10123/32 ab
10122/32 ab
10121/32 ab
10120/32 ab
10119/32 b
10118/32 b
10! 17/32 b
10116/32 b
10115/32 bed
10114/32 bed
10113/32 bed
10112/32 cd
10111/32 cd
10110/32 cd
101 9/32 cd
101 8/32 d
101 7/32 d
101 6/32 d
101 5/32 d
101 4/32 d
101 3/32 de
101 2/32 d
101 1/32 d --101-01
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To sum up: we've been looking at the way a longer-term distribution
develops. It moves from imbalance to balance to imbalance in
shorter-term parts to build the longer-term whole.

You can trade the shorter-term moves or put several parts together
and trade a longer-term trend.

Each one of these moves, of course, short- or long-term, begins in a
specific session. If you're aware of the imbalance-balance behavior
pattern, you can look for signs in near-term activity-as we did on
1/2, 1/9 and 1/29-that the market is going to shift from balance to
imbalance.

Whenever the market comes into balance, it's in position for a direc-
tional move. The key here is change- whether you're trading a single
session or a longer-term position.
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ShiftingFrom Asnoted earlier, a new beginning generally starts at the widest part
BalanceToImbalance of a completed distribution. The market moves toward efficiency

and when it is balanced, it is ready to begin something new.

The example below shows a single session in which the market
shifted from balance in E, F, G, H and I periods to imbalance in J
and K periods. We split the Market Profile format so that you
could see the move clearly. We couldn't split this session to show

precisely where the J move began but it started roughly at 271aA.

CZ2 © 1992CQGINC.

BalanceToImbalance 2744
InASingleSession 2742 02740 0

2736 D
2734 D
2732 DE\ _ Balance
2730 DEI \

2726 DEI \2724 DEI J
2722 DEGI _ J

2720 DEFGHI i j2716 DEFGHI J -- .?."713/4

2714 DEFGHI/ J
2712 DFGHI J
2710,,- DFGHI/ J
2706 DFI / J
2704 DI/ j
2702 D JK
2700 D JK
2696 JK
2694 JK
2692 JK
2690 JK
2686 JK
2684 K
2682 K
2680 K
2676 K __ Imbalance
2674 K
2672 K
2670 K
2666 K
2664 K_
2662 K
2660 K
2656
2654
2652
2650
2646
2644

• 6/1

Market Profile is a registeredtrademarkof the Chicago Board of Trade
© Copyright1992Boardof Tradeof the City of Chicago
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
© Copyright1992CQGINC.
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In the example below, you can see the same shift from balance to
imbalance occurring over a longer period of time. The longer-term
balance area in this example encompasses activity from 11/26 to
11/28. On 11/29 the market shifts from balance to imbalance.
Activity in y, z, A, B, C and D periods on 11/29 is the end of the
longer-term whole. Note how tightly balanced it is. The market
shifts to imbalance in E period and begins something new.

If you can recognize when the market is shifting from balance to
imbalance (and vice versa), you'll make better trading decisions.
This understanding can help you to enter early and to exit before an
opportunity is over. We'll discuss this shift in greater detail in Part
V of the Guide.

DMZO © 1990CQGINC.
Balance To Imbalance 6790-- -- -------
Over Time 6785 """

6780 ._
6775 G zA
6770 GHI yzA
6765 EGHI _ yzl
6760 EFGIJKL yAB

Long-term
6755 DEFGIJKL_ AB \- balance area6750 DEF _AB
6745 CDE BCFG \
6740 BC BCDEFGHIJ
6735 BC CDEFHIJKL
6730 IJ B CDFHJKL_ z
6725 HIJKL yzAB CL _ yzABCD|
6720 HIJKL_ _ yzAB yzABCD/
6715 _GHI y BCD
6710 yzGHI D .,
6705_ yzABCFG DE--Market tips
6700 yzABCDEFG s E
6695 BDEF J EF
6690 DE i F
6685 ._ F
6680 u _ -- F
6675 F
6670 F
6665 _ F
6660 F
6655 F
6650 F
6645 F
6640 F
6635 F
6630 Imbalance - F
6625 F
6620 F
6615 F
6610 F
6605 F
6600 F_
6595
6590

• 11/26 11/27 11/28 11/29

MarketProfileis a registeredtrademarkof theChicagoBoardof Trade
© Copyright1990Boardof Tradeof theCityof Chicago
ALLRIGHTSRESERVED
© Copyright1990CQGINC.
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The next chapter discusses the start of a trend. Before moving for-
ward, however, stop and test yourself. As you answer the questions,
keep these points in mind:

• In the longest-term time frame, the market's ultimate common
denominator is a balanced distribution (3-1-3).

• The market achieves ultimate balance with shorter-term balanced
and imbalanced distributions.

• The imbalanced distributions have their volume base at one end-
not in the middle.

• Distributions can only develop in two ways: from balance to
imbalance (1-2-3) or from imbalance to balance (3-2-1).

• The Market Profile format shows you whether the market is
imbalanced and distributing or balanced and developing.
Therefore, this tool can help you to determine the current price
influence.

• If the market is distributing, a forward price influence is
dominant.

• If the market is developing, a backward price influence is
dominant.

• Finally, it is critical to remember that the market is operating in
all time frames simultaneously and that the price influence in the
longest-term time frame ultimately dominates.
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StopAndTestYourself

Q. How do you relate the distribution process to market activity?
A. With volume.

Q. The first standard deviation correlates with what?

A. The value area-a high volume, fair price area.

Q. The third standard deviation correlates with what?

A. A price excess-a low volume, unfair price area.

Q. Why are low volume areas important?

A. They can contain the range-in other words, stop a move.

Q. How does a distribution begin?

A. With an imbalanced directional move.

Q. How does a distribution develop?

A. With balanced rotations.

Q. How does a distribution end?

A. With a slowing of activity.

Q. Distributions develop in only two ways: from to
or from. to .

A. From balance to imbalance or from imbalance to balance.

Q. What is the short-hand for a distribution that starts with rotations and then moves directionally?
A. 1-2-3.

Q. What is the short-hand for a distribution that starts with a directional move and then develops
rotations?

A. 3-2-1.

Q. What is the short-hand for a completed, balanced distribution?

A. 3-1-3.

Q. What is the main component of a distribution?

A. Price.

Q. The current price influence can be or .

A. Forward or backward.

Q. What is the difference?

A. A forward price influence takes the market away from the control price. A backward price influence
takes the market back to the control price.

Q. Confident activity tends to be

A. Stable.

Q. Uncertain activity tends to be

A. Volatile.

Q. What is your reference point as the market shifts from balance to imbalance or vice versa?

172 A. Change.
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RECOGNIZINGTHESTARTOFATREND

RelevantReferencePoints In order to recognize the start of a trend, we're going to use the
distribution process to identify relevant reference points and then
we'll monitor how the market is trading in relation to these price
areas. For example, can the market trade to the reference point? If
the market does reach a critical price area, is it facilitating trade
there? Will the market have to move higher or lower to shut off the
activity?

In addition, it is important to realize that the market needs time for
a trend situation to develop. One kind of activity has to stop-
buying, say-and another kind of activity-in this case, selling-has
to take over. In other words, the market has to first come into
balance and then shift from balance to imbalance. How long that
process takes, of course, depends on news events and market
developments at the time.

We're going to look at soybean futures data from 10/18/90 to
10/26/90. We'll monitor activity in the balance area in order to
detect signs that the market is shifting from balance to imbalance.
Let's start by seeing where we are in relation to the bigger picture.
See the bar chart on the opposite page.

On this bar chart, the long-term unit has an unfair high roughly at
680. The unfair low is about 590. Since the unfair low was estab-

lished, the market has been rotating, developing value opposite the
bottom half of the long-term range.

The market has been trading sideways roughly between 645 and
605. Each time the market rotated up (A, B, C), it was testing the
top of the longer-term developing value area. That's the longer-term
unit: unfair high 680, unfair low 590 and value roughly 645 to 605.
See the diagram at the bottom left.

Now, let's consider the near-term unit. The unfair high at point C is
about 635. The unfair low at point D is about 610. Currently, the
market is trading sideways, developing value roughly between 610
and 617. See the diagram at the bottom right.

That gives us a framework. We've identified critical price areas and
now we're going to monitor how the market trades at these price
levels.
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TheLong-TermFramework
SXO © 1990CQGINC.

Unfair high 6900

II Each time the market traded up (A, B, C) 6800

it was testing the top of long-term value. 6700
And, each time, the parameter held.

[[ I[ lI[ 645 6600

A JB 6500

Ir ILj iiI [ _ _l, Ill I

i,,,,i' il 'l,,', I
'" i I' i]jjlllI _, L'_lll,"Jllltl;6,o_,o.

605 6000

5900
J

Unfair low 5800

May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct

Market Profile is a registered trademark of the Chicago Board of Trade
© Copyright 1991 Board of Trade of the City of Chicago
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

© Copyright 1991 CQG INC.

LONGER-TERMUNIT NEAR-TERMUNIT

680

645

617

I 61)5 610
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MonitoringActivity See below. On 10/18, 10/19 and 10/22, we are testing the top of the
near-term value area at 617. You can see that this parameter is
defined with selling extremes on 10/18 and 10/19 and a flat top on
10/22.

On 10/23, we're basically continuing the value area development.
Even though value seems to be moving down, the market doesn't
break below 604½. The shorts offset and start a move to the upside
in K period. We're testing the top again.

TestingTopOfNear-TermValueArea
SX0 © 1990CQGINC.

6180 Selling
6174 i1 I
6170 -- - I E" ._ Flat top
6164 D E EFI
6160 D E EFGHI \
6154 _ D DEF EFGHIJ \
6150 DG DEFI EFGHIJ K

6144 DG DEFGHI EFGIJ K_6140 DEFGH DEFGHI DEIJ K
6134 DEFGH DFGHIJ DEIJ K Testing top again
6130 _ DEFGHJ D.DGHIJ _ DJK K \
6124 DEHIJ DJK DJK K
6120 EHIJK DJK DK K
6114 IJK DJK_ DK K
6110 IJK DJK DK DK
6104 IJK DJK DK._ DEK
6100 K_ DK K _ DEK
6094 _ D DEK I

6090 D _ DEFK I
6084 D DEFGK
6080 DEFGHJKI
6074 DFGHJK
6070 FGHIJ I
6064 FGHIJ
6060 GHIJ /

60506054 GHIJ/ 10/23 trading at lower level
6044 ....... J but can't break below 6041/z
6040
6034
6030

6024 Developing value6020
6014 shifting down
6010
6004
6000
5994
5990
5984
5980

• 10/18 10/19 10/22 10/23

MarketProfile is a registeredtrademarkof the Chicago Board of Trade
© Copyright 1990Board of Tradeof the City of Chicago
ALL RIGHTSRESERVED
© Copyright 1990CQG INC.
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See below. On 10/24, the market opens near the top of the price
probe. Then, it rotates opposite the D period range. The rotation
shows uncertainty. When the market can't trade up in F, G, I and J
periods, it breaks in K period.

TestsTopAgain
SX0 © 1990CQGINC.

6180 Opens near top6174 __ __
6170 -- -- E -- _ _ _ of price probe

6164 O E EFI [" GI_

6160 D E EFGHI D Can't trade up
6154 • D DEF EFGHIJ DF \
6150 DG DEFI EFGHIJ K • DF
6144 DG DEFGHI EFGIJ K_ DEFGHIJ
6140 DEFGH DEFGHI DEIJ K DEFGHIJ1

6134 • DEFGH DFGHIJ •• DEIJ K DEFGHIJ]6130 DEFGHJ • DGHIJ DJK K • DEGJ
6124 DEHIJ DJK DJK K DEJK /
6120 EHIJK DJK DK K JK
6114 IJK DJK_ DK K K /
6110 IJK DJK DK DK K Breaks in
6104 IJK DJK DK- DEK K_ ! "K" period
6100 K_ DK K P"DEK
6094 • D DEK I
6090 D ,,,- DEFK
6084 D DEFGK
6080 OEFGHJK /
6074 DFGHJK
6070 FGHIJ /
6064 FGHIJ

-- 6060 GHIJ /

6054 GHIJ /6050 IJ
6044 J
6040 .--- ---"
6034 _ I
6030 Continuing to
6024 develop value6020
6014
6010
6004
6000
5994
5990
5984
5980

• 10/18 10/19 10/22 10/23 10/24

Market Profile is a registered trademark of the Chicago Board of Trade
@ Copyright 1990 Board of Trade of the City of Chicago
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
@ Copyright 1990 CQG INC.
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Let's relate this activity to the larger framework. See below.

We tested the top of the long-term value area at points A, B, and C
and failed. In other words, the parameter held. Now, we're testing
the 617 level-the top of the near-term unit's value area at point E.
This parameter is holding.

If the market can't trade up, what do you anticipate? A test of the
downside.

TheLong-TermFramework
SXO © 1990CQGINC.

Unfair high 6900
J

6800
Each time the market traded up (A, B, C)
it was testing the top of long-term value. 6700
And, each time, the parameter held.

[1 ]t 1[[ 645 6600

' , ]lJl[[ll[I If illl[II11,t:11\605610 6000610062005900
/

Unfair low 5800

May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct

Market Profile is a registered trademark of the Chicago Board of Trade
© Copyright 1991 Board of Trade of the City of Chicago
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

© Copyright 1991 CQG INC.
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See below. On 10/25, we're trading at the bottom of the developing
value area. The market's attempts to trade up in D, G and H
periods fail.

Then, activity starts to shift down in I and J periods. In K period,
the market tips.

What's happening here? Do you see signs of change? Do you think
the market is shifting from balance to imbalance?

IsTheLong-TermMarketShiftingFromBalanceToImbalance?
sxo © 1990cQeme.

6184
6180
6174 -- -- -- "-_ _ -----
6170 E
6164 O E EFI _.
6160 D E EFGHI D \
6154 _ D DEF EFGHIJ DF
6150 DG DEFI EFGfllJ K _ DFGI \
6144 DG DEFGHI EFGIJ K.9 DEFGHIJ \
6140 DEFGH DEFGHI DEIJ K DEFGHIJ
6134 _ DEFGH DFGHIJ _ DEIJ K _ DEFGHIJ \
6130 DEFGHJ DGHIJ _ DJK K DEGJ
6124 DEHIJ _ DJK DJK K DEJK \

6120 EHIJK DJK OK K JK \6114 IJK DJK'q DK K K
6110 IJK DJK DK DK K
6104 IJK DJK DK_ DEK K_ \

6100 K_ OK K _-DEK Tests upside again6094 _ 0 DEK DGH
6090 O _- DEFK DEGH and can't trade up
6084 D DEFGK _- DEFGHI_
6080 DEFGHJK DEFGHIJ_'_ Shifts down
6074 DFGHJK DEFGIJK "I" and "J"

g_
6070 FGHIJ DEFIJK

_. DFKf6064 _ FGHIJ

6060 _ GHIJ K / Tipsin,,K,,
6054 '_ GHIJ _/6050 _ IJ
6044
6040 _ _ -- -.--
6034
6030
6024
6020
6014
6010
6004
6000
5994
5990
5984

• 10/18 10/19 10/22 10/23 10/24 10/25

MarketProfileis a registeredtrademarkof theChicagoBoardof Trade
© Copyright1990Boardof Tradeof theCityof Chicago
ALLRIGHTSRESERVED
© Copyright1990CQGINC.
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See below. On 10/26, the market opens lower and rotates in a narrow
range in D, E and F periods. It can't trade above 603 in G period.
What is your opinion now? Is a new forward price influence pulling
the market down to a lower value area?

StillBalanced

SXO @ 1990CQGINC.
6184
6180 _ -----_
6174 --"-
6170 E
6164 D E EFI
6160 D E EFGHI D
6154 _ D DEF EFGHIJ DF
6150 DG DEFI EFGHIJ K _ DFGI
6144 DG DEFGHI EFGIJ K_ DEFGHIJ
6140 DEFGH DEFGHI DEIJ K DEFGHIJ
6134 DEFGH DFGHIJ _ DEIJ K _ DEFGHIJ \
6130 _ DEFGHJ _DGHIJ _ DJK K DEGJ \
6124 DEHIJ DJK DJK K DEJK
6120 EHIJK DJK DK K JK \
6114 IJK DJK_ DK K K
6110 IJK DJK DK DK K \
6104 IJK DJK DK_ DEK K_
6100 K_ DK K _ DEK \
6094 _ D DEK DGH
6090 D _ DEFK DEGH
6084 D DEFGK _- DEFGHI \
6080 DEFGHJK DEFGHIJ
6074 DFGHJK _ DEFGIJK \
6070 FGHIJ DEFIJK
6064 FGHIJ DFK
6060 GHIJ K I
6054 GHIJ K_ |
6050 IJ K
6044
6040 _ D /
6034 _ DE /

6030 _ Opens lower _ DEF
6024 _ and trades in DEFG_ Can't trade
6020 "_" narrow range _ DFG above 6036014 "_ DG /
6olo I
6004 "G" near6000
5994 unfair low
5990
5984

• 10/18 10/19 10/22 10/23 10/24 10/25 10/26

Market Profile is a registered trademark of the Chicago Board of Trade
© Copyright 1990 Board of Trade of the City of Chicago
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
@ Copyright 1990 CQG INC.
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See below. The market tips in H period. Is this a new beginning?

ValueShiftingDownOverTime
SXO © 1990CQGINC.

6184
6180 -- -- --'-" "--'-
6174
6170 E _'
6164 D E EFI
6160 D E EFGHI D "_"
6154 _ D DEF EFGHIJ DF \
6150 DG DEFI EFGHIJ K _ DFGI
6144 DG DEFGHI EFGIJ K_ DEFGHIJ \
6140 DEFGH DEFGHI DEIJ K DEFGHIJ \
6134 DEFGH DFGHIJ DEIJ K DEFGHIJ
6130 _ DEFGHJ DGHIJ D- DJK K _ DEGJ \
6124 DEHIJ DJK DJK K DEJK
6120 EHIJK DJK DK K JK \
6114 IJK DJK_ DK K K
61I0 IJK DJK DK DK K x
6104 IJK DJK DK4 DEK K_
6100 K'q DK K _ DEK \
6094 _ D DEK DGH
6090 D _ DEFK DEGH \
6084 D DEFGK _ DEFGHI \
6080 DEFGHJK DEFGHIJ
6074 DFGHJK DEFGIJK \

Ii,,,-
6070 FGHIJ DEFIJK /

6064 FGHIJ DFK

6060 GHIJ K /6054 GHIJ K_
6050 IJ K
6044
6040 _ D I
6034 _ DE
6030 _ _ DEF /
6024 "_ DEFG
6020 "-..., _ DFG
6014 _ DGH
6010 _ H /
6004 H /6000 H_ "H" lips
5994 H
5990
5984

• 10/18 10/19 10/22 10/23 10/24 10/25 10/26

MarketProfile is a registeredtrademarkof the Chicago Boardof Trade
© Copyright1990Board of Tradeof the Cityof Chicago
ALL RIGHTSRESERVED
© Copyright1990CQG INC.
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See below. The market has indeed shifted from balance to
imbalance. The H period move is a new beginning that takes the
market down to 594 in the session-almost to the long-term unfair
low at 590. We've been watching this opportunity develop over
several days. The tip in H period was the beginning of a major down
move. By the middle of November, the market was just above 560.

MarketMovesFrom617LevelTo594

SXO © 1990CQGINC.
6140 DEIJ K DEFGHIJ
6134 DEIJ K DEFGHIJ \
6130 _ DJK K DEGJ \
6124 DJK K DEJK
6120 DK K JK \
6114 DK K K
6110 DK DK K \
6104 DK_ DEK K_
6100 K _ DEK \
6094 DEK DGH \

6090 _ DEFK DEGH \6084 DEFGK _ DEFGHI
6080 DEFGHJK DEFGHIJ
6074 DFGHJK ,,..DEFGIJK \ -- Balance
6070 FGHIJ DEFIJK
6064 FGHIJ DFK \
6060 GHIJ K \

6054 GHIJ K_ \
6050 IJ K
6044
6040 D
6034 DE
6030 _- DEF /
6024 DEFG
6020 _ DFG1
6014 _ _ DGH/

6010 '-' ill_

6004
6000

5994 HI Imbalance
5990 _ HI
5984 HIJ
5980 IJ
5974 JK
5970 JK
5964 K
5960 K
5954 K
5950 K Almost reaches
5944
5940 594-- _"J long-term unfair low

• 10/22 10/23 10/24 10/25 10/26

Market Profile is a registered trademark of the Chicago Board of Trade
© Copyright 1990 Board of Trade of the City of Chicago
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

@ Copyright 1990 CQG INC.
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To SUM Up We used our knowledge of how the market works to recognize the
start of a longer-term trend. This example illustrates a key Market
Profile principle: when the market can't facilitate trade on the up-
side, it will generally test the downside.

In this example, the market tested the top of the longer-term value
area at the 645 level and couldn't trade above it. Then the market

tested the top of the near-term value area and couldn't trade above it.

The market traded sideways, testing the 617 level from 10/18 to
10/25. When activity in the balance area seemed to reject the up-
side, we looked for signs that a new move was beginning to the
downside. Finally, in H period on 10/26, the market was ready to
shift from balance to imbalance.

The shift from balance (price control) to imbalance (market activity
control) took six and one-half sessions which gave you time to enter
the market at an advantageous price. There were many opportunities
to capitalize on the move.

Each time the market came into balance on the way down to 560,
of course, you would have had to monitor activity in order to
decide if the trend was going to continue. Still, if you entered above
600, you had good trade location and you could evaluate activity as
it developed.

One more point. In real life, we would be evaluating activity in
relation to the conditions that affect value. Here, for the sake of
simplicity, we just monitored the distribution process.
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CONCLUSION

The biggest benefit of understanding how the market distributes
goods and services is a simpler decision-making process.

In Steidlmayer's recent book, New Market Discoveries, he says that
after the market completes a distribution, only four things can hap-
pen. He classifies the development by color.

• "Green development" occurs above or below the completed
distribution. This is an imbalanced, directional move which is a new
beginning in the same direction. It is a continuation of current
market direction.

• "Red development" occurs above or below the completed
distribution. This is balanced rotation which can stop a directional
move. The market comes into balance and tests the trend.

• "Yellow development" occurs above or below the completed
distribution. This is an imbalanced directional move which is a new
beginning in the opposite direction. It is a change in market
direction.

• "White development" is basically a continuation of the completed
distribution. In other words, the market continues to rotate in the
same balance area.

Remember the four-step behavior pattern-imbalance, balance, test,
imbalance in the same direction or imbalance in a new direction-

discussed on page 122? Green and yellow development are
imbalance; red and white development are balance.

The issue is still imbalance or balance. The market is either distrib-
uting or developing. At bottom, that's your only choice. If it's
distributing, go with the move. If it's developing, buy breaks and
sell rallies.

This section of the Home Study Guide provides an overview of
the way the distribution process works in the marketplace. In
Part V, we'll discuss how to relate this process more specifically
to market decisions. Understanding how the market distributes
bonds, beans or whatever you are trading does take time and
effort. Once you grasp the principles, however, you can trade any
financial instrument-from anywhere in the world.
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THEBACKGROUND

AGeneralOverview Part IV of this Home Study Guide discusses how the distribution
process relates to market activity. In Part V, we're going to get more
specific. We'll discuss how the behavior patterns the market uses to
distribute relate to entry and exit decisions. Our data is from bond,
note, soybean and grain futures markets. However, as noted in Part
IV of the Guide, these patterns are universal from market to market.
Therefore, you can apply the principles outlined here to whatever
instrument you wish to trade. As we move forward, you'll see how
understanding the distribution process can simplify your decisions
and increase your comfort level.

In brief we're going to use the distribution process to identify
critical reference points. Then we're going to use Market Profile data
to monitor how the market trades at these critical price areas.

Let's start with a general overview.

As discussed in Parts I through IV of this Guide, market activity is
not arbitrary or random. Instead, activity is a logical process. The
purpose of this process is to distribute a product-securities,
equities, currencies, grains, etc. Market activity, therefore, falls
naturally into distributions. In other words, distributions are the
market's organic units and in the 1990's, a distribution replaces the
session as your trading unit.

Why is it necessary to move from a session-oriented approach to
something more flexible?

The shift from local capital to a worldwide capital base, discussed
in Part IV, means that there is no open and no close in the familiar
sense. A move continues-from time zone to time zone-until the
cash flow stops. Global traders and investors can mobilize vast
resources. They can send billions or even trillions of dollars flowing
around the world almost instantaneously, creating a huge flow to
fight against.

The European currency crisis in September 1992 shows that even
governments can't hold back the tide. Italy and England simply
didn't have the resources to fight the speculative cash flow. In the
end, they were forced to devalue their currencies.

What is the impact on the market of this huge cash flow? The open
and the close at a specific exchange are no longer viable measures
for analytical purposes. Why? Trading units based on the session
impose artificial barriers on market activity.

The Market Profile format, on the other hand, captures and con-
tinuously updates the market's natural units-units that begin with
a flow of money into or out of the market.
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The first phase of a distribution or trading unit is a directional
move. The Market Profile format shows the directional move-the
range-on the vertical axis. So the vertical axis reflects the cash flow.

• If the market is moving up directionally, news events or market
developments are causing market participants to buy. The direc-
tion of the cash flow is up.

• If the market is moving down directionally, news or developments
are causing market participants to sell. The direction of the cash
flow is down.

• If the market is moving up and bringing in more buying as it
does so, it generally has to go higher to shut off the activity.
Why? According to Steidlmayer, as long as cash is flowing into
the market, the market has to expand the range. In other words,
the cash flow prevents the market from becoming efficient
because the pressure forces the market to find a new higher or
lower mean price.

• If the market is moving down and bringing in more selling as it
does so, it generally has to go lower to shut off the activity.

The range keeps expanding vertically until the market moves far
enough in either direction to attract an opposite response. In other
words, the market moves up until it brings in selling or down until
it brings in buying. Once the range is established, the market comes
into balance and develops the unit with rotations.

These rotations are the second phase in the trading unit's evolution;
they form the bulge. The Market Profile format shows the bulge
(the balance area, the volume base or value) on the horizontal axis.

The market trades in the balance area-testing the upside and then
the downside-until the rotations around the mean become narrow
and slow. Narrow rotations indicate that the distribution is coming
to an end because the market is becoming efficient. While there is
no formal open or close, each distribution or unit begins, develops
and ends-just as the session used to. Once you understand how the
distribution process works, you'll be able to recognize these natural
phases even though they occur at any time.

As noted above, the first phase is an imbalanced directional move.
The second phase is balanced rotation around a mean price level.

(Let's stop here to clarify our terms. Steidlmayer defines the direc-
tional move as the "distribution" of capital. This may be confusing
at first because the trading unit is also a "distribution." As you
work with the data, the terms will become meaningful. You'll see
that each trading unit or "distribution" has a distribution phase
which is a directional move and a development phase which is
balanced rotation. Keep this in mind as we move forward.)

The directional move establishes the unit's range. After the range is
established, the market comes into balance and rotates around a
price in the top third, the middle third or the bottom third of this
range. How far the market moves directionally...where it comes into
balance.., and how long it stays balanced, of course, depend on the
current perception of value. The distributions-or trading units-in
each time flame show you how market participants are reacting to
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The market develops by moving from imbalance to balance to
imbalance, etc. in an unbroken chain of activity.

This chain comprises short-term and long-term distributions. For
example, one session can be broken up into several short-term units.
Or, several sessions can be combined to form a longer-term unit.
The short-term units are short-term moves. The longer-term units
are longer-term moves. At some point, each unit (short- or long-
term) becomes efficient and then the market begins something new.

You'll see how several short-term units become efficient on page
203. Each short-term unit comes into balance and then tips because
money enters or exits. The same process occurs over a longer period
of time in a long-term move. No matter what time frame you are
trading, keep in mind that the more balanced the market, the more
unstable the situation. Why? Because the market has become effi-
cient and at some point, it is going to move.

That's how the market works.

Knowing how a distribution develops gives you a framework to
which you can relate current activity. As distributions (or trading
units) develop, they create key reference points or potential para-
meters. These parameters are support/resistance areas that can stop
a move.
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KeyReferencePoints What are these critical price areas? See the opposite page.

• 1. The price area at the top and the bottom of the unit's range.
(Keep in mind that a new beginning generally starts at the mean
of the previous unit.)

• 2. The mean or the control price around which the unit is
developing. This area is the widest part of the trading unit's
developing value area.

• 3. The price areas at the top and the bottom of the developing
value area-in other words, the top and the bottom of the
sideways bulge.

Since the market can only trade through or reverse at these
reference points, there are only two questions to ask yourself:

• Will the parameter hold?

• Or, will the market violate it?

While the questions are simple enough, they are not always easy to
answer because it can be difficult to tell if a parameter is going to
hold. Today's markets exist in an uncertain economic climate and
activity may not generate clear, easy-to-read information. As you
work with the data, though, you'll learn to judge how strong activity
is and whether or not it is likely to violate the support/resistance
areas.

Whenever the market reaches a parameter and can't violate it, this
is a form of something that Steidlmayer calls "minus development."

WhatIsMinusDevelopment? Steidlmayer says, "Minus development is the common denominator
of all the indicators I have ever used. It is what I am always looking
for." Why? Because minus development indicates the direction of
the capital flow. And, if you're in step with the capital flow, you're
more likely to be long when the market is moving up and short
when it is moving down.

To explain minus development, let's backtrack.

Market activity has only two phases: the directional move and the
balanced rotations. The directional move that reflects the cash flow
into the market is distribution. The rotations that reflect market

participants' reaction to the distribution of capital are development.
If there is a lack of development, you're left with distribution- in
other words, the cash flow.

So, in a nutshell, minus development indicates the direction of the
cash flow.
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SX2 © 1992CQGINC.

CriticalPriceAreas 6234
6230
6224
6220 D ! Top of unit's range
6214 D
6210 D
6204 D
6200 D
6194 D
6190 D
6184 D
6180 D
6174 D
6170 _- D
6164 D
6160 D
6154 D
6150 D
6144 D
6140 D
6134 _-D
6130 D
6124 D
6120 DEF_ 3 Top of developing value area
6114 DEFGH
6110 DEFGHK\
6104 DEFGHK
6100 DEGHIK_ 2 Control price
6094 DEGHIKI
6090 DGHIJKI
6084 DGHIJK/6080 DIJK
6074 DJK /
6070 DJK./ 3 Bottom of developing value area
6064 JK /
6060 JK
6054 JK
6050 JK ! Bottom of unit's range
6044
6044
6034

• 6/15

Market Profile is a registered trademark of the Chicago Board of Trade
© Copyright 1992 Board of Trade of the City of Chicago
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
© Copyright 1992 CQG INC.
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Consider soybean futures on 9/16/91. See the opposite page.

The most obvious form of minus development is a directional move.
The single prints in D period from 599½ to 601 and the single
prints in E period from 603 ½ to 605 reflect the direct cash flow
into the market.

The cash flow is up because the market developed value (the bulge)
above the directional move. (We're looking at a single session here.
But keep in mind that a directional move is not just reflected by
single prints. For example, a trend day is a directional move in a
longer-term time frame.)

A directional move is obvious but there are more subtle ways to
monitor the cash flow. Minus development between your trade loca-
tion and "emerging market activity" (or development) is one way.

Steidlmayer says that you can use any constant measure to indicate
development. In this example, we're going to use four TPOs across
to define emerging market activity. In other words, we're going to
call four TPOs across the first sign of development. (Each letter in
the graphic indicates a time/price opportunity-TPO for short.) You
can see that we have four TPOs across at a price of 609 in J period.

Now let's say you put on a long position at 600 in D period. This
means that there is a nine cent area of minus development between
your trade location at 600 and emerging market activity at 609. As
long as this area lacks development, the cash flow is up. In other
words, the buyers are continuing to hold.

The larger the area of minus development between your trade loca-
tion and emerging market activity or development, of course, the
better your position. If the area of minus development narrows,
your position is eroding.

In J period, the market has come off its highs. But there is still a
nine cent area of minus development between your position and
emerging market activity. You have to decide whether this is enough
of a cushion to continue to hold. Minus development doesn't tell
you when to exit but it does give you an objective measure on which
to base that decision.

If the area of minus development is growing, the cash flow is with
you. If the money flow is on your side, you're in a good position. In
other words, if there is some form of minus development between
your trade location and emerging market activity, you have an edge.
Why? "As long as money is flowing into the market," Steidlmayer
says, "the market is directionally sound."
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SXi © 1991CQGINC.

MinusDevelopmentVs. 6184
EmergingMarketActivity 61806174

6170
6164
6160
6154
6150
6144 HI
6140 HI
6134 HI
6130 fll
6124 HI
6120 HI
6114 HIJ
6110 HIJ
6104 GHIJ
6100 GHJ
6094 GHJ

6090609- EGflJJ Four TPOs across6084 EGJ
6080 EFGI
6074 EFGI
6070 _-EF/
6064 EFI
6060 EF
6054 EF!
6050 E 1
6044 EI
6040 E ! Minus development
6034 E
603O DEI
6024 DEI
6020 DEI
6014 DE/
6010 D!
6004 _- D!
6000 D| 600 your trade location
5994 D
5990
5984

• 9/16

MarketProfileis a registeredtrademarkof theChicagoBoardof Trade
© Copyright1991Boardof Tradeof theCityof Chicago
ALLRIGHTSRESERVED
© Copyright1991CQGINC.
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How else can you monitor minus development?

See the opposite page. Whenever the market reaches a potential
parameter and can't violate it, that's a form of minus development.
In this example, 271½ is the control price and the control price is a
potential parameter.

You can see that the market traded up to this level on 6/2, 6/3 and
6/4 and 271½ stopped the move. In other words, the control price
contained activity and prevented the market from developing at a
higher level.

The activity in this trading unit (6/1/92 to 6/4/92) is testing the top
of an up trend. The market is at a long-term, unfair high-274 ½.
This price level has contained activity on the upside since October
1988.

The fact that there is minus development above the control price
suggests that the market isn't going to be able to trade through the
long-term unfair high at 274½. Why? The market's inability to
develop above 271½ suggests that the cash flow is down.

As it turned out, this test was the beginning of a major down trend
that took the market to 212¾ by 9/23/92.

These examples illustrate two forms of minus development. There
are many others. A price gap is one. An unexpected reaction to
news events or market developments is another. (The market gets
good news and doesn't rally or bad news and doesn't break.)

Steidlmayer says, "Little things can be significant because they can
indicate the absence of buying or selling. Look for minus develop-
ment versus any objective standard: expectations, the control price,
emerging market activity, a moving average, etc."

He goes on to say that minus development-a simple concept that is
fundamentally sound-offers an objective way to monitor the cash
flow in all time frames. If the cash flow is down in the near-term, in
the intermediate-term and in the long-term, the time frames are
pulling together. On the other hand, if the cash flow is up in the
near-term but down in intermediate- and long-term time frames,
there is a conflict in the market.

In the corn example on the opposite page, the near-term cash flow
was up because we were at the top of the move. The cash flow was
down, however, in a longer-term time frame because the control
price was containing activity on the upside.

Minus development doesn't tell you when to enter or when to exit a
position, as noted earlier. It does, however, give you an objective
way to measure market sentiment. Minus development indicates the
direction of the capital flow, and what could be more indicative of
market sentiment than the direction of the capital flow?
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CZ2 © 1992CQGINC.

MinusDevelopment 2774
Vs.TheControlPrice 277o

2764
2760
2754
2750
2744 -- Minus development
2740 D
2734 D
2730 DEI
2724 DEIJ
2720 DEFGfllJ
2714 DEFGHIJ K D _ 271V2 long-term
2710 _ DFGHIJ HK I DFF ,_ control price
2704 DFIJ DHIJK_ IJ DEFG \
2700 PDJK _ DEGHIJK HIJK DEFG /

2694 JK DEFGHIJK GHIJK_ _DFGHJ
2690 JK _DEFGIJK _DEGHJK _ DGHIJK
2684 JK DEFJK _ DEFGHJK DHIJK_ !
2680 K DJ DEFGJ HIJK /

2674 K J DFG HIK /
2670 K J D HI /

2664 K_ J D /
2660 K u m _-
2654
2650
2644 _ D
2640 D
2634 DEFIJK
2630 DEFGHIJK_
2624 _DEFGHIJK
2620 DEGHI
2614 DH
2610 D
2604
2600
2594
2590
2584
2580
2574

• 6/1 6/2 6/3 6/4 6/5

Market Profile is a registered trademark of the Chicago Board of Trade
© Copyright 1992Board of Trade of the City of Chicago
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
© Copyright 1992CQG INC.
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BreakingASession Beforegoing any further, let's see how the reference points discussed
IntoItsParts above work in a real situation. We're going to break a single session

into its short-term parts. That way, you can see the top and the
bottom of each distribution and the top and bottom of each develop-
ing value area clearly. This session was chosen because it is especially
illustrative of the following concepts...

• Each distribution is defined by an unfair high, an unfair low and
value somewhere in between.

• The market ends and begins in the same price area.

• When value develops near an unfair low-or an unfair high-this
activity can tip the market's balance and expand the range.

As we go through the example, you'll see how this knowledge can
help you decide when to enter the market and, equally important,
how long to stay.

See the opposite page. The market opens at the top in y period and
moves straight down. Let's say you put on a short position. The
range extends two more ticks in z period. But then z period starts to
retrace. What about your position ?

The market is trading sideways in A period. We've come into balance.
Value, however, is developing opposite the bottom half of the range.
In addition, A and B periods only retrace to the middle of the range
- leaving an area of minus development. Because value developed
below the single prints in y period, you know that the cash flow is
down.

The market can't trade above the top of the developing value area.
This suggests that the down move is not yet over. The cash flow is
with you. You decide to hold the short position.
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BreakingASessionIntoParts:PartOne
BDZO © 1990CQGINC.

Opens_,. y[ Unfair high

Minus development
(cash flow down)

yA
Midpoint -- _y_B

yzAB] Value

_z_] (balance area)
zB
B_ Unfair low

11/19

Market Profile is a registered trademark of the Chicago Board of Trade
© Copyright 1990 Board of Trade of the City of Chicago
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

© Copyright 1990 CQG INC.
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See the opposite page. The market does indeed tip in C period and
trades through the bottom of the first distribution- expanding the
range and thus establishing a new unfair low. (Note that the first
distribution ended and the second began in the same price area.)

We've come into balance in D period but the top of the value area
doesn't even reach the mid point of the range. Again, value is
developing near the unfair low-leaving a wide area of minus devel-
opment (single prints in C period) above. The cash flow is still down.
Also, the range of the second distribution is wider than the range of
the first.

Do you continue to hold the short position or do you take your
profits ?

Cash flow to the downside, value near the unfair low and the wider
range suggest that the overall market is still imbalanced to the
downside. It's only G period. There is still time in this session for a
move. In other words, it seems that the down move is not yet over in
the session. You continue to hold.
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BreakingASessionIntoParts:PartsOneAndTwo
BDZO © 1990CQGINC.

y _ Unfair high
Y
y Minus development
Y
yA

•-yzAB
yzAB/ Value

zB C
B C

I c More minus development
Unfair low CC

C
C

_C -- Midpoint
CD\
CDE\
CDEG
CDEFGI Value developing
DEFGI near low
DEFG/
EFG,,"
Fj

- I
Unfair low

11/19

Market Profile is a registered trademark of the Chicago Board of Trade
© Copyright 1990 Board of Trade of the City of Chicago
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
© Copyright 1990 CQG INC.
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See the opposite page. H period can't trade above the top of the
value area and the range expands again to the downside. The move
down in H period trades through the bottom of the second distribu-
tion and establishes a new unfair low in J period.

The cash flow is still down (single ticks in H) and the range of the
third distribution is about as wide as the range of the second. The
single ticks at the bottom in J period, however, show buying. What
do you do about your position now?

All three distributions are down moves with down development.
(Down development means that the market has come into balance
opposite the bottom third of the range.) In other words, after the
directional move to the downside, each distribution comes into
balance near the unfair low. The directional move is minus develop-
ment. Development below the directional move shows that the cash
flow is down.

Still, the single ticks in J period show that buyers are becoming
interested. This is a subtle sign that the range expansion in this
session may be starting to come to an end. You might start to think
about offsetting.
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BreakingASessionIntoParts:PartsOne,TwoAndThree
BDZO © 1990CQGINC,

y-- Unfair high

_[ Minus development
yA

,-yzAB
yzAB| Value

zB C
B C
I C Minus development

Unfair low
C
C

_C -- Midpoint
CD
COE H
CDEG H
CDEFG H
DEFG H Minus development
DEFG H
EFG H
F H _ _ Trades through bottom

_H
HI
HI
HIJ
HIJ
IJ
J
J -- Buying

11/19

Market Profile is a registered trademark of the Chicago Board of Trade
© Copyright 1990 Board of Trade of the City of Chicago
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
© Copyright 1990 CQG INC.
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See the opposite page. K period tests the downside and can't break
below the bottom of the third distribution. The market starts to
reverse. It looks as though the parameter (the bottom of the third
distribution) is going to hold. What about your short position now?

The down move brings in more buying in K period. The parameter
is holding. (It is not possible to separate the selling from the buying
in K period because we can't split the profile precisely where one
distribution ends and another begins. We can only split the session
on the half-hour. We know that buying came in because L period
developed above the single prints in K period.)

Even though the cash flow is down through H period, it seems that
the market has moved far enough to find an opposite response (the
buying in J period) to stop the move in this session.

Why?

After three down moves (in y, C and H periods), the fourth distri-
bution in K period is an up move. This up move takes out the
minus development in H period. In addition, value is developing in
the middle of the range in the fourth distribution-an indication
that the overall market has shifted from imbalance to balance in the

near-term. It appears that market participants want to pause and
evaluate developments before either continuing or reversing direc-
tion. You offset.
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BreakingASessionIntoParts:PartsOne,Two,ThreeAndFour
BDZO © 1990CQGINC.

,_ y Unfair high

i Minus development
yA

._yzAB/
yzAB/ Value

zB C
B C

[ C Minus development
Unfair low C

C
C
C

D-C
CD
CDE H K_ Up move takes
CDEG H K out minus
CDEFG H K development in "H"DEFG H K
DEFG H KL\
EFG H EL
F H KL Value in

H _ KL the middle
HI KL_]
HI KL/
HIJ K
HIJ K
IJ K
J K

Buying _ j K Tests bottom and can't break

11/19

Market Profile is a registered trademark of the Chicago Board of Trade
© Copyright 1990 Board of Trade of the City of Chicago
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
© Copyright 1990 CQG INC.
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To Sum Up." We broke the down move into its shorter-term parts.
Then we observed what was happening at the unfair high, the unfair
low and the top and bottom of the developing value area of each
part. The way the market was trading at these critical price areas
helped us decide how long to hold the position.

On the opposite page, the parts are on the left and the whole ses-
sion is on the right.

Breaking the session into its parts let us see the direction of the
cash flow-down through J period and then up in K period.

This objective information encouraged us to hold the position until
J period. Then the buying at the unfair low of the third distribution
suggested that the range expansion might be over in this session.
The shift in the cash flow in K period seemed to confirm this
analysis.

It would have been much harder to judge this shift simply by look-
ing at the whole session. You can see the cash flow easily enough in
y and C periods. But the indirect cash flow is lost in the total
balance area at the bottom of the range.

This kind of insight is especially important when you're dealing
with nervous, global markets because good trades can rapidly turn
into losers if you overstay. We're going to look at some critical ques-
tions in the next chapter that can help you enter and exit on a timely
basis. First, however, stop and test yourself on the material we've
covered so far.
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BreakingASessionIntoParts
BDZO © 1990CQGINC.

THEPARTS THEWHOLESESSION

y -- Unfair high P- y

Minus YY
y development y
yA yA

_yzAB yzAB
yzAB yzAB
yzAB yzAB
zAB C zABC
zB C zBC
B C BC

C Minus C

C development CC C
C C
C C

CD CD \
CDE H K CDEHK\
CDEG H K CDEGHK\
CDEFG H K CDEFGHK
DEFG H K DEFGHKJ Balance
DEFG H KL\ DEFGHKLI area

EFG H KL_ EFGHKL
F H KL Value FHKL I

,,-H ,,-KL HKL I
HI KL.,,,/in middle HIKL..,,I

HI _L/ HIKLHIJ HIJK/
HIJ K HIJKI
IJ K IJK !
J K JK i

Buying-- J K Bottom holds JK

11/19 11/19

MarketProfileis a registeredtrademarkof theChicagoBoardof Trade
© Copyright1990Boardof Tradeof theCityof Chicago
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© Copyright 1990 CQG INC.
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StopAndTestYourself

Q. What is the biggest change in the market over the past decade?

A. The growth of a huge worldwide pool of investment capital that enters the market
instantaneously whenever news is released.

Q. What is the impact of this development on tools for market analysis?

A. A session-based trading unit is not flexible enough to capture price moves that travel
from time zone to time zone.

Q. What is the money-flow based unit that begins when cash enters or exits from the market?
A. A distribution.

Q. What makes the Market Profile format such a valuable analytical tool?

A. It organizes data so that you can see how distributions-short- and long-term-are developing.
Specifically, it lets you monitor the cash flow.

Q. If the market is moving up directionally, what is the direction of the cash flow?

A. Up.

Q. If the market is moving down directionally, what is the direction of the cash flow?
A. Down.

Q. What key reference points form as a unit develops?

A. The top and bottom of a unit's range, the mean or control price around which the unit
develops, the top and the bottom of the developing value area.

Q. What is the most obvious form of minus development?

A. A directional move.

Q. What are some more subtle forms of minus development?

A. The space between your trade location and emerging market activity (four TPOs across),
an unexpected reaction to news (a bullish report and the market doesn't rally, a bearish report
and the market doesn't break), a parameter that holds (the market trades up to the control price
but can't trade above it).

Q. Why is minus development such an important indicator?

A. It provides an objective way to monitor the cash flow in all time frames.
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SOMECRITICALQUESTIONS

To help you make better decisions in an uncertain economic environ-
ment, Steidlmayer has identified key components of market activity:
price control or non-price control, capital flow, control prices, near-
term activity and the market's current condition. Initially, you may
feel that all this sounds rather academic. Exactly the opposite is
true. These components are at the heart of all buy/sell decisions.
As we move forward, you'll see for yourself that focusing on the
following questions can help you to choose the appropriate strategy.

IsTheMarketControlled Why is this distinction important? It can help you decide whether a

ByPrice0r IsItControlled breakout is going to continue or whether it will fail. To explain,

ByMarketActivity consider note futures from 5/29/92 to 6/2/92.

(Non-PriceControl)? At that time, the longer-term market was balanced and developing
around 102-20. In other words, 102-20 was the control price or
mean. On the opposite page, you can see that near-term activity on
5/29 was occurring roughly at this longer-term mean. On 6/1, in y
through A periods, the market is tightly balanced right at 102-20. B
period is the start of a break.

The move continues in C and D periods. The down move stops at
102 in D period. Then the market reverses. Is the pullback an
opportunity to go short? Or is the down move over? If the market
is still controlled by 102-20, market participants will trade back to
this level. If the price control has been broken, the move will con-
tinue down. So no matter how many variables are involved, price
control is the basic issue.

With the benefit of hindsight, you can see that the market was con-
trolled by price. How do we know? Price moved away from value
(the control price, 102-20) on 6/1 and was pulled back to value on
6/2. That's how a market behaves when price is in control.

As noted above, the correct choice is clear now but on 6/1 in D
period and again on 6/2 in A, B, and C periods it was a judgment
call. Any trader knows how difficult it can be to tell when a break-
out is going to be the beginning of a trend. Asking yourself if the
market is controlled by price or by market activity can help you
make that judgment. In this case, it could have stopped you from
selling at the bottom of the move.
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TYU2 © 1992CQGINC.

PriceControl 10302
10301
10300
10231
10230
10229
]0228 C
10227 C Near-term activity

10226 C //_b10225 C .. Tightly balanced10224 BCD x .q

10223 BCDIJKL-q\ / Zb _ W
10222 BCDHIJKL1' _-Z L ,-,-Wb
10221 BDEGHIK/ _- y\ L-q WYb-,
10220_BEFG---- ,.- Y-- -- yAB\---lO2-20- - KL 102-20
10219 yBFG1 yzABI KL j\
10218 yABGI yzAB; IK
10217 yAB! yzB/ IK
10216P-yA / zB/ IJK
10215 yzA! B IJK
10214 yz B HIJK
10213 z B b-, HI

10212 B ,WY yGH Price
10211 C . _-_yBGH

moves

10210 "C W yBGH back
10209 CL yBCFG to value
10208 CDKL-, yzBCDFG
10207 Price moves CDJKL yzBCDEFG
10206 away DFGJK yzABCE
10205 from value DEFGJ yzABCE
10204 DEGHIJ yAK
10203 DGHIJ ABC
10202 DHI ABC
10201 DI C

10200 / D10131
10130
10129 A judgment call here
10128
10127
10126

• 5/29 5/31 6/1 6/1 6/2 6/2

Market Profile is a registered trademark of the Chicago Board of Trade
© Copyright 1992 Board of Trade of the City of Chicago
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
© Copyright 1992 CQG INC.

The market is either balaced or imbalanced.

• Buy breaks and sell rallies when the market is balanced.

• Go with the trend when the market is imbalanced.

Price control = a backward price influence = balance and
rotations = a trading range market.

Market activity control = a forward price influence = imbalance
and a directional move = a trending market.
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WhatIsTheGeneralDirection
OfTheCapitalFlow? Whyismonitoringthecapitalnowimportant?Steidlmayersays

that money in or out disturbs the balance of the current distribution
and thus can shift price control in the market.

The Market Profile format arranges market data so that you can see
the direction of the capital flow and relate it to larger time frames.
To demonstrate, let's look at a real-life situation.

See the opposite page. This graphic shows a trading unit which
started on 4/28. In other words, it shows distribution development
in the bond futures market from 4/28/92 to the evening session on
5/8/92.

Value areas (the 70% range) from the night and day sessions are
organized in the Market Profile format. The cash flow is on the
vertical axis. The market's reaction is on the horizontal axis.

If value (the 70% range for that date) is higher or lower than the
previous session, the rectangle goes on the vertical axis. If value is
unchanged or partially overlaps the previous session, the rectangle
goes on the horizontal axis.

You can see how the trading unit or distribution develops over time
by following the dates in the rectangles. "E" indicates the evening
session and "D" indicates the day session. Since the evening session
is by definition the start of a session, the time sequence goes D 4/28,
E 4/29, D 4/29, E 4/30, D 4/30, etc.

On the opposite page, you can see that there is minus development
from 97-20 to 97-30.

The cash flow is up (the market developed above the directional
move). From 4/29 to 5/5, the market seems to be developing
around 98-12 (just above the widest part of the bulge). On 5/6, the
market moves up. On 5/7, we expand the range. In the evening ses-
sion on 5/8, we're testing the top of this expanded balance area.

What happens on 5/8?
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In the example on the opposite page, you can see the wide direc-
tional move on 5/8 (98-25 to 99-23). This is new money entering the
market. This cash flow propels the market past the unfair high.
Now let's relate this cash flow to a longer-term time frame.

NOTES
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Look at the example on the opposite page. You can see that the
longer-term value area comprises two equilibrium areas-one
developing around 98-12 and one around 99-20.

The cash flow (up distribution) on 5/8 occurred between these two
equilibrium areas.

This cash flow moves the market out of the orbit of the 98-12 mean

and into the orbit of the 99-20 mean. In other words, money enter-
ing the market on 5/8 disturbs the market's balance.

Control shifts from a price of 98-12 up to a price of 99-20. This
shift paved the way for a move up to 101-18 on 5/19.
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WhatIsTheControlPrice Why is this price area important? It controls activity until the

(Mean)In The Longest-Term market either trades above the long-term unfair high or below the
TimeFrame? long-term unfair low-in other words, until money coming into or

exiting from the market disturbs the long-term balance and enables
the market to start something new.

It is the price area at the widest part of the longest-term distribu-
tion. And as long as this price area controls activity, it is your
reference point for long-term value. You can see a long-term control
price clearly on the opposite page.

This graphic shows a longer-term distribution in the bond futures
market from 11/19/90 to 4/23/91. The range is 93-09 to 98-26. The
widest part of the distribution is roughly opposite the 95-12 area-
approximately a yield of 8¼.

This price controlled activity from 11/19/90 to 4/23/91. In other
words, each time price moved away from value, it was pulled back.

For example, the market rotated down to 93-15 in the evening ses-
sion on 1/17/91. (This was the night the allies launched the ground
war against Iraq.) The market was pulled back up to the 95-00 level
in the evening session on 1/18 because 8¼ °7owas controlling activity.

The market continued up to 98-26 on 2/11. Then, again because
8 ¼ % was controlling activity, the market traded back to the 95-00
level in the evening session on 3/1.

By 3/20, the market had rotated down and was testing the bottom
again. It was pulled back to the 95-00 level on 3/28. The market
continued up, tested the 97-00 level on 4/17 and was back at the
95-00 level on 4/23.
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Long-TermControlPriceT-BondFutures:11/19/90to4/23/91
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What Is TheAverage Why is this average price important? It controls activity in the
OfControlPricesFor intermediate-term so this price is your reference point for value in

TheIntermediate-Term the intermediate-term time frame. In other words, this is the price
around which the market is developing in the intermediate-term

TimeFrame? time frame.

How can you calculate it precisely? Steidlmayer says to assign a
control price to each shorter term unit in the intermediate-term
whole. Then add these control prices together and divide by the
number. For example, consider wheat futures from 6/12/92 to
6/19/92 on the opposite page.

(For the sake of simplicity, we're going to call each session one unit.
To be really precise, you would break each session up into its
shorter-term parts and assign a control price to each part.

Also to keep things simple, we're going to say these six sessions
comprise the intermediate-term time frame. In practice, determining
what constitutes an intermediate-term time frame is a personal
judgment. For some traders, a six-session unit might be long-term.
For others, it might be short-term. These principles, of course, can
be applied to any unit in any time frame.)

This unit started with the down move on 6/12. The down move
continued on 6/15. Then the market came into balance and traded
sideways on 6/16 to 6/19. We're going to calculate the average of the
control prices in this trading unit.

We're going to call the price that traded in the most time brackets
the control price: 371½ on 6/12, 365 on 6/15, 364½ on 6/16, 365
(the price that traded in the most time brackets closest to the mid-
point of the entire range) on 6/17, 363 ½ on 6/18 and 3651/2 on
6/19. Add these prices together and divide by six. The control price
for this unit is about 366. In other words, this unit developed
around 366.
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Intermediate-Term 3770
ControlPrice 3764

3760
3754 D -- New beginning
3750 D
3744 D
3740 D
3734 D
3730 D
3724 DEFIJ
3720 DEFGfllJ
3714 I_- DEFGfllJK
3710 EHIJK
3704 IJK
3700 JK
3694 K

3690 I3684 _ _.

3680 I K\3674 K
3670 I D K \
3664 I D GH E IK
3660 DEFGH_ FGH_ DEH_ IJK _ 366
3654 DEFGH FGH DEFGHIK II_ DHIJK
3650 I II_ DEFGHI FHI I_ DFGHIJK D DGHJ
3644 ! DEFI I_ EFHIJ DFJK DK DEFGH
3640 I DEIJ EFJK DJK DFK DEFG
3634 DEJ DEFK DK II_ DEFGHIJK E /

3630 I DJ DK D DEFGHIJK3624 JK DK DEGHIJK /
3620 I JK DK DGI /
3614 [ K D /
3610 K /
3604 I K I
3600 I K
3594 K J

3590 K I
3584 _ ---- _
3580
3574
3570

• 6/12 6/15 6/16 6/17 6/18 6/19
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WhatIsTheNear-Term Why is near-term activity important? It can help you to judge

Activity? whether or not a parameter is going to hold. In other words, it can
help you anticipate if the market is going to trade up, down or
sideways.

For example, consider corn futures from 6/8/92 to 6/15/92 on the
opposite page.

On 6/8, the market trades up to 270. At this time, the area from
2691A to 274½ was a longer-term unfair high-the beginning of a
down move that began in March 1992. The near-term activity from
6/8 to 6/12 is testing this parameter.

You need strong buying to trade through 274½ and you aren't
getting it. In fact, not only is there a lack of buying to propel the
market up through the 274 level, there is selling at the top on 6/11.
The 274 parameter seems to be holding. Whenever the market
reaches a parameter and can't violate it, that's a form of minus
development. In this case, it suggests that the cash flow is down and
that the market won't be able to violate the long-term unfair high.
On 6/12, the market is just above the beginning of the up move on
6/8.

There is heavy rain over the weekend and on 6/15, the market gaps
lower and opens at 260. The market tests the upside, fails to trade
above 262 and reverses. The price gap between Friday's activity and
today's is a form of minus development. This activity seems to con-
firm the market's rejection of the upside.

These five sessions were the end of the test that began on 6/1/92
(see page 197). With the help of Market Profile data, you can react
rapidly when the market finally breaks. As noted earlier, this test
was the beginning of a down move that reached 212¾ by September
23, 1992.
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Near-Term

A --o a--

Activity 2744
2740 Long-term unfair high
2734 _ _ _ ,.... Unable to trade above2731/2
2730I
2724 I _- DEFGHI
2720 _-DEFGIJK
2714 [ DEJK Di\ Selling
2710 JK JK_, _- D \
2704 I JK-q JK D
2700 - K--270 K DEJK D \
2694 K_ D-_DEFHIJD-DK \
2690 IJK DEFGHIJ DEJK_ \
2684 DHIJK DGI DEGHIJK
2680 DEFGHIJ D DEFGHIJK \
2674 DEFGHJ DEFGHI K \
2670 _DEFGH DGHI _- DFIJK_
2664 DG _-DEFGHIJK
2660 D DEFGHIJKi
2654 D DH 1
2650 D I
2644 D I Tests upside
2640 and fails to
2634
2630 trade higher
2624 /
2620 0
2614 0
2610 D
2604 D
2600 Opens here P-D
2594 D
2590 D
2584 _ DE
2580 DEFG
2574 DEFGH
2570 DEFGfll
2564 DHI
2560 DIJ
2554 DJ
2550 JK_
2544

• 6/8 6/9 6/10 6/11 6/12 6/15
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WhatIsThePresentLocation Why is the market's condition important? Knowing whether the
OrConditionOfTheMarket? market is imbalanced or balanced can help you choose the appro-

priate strategy. According to Steidlmayer, the market is in the first,
second or third standard deviation of some trading unit in some
time frame.

If the market is in the third standard deviation, it is imbalanced. If
the market is in the first standard deviation, it is balanced. When
the market is balanced, buy breaks and sell rallies. When the
market is imbalanced, go with the move. Basically, that's it. The
complicating factor is that the market can be imbalanced in the
near-term and balanced in a longer-term time frame.

To make better exit decisions, it helps to relate a near-term
imbalanced move to a larger unit in a longer-term time frame.

Remember the example in Part IV showing how a longer-term unit
develops? The market moved up directionally on 12/30 and 12/31,
almost to a 7 ¼ %0yield. It was imbalanced to the upside in the
near-term. See the opposite page.

In a longer-term time frame, however, it was balanced around a
7.5% yield. Therefore, the breakout failed to continue. The market
retraced and price returned to value on 1/2/92. In other words, the
breakout to the upside failed because the old mean in a longer-term
time frame-7.5%-was still in control. Since longer-term time
frames control activity in shorter-term time frames, the price probe
returned to value.

Being able to relate activity to the right time frame can help you
decide which positions are short-term and which ones should be
held longer-a critical decision in today's nervous markets.

In the next chapter, you will see how the principles discussed here
can simplify your decision-making process. But first stop and test
yourself on the material we've covered so far.
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StopAndTestYourself

Q. Why is it important to know if the market is controlled by price or by market activity?

A. This insight determines whether you buy breaks and sell rallies or if you go with the move.

Q. What is the appropriate choice if the market is controlled by price?

A. Buy breaks and sell rallies.

Q. What is the appropriate choice if the market is controlled by market activity?

A. Go with the move.

Q. Why is monitoring the cash flow critical?

A. Money entering or exiting the market disturbs the current balance. This can be the beginning
of a move to a higher or lower value (equilibrium) area.

Q. Why is the control price in the longest-term time frame important?

A. This is the price that ultimately controls activity until the market trades above the long-term
unfair high or below the long-term unfair low.

Q. How do you calculate the average control price for the intermediate-term time frame?

A. Add the control prices for each unit in whatever you decide is the intermediate-term time frame
and divide by the number to get the average.

Q. What does near-term activity help you to judge?

A. Whether or not a parameter is going to hold.

Q. Why is knowing if the market is balanced or imbalanced important?

A. It can help you choose the appropriate strategy.
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THEPRINCIPLESATWORK

TheConceptualFoundation One of the most desirable talents a trader can have is an ability to
see near-term activity in a longer-term context. Exceptional traders
know intuitively when to enter the market and how long to hold
positions. Steidlmayer's insight into the market's time flame
organization and the distribution process can help the rest of us
make those decisions.

Before we see how this works in practice, let's review briefly.

• The market is distributing in all time flames simultaneously and
each distribution (or trading unit) is defined by three related
price areas: a high, a low and value somewhere in between.

• The mean of the value area controls activity in the distribution
until the market either trades above the high or below the low.

• The mean in the longest-term time flame controls activity in all
shorter-term time frames.

• Finally, the market has only two modes-distribution and
development.
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0oooo0
Developing Market _> Distributing Market

This is how Steidlmayer expresses these concepts graphically. The circles
on the left represent the market's development phase; those on the right
represent the market's distributing phase. (Of course, each shorter-term part
is also a complete unit with a distributing phase and a development phase.)

The largest circle on both sides represents the range in the longest-term
time frame. Let's compare the market's two modes.

DevelopmentPhase DistributingPhase

• The range is already established. You're trading • The long-term range is not yet established.
sideways development. In other words, value You're trading range expansion.
area rotations.

• The smallest circle represents the beginning of
• The smallest circle represents the end of a a long-term move in a near-term time frame.

long-term move in a near-term time frame.
• The ever larger circles represent a market that

• The ever smaller circles represent a market that is expanding directionally. Each larger circle
is moving toward efficiency. Each smaller circle extends the range and establishes new higher or
reflects a narrower value area rotation, lower reference points.
Therefore, you're using old reference points
from larger circles to trade smaller circles. • The market trades through the old support/

resistance areas and continues to move higher
• The old reference points (support/resistance or lower. The market is able to violate these

areas) contain activity. These parameters hold parameters because a forward price influence is
because a backward price influence is dominant, dominant.

When you know how the market works and you have a big picture which
identifies critical price levels, you can react quickly to capitalize on current
activity. You'll see how these concepts relate to buy/sell decisions in the
following example. But first, stop and test yourself.
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StopAndTestYourself

Q. What three related price areas define a distribution?

A. Unfair high, unfair low, value somewhere in between.

Q. The control price in what time frame ultimately controls activity?

A. The longest-term time frame.

Q. In the development phase of a market, is the range already established?
A. Yes.

Q. Is the market controlled by price or by market activity?

A. By price.

Q. Therefore, is a breakout going to fail or is it going to continue?

A. It is going to fail because price is going to be pulled back to value.

Q. What is the price influence-backward or forward?

A. Backward.

Q. In the market's distributing phase, is the range already established?

A. No.

Q. Is the market controlled by price or by market activity?

A. By market activity.

Q. Therefore, is a breakout going to fail or is it going to continue?

A. It is going to continue because price is being pulled forward to a new
higher or lower value area.

Q. What is the price influence-forward or backward?
A. Forward.
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APracticalApplication Wherever possible, examples and explanations are next to each
other. This material is published in a three-ring binder so that when
you refer back to a previous example, you can remove the example
and hold it next to the relevant text.

We're using data from the soybean futures market because it is an
extremely clear example of how the Market Profile principles work.
Even though you may not be a bean trader, I've found through
experience that looking at an unfamiliar market helps traders grasp
the underlying concept faster. Also, as noted earlier, the principles
illustrated here are the same for all markets. Once you understand
how these principles work, you can apply them to any cash, futures,
or options instrument.

If your decisions develop from a better understanding of the market, they
are more likely to be profitable. So a solid grasp of the basic concepts is
surely the key to making good buy/sell decisions with Market Profile
data.

In this example we're going to base decisions on the direction of the
money flow, whether the market is balanced or imbalanced, whether
market participants are accepting or rejecting a specific control price
(idea of value) and near-term activity--the ideas discussed on pages
210 to 229.

Specifically, we're going to identify reference points (relevant price
areas) in long- and intermediate-term time frames. Then we're going
to monitor near-term activity to see how market participants behave
as the market trades in these price areas.
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First, let's consider the long-term time frame.

From February to July 1991, the long-term soybean futures market
was basically balanced, i.e., value was in the middle. The widest part
of the distribution seemed to be roughly opposite a price of 560. In
other words, the long-term control price (or long-term mean) was
about 560.

The chart on page 233 shows part of that long-term distribution from
2/4/91 to 8/21/91. What you see here are value areas (the 70% range
for each session) organized on a vertical and a horizontal axis. Cash
flow or price is on the vertical axis; development or time is on the
horizontal axis.

As noted earlier, if value is higher or lower than in the previous
session, the rectangle goes on the vertical axis. If value is unchanged
or overlaps the previous session at the top or the bottom, the
rectangle goes on the horizontal axis.

You can see that, basically, we've been developing the top half of the
bell curve with two equilibrium (or value) areas--one roughly
around 600 and one roughly around 571.
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Now, let's consider the intermediate-term time frame.

See the opposite page. This graphic shows activity from 8/22/91 to
9/11/91.

Before we go any further, I want to stop and underscore an impor-
tant point. As noted earlier, deciding what comprises long- or
intermediate- or near-term time frames is a personal decision. For
some traders, a unit that consists of five sessions is long-term. For

others, a unit that consists of five-sessions is near term. The only
rule is to break the market into its natural parts.

In order to be in step with the market, start your trading unit with a
new beginning-instead of using an arbitrary time interval like the
session. How do you identify a new beginning? It's a directional
move. Cash entering or exiting the market causes the natural break.

The trading unit on the opposite page started on 8/22 when money
entered the market. The market came into balance briefly and then
continued the directional move on 8/26. The market came into

balance on 8/27 and has been balanced since then-even though
activity established a new high on 8/28. In other words, even
though activity on 8/28 extended the range, it was part of the
sideways value area development.

There is minus development from 572 to 578. Since development
occurred above the directional move, the cash flow is up.

This unit-which we are going to call intermediate-term activity-
seems to be developing around 587. This is the widest part of the
distribution. So the control price-or value-in this time frame
seems to be about 587. The three related price areas that define this
trading unit are 572 at the unfair low, 5971/z at the unfair high, and
value roughly in the middle at 587.

On 9/11 we're trading at the intermediate-term mean (about 587).
The rotations have been getting narrower. The market is becoming
efficient. It appears that this unit may be coming to an end.

Whenever the market becomes efficient, it is in position to trend.
Will the move be up or down ? The direction, of course, depends on
news events and market developments. We're going to consider the
big picture so that we can react rapidly-no matter what happens.
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TimeFrame: .9"
8/22/91to 9111/91 ,98½

Unfair high 597 Vz
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First, let's relate this intermediate-term unit back in time to a larger
unit.

On page 237, you can see how the intermediate unit relates to the
larger unit. The market has come into balance between the 600
equilibrium area (value area) and the 571 equilibrium area.

Note that the beginning on 8/22 occurred at 572. So the unfair low
of this unit (572) is just above the 571 mean of the lower value area
in the long-term distribution. The unfair high at 597 V2 is just below
the 600 mean of the higher value area in the long-term distribution.

Finally, what is the perception of value at the time?

There is uncertainty about the harvest and about Russian export
demand; market participants can't decide if beans are worth 600 or
571. The market has come into balance roughly between these two
prices while it waits for more news. Keep this in mind as we monitor
activity. It's your background.
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There is talk of a killing frost on 9/12 as well as renewed rumors of
Russian grain sales. What is the market's response?

See the example on the opposite page.

We're approaching one of our reference points-the top of the inter-
mediate-term unit. This is a parameter and the market can only do
two things at a parameter: trade through or reverse.

Will the market trade through the top of this unit and start
something new to the upside? We're going to monitor near-term
activity to make a judgment.

NOTES
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See the opposite page. On 9/13, the market opens at 604 above the
600 reference point--but it can't trade higher than 605. What
happens next? The market reverses and trades down in E, F, G, H,
and I periods. Then what happens? 595_ stops the move, and you
can see from the Market Profile graphic that the session developed
around 599_. (Remember, first there's a price that stops a move and
then there's a price around which the move develops.)

Market participants might be uncertain about value--this is a down
day--but they're not rejecting the 600 price level because the session
developed around 599_. This suggests that they believe beans are
worth 600.

In addition, the 70% range is near the top of the session's range. This
shows that, even though the range extension is down, the market
wasn't facilitating trade on the downside.

Where are we in relation to long-term development? See page 237.
We're testing the 600 mean. Is that parameter going to hold?
Consider what happened in the session. 595_ stopped the down
move; value is mostly above 600. These developments suggest that
the 600 parameter will hold. In other words, the parameter will
contain the move on the downside and provide a floor.

Before the market opens on 9/16, there is talk again about the
possibility of a severe frost. What happens in the marketplace?
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Near-TermActivity:9/13/91 6104
6100
6094
6090
6084
6080
6074
6070
6064
6060
6054 Opens here

6050 Dj
6044 D
6040 _ D
6034 D
6030 D
6024 DE
6020 DE
6014 DE 70070range near top
6010 EFJ
6004 EFHJ
6000 _EFHIJK
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See the opposite page. On 9/16, the market opens in the critical 600
price area. This is the mean of the longer-term unit...see page 237...
roughly the top of the intermediate-term unit.., see page 239.
Initially, market participants test the downside.

To be good on the downside, the market has to trade below 600.
What happens here? 5991/2 stops the move. The market reverses.
We're trading at yesterday's control price (5991/2) or mean. A new
beginning generally starts at the mean. So the buying as the market
reverses in D period could be the start of a new move to the upside.

Activity picks up as E period moves higher. This suggests that the
market is going to test the upside above 600. Let's say you go long
at 602 ½.

How long do you hoM?

F period can't trade below 605 ½. The single ticks in E period show
strong buying competition from 603 ½ to 605. This buying is bet-
ween your trade location at 602 ½ and the developing value area at
605 ½. It is a form of minus development. The cash flow is with
you. You continue to hold.

The market approaches the 610 level in G period. In H period,
market participants trade through the 611 level. (This is the top of
the long-term equilibrium area controlled by 600. See page 237
again.) The H period move continues up to 614½. This price level
brings in selling in I period which stops the up move.

Your trade location is 602 ½. You might start to think of offsetting
when the selling (an opposite response) enters in I period. Why?
The selling suggests that the market is shifting from imbalance to
balance and this could mean that the range expansion phase is over
in this session.

As noted in Part IV, first there is a price that stops the directional
move. 614½ seems to have stopped the move. Then there is a price
around which the market develops. We could have found a fair
price at 609. This price already traded in three time brackets: E, G
and H periods. If you don't want to carry the position overnight,
these are reasons to look for a spot to exit.

Now, let's say you put the position on because you believe the pros-
pects of a frost will take the market higher. In other words, you're a
longer-term trader. How long do you hoM?

The market came into balance around 609 today. Your trade loca-
tion (602½) is below value. The single prints in E period (minus
development) indicate that the cash flow is up because the market
developed above the directional move. You can wait to see if the
frost materializes before making a decision to exit.
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See the opposite page. On 9/17, the market trades sideways-610
now seems to be controlling activity. The downside test in F period
fails. 607 stops the move. The market tries to trade down again in J
period and again fails. J period can't trade lower than 609. Your
trade location (602½) is good in relation to today's activity because
the minus development between 603 ½ and 605 ½ is still there.
There is also minus development from 599½ to 601.

But how does today's activity relate back in time to the larger unit?

In the intermediate-term, value-the control price-seems to be
roughly 587. See page 239. In the long-term, value-the control price-
seems to be roughly 560. See page 237. Therefore, near-term activity
is currently above both intermediate- and long-term value.

You don't have to make a decision yet because the market is still
balanced. If you don't see some strong buying at this level soon,
however, you might start to think about offsetting.

The lack of buying here is a form of minus development. In order
to develop at a higher level, the market needs a directional move up.
We're not getting it. The minus development suggests that the cash
flow is down in a longer-term time frame.
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On 9/18...see the opposite page...the market opens at 613- above
the 611 parameter. (611 is the top of the long-term value area
around 600...see page 237.)

Market participants initially test the upside in D period. The move
up stops at 616 and the market trades down in E period. Buying
comes in, however, and stops the down move at 610½. It seems as
though the near-term mean at 610 is containing activity on the
downside. You continue to hold. Now, the market reverses and
approaches the 618 level.

There is major resistance above 618. The beginning of the down
move that took the market from the 640 level on 8/5 back to the

long-term mean (560) on 8/13 is above 618...see page 237.

The range extends to 6171A in I period. J period tests 617½ again
but can't reach 618. J period starts to reverse. It seems that the
resistance is going to hold. You offset.

Is it time to go short? How is the market trading at this critical
price level ?

You can see from the activity on the opposite page that market
participants are not trading confidently. Why? The more uncertain
the market, the more it rotates.

Sellers tested the downside in F period on 9/17 and in E period on
9/18 but weren't confident enough to continue. The result: attempts
to expand the range down failed. But at the same time, there was no
strong up move to propel the market through the 618 level.

As noted earlier, this is a form of minus development. Whenever a
parameter holds, it contains activity. The result: minus development.

Why are the buyers uncertain? The prospect of a killing frost brought
capital into the market on 9/16. Now, the weather is warming up. In
addition, there is no firm news on the Russian grain sales.

The market still seems to be balanced and near-term value is mov-

ing up. (The control price is now 611½. Add the control price for
each session, 609, 610½, 6141/2, and divide by three.) Nevertheless,
near-term activity suggests that the 618 parameter might contain the
up move. If the market can't develop at a higher level, the market
might be getting ready to break.
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To sum up...

• We're at the high of the move that started at 572 on 8/22.

• There is major resistance above us.

• There has not been any strong buying at the 618 level.

• If the market can't trade up, it's logical to anticipate a test of the
downside.

• Since market participants are uncertain and uncertain activity is
volatile, the capital that entered the market on 9/16 might exit.
We could trade back to the intermediate-term control price at
587.

This is the background. We're going to look for a spot to put on a
short position if activity confirms our bias.

See the opposite page. On 9/19, the market opens below 611½ at
608 and initially tests the upside in D period. What happens?

Market participants don't trade above 609. We can't reach the con-
trol price of 611½. This is a form of minus development. To be
good on the upside, we have to trade above the near-term control
price and 611½ seems to be containing activity.

The market reverses and trades down to 604 in F period. The minus
development on 9/16 contains the move and buying comes in. The
market reverses again in G and H periods.

As noted above, the control price for this near-term unit is 611½
and the market can't make it back to this price. H, I and J periods
can't trade above 609 ½. This seems to be the evidence we're looking
for. The market reverses. You go short.

How long do you hold?

K period starts trading at 607. Then the market trades down opposite
the minus development from 603½ to 605½ on 9/16-taking out
the single prints. Some of the buyers are liquidating.

In other words, some of the money that entered on 9/16 is exiting.
But we're at another parameter and it is K period. This session is
almost over. The market is extremely uncertain (tested the upside
initially in D period, then the downside in F period, then the upside
again in H, I and J periods and now the downside again in K period)
and thus volatile. You're not comfortable holding the position over-
night. You offset.

At the same time, we're approaching the beginning of the up move
on 9/16. Let's relate this activity back in time to a larger unit.
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See the opposite page. We're at the bottom of the balance area
around 611½. If we trade through the 605 to 598½ area, we could
break the control of 611½.

If the liquidation brings in new selling, this could be the start of
something new to the downside.

If the market trades through the 600 level on heavy volume, it could
continue down-first to the intermediate-term control price of
roughly 587 and then to the low parameter of the intermediate-term
unit at 572. If the market trades through the 572 level, it could
continue down to the long-term control price of roughly 560...see
page 237.

What happened on 9/20?
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See the opposite page. Before the market can open, weather
forecasters are again mentioning the possibility of another cold
wave next Monday and Tuesday. It is possible-not likely but
possible-that temperatures might be lower than this past Thursday
(9/12). Russian grain sales are still a question mark.

The market opens above the 611½ mean at 615 and initially tests
the upside. The up move reaches 618, bounces off that price level
and reverses.

The 618 area is a near-term and a longer-term parameter.

Market participants have been uncertain about violating it. The
market tested the 618 level on 9/18 and couldn't trade above it.

When the market tests this area again today and bounces off, it
appears that the market has indeed rejected the upside.

This seems to confirm our bias. You go short. (We'll use the same
reference points to monitor activity on the way down that we used
on the way up.)

Now that the position is on, how long do you hold?

D period trades below the 611½ mean to 608½. E period continues
the down move to 607, stops and trades back up to 611½. This is
the near-term control price or mean. As noted above, it's a parameter
that can contain the move. If the market is going to be good on the
upside, buyers have to trade above 611½ with conviction.

But the market doesn't trade above 611½. This unit (unfair high
618, unfair low 606½, value about 609) has come into balance.
We have a J shape. G period can't trade above 610. Rotations are
getting narrower. The unit seems to be coming to an end.

Is the next directional move going to be up or down?

There is minus development from 618 to 612. The cash flow is down.
(The market developed value below the directional move in D period.)
The top of this unit's developing value area is 611½. So today's
activity is developing value below the 6111/2control price. In other
words, 611½ appears to be containing activity. The market seems to
be getting ready to tip to the downside. You continue to hold.
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See the opposite page. The market tips in H period. The rest of the
money that entered the market on 9/16 seems to be exiting. The H
move is a new beginning in the session. As noted earlier, a new
beginning generally starts at the mean and you can see that the H
move starts just below 609. (The widest part of this unit is 609½ to
608. Also note how the market ends and begins in the same price
area.)

The H period move reaches 600. We're at a critical price level again.
The 600 level could stop the move-at least in this session. Do you
continue to hoM?

Let's consider the situation. We're approaching a "past distribution
point" (the up distribution started at 599½ on 9/16 when capital
entered the market).

What's happening in the marketplace?
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See the opposite page. The down move brings in buying and I
period retraces-but just to 604. The bottom of the balance area
around 611½ is 605 (see page 251). J period starts trading down.
605 seems to be containing the move on the upside. Still, the market
closes in another 45 minutes and 600 is a potential parameter. This
price level could contain the range expansion in this session.

A short-term trader might look for a spot to exit.

J period trades down to 599 and buying comes in again. Now the
market seems to be coming into balance (in J and K periods). This
seems to be the range for this session.

If you're a longer-term trader, do you continue to hold?

• The money that entered the market on 9/16 has exited.

• The cash flow is down (single prints from 618 to 612 and from
608½ to 604½). In other words, now the minus development is
to the downside.

• The market is developing value just above the 600 level and
should have to move lower to shut off the activity.

• The conditions that affect value seem bearish: the cold wave is
only a possibility, Russian grain sales aren't confirmed.

• We've traded below 611½ and the activity seems to have broken
the control of 611½.

• The price influence seems to be forward. The intermediate-term
control price at 587 seems to be pulling the market down.

Against this background, a long-term trader might decide to hold
the short position.
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What happened after 9/20?

See the opposite page. The new beginning on 9/20, propelled the
market down to 587 on 9/26 and 9/27. The market tested the up-
side on 9/25 but value only reached 597. Now we're at the bottom
of the near-term unit.

The cash flow is down because the market developed below the
directional move. In other words, there is minus development from
613 ½ to 597.

Now, let's relate this near-term part to the larger whole.
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See the opposite page. You can see that activity on 9/25 was testing
the top of the balance area and failed to violate it. On 9/26 and
9/27, the market is tightly balanced at the intermediate-term control
price (587). It is in position for a directional move.

This whole unit (8/22 to 9/27) was a test of the 618 level. That
parameter held. If the market can't facilitate trade on the upside,
anticipate a test of the downside. This is exactly what happened. By
mid-October, the market was below the long-term control price at
560 and was testing the 546 level.

Before we sum up, let's relate this entire example to the graphic
below.

The long-term market was developing value. So the move up to 618
and back down-first to 587 (the intermediate-term control price)
and then to 560 (the long-term control price)-was part of the long-
term development phase. In other words, it was simply a long-term
value area rotation.

Therefore, we used reference points from larger circles (longer-term
time frames) to trade smaller circles (shorter-term time frames).

The market was pulled up, away from value, to 618 by a forward
price influence and then pulled back-first to intermediate-term
value at 587 and then to long-term value at 560-by a backward
price influence.

The price probe up to 618 failed because a backward price influence
was dominant in the long-term time frame and, ultimately, the
mean in the longest-term time frame controls activity.

0oooo0
Developing Market _'_ Distributing Market ,_
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To Sum Up The market moves from control price to control price.

It is propelled from one equilibrium area to another by money
entering or exiting the market when market participants' perception
of value changes. This perception-commonly called market
sentiment-is a key factor in any market analysis because it sparks
activity.

While market sentiment is intangible, you can see how market
participants feel by monitoring their behavior.

The way market participants trade in relation to value (the control
price or mean in each equilibrium area) indicates whether they are
bullish or bearish. Their buying or selling-or the lack of activity-
can help you judge if the old control price still represents value...or
if a new higher or lower control price is coming to the fore.

With Market Profile data, you can identify the control price-or
value-in each time frame.

The format also lets you see whether market participants are
currently accepting or rejecting these various control prices. If a
control price is containing activity-in other words, stopping the
move-they are rejecting it. As you work with the data, be aware of
previous control prices because they can establish parameters for a
current trading range.

In our example...see page 237...600 (the control price for the top
equilibrium area) and 571 (the control price for the bottom
equilibrium area) roughly defined the range.

It does take time to identify and keep track of control prices in all
time frames. Nevertheless, if you make the effort, you'll see that this
information is critical. Why? In a nutshell, it can help you to buy
low and to sell high more often.

In Part VI of this Home Study Guide, we'll relate LDB ® volume
data to the distribution process.

You'll see why volume data, by itself, is meaningless and how to
relate LDB data to activity (buying or selling) in order to antici-
pate whether the market is going to move up, down or sideways.
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TheLiquidityDataBank® Market Profile ® data consists of two parts. Part I organizes price
and time into the Market Profile graphic. The Liquidity Data
Bank ® (LDB ® for short) is Part II. It adds actual volume data to
price and time. Volume is significant because it confirms market
activity and price direction. In other words, volume reinforces what
you see in the profile graphic.

We're going to use the volume data to identify signs of continuation
or change in the marketplace. This is always the issue-whether
you're using historical LDB data or on-line volume as it is develop-
ing. We're using historical LDB data in this section of the Study
Guide. The same principles, however, apply to on-line volume.

Basically, we're using the data to judge how effectively the market-
place is facilitating trade in a direction. This judgment is of key
importance to profitable trading decisions.

It sounds simple enough. In practice, however, it is one of the most
difficult decisions a trader has to make. Why? Because trade
facilitation is intangible. Even if you're using a buy/sell system with
preset entry and exit prices, you still have to make a decision:
whether or not to make the trade. Deciding if a trend is going to
continue or if it is going to reverse is always going to require sub-
jective judgment.

LDB volume data can help you quantify this choice.

Used properly, LDB volume data can help confirm continuation of
a move or indicate a change in market direction. Therefore, it can
help you to react earlier and to make better decisions. If volume
increases as price moves up or down, the market is facilitating
trade. If the market is facilitating trade, the move generally tends to
continue. Why? The market has to go higher or lower to shut off
the activity. If, on the other hand, volume decreases as price moves
up or down, the move might be coming to an end.

As we move forward, you'll see for yourself that LDB volume
provides some of the most valuable information that the market
generates. Nevertheless, it is critical to recognize that volume data
by itself is meaningless.

Why? Because volume created by selling means one thing and
volume created by buying means something quite different.
Therefore, to use LDB volume effectively, it is essential to know
what market participants are doing. Are they buying? Are they
selling? Are they standing on the sidelines? We're going to relate
volume to their behavior in order to anticipate if the market is
going to move up, down or sideways.

Of course, what we're talking about here is the distribution process.
Therefore, we're going to take LDB volume and relate it to the end
product of this process: the market's natural units-in other words,
the distributions in all time frames.

The beginning of each unit is the low of an uptrend or the high of a
downtrend. And knowing where the unit's volume base is located
can help you judge if a trend is going to continue at an increasing
rate, at a decreasing rate, or if it is going to come to an end. We'll
relate volume data to activity as we move forward, but first, a look

at an actual report. 267



AnLOBReportComprises... The example on the right shows the Liquidity Data Bank report for
Sep 93 U.S. Treasury bond futures for 6/24/93.

...The first column shows the price range for the session.

...The second column shows the actual volume at each price.
(Currently, LDB volume reflects both sides of a transaction. That is
the buy and sell side of each trade. To get the actual number of
contracts traded, divide by two.)

...The third column shows the percent of the day's total volume
that traded at each price.

...The fourth column shows the CTI1 (Customer Trade Indicator)
activity at each price. This is volume executed by local floor traders
(i.e., CBOT members trading for their own accounts).

...The fifth column shows the CTI2 activity at each price. This is
volume executed by CBOT commercial clearing members trading
for their house account (i.e., an investment bank trading for its
house account).

To get the residual volume at each price-in effect, the outside
customer participation-add the two percents together (CTI 1 +
CTI2) and subtract from 100.

BreakdownOf CTIMarket

Participants The last column shows the session's completed Market Profile
graphic.

There are four CTI volume
classifications of market Underneath the six columns, you can see...

participants: ...The 70070range. This is the range in which 70070of the session's
trade occurred-in other words, the value area. In this session, it isCTI1 -local floor traders
112-30 to 113-02.

(Personal accounts)

CTI2-CBOT commercial clearing ...Under the CTI2 column, you can see the average commercial
members (Proprietary or CBOT clearing member participation in the value area.

house account) ...The report also shows total volume for this particular contract
and total volume for all bond contracts currently trading.CTI3-members filling orders for

other members As noted earlier, volume data in a vacuum is meaningless. Therefore,
before we analyze a report, we're going to discuss 1) how to relateCTI4-members filling orders for
volume data to the surrounding situation and 2) why the categories

the public or for any in the LDB report-total volume, commercial behavior, volume
other type of customer distribution throughout the range, etc.- can help you understand

*CTI stands for Customer Trade Indicator what's happening in the marketplace.
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LIQUIDITYDATABANK®REPORT VOLUMEDETAILREPORTFOR06/24/93

Updated 06/24/93 18:14:01
Commodity-U.S. Bonds A
Future - SEP 93
NOTE: Volume figures shown are actual number of contracts multiplied by 2.

Contract Trade Half-HourBracketTimes G
SEP93 B Price C Volume D '/,ofTotal CTI1% CTI2% AtWhichPricesOccurred

11218/32 20 0.O O.0 50.0 G

11219132 4724 0.6 E 28.s F 33.7 noprsG
12 20132 4496 0.6 31.0 8.4 mnoprsG
12 21/32 2204 0.3 37.7 2.7 mnG
12 25/32 20 0.0 60.0 0.0 O
12 26/32 15074 2.1 58.0 6.9 Oc
12 27/32 30948 4.2 57.8 12.2 Ocd
12 28/32 37148 5.1 53.2 13.8 OPcd
12 29/32 23192 3.2 58.3 11.3 POcd
12 30132 59880 8.2 53.8 8.7 PORSTXbcd

11231/32 139030 19.1 59.2 12.6 PORSTVWXabcde
113 166410 22.8 53.8 11.8 PQRSTUVWXabde
13 1/32 86520 11.9 52.9 15.8 PORSTUVWXabde
13 2/32 71626 9.8 57.0 14.7 PRSTUVWa
13 3/32 34788 4.8 56.9 12.5 PRSUVa
13 4/32 33774 4.6 58.8 8.5 RS
13 5/32 13544 1.9 60.6 12.3 RS

H 13 6/32 5356 0.7 52.1 1.2 R

70%RANGE 11230/32
OFDAILY TO 523466 71.8 55.5 12.7 PORSTUVWXabcde
VOLUME 113 2/32

%OFTOTAL
I CTI1 CTI2

TotalVolumeforSEP93U.S.BONDS 728,754 55.5 12.4
TotalVulumeforU.S.BONDS - 732,086 55.6 12.3
TotalSpreadVolumeforSEP93U.S.BONDS- 14,934 23.8 12.5

Market Profile®/Liquidity Data Bank®are registered trademarks of the Chicago Board of Trade ©1993, Board of Tradeof the City of Chicago ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

A. The date and time the LDB report is compiled; as of this writing hourly LDB updates are provided by the CBOT (in conjunction

with the Board of Trade Clearing Corporation).

B. Price levels at which nonspread trades occurred (and cleared) as of the time of the report.

(. Nonspread volume at each traded/cleared price level as of the time of the report; generally equal to the actual number of

contracts multiplied by 2 since both buy and sell sides of a trade are reported separatelyl

D. Nonspread volume at each traded/cleared price level as of the time of the report expressed as a percentage of total contract
volume.

I_. Local floor traders' nonspread volume (trading for their own accounts) at each traded/cleared price level expressed as a
percentage of total contract volume as of the time of the report.

F. CBOT commercial clearing members' nonspread volume (trading for their house accounts) at each traded/cleared price level

expressed as a percentage of total contract volume as of the time of the report.

G. Time brackets at which the nonspread price levels were traded/cleared as of the time of the report. Note that Market

Profile/LDB reports are available from the CBOT by day, evening, or GLOBEX ® trading sessions, or (as shown) the composite. _

H. The Value Area is defined as the price range where 70 percent of the nonspread traded/cleared volume took place (i.e., one
standard deviation rounded up to 70 percent).

I. Futures nonspread (contract and commodity) volume and spread volume summary information; except for grain futures, volume

is generally equal to the actual number of contracts multiplied by two since the buy and sell sides of a trade are reported/counted

separately. Note that spread information comes from the pit traders' trading cards. Also, more detailed spread information is

available from the CBOT as a special request item.

_However,as of this writing, the LDB report shows CBOT grain futures trading in a contract size of 5,000 bushels (but the last three zeros are left off). Therefore, an
adjustment factor of 10 must be used to convert LDB grain futures volume numbers to traded contracts.
2For the Market Profile database at the CBOT (asof the time of this writing), all GLOBEX trades are shown in the G time bracket regardless of the actual times
traded.
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WhyDoesLDBData Todemonstrate, we're going to consider the same volume situation
NeedAContext in two different contexts. First, we'll relate it to buying and then to

ToBeMeaningful? selling. You'll see for yourself that the conclusion in each case isdifferent.

Relating volume to behavior is an unfamiliar approach for most
traders. So we're going to start with relatively simple situations.
We're using single sessions from 1988to introduce the concept
because they offer clear examples. As we move forward, you'll see
that you apply the same principles to the distribution process-in
other words, to the market's natural units, in short- and long-term
time frames.

See example on page 271. Here's the volume situation: most of the
volume is in the top half of the range.

Specifically, 57.4% of the day's total volume is in the top half of the
range versus 42.7% in the bottom half. (A quick way to do this is to
add the percentages in quadrants 1 and 2 for volume in the top half
of the range; add the percentages in quadrants 3 and 4 for volume
in the bottom half of the range.)

The 70% range is 93-19 to 92-26. So the value area-the range in
which 70% of the day's trade occurred-is also near the top of the
range.

Now let's say we're at the top of an up move.

You can see that the activity in this session is buying because the
directional move is up. In A period, the market trades from 92-16 to
92-26. In J period, the market trades at 93-19. The profile graphic
seems to indicate strong buying. Why?

The minus development (single prints) in A and E period show that
cash is flowing directly into the market. Development above the
directional move shows that the cash flow is up.

Does LDB volume confirm this strength? In other words, does
LDB data suggest continuation of the trend?

Since the directional move is up, volume in the top half of the range
shows that the activity level of the buyer is increasing as the price
moves up. The market should have to go higher to shut off this
activity. We're at the top of an up move. So volume at the top, in
this case, suggests that the uptrend could continue.
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Continuation Liquidity Data Bank* Volume Detail Report
Copyright Chicago Board of Trade 1988. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
For 88/02/18 U.S. Bonds MAR 88 Updated 88/02/19 18:14:01
Note: Volume figures are actual numbers of contracts multiplied by 2.

Trade %Of CTI1 CTI2 Half-HourBracketTimes
Price Volume Total % % AtWhichPricesOccurred
9319/32 1592 0.3 54.3 5.7
9318132 9028 1.7 55.9 14.7
9317132 18936 3.7 55.9 10.4
9316/32 15076 2.9 52.6 19.5
9315/32 24980 4.8 49.9 15.8 Directional
9314132 28894 5.6 60.2 12.4 move up
9313132 30908 6.0 60.0 14.5
9312/32 23682 4.6 52.9 12.3
9311/32 25892 5.0 62.3 10.9
9310132 21724 4.2 58.1 11.9
93 9/32 12258 2.4 55.8 10.6
93 8/32 12158 2.3 69.3 5.3

Value 93 7/32 7446 1.4 56.2 9.5
93 6/32 10554 2.0 58.0 9.1

area at the 93 5/32 12324 2.4 55.5 9.9
top shows 93 4/32 9950 1.9 60.6 11.2

93 3/32 6782 1.3 52.9 14.1 Minus developmentthat buying 93 2/32 24572 4.7 40.3 8.3
increased 93 1/32 2314 0.4 56.1 11.3

as price 93 5314 1.0 56.9 12.0

moved up 9231/32 3450 0.7 55.6 17.79230/32 16552 3.2 58.1 13.1
9229132 12206 2.4 53.6 12.7
9228132 9772 1.9 58.3 12.5
9227132 9048 1.7 62.7 10.4 BCD
9226/32 15166 2.9 58.1 12.3 ABC
9225132 16280 3.1 61.0 10.3 ABC
9224132 18000 3.5 57.2 11.0 ABC
9223/32 8144 1.6 54.1 21.6 AB
9222/32 12160 2.3 57.8 13.3 AB
9221/32 22110 4.3 54.9 15.3 AB
9220132 23034 4.5 50.8 12.6 AB
9219/32 16150 3.1 60.1 12.4 A]
9218/32 18412 3.6 59.2 19.3 AI9217/32 11728 2.3 59.0 12.2 A -- Minus development
9216/32 948 0.2 43.7 21.1 A

Total Volume U.S. Bonds Mar 88=517544 Total Volume U.S. Bonds=554518

Liquidity Data Bank ® Volume Summary Report
Copyright Chicago Board of Trade 1988. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
Note: Volume figures are actual numbers of contracts multiplied by 2.
For 88/02/18 U.S. Bonds MAR 88 Updated 88/02/18 18:14:01

Category Price Tot.Vol. % CTI1% CTI2% BracketTimes
OPEN 9317/32 22274 4.3 57.8 10.5 E

TO 9315/32
CLOSE 9314/32 53874 10.4 55.4 14.0 GIJKLM

TO 9515/32
HIGH 9319132 1592 0.3 54.3 5.7 J
QUADRANT 9319/32 178988 _ 57.7 13.4 FGHIJKL

57.4°70 in top half Top 1TO 9311/32

of range (93-19 to 93-02) half QUADRANT 93 10/32 117768 54.8 9.8 EFGHI2TO 93 2/32
QUADRANT 93 1/32 90102 ] 17.4] 58.3 12.1 ABCDE

42.7°7oin bottom half Bottom 3TO 9225/32
QUADRANT 9224132 130686 56.1 14.4 ABC

of range (93-01 to 92-16) half 4 TO 9216/32
LOW 9216/32 948 0.2 43.7 21.1 A

70%Range
ofDaily 13 19/32

Volume [,9226/32 370578 71.6 56.3 12.1 ABCDEFGHIJKL
Value area
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Now let's consider the same volume situation in relation to selling.
See page 273. We're going to ask the same question: Does the
volume indicate continuation or change? But here we're at the bot-
tom of a downtrend.

You can see that volume is again in the top half of the range.

Of the day's total volume, 78.7% is in the top half of the range
versus 21.4% in the bottom half. Furthermore, the spread between
volume in the top and volume in the bottom is much stronger in
this session than in the first example. (In that session, there was
57.4% in the top versus 42.7% in the bottom. In this session, it's
78.7% versus 21.4%.) Does the volume situation in this session also
indicate continuation?

This time, remember, we're at the bottom of a down move. The
minus development in I, J and K periods (single prints) shows that
the cash flow is still down. In this case, however, the market
developed first and then moved down directionally.

The volume base at the top of the range here suggests that the
down move could be coming to an end. In other words, volume at
the top of the range here suggests a change in market direction.

The same volume situation-volume in the top half of the
range-meant something different in each case because volume in
the first session reflected buying and in the second session, it
reflected selling. The other crucial factor was where we were in the
longer-term move.

To underscore that point, let's consider the same session in two
different locations and ask the same question: Does LDB volume
suggest continuation or a change in market direction?
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FL _
i.nange Liquidity Data Bank_ Volume Detail Report

Copyright Chicago Board of Trade 1987.ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
For 87/06/08 Corn DEC 87 Updated 87/06/08 18:03:21
Note: Volume figures shown are actual number of bushels multiplied by 2.

Trade % Of CTI! CTI2 Half-HourBracketTimes
Price Volume Total % % At WhichPricesOccurred

2003/4 200 0.1 47.5 5.0 E
2001/2 1990 1.3 50.3 1.3 E
200I/4 3580 2.4 59.9 2.5 DE\
200 13250 9.0 30.9 26.4 DE \
1993/4 13210 8.9 53.9 17.0 DEFH/

Value 1991/2 17180 11.6 54.9 8.7 DEFGH? Development firstarea at- 1991/4 16510 11.2 54.7 10.8 DEFGH
199 24440 16.5 41.0 14.4 DFGHII

top 1983/4 9060 6.1 54.8 13.0 DFHI1
1981/2 6340 4.3 39.2 22.3 DFHI1
1981/4 1240 0.8 44.0 19.0 I
198 3820 2.6 60.5 2.9 IJ
1973/4 5480 3.7 59.9 21.4 IJ
1971/2 7380 5.0 44.3 19.1 IJ
1971/4 3160 2.1 48.1 20.4 J
197 2320 1.6 42.2 17.2 JK
1963/4 3300 2.2 44.7 6.1 K
1961/2 1790 1.2 56.1 20.4 K
1961/4 2520 1.7 58.7 11.5 K_ Then directional
196 3520 2.4 52.6 10.4 K move
1953/4 2160 1.5 58.1 0.9 K
1951/2 2910 2.0 66.8 6.4 K
1951/4 2370 1.6 52.7 5.3 K
195 210 0.1 54.8 0.0 K

Total Volume Corn Dec 87= 147940 Total Volume Corn=251100

Liquidity Data Bank ® Volume Summary Report
Copyright Chicago Board of Trade 1987.ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
Note: Volume figures are actual numbers of contracts multiplied by 2.
For 87/06/08 Corn DEC 87 Updated 87/06/08 18:03:21

Category Price Tot.Vol. % CTII% CTI2% BracketTimes
OPEN 1983/4 33500 22.6 44.7 14.7 OFGHI

TO 199
CLOSE 197 5620 3.8 43.7 10.7 JK

TO 1963/4
HIGH 2003/4 200 0.1 47.5 5.0 E

78.7o70in top half T°P I QUADRANT2003/41TO 1991/4 65920 _ 49.9 13.9 DEFGH
of range (2003/4 to 1973A) half QUADRANT 199 50380 46.8 15.1 DFGHIJ

2 TO 1973/4

I QUADRANT 1971/2 17950 _ 46.0 16.8 IJK

21.4O7oin bottom half Bottom 3 TO 1961/2

of range (1971/2to 195) half QUADRANT 1961/4 13690 57.7 7.2 K
4 TO 195

LOW 195 210 0.1 54.8 0.0 K

70%Range
ofDaily 12001/4

Volume [1981/2 103570 70.0 47.6 14.7 DE

Value area
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See page 275. As noted previously, there is more volume in the top
half of the range; the 70°70 range (the value area) is also in the top
half of the range. Activity in the session is buying.

First, we're going to take the session and again put it at the top of
an uptrend. And now that we have introduced our method of using
volume data, let's look at the activity in greater detail.

• The cash flow is up. There is minus development in A and E
periods. After the money entered in A period, the market tried to
find a fair price around which to develop in B, C and D periods. It
was unable to do so.

• More money entered the market in E period and expanded the
range. This move propelled the market up to 93-19. The session
finally developed around 93-12-almost a point higher than the low
of the day.

• The value area developed near the top of the range. Therefore,
the move brought in more activity as the price moved higher. If a
move is bringing in heavy volume, the market generally has to go
further to shut the activity off.

• In addition to the strong buying, there is no evidence of selling
in this session. Therefore, the market doesn't seem to have moved
high enough yet to bring in an opposite response.

The conclusion: the volume, in this case as we said earlier, seems to
indicate a strong trend that should continue.

Now let's put this same session at the bottom of a downtrend.
Nothing has changed except the location in the longer-term move.
Nevertheless, in this case, the volume situation suggests that the
down move might be over.

Why?

• There is no selling in the session. The market has to stop the old
activity, in this case, selling, before it can begin something new. The
lack of selling suggests that sellers no longer believe the market is
undervalued at this price level.

• We've also gone low enough to bring in buying. Furthermore, the
opposite response seems strong enough to reverse market direction.
Why? The direct cash flow into the market-the minus development
in A and E periods-shows that the buying is strong.

• Volume is at the top of the range which confirms the strength.
Therefore, the market should have to go higher to shut off the
activity.

The conclusion: volume, in this case, suggests a change in market
direction.

These are simple examples-and we've kept them simple to illustrate
the concept. Nevertheless, they make an important point. You can
see that the same volume situation-or even the same session-can
mean continuation in one context and change in another. Therefore,
when you are analyzing volume data, ask yourself:

...What was the activity in the session?

274 ...How does this activity relate to the larger move?

The answers to these questions can make a big difference.



Location Makes A Difference Liquidity Data Bank ® Volume Detail Report
Copyright Chicago Board of Trade 1988.ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
For 88/02/18 U.S. Bonds MAR 88 Updated 88/02/19 18:14:01
Note: Volume figures are actual numbers of contracts multiplied by 2.

Trade % Of CTI1 CTI2 Half-HourBracketTimes
Price Volume Total % % At WhichPricesOccurred
9319/32 1592 0.3 54.3 5.7
9318/32 9028 1.7 55.9 14.7
9317/32 18936 3.7 55.9 10.4
9316/32 15076 2.9 52.6 19.5
9315/32 24980 4.8 49.9 15.8
9314/32 28894 5.6 60.2 12.4
9313/32 30908 6.0 60.0 14.5
9312/32 23682 4.6 52.9 12.3 Fair price
9311132 25892 5.0 62.3 10.9
9310132 21724 4.2 58.1 11.9
93 9/32 12258 2.4 55.8 10.6
93 8/32 12158 2.3 69.3 5.3

Value area- 93 7/32 7446 1.4 56.2 9.5
93 6/32 10554 2.0 58.0 9.1
93 5/32 12324 2.4 55.5 9.9
93 4/32 9950 1.9 60.6 11.2
93 3/32 6782 1.3 52.9 14.1
93 2/32 24572 4.7 40.3 8.3 More money

93 1/32 2314 0.4 56.1 11.3 expands range
93 5314 1.0 56.9 12.0
9231/32 3450 0.7 55.6 17.7
9230/32 16552 3.2 58.1 13.1
9229/32 12206 2.4 53.6 12.7
9228/32 9772 1.9 58.3 12.5
9227/32 9048 1.7 62.7 10.4 BCDI -- Unable to find

9226/32 15166 2.9 58._ 12.3 A8CI a fair price
9225/32 16280 3.1 61.0 10.3 ABC
9224/32 18000 3.5 57.2 11.0 ABCt
9223132 8144 1.6 54.1 21.6 AB
9222/32 12160 2.3 57.8 13.3 AB
9221/32 22110 4.3 54.9 15.3 AB
9220/32 23034 4.5 50.8 12.6 AB/
9219/32 16150 3.1 60.1 12.4 A
9218/32 18412 3.6 59.2 19.3 A
9217/32 11728 2.3 59.0 12.2 A
9216/32 948 0.2 43.7 21.1 A

Total Volume U.S. Bonds Mar 88=517544 Total Volume U.S. Bonds=554518

Liquidity Data Bank ® Volume Summary Report
Copyright Chicago Board of Trade 1988.ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
Note: Volume figures are actual numbers of contracts multiplied by 2.
For 88/02/18 U.S. Bonds MAR 88 Updated 88/02/18 18:14:01

Category Price Tot.Vol. % CTI1% CTI2% BracketTimes
OPEN 9317/32 22274 4.3 57.8 10.5 E

TO 9315132
CLOSE 9314/32 53874 10.4 55.4 14.0 GIJKLM

TO 9515132
HIGH 9319/32 1592 0.3 54.3 5.7 J

57.4°-/0in top half QUADRANT 9319/32 178988 _ 57.7 13.4 FGHIJKL1TO 9311/32

of range (93-19 to 93-02) QUADRANT 9310/32 117768 122.8[ 54.8 9.8 EFGHI2 TO 93 2/32

42.7°70 in bottom balf QUADRANT 93 1/32 90102 _ 58.3 12.1 ABCDE3 TO 9225132

of range (93-01 to 92-16) QUADRANT9224132 130686 125.3 I 56.1 14.4 ABC4 TO 9216/32
LOW 9216132 948 0.2 43.7 21.1 A

70%Range
ofDaily J9319132
Volume 9L__26/32 370578 71.6 56.3 12.1 ABCDEFGHIJKL

Value area
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NOTES
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WhyAreTheCategories Total volume, activity in the value area, the way volume is distributed

InTheLDBReport throughout the range, and CTI2 activity can give you valuable

Significant? insight into what's happening in the marketplace. Using the data, asnoted earlier, however, is not a one-step process. You have to relate
volume to behavior to make it meaningful. Therefore, it helps to
understand the reasons for monitoring these items.

Why Look At Total Volume?

This is one of the broadest measures of how successfully the market
is distributing its goods and services.

The more activity a price move brings in, the better the marketplace
is facilitating trade. And when a price move is bringing in more
activity as it moves up or down, it generally has to go higher-or
lower-to shut off the activity. That's why trade facilitation generally
indicates continuation. Think of a runner. If he is running fast, he
usually can't stop on a dime. His momentum carries him a little
further before he can come to a stop.

To demonstrate, let's look at an actual situation. In addition to the
volume data, we're also going to consider news events and develop-
ments that are affecting value at the time.
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See page 279. On 5/13/92, we're at the top of a corn futures move.
Total volume is extremely heavy-more than double the volume in
the previous session. Is this up move going to continue?

On 5/14 to 5/18, the market comes into balance. It's trading
sideways and testing the 269 ½ level-a long-term unfair high at the
time. On 5/15, the momentum from the heavy volume on 5/13
expands the range to 268 ½.

At the same time, there is no strong buying here at the top of the
move. In addition, even though the 70°70 range is higher on 5/15,
the session is a down day.

Put the sessions from 5/13 to 5/18 together visually. The cumulative
graphic suggests that the market is becoming efficient. Note how
tightly balanced the market is on 5/18. This suggests that the up
move could be coming to an end.

Decreasing total volume reinforces what you see in the profile
graphic because it shows that the price move is bringing in less
activity as the market trades sideways.

An efficient (balanced) market is in position to move directionally.
We're at a potential parameter (the 269½ level). The market can't
seem to violate it. That's a form of minus development.

Therefore, the cash flow at the top seems to be down. Cash flow to
the downside suggests that the directional move out of this balance
area is going to be down.

What happened?
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AnEfficientMarketIsReadyToMove
CZ2 © 1992 CQGINC.

2724
2720
2714
2710
2704
2700 Down
2694 day 70°70 range
2690 /_ ---_ higher
2684 2681/2 I D [ _,_2680 DE

y"2674 I DEGH \
2670 I DEFGH K \
2664 flu DEFGH K
2660 flu DGHJ K_ \
2654 GHIJK _DHIJK IK
2650 GHIJK JK _ DHIJK_ EGIJK \
2644 GHK JK4 DfllJK _DEFGHIJK--- - 264V2
2640 GHK JK HIJK DEFGHIJ/
2634 _DGK4 JK HIJK _ DEF /
2630 DGK DIJ HI DE
2624 DEFG "DGHIJ H D /

2620 DEF DGHIJ D/
2614 DEF DEGHI
2610 _ DE DEFGI /

/
2604 K D DEFG I
2600 JK_ _ DE
2594 _ DJK I .-- .--- ... I
2590 DJ
2584 DJ
2580 _BCJ

- 2574 DEFGIJ
2570 DEFGHIJ
2564 DFGHI

2560 D Total volume heavy2554 I
2550 VAIl 2590 VAH[ 2656 VAH 2630 VAH 2684 VAH 2650

2544 VAL 2564 VALI 2620 VAL 2602 VAL 2654 VAL 26342540 VOL 116755 VOL 266355 YOL 146335 VOL 165100 VOL 82760 Decreasing
2534 CTI2 6.00 CTI2 6.80 CTI2 3.60 CTI2 4.70 CTI2 4.20 total volume

2530 TPO 19 TPO 70 TPO 66 TPO 83 TPO 482524 30 0 0 0 0

• 5/12 5/13 5/14 5/15 5/18

MarketProfile is a registeredtrademarkof the Chicago Boardof Trade
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See page 281. This graphic (the construction is discussed in Parts IV
and V) organizes value areas for each session so that you can see
distribution development plainly. The up unit comprises sessions
from 5/12 to 5/18. (A complete unit includes a directional move
plus development.) In this case, after moving up directionally on
5/12 and 5/13, the market came into balance on 5/14 to 5/18.

We tested the downside of the balance area on 5/14 and the upside
on 5/15. Now we're trading in the middle. The market's in position
for another directional move.

The session on 5/19 was the start of a move back to 2561A on 5/20.
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Dec92CornFutures:
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See page 283. This example shows a unit in the soybean futures
market which begins on 10/1/92. Note the heavy volume. This
activity establishes the unfair high.

The directional move continues on 10/2. Volume is lighter but still
relatively heavy. LDB data suggests that the market should have to
go lower to shut off the selling.

Then on 10/5, the market opens at 525 and tests 524½. Where are
we in the long-term move? We're at the low of a move that started
in July at the 614½ level.

What happens in the marketplace? The down move brings in strong
buying and the market reverses. This buying establishes the unfair
low.

The market comes into balance on 10/6, 10/7 and 10/8. The
cumulative profile looks as though this unit is coming to an end
because value is roughly in the middle between an unfair high and
an unfair low.

Note the decreasing volume in these three sessions. Since volume
decreases as the market becomes efficient, this reinforces our
analysis. As noted earlier, an efficient market is in position to begin
something new.

What happens here?

On 10/9, the market tests the 536 level. The new beginning on 10/12
was the start of a move up to 550 on 10/22.
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AnotherEfficientUnit

SX2 © 1992CQGINC.

5394 0 -- Unfair high
5390 _- D
5384 D
5380 D
5374 D
5370 DEF
5364 DEFGI
5360 DEFGHIJ-536
5354 _DGHIJ
5350 GHJ
5344 GJK
5340 JK Value in the
5334 JK middle,
5330 JK JK "-----... wide at the
5324 K_ EJK EF _ mean,
5320 K D EFGJK DEFIJ _ efficient5314 D E DEFGHIJK _ DEFGHIJK
5310 _ DE E DEFGHIK _'DFGHIJK D "Z'_
5304 DEF EFK _-DEGHIK_ DFK4 DEIJK/\
5300 DEFGHI EFIK DEG DK DEFGHIJK_I

5294 FGHIJ EFIJK D D " DEFGHIJK/I5290 _GHIJ EFGHIJK P-D P- DEFGH
5284 JK EFGHIJK D DE /

/
5280 JK _EGHIJK4 D j
5274 K EIJK J
5270 K_ DE .--- --- _ j
5264 K DE
5260 D
5254 D
5250 Opens-- ,- D
5244 D -- Unfair low
5240
5234
5230 Heavy volume

5224 I l5220 VAHI 5370 VAH 5314 VAIl 5310 VAH 5324 VAH 5320 VAH 5304
5214 VAL 5330 VAL 5284 VAL 5266 VAL 5302 VAL 5304 VAL 5294
5210 VOL 226495 VOL 193865 VOL 198795 VOL 151260 VOL 95895 VOL 36250 Volume
5204 CTI2 1.70 CTI2 2.40 CTI2 2.90 CTI2 4.20 CTI2 4.80 CTI2 2.30 decreasing
5200 TPO 55 TPO 41 TPO 71 TPO 60 TPO 47 TPO 44
5194 0 0 0 0 0 0
• 10/1 10/2 10/5 10/6 10/7 10/8
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Why Look At The Value Area?

It's important to know where value is because value typically has to
trade above the top of a move or below the bottom if a trend is
going to continue. In other words, the marketplace has to facilitate
trade at the high or at the low if a move is going to continue.

The wider the 70% range, the better the marketplace is facilitating
trade. Keep in mind, though, that a wide value area has to be related
to whatever activity-buying or selling-occurs in the session.

To explain, see the example on page 285.

The market started trading up on 12/3. On 12/6, value (the 70%
range) is higher and wider. Activity in the session, however, is sell-
ing. Therefore, the higher and wider value area reflects an opposite
response. Instead of continuation up, the higher and wider value
area could indicate a change in market direction.

Now let's take our example above a step further. Where is this 12/6
value area (the volume base) located in the session's range?

Let's say the volume base in this session is located near the low end
of the range. In other words, as the price moved down, it brought in
more activity. Broadly speaking, this is additional confirmation that
the market should have to go lower to shut off the activity. In other
words, it seems to reinforce the idea of a change in market direction.
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Let's look at the location of the 70°70range in another example.

See page 287. On 7/7 and 7/8, the market is balanced. It seems to
be developing around 5873A. Volume is decreasing. Then on 7/9, we
have what seems to be a new beginning.

Total volume is heavy. The directional move in the session is down.
The value area is at the bottom of the range. This is down distri-
bution with down development. This combination strongly suggests
continuation down because both elements (distribution and
development) are pulling together. There is no conflict in the
marketplace. What happened?
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DownDistributionWithDownDevelopment
SX2 © 1992CQGINC.

5910 Balance
5904 _ J /
5900 JK \
5894 FG EIJK
5890 EFGH EIJK \ I D
5884 EFGHIJK EFHIK I D
5880 EFGHUK DEFGHIK_ _ D
5874 DEFGHIJK_ _DEFGHK_ D
5870 _DEFGIK DEFGHKJ D
5864 DIK DFG ,/ D \5860 D D DEF
5854 D D / _ DEFG
5850 ,- D _ D DEFG
5844 _ DEGJ I Down development
5840 Down DEGIJ
5834 distribution GHIJKI
5830 GHIJKI -- 70o7orange
5824 GHK/
5820 K ,,
5814 K_
5810 K
5804
5800
5794
5790
5784
5780
5774
5770
5764
5760
5754
5750
5744 Volume decreasing
5740
5734 VAH 5884 VAH 5886 VAH 5860
5730 VAL 5864 VAL 5860 VAL 5820
5724 VOL 170960 VOL 166875 VOL 209340-- Heavy volume
5720 CTI2 2.50 CTI2 2.60 CTI2 3.10
5714 TPO 62 TPO 70 TPO 61
5710 0 0 0
• 7/7 7/8 7/9

Market Profile is a registered trademark of the Chicago Board of Trade
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See example on page 289. On 7/10, the market tested the upside but
value couldn't trade above 586 ¼. The strong volume situation on
7/9 combined with the fact that value couldn't trade above 586 ¼
on 7/10 could help you to decide to go short.

By 7/31/92, the low of value was 555¾. Furthermore, this session
on 7/31 was the beginning of a move down to 524½ on 10/5/92.
(Refer back to page 283.)
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SoybeanFutures: 287 l 7/9
7/9/92to7/31/92 _s6 ! 5861A
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On the other hand, there is a conflict in the bond futures market in
the example below.

On 9/8, the directional move is up. The value area, however, is near
the bottom of the range. This is up distribution with down develop-
ment. The two elements are not pulling together. In addition, the
value area is not very wide. Buyers don't seem to be confident. This
suggests that the up move could be coming to an end.

AConflictInTheMarket

BDZ2 © 1992CQGINC.
10702
10701
10700[
10631I L
10630 L
10629 L_
10628 L
10627 KL
10626 KL
10625 K __ Up distribution
10624 K
10623 K
10622 K
10621 K
10620 JK
10619 JK
10618_J
10617 J
10616 flu \
10615 CDfllJ \
10614 ABCDEHIJ\
10613 ABCDEFGHII10612 zABCDEFG
10611 yzABCEFGI _ 70°;orange

10610 yNBFG//10609 yNB
10608 yz j _
10607 y
10606 y
10605 Down development
10604
10603
10602
10601
10600
10531 VAH 10619
10530 VAL 10608
10529 VOL 389528
10528 CTI2 15.00
10527 23
10526 TPO 37
• 9/8

Market Profile is a registered trademark of the Chicago Board of Trade
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What happened?

See the example below. On 9/8/92, we were trading near the high of
a long-term trend that started at the 97-20 level on 4/28/92.

When Germany lowered its interest rates slightly, the market tested
the 107 level in the evening session at the CBOT ® and in the Globex ®
session on 9/14. In spite of the somewhat bullish news, you can see
that the parameter at the 107 level held.

The conflict in the market on 9/8 suggested that buyers weren't
confident at this level. The market's inability to rally after good news
on 9/14 could help you decide to go short. This reaction suggests
that the parameter at 107 is going to hold.

You can see below that this is indeed what happened. On 9/16, the
low of value was 105-04. By 10/26, the long-term range had
expanded down to the 102 level.

In the example on page 290, a conflict in the market suggested a
trend was coming to an end. A value area in the middle of the
range can also suggest a change in market direction. Why? Value in
the middle of the range indicates an efficient market. Once the
market becomes efficient, it's ready to begin something new.

- BondFutures: 107 __ Tests top and

9/4/92 to 9/16/92 30 - -- -- parameter holds on
28 9/14

24 _

2o
18 _

1416 _ [_ [--'_ _ _ \

10 r--a []
08 o ]

06 I

04 _ 9/8 /

02 j

106 j
30
28 _

26 I_24

20 __
18
16
14

12 _ -- 9/16
lO
o8

06
04

1o5o2 _ 105-04
30
28

26
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See page 293. This example shows soybean futures at the top of an
uptrend that began at 598 on 5/1/92.

On 6/1, we are above the 640 level-the long-term unfair high at the
time. The 70% range is in the middle of the range. You can see
from the volume profile that the high volume price is also in the
middle of the range.

The market seems to be balanced and in position to move direction-
ally. Decreasing volume suggests that the directional move could be
down. In other words, low volume as the price moves up suggests
that this could be the end of the up move.

What happened?

The market traded down to 623 ½ on 6/8, reversed and tested the
top once more on 6/9. Again the market failed to trade through the
long-term unfair high. The session on 6/1 was the beginning of the
down move that hit 524½ on 10/5/92 (refer to page 283).
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AnUpMoveComesToAnEnd
SX2 © 1992CQGINC.

6530
6520
6510 D []
6500 D I-7
6490 D [Z
6480 D r--1
6470 D
6460 DE [-1
6450 DEGI
6440 DEFGHIJ I I
6430 DEFGHIJ g J
6420 _DEFGHIJ I-----1 I
6410 DFGIJK I------1 I
6400 _ DFIJK [-------7 High
6390 DJK F-1 volume
6380 DK
6370 DK [] price
6360 K I---1
6350 K_ E]
6340 K 0
6330
6320
6310 G 0
6300 FG
6290 FGIJ
6280 FGIJK L J
6270 DFGHIJK_ t J
6260 _DEFGHIJK L J
6250 DEFHIJK ! I
6240 DEHJ L J

- 6230 DEHJ
6220 DE
6210 D []
6200 _ D I Volume decreasing

61906180 VAH 6284 VAH 6454
6170 VAL 6240 / _ VAL 6380
6160 VOL 115400f _VOL 103620
6150 CTI2 2.30 TIME 21:00 CTI2 3.90 TIME 21:00

6140 TPO 0 VOL 0.0 TPO 158 VOL 1.16130 145 CTI2 0.0 0 CTI2 0.4
• 5/29 CBOT Volume 6/1 CBOT Volume
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Why Look At The Percent Of Total Column To See How Volume Is
Distributed Throughout The Range?

This information can help you judge if a trend is going to continue
at an increasing rate, continue at a decreasing rate, or come to an
end. In other words, the location of the volume base in a session
can help you gauge market momentum.

Many traders find it difficult to relate volume data to longer-term
moves at first. Therefore, we're going to illustrate this concept with
the profile graphic. Once you grasp the concept, it's much easier to
relate and interpret the volume data. Look at the trend on page 295.

You can see at a glance that starting on 4/19 the down trend is los-
ing momentum. Why?

After a strong beginning on 4/18 (down distribution and down
development), the volume base on 4/19 is at the top of the range. In
other words, although the market is still moving down, development
is at the top of the range. This conflict suggests that the down
move-at the very least-is starting to slow down. It may be starting
to come to an end.
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ContinuingAtADecreasingRate
BDM1 © 1991CQGINC.

9701
9700
9631
9630
9629
9628
9627
9626
9625
9624
9623 y
9622 _-y
9621 y Down distribution
9620 y
9619 y
9618 y
9617 y
9616 y
9615 y
9614 y
9613 _y
9612 yGHI _"
9611 yzGHIJ
9610 yzAEFGHIJKL W _ Down development
9609 yzACDEFGHIJKL._WXY \
9608 yzACDEFGJKL _,-WXYZa
9607 yzABCDEFJK _ WXYZabc_|
9606 yzABCDEK WXc / yH\
9605 yzBD f yHI \

9604 BD ,_ yzHIJ_ Up development9603 8 ._ yzGHIJ
9602 m ._. "_ yzGHIJ
9601 yzAGHIJ
9600 _ yzABGJKI
9531 zABEFGJK

9530 zABDEFGJK!9529 zBCDEFGJK
9528 D"BCDEFGK/
9527 BCFGK./
9526 Down BCFK1
9525 distribution CKs--
9524 K
9523 KL
9522 KL_
9521 KL
9520 L
9519 L
9518
9517
9516
9515
9514
9513
9512
9511
9510
9509
9508
9507
9506
9505
9504
9503
9502
9501
9500
9431
9430
9429
9428
9427

• 4/18 4/18 4/19
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See page 297. The night session on 4/21 continues the down move
but, again, with development at the top of the range. On 4/22, even
though we trade down to 95-03, development is at the top of the
range.

The night session trades sideways and the market starts to fill in the
area opposite the directional move.
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ComingIntoBalance
BDM! © 1991CQGINC.

9701
9700
9631
9630
9629
9628
9627
9626
9625
9624
9623 y
9622 _- y
9621 y
9620 y
9619 y
9618 y
9617 y
9616
9615
9614
9613 _,- -".-
9612 ,GHI
9611 'zGHIJ
9610 ,zAEFGHIJKL W_
9609 rzACDEFGHIJKL_WXY \
9608 rzACDEFGJKL_WXYZa
9607 rzABCDEFJK_ WXYZabc_I
9606 rzABCDEK WXc j yH \
9605 rzBD .I yHI
9604 BD ._ yzHIJ\
9603 B _ yzGfllJ
9602 "_ yzGHIJ\
9601 yzAGHIJ
9600 _ yzABGJK

9531 zABEFGJK]9530 zABDEFGJK
" 9529 zBCDEFGJK]

9528 D"BCDEFGK
9527 BCFGK/
9526 BCFK/
9525 CKs Up development

9524 K /
9523 KL
9522 KL-q
9521 KL _ zA
9520 L _ WZ \ zAB \
9519 L WYZ _ yzAB
9518 WXYZabc_ yzABCGH

9517 WXYZabcI _ yzBCGHII
9516 WXbc, yCEGHI
9515 D"WXc/ yCDEGII
9514 WXs- CDEFGI
9513 W CDEFGII
9512 Continues W _CFI /
9511 down move w tJ / bc,9
9510 IJ bc
9509 J WXYabc
9508 JK _"WXYZab
9507 JKL WXZa
9506 JKL-q _ W

9505 / JKL9504 Down JKL

9503 distribution-- K
9502
9501
9500
9431
9430
9429
9428
9427

- • 4/18 4/18 4/19 4/21 4/22 4/22
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See page 299. The day session on 4/23 is also trading sideways. Put
the three sessions (4/22 day, 4/22 night and 4/23 day) together
visually. You can see that the market is becoming more balanced. It
is becoming efficient.

The market is tightly balanced in the night session on 4/23 and is in
position to move directionally again.
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ContinuingToTradeSideways
BDMi © 1991CQGINC.

9701
9700
9631
9630
9629
9628
9627
9626
9625
9624
9623 y
9622 _ y
9621 y
9620 y
9619 y
9618 y
9617 y
9616 y
9615 y
9614 y
9613 D.-y "" ""
9612 yGHI _
9611 yzGHIJ

9610 yzAEFGHIJKL W
9609 yzACDEFGHIJKL4 WXY
9608 yzACDEFGJKL _WXYZo \
9607 yzABCDEFJK _ WXYZabc_|
9606 yzABCDEK WXc I' yH \
9605 yzBD j yHI
9604 BD ,I yzHIJ_.
9603 B ..._ .... _ _ yzGHIJ
9602 yzGHIJ
9601 yzAGHIJ
9600 w,-yzABGJK
9531 zABEFGJK
9530 zABDEFGJKI
9529 zBCDEFGJK
9528 _ BCDEFGK/ Market becoming
9527 BCFGK/ efficient
9526 BCFK
9525 CK• /
9524 K ._
9523 KL B "_
9522 KL_ _ B
9521 KL zA yABC
9520 L _ WZ zAB_. yABCD W
9519 L WYZ yzAB I yzABCD WX
9518 WXYZabc4 yzABCGHv' yzACD -_-WXabc_

9517 WXYZabcD,-yzBCGHI_ yzACDEL WXYZabc)9516 WXbc yCEGHI yzACDEKL XY

9515 D.-WXc yCDEGI _ yzADEKL-q /
9514 WX CDEFGII yDEGHKL

9513 W CDEFGI/ yEGHIK /
9512 W _CFI j yEGHIK
9511 W IJ bc._ _.- yEFGHIJK /
9510 IJ bc EFGIJK

9509 J WXYabc EFGIJK /9508 JK _"WXYZab EFIJK
9507 JKL WXZa EFIJK /
9506 JKL_t _ W .s'

1
9505 JKL ._
9504 JKL ._
9503 K _.. _
9502
9501
9500
9431
9430
9429
9428
9427

- • 4/18 4/18 4/19 4/21 4/22 4/22 4/23 4/23
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See page 301. This down move comes to an end on 4/24 and the
market begins something new to the upside in G period. You can
see that the market used the sideways balance area first to stop the
down move and then to become efficient.

The session on 4/24 shows why it is crucial to relate volume to the
distribution process. We're trading at the bottom of the trend. Con-
sidered in a vacuum, the location of the volume base at the bottom
of the range seems to suggest that the market is going lower.

In the context of the distribution process, however, the volume base
on 4/24 completes the down unit which began on 4/18. In G period
on 4/24, the market was ready to begin something new to the
upside.
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MarketChangesDirection
BDM1 Q 1991 CQG INC.

9701
9700
9631
9630
9629
9628
9627
9626
9625
9624
9623 y
9622 • y
9621 y
9620 y
9619 y
9618 y

9617 y Startssomething9616 y
9615 y new in "G"
9614 y .......
9613 b.-y "'-
9612 yGHI
9611 yzGHIJ \
9610 yzAEFGHIJKL W
9609 yzACDEFGHIJKL4 WXY
9600 yzACDEFGJKL _.-WXYZo\ KL
9607 yzABCDEFJK _. WXYZobc_| _ KL
9606 yzABCDEK WXc J yH \ KL
9605 yzBD I yHI KL
9604 BD _ yzHIJ \ KL

9603 B _ _ yzGHIJ_, JKL_
9602 --' yzGHIJ JKL
9601 yzAGHIJ\ JK
9600 • yzABGJK J
9531 zABEFGJKI J

9530 zABDEFGJKi HJ9529 zBCDEFGJK HJ
9528 • BCDEFGK/ •HJ
9527 BCFGK/ GHIJ
9526 BCFK." GHIJ
9525 CKj / GHIJ
9524 K GI
9523 KL .... -" _ _" ..... .... AGI
9522 KL_ ".. AGI
9521 KL zA ,ABC yzABGI
9520 L • WZ zAB ,ABCD W yzABCG
9519 L WYZ yzAB ,zABCD WX yzABCDEFG\
9518 WXYZabc_ yzABCGH ,zACD _-w-WXabc_t yzABCDEFG!

9517 WXYZabc• yzBCGHI ,zACDEL WXYZabc• yzCDEFGj
9516 WXbc yCEGHI rzACDEKL XY yCD:_
9515 _"WXc yCDEGI • rzADEKL._ /
9514 WX CDEFGI rDEGHKL /
9513 W CDEFGI ,EGHIK
9512 W _.-CFI ,EGHIK /
9511 W IJ bc_ _.- rEFGHIJK
9510 IJ bc EFGIJK /

9509 J WXYabc EFGIJK /
9500 JK • WXYZab EFIJK
9507 JKL WXZa EFIJK /

9506 JKL_ • W _ _ Completes
9505 JKL _ down unit
9504 JKL I
9503 K _ in "y" through
9502 -" _ "F"
9501
9500
9431
9430
9429
9428
9427

• 4/18 4/18 4/19 4/21 4/22 4/22 4/23 4/23 4/24
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Why Look At CTI2 Volume?

Commercials, as a group, have known behavior patterns. This
means that their behavior can be a reliable indicator. In addition,
since they're using the market as part of their regular business
operations, they're generally acutely aware of the conditions that
affect value. If they didn't have a handle on value, they'd soon be
out of business. Consequently, their behavior can give you valuable
insight into the market.

Typically, commercials do most of their business in the value area.
The value area is the first standard deviation. In other words, the
market has found a fair price and is rotating around it. Since com-
mercials want to do regular business at a fair price, it is logical that
they do most of their business in this area.

Heavy CTI2 activity in the value area indicates that commercials
are comfortable doing regular business at this price level. They
consider the area a fair price and their routine activity helps the
marketplace to facilitate trade.

By definition, a fair price doesn't mean windfall profits but it does
mean an acceptable profit margin. If commercials are not comfort-
able doing business in the current value area, their activity decreases.
The result: the market is less able to facilitate trade effectively at
that price level.

Expected behavior

Generally speaking, commercials are responsive traders. Their
normal behavior pattern is to buy below the fair price and to sell
above it. This is expected behavior and basically doesn't move the
market directionally.

To explain, let's say the market is trading sideways in a range,
developing a longer-term value area. In other words, the market is
developing around a longer-term control price. This control price is
longer-term value. In this situation, commercials doing their routine
business in each session can help the market move up to the top
and down to the bottom of the range.

These moves, however, are simply longer-term value area rotations.
The commercial is buying below longer-term value at the bottom of
the range and then selling above longer-term value at the top. The
market is basically balanced in a longer-term time frame. Price is
just moving away from longer-term value and then back to it.

On the other hand, when you see commercials buying above the
control price or selling below it, their behavior is unexpected.
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Unexpected behavior

Since the commercial is routinely seeking a fair price, not an
excessively advantageous price, you won't see unexpected behavior
often. When you do see CTI2 buying above value or CTI2 selling
below, it can be significant.

Why? The commercial is now trading with a longer-term time
frame and the role of the longer-term trader is to move the market
directionally.

This long-term activity-instead of just helping the marketplace to
facilitate trade as his routine business in the value area does-can
help propel the market from an old value area to a new one.
Therefore, when commercials see an opportunity for more than just
an acceptable profit, their activity can spark a trend.

Let's say the market is moving sideways at the low of a move. Since
the commercial trader normally buys below value and sells above it,
CTI2 activity should generally be equally balanced at the top and
the bottom of a session's range. Typically, you would expect to see
equal concentrations at the top and the bottom of the range.

Here, however, CTI2 activity is skewed to the upside which shows
increasing commercial activity as the price moves up. This change
from normal behavior suggests that the commercial believes the
market is undervalued at this level. If commercials believe that the
market is undervalued here, this could be the bottom of the down
move.

Most of the time, it won't be obvious if commercials are buying or
selling because most of their activity occurs in the value area. So
before you can come to a conclusion, you need to determine if
CTI2 volume reflects net buying or net selling.

The CBOT is testing a new CTI2 information product that assists
you in this determination.
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CTI2 net activity

This product shows you whether the commercials' net activity is
buying or selling. Currently, this new product is available on an
hourly basis to subscribers on the internal CBOT TV system. For
those with access to the CBOT system, the product eliminates the
need for guesswork. You know what CTI2 activity represents: net
selling or net buying.

If you don't have access to this valuable tool, knowing that com-
mercials can overwhelm a distribution with big orders can help you
determine if their activity is net buying or selling.

How? See page 305. This example shows the Market Profile graphic
for the day session on 9/10/90.

The market resumed at 89-14 to 89-18. Then it tried to trade up past
89-21 in Q, R, U, and V periods. In W period, the market touched
89-22. The test failed and the market reversed, trading down to
88-28 in d period.

Note the flat top of the profile at 89-21. This is the kind of pattern
that results when commercial orders overwhelm a distribution. In
this case, their activity seems to reflect selling orders because the
market couldn't trade up.

Overwhelming a distribution is a form of minus development
because it keeps the market from developing at a higher or lower
level. Here it suggests that the cash flow is down.
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CTI2& a-" .'a.. gt LI:_
MC,,V,,y uverwne,m,n 9 Liquidity Data Bank ® Volume Detail Report

ADistribution Copyright Chicago Board of Trade 1990. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.For 90/09/10 U.S. Bonds DEC 90
Note: Volume figures are actual numbers of contracts multiplied by 2.

Trade Half-HourBracketTimes
Price AtWhichPricesOccurred
8922/32 W
8921/32 QRUVW Flat top
8920/32 PQRUVW
8919/32 PQRSUVW
8918/32 OPQRSUVW
8917/32 OPQRSTUVW

Resumes 8916/32 OPQRSTUVWX
8915/32 OQRSTUWX
8914/32 OSTXb
8913/32 Xabc
8912/32 Xabc
8911/32 Xabc
8910/32 Xabc
89 9/32 Xc
89 8/32 c
89 7/32 cd
89 6/32 cd
89 5/32 cd
89 4/32 d
89 3/32 d
89 2/32 d
89 1/32 d
89 d
8831/32 d
8830/32 d
8829/32 d
8828/32 d 88-28
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On page 307, you can see the LDB Report for this session. (The
evening session is included in the report.) Note the heavy CTI
activity at 89-19, 89-20, and 89-21.
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LDBReportFor9/10/90 LiquidityDataBank® VolumeDetailReport
Copyright Chicago Board of Trade 1990.ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
For 09/10/90 U.S. Bonds DEC 90
Note: Volume figures are actual numbers of contracts multiplied by 2.

Trade %Of CTII CTI2 Half-HourBracketTimes
Price Volume Total % % At Which PricesOccurred
8828/32 1044 0.3 60.2 11.0 de
8829/32 3920 1.0 44.3 11.4 de
8830/32 8690 2.2 50.9 8.9 de
8831132 6288 1.6 51.9 12.3 de
89 3178 0.8 55.1 11.7 d
89 1/32 5096 1.3 52.7 17.8 d
89 2/32 10278 2.6 54.7 10.2 d
89 3/32 11784 2.9 63.3 16.6 d
89 4/32 9756 2.4 54.1 12.9 d
89 5132 6800 1.7 50.3 16.2 cd
89 6/32 10326 2.6 58.3 18.4 cd
89 7132 4412 1.1 64.7 10.0 cd
89 8/32 4402 1.1 52.0 18.4 c
89 9132 5166 1.3 57.7 10.1 stXc
8910/32 8728 2.2 52.4 10.8 stXabc
8911/32 21162 5.3 64.0 13.5 rsXabc
8912132 24794 6.2 56.1 10.9 mpqrsXabc
8913/32 11398 2.8 58.4 14.7 mnopqrXabc
8914/32 8846 2.2 52.0 11.9 mnopqOSTXb
8915/32 26148 6.5 59.8 12.8 mnopOQRSTUWX
8916132 56966 14.1 47.8 15.3 mnopOPQRSTUVWX
8917/32 23614 5.9 64.0 14.8 noOPQRSTUVW
8918/32 36386 9.0 58.2 14.0 oOPQRSUVW
8919/32 43210 10.7 62.0 t 11"2I PQRSUVW/Heavy CTI2

8920/32 37390 9.3 59.8 ] 10.9 I PQRUVW/--activity8921132 12772 3.2 48.7 9.7 QRUVW/

8922132 266 0.1 62.0 0.0 W / Flat |op

70O7oRange 8911132

Of Daily TO 289914 72.0 57.6 13.1 mnopqrsOPORSTUVWXabc
Volume 8920/32

Total % of Total
Volume CTI1 CTI2

Total Volume for Dec 90 U.S. Bonds 402,820 56.7 13.0
Total Volume for U.S. Bonds 442,070 55.6 13.1
Total Spread Volume for Dec 90 U.S. Bonds 30,210 38.3 18.0
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On page 309, you can see another example of CTI2 activity over-
whelming a distribution.

This time the LDB data is presented in a graphic format. The bar
indicates the volume that traded at each price. The solid part of the
bar shows CTI2 activity.

You can see that the top of this profile is flat. The market can't
trade above 89-21 in z, A, D and E periods. In addition, the solid
part of the bars shows that the commercial is active at the top of
the range.

The fact that the commercial is active at the top and that the
market basically couldn't trade above 89-21 (the one tick extension
in F period is a test that failed) suggests that the commercial was
selling at the top of the range.

Why is this information valuable? It can help you pick entry and
exit spots.

For example, look at page 309 again.

In this session, it was a reason for going short after the test of
89-22 in F period. Why?

If commercial selling is containing the market on the upside, it is
logical to anticipate a test of the downside. The market starts to
trade down in G and breaks down to 88-28 in L period.
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CTI2SellingContainsActivity
BDZ0 © 1990CQGINC.

8929
8928
8927

8926 Heavy CTI2 activity8925

8923
8922 F Flat top
8921 zADEF
8920 yzABDEF I
8919 yzABDEFG • I
8918 yzABDEFG • 1
8917 yzABCDEFG
8916 yABCDEG mm 1
8915 _ yABCDG
8914 yBCDGI []
8913 GHIJ [Z
8912 GHIJ
8911 GHIJ
8910 GHIJ E3
8909 _GJK []
8908 JK []
8907 K []
8906 K [--1
8905 K 17
8904 K R
8903 KL
8902 KL
8901 KL []
8900 L D
8831 L
8830 L_ i-'-I
8829 L []
8828 L I]
8827
8826 Market starts to trade down in "G"
8825
8824
8823
8822
8821

• 9/10 CBOT Volume

MarketProfile is a registeredtrademarkof the Chicago Boardof Trade
© Copyright 1990Boardof Tradeof the City of Chicago
ALL RIGHTSRESERVED
© Copyright 1990CQG INC.
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There is another example of CTI2 activity overwhelming a distribu-
tion on page 311. This time, it is CTI buying that contains the
market on the downside.

You can see that the market can't break below 95-16. Note how

active CTI2 is at 95-17 (the solid part of the bar). The flat bottom
suggests that commercial buying is preventing the market from
developing at a lower level.

If you are more certain at the time-as you can with the CBOT's
new product-it can help you decide to go long early and enter at
the bottom of the move in G period. This trend takes the market to
96-08 in K period.

Now let's relate this behavior pattern to a longer-term unit in order
to recognize the beginning of a longer-term trend.
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CTI2BuyingContainsActivity
BDM1 © 1991CQGINC.

9612
9611
9610
9609
9608 KL 0
9607 KL
9606 KL
9605 KL
9604 KL
9603 JKL_
9602 JKL I_1
9601 JK []
9600 J []
9531 J 0
9530 HJ i"---1
9529 HJ
9528 _flJ I-----I
9527 GfllJ B I
9526 GHIJ
9525 GfllJ !_1
9524 GI
9523 AGI ml
9522 AGI
9521 yzABGI
9520 yzABCG
9519 yzABCDEFG I-----I
9518 yzABCDEFG I I
9517 _ yzCDEFG
9516 yCDF

D_'_ Note heavy CTI2
95149515 I activity
9513 Can't break
9512
9511
9510
9509
9500
9507
9506
9505
9504

• 4/24 CBOT Volume

Market Profile is a registered trademark of the Chicago Board of Trade
© Copyright 1991 Board of Trade of the City of Chicago
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

© Copyright 1991 CQG INC.
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See page 313. We're at the top of a longer-term move in wheat
futures. On 6/22/92, there is heavy CTI2 activity at the top of the
range (the solid part of the top bar). The top of the volume profile
is flat. Even without the volume analysis, you can see that the
market is in position to rally at the top of the move-and it doesn't.

The CTI2 activity seems to be overwhelming the distribution. In
other words, the fact that the market can't trade up suggests that
CTI2 selling is preventing the market from developing at a higher
level.

This is a form of minus development. The lack of activity suggests
that the cash flow up here at the top of the move is down.

Keep in mind that LDB volume data is not predicting that this price
level is the top of the move. Still, the CTI2 selling does suggest that
commercials believe that the market is overvalued at this level. At
the very least, the market will have a hard time distributing up in
the face of solid CTI2 selling.

If commercials-whose business it is to be aware of the conditions

that affect value-think that wheat is overvalued here, this informa-
tion can suggest that the up move is coming to an end. What hap-
pened here?
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CTI2ActivityAtTheTopOfAMove
WZ2 © 1992 CQGINC.

3706
3704 CTI2
3702 activity

3700 I3696 Flat top
3694 FG mg_
3692 FGHJ
3690 FGfllJ L J
3686 FGHIJ I J
3684 _ DEFGHIJK I J
3682 DEFIJK I----7
3680 K _ DEIK
3676 K 0 DEK 17
3674 K_ I----1 _DEK
3672 K [----7 DEK
3670 K I----'-1 DEK
3666 K 0 DEK
3664 IK [-'-'-----7 DK I I
3662 IJK _ DK_
3660 IJK _ K
3656 ,.-DHIJK I1_ K I
3654 DHIJ • I K I
3652 DHJ
3650 _ D _ DGH I I
3646 D DFGH []
3644 DK _ DEFGH L I
3642 DK [] DEFG
3640 DFK / l DEG tL_
3636 DEFK [ ] _ E I--'1
3634 _ DEFGHIJK_ I ] E []
3632 DEFGHIJK 1 J
3630 DEGHIJK • J
3626 DEGHIJK
3624 DGIJ l J
3622 DGI
3620 D VAH 3640 [----------7 VAH 3664 VAH 3694
3616 VAL 3624 VAL 3640 VAL 3670
3614 VOL 14215 VOL 20940 VOL 22495
3612 CTI2 2.70 TIME 21:00 CTI2 3.30 TIME 21:00 CTI2 9.70 TIME 21:00

3610 TPO 0 VOL 0.0 TPO 0 VOL 0.9 TPO 34 VOL 1.13606 48 CTI2 0.0 39 CTI2 0.0 16 CTI2 43.8
• 6/18 CBOT Volume 6/19 CBOT Volume 6/22 CBOT Volume

MarketProfile is a registeredtrademarkof the ChicagoBoardof Trade
© Copyright 1992Boardof Tradeof the City of Chicago
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
© Copyright1992CQG INC.
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See page 315. You can see that the session on 6/22 was the begin-
ning of a move down to 3441A on 7/13/92. The up move in D and
F periods on 6/22 (refer back to page 313) was a test of the 370
level which failed.

Commercial selling at the top of the range on 6/22 suggested that
the market was overvalued at 370. This, in turn, suggested that the
market might reverse direction.

The market came into balance again around 362½ on 6/25 and
6/26 and tested the upside once more on 6/30. However, by 7/13,
the low of value was 3441/2.

Before we look at another example, let's consider what an absence
of commercial selling at the top of a trend would tell us about con-
tinuation or change. Say we are at the top of a bean move and there
is no evidence of CTI2 selling.

If bean futures are overpriced, commercials should be selling. You
can tell from LDB volume, however, that there is no heavy CTI2
selling at this price level. That lack of selling by the commercials
could be an indication that the market may go higher.

Why? No CTI2 selling seems to suggest that commercials believe
beans are still undervalued at this price level.
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WheatFutures:
370 -- 3706/22/92to7/13/92 ½

369 IA _l

368 l-- 6/22
V2

367 [

1/2 I
366

365

364 [-_

363 ½ I_]
,/2 362 1//2

362

½ eq"-- 6/29361 ',o
½

360 .,.-

359 V2

½

358
½

357
½

356

1/2

355 _ I

354 ½ I
½ I

353 I
½ _

352

351 --_
½ \

350 \½
349

348 ½

347345

_/2 - I

346 ½ [

½ .... -- _ I -- 3441/2
344
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How else can CTI2 data help you make decisions?

The example on page 317 shows corn futures from 5/8/92 to
5/12/92. Note the increase in CTI2 volume in the value area on
5/12. On 5/8, it is 3.3%; on 5/11, it is 2.5%. Then on 5/12, it
jumps to 6%. In addition, the CTI2 activity in the value area
appears to reflect buying because the market begins an up move in
J period opposite the heavy CTI2 activity at 257 ¼.

At the time, 256 is the longer-term control price and the control
price reflects value.

Weather conditions are turning bullish and heavy commercial buy-
ing above value suggests that they believe the market is undervalued
here. Furthermore, commercial buying above value is unexpected
behavior. The CTI2 buying-in this particular case-might help you
decide to go long.

What happened? The market traded up to 267½ on 5/13.
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CTI2BuysAboveValue
CZ2 © 1992 CQGINC.

2636
2634
2632
2630
2626
2624
2622
2620 _ D
2616 D Beginning
2614 D [] of up
2612 D move
2610 0 D
2606 D
2604 D D K []
2602 D D JK 7---1
2600 D [] JK.q [_1
2596 DEK [---7 JK I--1
2594 DEK4 I I _ DJK
2592 _ DEFK [] DJ []
2590 DEFK _ DJ
2586 DEFJK [---1 DJ []
2584 DEFIJK [--q G [] DJ 0
2582 DEFGHIJK [---7 G 0 D'DJ []

2580 DEFGHIJK I I GI [---7 DEJ [--7 Heavy
2576 DEFGHIJ [-------7 GHIK I-7 DEFJ

2574 DEGHIJ _ DFGHIJK I-7 DEFGIJ _11-----7/CT|22572 DEGHI [] DEFGHIJK I-----7 DEFGHIJ activity
2570 DEH I---7 _DEFIJK_t I I DEFGHI I I
2566 E DEFIJK I I DFGHI
2564 ,- DEJK I I DG
2562 DE [_ D I
2560. DE [-------7 256
2556 DE []
2554 D D
2552
2550 VAH 2590 VAH 2574 VAH 2590
2546 VAL 2570 VAL 2564 VAL 2564
2544 VOL 88330 VOL 66790 VOL 116755
2542 CTI2 3.30 TIME 21:00 CTI2 2.50 TIME 21:00 CTI2 6.00 Activity jumps

2540 TPO 25 VOL 5.9 0 VOL 1.4 TPO 172536 29 CTI2 3.1 TPO 43 CTI2 0.0 33
• 5/8 CBOT Volume 5/11 CBOT Volume 5/12 CBOT Volume

MarketProfile is a registeredtrademarkof the Chicago Boardof Trade
© Copyright 1992Board of Tradeof the Cityof Chicago
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
© Copyright 1992CQGINC.
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Commercial activity, of course, is a useful indicator in all markets.
Let's consider Treasury bond futures.

The example on page 319 shows activity in the bond futures market
as it moves from the CBOT day session, to the CBOT night session,
to the Globex session, and back to the CBOT day session. You can
see that the market starts a near-term unit to the downside on

10/9/92. The directional move begins at 104-02. (The 104-02 level is
a longer-term control price or mean at the time. Note how a new
beginning generally starts at the mean of a previous distribution.)

On 10/11 and 10/12, the market trades sideways and develops this
unit-roughly around 103-22. The profile in the day session on
10/12 has a flat top. As noted earlier, a flat top suggests heavy
CTI2 activity.

LDB data on 10/12 confirms that commercials are active at 103-22

and 103-23. (The solid part of the bar is CTI2 activity.) As noted
earlier, this is the price area around which this unit seems to be
developing. Therefore, it reflects a fair price or value.

Heavy CTI2 activity at 103-22 and 23 suggests that commercials
feel comfortable doing routine business at this level. If they believe
the 103-22 to 23 area is fair, this price level could continue to reflect
near-term value-which suggests that this price level would continue
to control activity.

The conditions affecting value at the time also seem to bear out this
interpretation.

There seemed to be a tug-of-war between fear of the huge Federal
deficit which was pushing prices down and a weak economy which
was pulling prices up. Market participants weren't sure which would
be the winner. The upcoming Presidential election only heightened
the uncertainty. Under these conditions, it seems reasonable that the
market would remain balanced while it waits for news or data that
could put it on a surer footing or even a new course.

How does this background affect trading decisions?

If you believe that the market is controlled by price, you anticipate
that it will trade sideways in a range. Therefore, you look for oppor-
tunities to buy breaks below 103-22 and to sell rallies above 103-22
until near-term activity tells you that the control of this price is
breaking.
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NewBeginningOn10/9/92
BDZ2 © 1992CQGINC.

10417 B ""
10416 B
10415 B
10414 ABC _. Balance
1o413ABe w \ /10412 ABCD ," W
10411 ABCDK W
10410 zADKL W \
10409 zADIKL-, WX \ A_
10408 zADIJKL WXZ ,- mpr \ f
10407,_ yzADIJKL WXZb mnpqs _10406 yzDIJKL ,_WXZb-,, mt / _

10405-yzOElJK WXZab -t / _:_0" _010404 yzDEIJK WXZab t
10403 yzDEFIJK XYZa tv / W
10402- yzDEFIJ-- XYZa --- v4 y W .... ]04-02

10401 yzDEFHI XYZa // y W
10400 yEFHI XYZa y WX
10331 yEFHI Za / y WXY _

10330 yEFGH / New Y WXY10329 yEFGH WXY
10328 yFGH / beginning _A _ _"o'_

..wxY ,o"
!0327 yFGH / fA WY
]0326 FGH / tAB ,_ WYZbtAB YZab X Fiat top
10325 G ,/ rzABC Zab ,- iK A ,,/10324 G t \
10323 _ _ rzABC Zab-,, il yzABCDG L I
10322 ,_ zABC--_ ab_ _ I yzABCDEFGH\l J
10321 zABC a / I yzADEFGHI-,,I
10320 zABCDF I '_yzDEF /
10319 zBCDFGfl 103-22 _1 _ yzE / I----7
10318 zDFGHL mntv-q y / I--1
10317 zDEFGHL-q nqstv y / I-I
10316 zDEFGHJKL npqst /
10315 DEFGHJKL nrs f
10314 EHIJKL /
10313 EHIJKL /
10312 EIJK /

10311 EIJ _ /
10310 E
10309 "" _'

• 10/8 10/8 10/9 10/9 10/11 10/12 10/12 CBOT Volume
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For example, see below. On the evening session on 10/12, there is
opportunity to buy when the market can't break below 103-14 in Y
period. There is opportunity to sell in the CBOT day session when
the market can't rally above 103-31 in y period.

TestingAreaAboveAndBelow103-22

BDZ2 © 1992CQGINC.
10411
10410
10409
10408
10407
10406
10405
10404 .-.._._
10403 W "-" -"- -'-" _ Can't rally
10402,- y W -'- _ above 103-31
10401 y W _
10400 y WX _ \
10331 y WXY a y ,_
10330 y WXY ab v-., y \
10329 y WXY ab v ,- y
10328 yA ,-WXY ab qtv yz \
10327 yA WY ab stv yzA

/

10326 yA8 _ WYZb ab "lpr yzA
10325 yAB YZab ab ,_ In yzA \
10324 yzABC Zab ,_ ik A Zab.., mn zAB
10323 yzABC Zab-, il yzABCDG WZa mn B ]
10322,_yzABC-- -- ab m m I yzABCDEFGH-'_WZ "BCD 103-22
10321 yzABC a I yzADEFGHI-,,.- WXZ BCD I
10320 yzABCDF I " yzDEF WXZ BCD !
10319 yzBCDFGH '_1 ,- yzE XYZ BCD
10318 yzDFGflL mntv-- y XY BCDE_/
10317 yzDEFGHL-., nqstv y XY DE
10316 yzDEFGHJKL npqst XY D /
10315 yDEFGHJKL nrs XY /
10314 yEfllJKL XY
10313 EHIJKL _ _..
10312 EIJK
10311 EIJ .--- _ -.-" _ _
10310 E
10309 ---.--" _ "-" Can't break
10308 below 103-14
10307
10306
10305
10304
10303

• 10/9 10/11 10/12 10/12 10/12 10/13 10/13
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See below. On 10/14 in the CBOT day session, there is oppor-
tunity to buy after the downside test fails in y period.

ContinuesToRotateAround103-22

BDZ2 © 1992CQGINC.

10410 jtv,4
10409 ab_ _ ikpstv
10408 K Yab _ mpqs
10407 K YZab nps
i0406 K WXYZ n
10405 JK WXYZ
10404 JKL _WXY
10403 JKL W
10402 JKL W
10401 JKL _ W
10400 JL-4 W
10331 y IJ
10330 y IJ
10329D.yEF IJ
10328 yzEF GHI
10327 yzAEFG GHI
10326 yzAEFGH GHI
10325 yzAEFGHI FGHI
10324 zABEFGHIK FGHI
10323 BEGHIK FG
10322_BCDEGIKL FG 103-22
10321 BCDEIKL _yFG
10320 BCDEIKL b yzF

- 10319 BCDEIKL Yb4 yzF
10318 BCDEIJKL_ WYZab yzF
10317 DEIJKL _WXYZab _- jk yzEF
10316 DJ WXab jk[ yzACEF
10315 J _ Wa klnp yzACDE
10314 J Wa _mnpqs yzACDE
10313 nprstv yABCDE
10312 ptw yABCDE
10311 yABCD
10310 _ yABC
10309 yB
10308 yB
10307 y
10306 y
10305 y
103O4 y
10303 Downside test fails y
10302

• 10/13 10/13 10/14 10/14 10/14 10/15
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See page 323. By the day session on 10/15, we've traded up to 104-19
in B period. How are market participants trading? The market starts
to reverse in C period. This suggests that 103-22 is still controlling
activity. By the Globex session on 10/16, the market has been pulled
back to 103-22.

After the day session resumes on 10/16, the market gets bullish
news and can't rally. Weak reports on the economy again seem to be
running into the hurdle of the deficit.

You know what the news is and you see the reaction in the develop-
ing profile: the market tests the upside in y period and can't trade
above 103-31. The failure to rally is a form of minus development
which suggests that the cash flow at this level is down. The test in y
period is another opportunity to sell above value.

Our analysis on 10/12 helped us to recognize opportunities from
10/12 to 10/16.

We judged that 103-22 was going to continue controlling activity
because of CTI2 activity. The market's reaction to economic reports
and developments from 10/12 to 10/16 seems to confirm that 103-22
is still in control. Price has continually moved away from value-
roughly 103-22-and then pulled back.
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TestingTheDownsideAgain
BDZ2 © 1992CQGINC.
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To Sum Up

After going through these examples, you can see that CTI2 volume
can help you anticipate whether the market is going to go up, down
or sideways. In each case, however, we reached a conclusion by
relating CTI2 volume first to commercial behavior patterns and
then to the distribution process.

This approach may seem complicated at first because it involves
several steps. As you can see from our examples, however, learning
to use the data to monitor CTI2 behavior is well worth the effort.

So far, we've taken one or two pieces of LDB data and related them
to market activity. Now we're going to analyze an entire report. But
first, stop and test yourself on what we've covered up to this point.

StopAndTestYourself

Q. Why does LDB volume need a context to be meaningful?

A. The same volume situation means one thing if you relate it to selling and something different if you
relate it to buying.

Q. Say you're at the top of an up move. Activity in the session is buying. Does volume at the top of the
range suggest continuation or change?

A. Continuation.

Q. Now say you are at the bottom of a down move. Activity in the session is selling. Does volume in
the top of the range suggest continuation or change?

A. Change.

Q. What are the two factors that make volume data meaningful?

A. 1) Whether the volume reflects buying or selling. 2) Where you are in the long-term move.

Q. Why look at total volume?

A. It is one of the broadest measures of how effectively the market is distributing goods and services.

Q. The more activity a price move brings in, the the marketplace is facilitating trade.
A. Better.

Q. Does decreasing volume suggest that a trend is going to continue or come to an end?

A. Come to an end.

Q. Why is it important to know whether value is getting higher or lower over time?

A. If a trend is going to continue, value has to trade up to the top of a move or down to the bottom. In
other words, value has to trade above the unfair high or below the unfair low.
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Q. Broadly speaking, does down distribution with down development suggest continuation or change?

A. Continuation because both elements are pulling together.

Q. Broadly speaking, does down distribution with up development suggest continuation or change?

A. Change because there is a conflict in the market. The two elements are not pulling together.

Q. Why does a value area in the middle of the range suggest change?

A. Value in the middle indicates an efficient market and once a unit has become efficient, the market is
ready to begin something new.

Q. Why do you want to know how volume is distributed throughout the range?

A. This information can help you judge if a trend is going to continue at an increasing rate, at a
decreasing rate or if it is going to come to an end.

Q. Down distribution with down development shows that a trend is continuing at an rate.

A. Increasing.

Q. Down distribution with up development shows that a trend is continuing at a rate.

A. Decreasing.

Q. Why look at CTI2 volume?

A. Because commercials, as a group, have known behavior patterns. Therefore, CTI2 activity can be a
reliable indicator.

Q. Where do commercials typically do most of their business?

A. In the value area.

Q. Why?

A. Because they are seeking a fair price for their routine, everyday business.

Q. What is their normal behavior pattern?

A. Buying below value and selling above it.

Q. What kind of behavior indicates a deviation from this norm?

A. A willingness to buy above value or to sell below it.

Q. What happens when heavy CTI2 activity overwhelms a distribution?

A. It prevents the market from developing at a higher or a lower level. In other words, the CTI2 activity
contains the range. This is a form of minus development.

Q. What kind of pattern do you generally see in the profile graphic when CTI2 activity overwhelms a
distribution?

A. A flat top or a flat bottom.

Q. Say we're at the top of a bean futures move. There is no sign of CTI2 selling in the LDB report.
What does this suggest about bean value?

A. The lack of commercial selling suggests that commercials believe beans are still undervalued at this
level. This in turn suggests that the trend could continue.
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RelatingAWholeLDB We're going to analyze the LDB report for bond futures on 9/3/86.

ReportToAdivity This session is part of the down move we examined in Part II of the
Study Guide. We're using it so that you can see for yourself how
LDB data reinforces the conclusion in Part II.

Since it's meaningless to analyze volume in a vacuum, let's review
where we are at the end of this session in the long-term move.

On 8/29/86, the market was testing the 102 level-a long-term
unfair high at the time. It was tightly balanced and in position to
move directionally. On 9/2, the market tested the upside one last
time and failed to trade above the high parameter at the 102 level.
This failure sparked a reversal which was the beginning of
something new to the downside.

In short, we were at the top of a long-term uptrend and market
participants liquidated on 9/2.

See page 327. There is no question on 9/3 that the cash flow is
down because we have minus development (a directional move)
from 101-20 to 98-00.

Furthermore, not only are we moving vertically but there is also a
price gap of two points between the value area on 9/2 and the value
area on 9/3. This gap is further confirmation that market partic-
ipants are selling aggressively. The liquidation seems to have
brought in new selling.
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What happened in the session on 9/3? See page 329.

We tested the upside in A and B periods but couldn't trade above
98-30. Then the market reversed and traded all the way down to
97-13. Even though buying came in and stopped the down move in
H period, the profile is basically long and narrow. This suggests
that the market is still imbalanced to the downside in a longer-term
time frame. In other words, the market hasn't found a fair price
around which to develop yet.

Nevertheless, the buying at the bottom was strong because the
volume opposite the single prints in H period is so low. (The faster
the market moves out of an area, the lower the volume and the
stronger the competition for opportunities.)

Will the trend continue? Or will the market reverse?

You can see that the directional move in the session is down. Range
expansion to the downside shows that it's a down day. Still, it's a
down day with up development. (The value area-98 to 98-30-is
near the top of the range.) Therefore, we have a conflict in the
market. The two elements (distribution and development) are not
pulling together.

The volume base at the top of the range (the value area is near the
top of the range) suggests that the down move might be losing
momentum and coming to an end. We might have come far enough
to bring in an opposite response strong enough to reverse market
direction.

At the same time, value has dropped four points in just two days,
so it's not surprising that 97-13 brought in buying. We're going to
evaluate each item on the following list to see if LDB volume data
can help us decide if the buying just reflects a temporary correction
or a change in market direction.

Since the market was trying to go down in this session, we're going
to give each item in our list a plus for continuation down and a
minus for change. Even though the market retraced after the buying
enters in H period, the dominant directional move, as noted above,
is down.

l. Total volume. We want to know if volume is increasing or
decreasing over time.

Total volume of 457,474 is almost double the volume in the previous
session. The directional move in the session is down. Consequently,
this is a plus for continuation down.

2. Volume at the top and bottom of the range. We want to know if
volume in the top three or four ticks is more or less than volume in
the bottom three or four ticks. (Use the percent of total column and
add the percentages opposite the top three or four ticks and the
bottom three or four.)

There is more volume at the top of the range- 10°70versus 1.5070.
This volume distribution shows that the down move brought in less
activity as price moved down. This is a minus for continuation.

3. Volume value area. We want to know if value (the 70070range) is
moving vertically or horizontally. In other words, is the market
distributing or developing? We also want to know if the 70°70range
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LDB Report:9/3/86 Liquidity Data Bank s Volume Detail Report
Copyright Chicago Board of Trade 1986. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
For 09/03/86 U.S. Bonds DEC 86
Note: Volume figures are actual numbers of contracts multiplied by 2.

Trade 2 10070 %Of CTII CTI2 Half-HourBracketTimes
Price Volume _Total % % AtWhichPricesOccurred

9830132 10646 _2.3 41.5 17.3 A
9829132 8370 1.8 58.9 5.0 AB_ _. I
9828132 12428 2.7 62.6 14.0 AB_"
9827132 14418 _ 62.5 9.2 AB
9826/32 14560 3.2 58.9 12.3 AB
9825/32 10174 2.2 64.4 9.7 AB Tested
9824132 12572 2.7 60.6 12.8 AB upside
9823132 16520 3.6 50.6 7.5 ABD
9822/32 12268 2.7 49.6 14.2 ABDE
9821/32 11286 2.5 53.3 13.6 ABDE
9820/32 22224 4.9 53.6 13.7 ABCDE

5 52.60/0-- 9819/32 13450 2.9 58.4 13.6 ABCDE
9818132 7636 1.7 50.9 14.5 ABCE
9817/32 9094 2.0 57.0 9.7 ABCE
9816132 6459 1.4 49.2 18.1 BCEL
9815132 11812 2.6 58.8 14.4 BCEL

9814/32 15018 3.3 55.8 17.8 BCEL_9, _
9813/32 6168 1.3 53.6 12.1 BEFL_
9812/32 1948 0.4 54.9 7.2 BEFL_
9811/32 5170 1.1 59.3 12.4 BFL
9810/32 11006 2.4 54.8 7.6 BFKL cn
98 9/32 9432 2.1 56.4 11.2 BFKL _"
98 8/32 15002 3.3 ,53.1 12.2 BFKL
98 7/32 12204 2.7 58.3 13.1 FKL ¢h

Midpoint 98 6/32 9780 2.1 59.0 11.8 FKL
98 5/32 5800 1.3 60.1 8.3 FKL "_"
98 4/32 5116 1.1 56.8 9.2 FKL
98 3/32 9730 2.1 50.1 12.5 FKL
98 2/32 8200 1.8 60.0 11.6 FGIJKL
98 1/32 7314 1.6 61.5 5.7 FGIJK
98 17508 3.8 50.2 16.5 FGIJK
9731/32 16250 3.6 54.4 7.4 FGfflJK
9730/32 14002 3.1 54.9 15.1 FGHIJK
9729/32 12360 2.7 56.9 17.1 FGHIJK
9728132 8674 1.9 48.7 20.3 FGHIJ

5 47.4°70- 9727132 12466 2.7 54.2 13.4 FGHIJ
9726/32 10416 2.3 54.6 14.0 FGHIJ
9725132 10518 2.3 53.1 10.5 FGHIJ
9724132 8036 1.8 47.3 13.3 FGHIJ
9723/32 4988 1.1 55.1 6.7 FHI
9722/32 1684 0.4 58.7 14.2 FHI
9721132 2134 0.5 58.7 16.8 HI
9720/32 1386 0.3 54.1 3.5 HI
9719/32 2644 0.6 56.2 16.4 HI
9718/32 7656 1.7 46.2 10.8 HI
9717/32 4292 0.9 53.1 14.4 HJ
9716/32 1968 10.4 49.3 16.3 ffk9715/32 2538 J0.6 52.2 12.9 H Buying

3 Volume value area 9714132 2122 0.5 37.0 13.7 H

9713/32 28 0.0 14.3 0.0 H
70°70Range 98 2 1.5°70
Of Daily TO 333312 72.9 55.7 12.3 ABCDEFGIJKL6 CTI2 average
Volume 9830/32 \ in value area

1 Total volume Total Volume °7oof Total
CTI1 CTI2

Total Volume for Dec 86 U.S. Bonds 457,474 55.0 12.5
Total Volume for U.S. Bonds 508,740 54.5 12.6
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The chart on page 327 shows that the 70% range is almost three
points lower on 9/3 than it was on 9/2. We have minus develop-
ment from 101-20 to 98-00. The cash flow is definitely down and it
is strong.

A vertical directional move reflects the direct entry of capital into
the market. This is the strongest form of cash flow. The price
gap-another form of minus development-further quantifies the
seller's conviction that the market is overvalued.

You can also see that the value area on 9/3 is wider than the

previous session's. A wider value area means activity is increasing as
price moves down. Since the directional move in this session is
down, the market is moving down at an increasing rate.

Taken together, this item is a strong plus for continuation.

4. TPO value area. The TPO value area refers to the total area with

two or more single prints opposite the price range. In this session,
the TPO value area is 97-18 to 98-28.

We want to know if there is a discrepancy between the 70% range
and the TPO value area. In other words, is the 70% range at the
top or at the bottom of the TPO value area?

There is a discrepancy here. The 70% range is higher than one
might think just from looking at the profile graphic. The 70%
range is 98-30 to 98, while the TPO value area is 98-29 to 97-18. As
noted earlier, this is down distribution (the directional move is
down) with up development (the 70% range is at the top). The two
elements are not pulling together. The up development is a minus
for continuation.

5. Volume in the top half vs. the bottom half of the range. We want
to know if there is more or less volume in the top half of the range
versus the bottom half.

There is more volume in the top half of the range-52.6070 versus
47.4°70. (Use the percent of total column and add all the percentages
opposite the top half of the range. Then add all the percentages
opposite the bottom half of the range.) Since the directional move is
down and the volume is in the top half, this is a minus for
continuation.

6. CTI2 activity. We want to know if the commercial is comfortable
doing his routine business at this price level. Is his activity in the
value area in this session more than, less than, or the same as the
average over time?

First, find the commercial's average activity in the value area for
whatever market you are trading. Monitor CTI2 activity in the
value area for a month or two. Then add the percentages and divide
by the number of sessions to get the average. Keep in mind that this
average can change over time. If you notice that the average seems
to be increasing or decreasing, just recheck it.

At that time, 12.3% was about average for bond futures. This sug-
gests that commercials are comfortable doing routine business here.
Their activity is helping the marketplace to facilitate trade at this
level. Consequently, this is a plus for continuation.
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LDBReport:913186 Liquidity Data Bank ® Volume Detail Report
Copyright Chicago Board of Trade 1986.ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
For 09/03/86 U.S. Bonds DEC 86
Note: Volume figures are actual numbers of contracts multiplied by 2.

Trade 2 10o70 % Of CTII CTI2 Half-Hour BracketTimes

Price Volume _Total % % AtWhichPricesOccurred

9830/32 10646 _'1 2.3 41.5 17.3 A

9829/32 8370 _ 58.9 5.0 AB
9828132 12428 2.7 62.6 14.0 AB "
9827/32 14418 3.2 62.5 9.2 AB
9826/32 14560 3.2 58.9 12.3 AB
9825/32 10174 2.2 64.4 9.7 AB Tested
9824/32 12572 2.7 60.6 12.8 AB upside
9823/32 16520 3.6 50.6 7.5 ABD
9822/32 12268 2.7 49.6 14.2 ABDE
9821132 11286 2.5 53.3 13.6 ABDE
9820/32 22224 4.9 53.6 13.7 ABCDE

5 52.6°1o-- 9819/32 13450 2.9 58.4 13.6 ABCDE
9818/32 7636 1.7 50.9 14.5 ABCE
9817/32 9094 2.0 57.0 9.7 ABCE
9816/32 6459 1.4 49.2 18.1 BCEL
9815/32 11812 2.6 58.8 14.4 BCEL

9814/32 15018 3.3 55.8 17.8 BCEL_- _ac_
9813132 6168 1.3 53.6 12.1 BEFL_ '-
9812/32 1948 0.4 54.9 7.2 BEFLr_ c_

9811132 5170 1.1 59.3 12.4 BFL c_
9810/32 11006 2.4 54.8 7.6 BFKL c_
98 9/32 9432 2.1 56.4 11.2 BFKL _"
98 8/32 15002 3.3 53.1 12.2 BFKL
98 7/32 12204 2.7 58.3 13.1 FKL

Midpoint 98 6/32 9780 2.1 59.0 11.8 FKL98 5/32 5800 1.3 60.1 8.3 FKL
98 4/32 5116 1.1 56.8 9.2 FKL
98 3/32 9730 2.1 50.1 12.5 FKL
98 2/32 8200 1.8 60.0 11.6 FGIJKL
98 1/32 7314 1.6 61.5 5.7 FGIJK
98 17508 3.8 50.2 16.5 FGIJK
9731/32 16250 3.6 54.4 7.4 FGHIJK
9730/32 14002 3.1 54.9 15.1 FGHIJK
9729/32 12360 2.7 56.9 17.1 FGHIJK
9728/32 8674 1.9 48.7 20.3 FGHIJ

5 47.4O/o- 9727/32 12466 2.7 54.2 13.4 FGHIJ
9726/32 10416 2.3 54.6 14.0 FGHIJ
9725/32 10518 2.3 53.1 10.5 FGHIJ
9724/32 8036 1.8 47.3 13.3 FGHIJ
9723/32 4988 1.1 55.1 6.7 FHI
9722/32 1684 0.4 58.7 14.2 FHI
9721/32 2134 0.5 58.7 16.8 HI
9720/32 1386 0.3 54.1 3.5 HI
9719/32 2644 0.6 56.2 16.4 HI
9718/32 7656 1.7 46.2 10.8 HI
9717/32 4292 0.9 53.1 14.4 H|
9716/32 1968 /0.4 49.3 16.3

9715/32 2538 ] 0.6 52.2 12.9 Buying

3 Volume value area 9714132 2122 0.5 37.0 13.7

9713/32 28 0.0 14.3 0.0
70°70Range I 98 2 1.5°70

Of Daily ] TO 333312 72.9 55.7 12.3 ABCDEFGIJKL6 CTI2 averageVolume 9830/32 \ in value area

1 Total volume Total Volume °70of Total
CTI1 CTI2

Total Volume for Dec 86 U.S. Bonds 457,474 55.0 12.5
Total Volume for U.S. Bonds 508,740 54.5 12.6
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Now we have to weigh the pluses and minuses. It is important to
keep in mind that the items are not equally important. Typically,
items one through three will weigh more heavily in your conclusion
than four through six. What do we have here?

On the chart below, you can see that we have a combination of
pluses and minuses-which is what you'll see most of the time.
Typically, volume data is not generally going to point to one obvious
conclusion. It's a subtle early indicator. The key to using LDB data
is to integrate it into your other analysis.

Items one and three-total volume and the location of the 70°7o
range-are strong pluses. And even though item six-commercial
activity in the value area-is not as important, it is also a plus.

The activity in the session suggests that the market is still imbal-
anced in a longer-term time frame. The profile is basically long and
narrow. Therefore, even though 97-13 stopped the down move today,
the market doesn't seem to have found a fair price yet around which
it can develop. Does LDB volume confirm this analysis?

Yes, it does. LDB data seems to reinforce our feeling that the down
move will continue.

Nevertheless, the volume base in today's session is located near the
top of the range. The down distribution with up development
indicates a conflict in the marketplace. Consequently, it wouldn't be
surprising if the market paused and traded sideways or even up
slightly.

What happened?

The market only paused here and at the 95-00 level before trading
down to 93-00 on 9/12/86.

ContinuationOrChange PLUS MINUS

1. Total volume -k-

2. Volumeat top four ticks
vs. bottom four ticks

3. Volume value area -]-

4. TPO value area

5. Volumein top half of
rangevs. bottomhalf

6. CTI2 activity -I-
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To Sum Up

To monitor how effectively the marketplace is facilitating trade, we
first looked at total volume and the way that volume was distributed
throughout the range. Is total volume increasing or decreasing as
price moves up or down? Is the volume in the top half or the bot-
tom half of the range? Does the market have to go higher or lower
to shut off the activity?

Then we looked at the value area. Is value (the 70°7orange) moving
vertically or horizontally? Is the 70°7orange getting wider or nar-
rower? Are the two elements of market activity-distribution and
development-pulling together?

Finally, we looked at CTI2 activity in the value area to see if com-
mercials were comfortable doing business at this price level.

When doing LDB volume analysis, however, it's important to keep
in mind that one session is part of a longer-term process.

We didn't use the volume in this session in a vacuum. We related it

to the development of the longer-term unit. Specifically, volume in
this session reinforced our bias that the long-term unit hadn't gone
low enough yet to find a fair price around which to develop.

It is also important to remember that when you are evaluating
volume in the CTI2 column, you have to take this volume and
relate it to the commercial's known behavior patterns before you
can come to a conclusion. On the other hand, when you evaluate
volume in the percent of total column, you are simply looking at
the way the volume is distributed throughout the range.

In real trading, of course, we would also consider news events and
market developments that affect value. Here, for the sake of simpli-
city, we just related volume data to the distribution process. The
way the process develops reflects market participants' perception of
value at the time. Consequently, knowing what news events and
developments market participants are reacting to can help you
interpret the volume data more effectively.
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WhenIs LDBVolume Since the introduction of LDB data in 1985, the CBOT's goal has
Available? been to deliver reliable, up-to-date volume as close to real-time as

possible. LDB information comes from the Board of Trade Clearing
Corporation.

As of November 1992, the CBOT can deliver LDB data on an hourly
basis. Data is collected and continuously updated throughout the
session.

There are two major reconciliations. The first one (around 5:00 p.m.)
matches 75°-/oof the trades. The second one (around 9:00 p.m.)
matches 90% to 95% of the trades.

A first look at volume for the CBOT evening session is available at
approximately 1:00 a.m. (All times are Chicago time.)

A first look at volume for the Globex session is available at approx-
imately 8:30 a.m.

The first hourly LDB report is available at approximately 9:00 a.m.
This report shows trades from the previous CBOT evening session,
plus trades from the Globex session, plus trades from the CBOT
day session between 7:20 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. This report is then
updated hourly-on a continuous basis-until the 5:00 p.m. recon-
ciliation is available.

From 8:30 a.m. until 4:30 p.m., volume reports for financial con-
tracts with a night session are available as a composite of evening,
Globex, and day sessions. In addition, these volume reports are
available on an individual basis for the evening session, the Globex
session, and the day session.

Reports based on the 5:00 p.m. reconciliation are available after
5:30 p.m. Volume is available in a composite and in an individual
session format.

Reports based on the 9:00 p.m. reconciliation are available after
9:30 p.m. Volume is available in a composite and in an individual
session format.

In addition to the regular LDB reports, the CBOT is testing a new
LDB product which shows commercial net buying or net selling. It
is updated hourly-throughout the session. Currently, it is available
on the CBOT internal TV system.
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Condusion TheMarket Profile format has come a long way as a tool to
measure market activity since its introduction in 1983.

Linking Market Profile data to the distribution process is a major
breakthrough-one that makes increasingly objective analysis pos-
sible. For example, now you can identify value (the control price)
precisely in each time frame. Minus development (an objective way
to monitor the cash flow) can help you to quantify market sentiment.

At the same time, even though the ways to use the data have made a
quantum leap forward, the basic concept hasn't changed. Neither
has opportunity.

Opportunity is still price away from value. All Market Profile
research, from the beginning to the present, has been designed to
help traders judge whether price is going to return to the old value
area or whether it is going to continue higher or lower to a new
value area. In brief: Is the breakout going to fail or is it going to
succeed?

In addition, no matter how sophisticated your analysis becomes,
understanding the market's time frame organization and the role
value plays in market activity, for instance, is going to be critical.
That's why the material presented in the six parts of this Study
Guide is cumulative.

Each section builds on the previous one and takes you to a higher
level of understanding.

If you grasp how an extreme forms in Part I, you will have a better
understanding of how a distribution begins in Part IV and why
minus development indicates the direction of the cash flow in
Part V. LDB volume data, discussed in this section, confirms what
you see in the profile graphic and helps you to make critical distinc-
tions. For example, a strong uptrend may look the same as a weak
one in the profile graphic. Heavy or light volume, however, can help
you tell the difference.

Profitable trading starts with knowing which tools can offer you a
framework for better understanding the markets. Quotation prices
alone simply are not enough. Market Profile/LDB analysis can
improve your interpretation of trading activity in trading range and
in trending markets. While judgment is an important part of every
trading decision, Market Profile/LDB can help you be better
informed.
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Market Profile ® is an analytical decision support tool for traders-not a trading system. It does not provide buy/sell
or entry/exit trading signals. It does not contain any overbought/oversold, historical data backtesting or strategy
optimization measures.

Market Profile ® complements each trader's trading style by providing a statistical framework with which to better
conceptualize market activity. However, it is prudent to constantly monitor other aspects of market activity that
relate to the conditions that affect value. Experienced traders recognize that their market decisions are going to
require judgment.

Some software developers have added trading systems characteristics to Market Profile®/Liquidity Data Bank ®
information. It is not construed that these products are in any way associated with, or endorsed by, the Chicago
Board of Trade.

@1994, Board of Trade of the City of Chicago, ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
Printed in the USA.
EM46-8E 93-0900/H1-MktP
4.94.1000

The Market Profile Study Guide is written by the outside firm of Shera Buyer & Associates.
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<Composite distribution 138-139. (See Trading unit, Distribution
Process)

< Conflict in market 196, 290.

Strategy implications 291. (See In conflict, Distribution and
development, Distribution Process)

<Control price. (See PRICE)

< Current price influence. (See PRICE)

< Developing market. (See Balanced rotations, Balance and
imbalance, Distribution Process)
Characteristics 229.

Practical application 260.

< Distributing market. (See Imbalanced trends, Balance and
imbalance, Distribution Process)

Characteristics 229.

Practical application 260.

< Distribution and development (See Balance and imbalance,
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Working together 286-287, 294-296.
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< Down distribution 286-287.

<Efficient Market 191.
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Over time 126-127, 170, 229, 296-301.
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KEY INDICATORS)

< Extremes 21, 22, 23, 64-85, 129-131. (See Past distribution point,
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< Failed auction or range extension 53-55.

<Impact of global cash flows 112-118, 189.

< Initiating activity 45, 64-84.

<J-shaped distribution (3-2-1 and 1-2-3) 133-137. (See Trading unit,
Distribution Process)

<Market vs. marketplace 123-125.

<Mean price 140-143. (See Control Price, PRICE)

< Negotiating process 6. (See Auction framework, Distribution
Process)

<Neutral day 13, 19. (See Bell-shaped distribution, Distribution
Process)

<New beginning 112, 114, 126-127, 130-131, 139, 213, 221, 254-261.
(See Extremes, Unfair high, unfair low, Distribution Process)

<Normal day 12, 18, 19. (See Bell-shaped distribution, Distribution
Process)



< Perception of value. (See VALUE)

<Using CTI 2 view of value to make decisions. (See Significance of,
CTI 2 volume, LDB Volume, KEY INDICATORS)

PRICE Control Price

<Acceptance or rejection by market participants 196, 262.

<Breaking the influence of 143-144.

< In intermediate-term time frame 220-221,250.

<In long-term time frame 218-219.

<Location of 140-143.

<Mean price. (See Distribution Process, MARKET'S NATURAL
ORDER)

<Role in developing value area 140-143, 216-217.

< Strategy implications 196-197, 210-211.

<Using control price to make market decisions 146-167, 232-262.
Current Price Influence

<Backward price influence 145, 148-167, 171,229.

Price control market. (See Developing market, Distribution
Process, MARKET'S NATURAL ORDER)

<Forward price influence 145, 146, 148-167, 171,229, 256.

Non-price control market. (See Distributing market, Distribution
Process, MARKET'S NATURAL ORDER)

Price/Value Relationship. (See VALUE)

VALUE <Attitude of short- and long-term traders to 8, 117-118.

< How events and developments relate to

Likely event 100.

Surprise event 96.

Unlikely event 98.

<Influence on confidence and uncertainty 102-104, 140.
<Location of in different time frames 165.

< Perception of 94.

<Price/value relationship 9, 105.

<Questions to help quantify 105-106.

< Role

In longer-term activity 50.

In market decisions 146-167, 232-262.

In TPO count 35, 38-40, 64-85. (See TPO count, Distribution
Process, MARKET'S NATURAL ORDER)

<70% range 50, 51, 64-85, 269, 328-331. (See Value area, Value area
development, VALUE)

<Significance of 94.

<Using CTI 2 view of value to make decisions. (See Significance of,
LDB Volume, KEY INDICA TOR)
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<Value area 11, 15, 64-85, 174-175, 192-193.

Significance of location in session. (See LDB Volume, KEY
INDICATOR)

< Value area development

Implications of 198.

In single session 199-207. (See Market Profile Graphic, KEY
INDICATORS)

Over time 176-180, 216-217. (See Balance and imbalance,
Distribution Process, MARKET'S NATURAL ORDER)

<Volume base 141-143. (See Up development, Down development,
Distribution Process, MARKET'S NATURAL ORDER)

Cross-referenced items are listed with the smallest subsection first

and the largest category last, i.e., 1) Balanced rotations 2) Balance
and imbalance 3) Distribution Process 4) MARKET'S NATURAL
ORDER. To simplify the listing, all of the items cross-referenced
within the MARKET'S NATURAL ORDER category to other items
in that category use Distribution Process as the last reference.
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GLOSSARY

AuctionFramework: An early description of the distribution process. The framework
within which inflows of money push price up until there are no more
buyers and outflows of money push price down until there are no
more sellers.

BalanceArea: A sideways trading range. See value area, equilibrium area,
volume base.

BalancedMarket: The market has reached equilibrium because equal amounts of
buying and selling are present. It is trading sideways in a range.

CapitalFlow: A flow of money entering or exiting the market. An inflow pushes
the price up; an outflow pushes the price down. See distribution of
capital.

CompositeDistribution: Two J-shaped distributions combine to form one complete
bell-shaped unit.

ConditionOf TheMarket: This is the market's mode--trading in a range or trending. Basically,
a market is either balanced or imbalanced.

ControlPrice: The price around which a unit or distribution develops--the fair
price, the market's current opinion of value in this time frame. This
price is in the top third, the middle third, or the bottom third of the
range. As long as this price reflects market participants' current view
of value, it pulls the market toward itself. See mean price.

CTI: Short for Customer Trade Indicator.

CTI!: Trades executed by local floor traders, i.e., CBOT members for their
own accounts.

CTI2: Trades executed by commercial clearing members trading for their
house account, i.e, an investment bank trading for the house
account.

CurrentPriceInfluence: A more precise way to define market sentiment. A forward price
influence pulls the market away from the current control price to a
new, higher or lower level (a new higher or lower idea of value). A
forward price influence causes the market to trend; it reflects long-
term sentiment. A backward price influence pulls the market back to
the current control price (an old idea of value). A backward price
influence causes the market to trade sideways; it reflects short-term
sentiment.

DayTimeFrame: An early description of short-term activity.

DevelopingMarket: The market is balanced by equal amounts of buying and selling
above and below a fair price. Money is entering and exiting; trade is
two-sided. Price is on the horizontal axis--moving sideways within a
range, i.e., rotating. See price control market.



Development: Sideways rotations that form a bulge. This bulge shows you the
market's reaction to a directional move. If the bulge is in the top
third of the range, market participants are bullish. If it is in the
bottom third, they are bearish. The location of the bulge is obvious
because it is the widest part of a trading unit or distribution.
Development continues until trading volume roughly comes to a
point around the fair price. See emerging market activity, value area,
volume base.

DistributingMarket: The market is imbalanced. Money is either entering or exiting. One
side dominates activity. Price is on the vertical axis--moving up and
down directionally, i.e., trending. See non-price control market.

Distribution: The market's basic building block. The market's natural trading unit.
A graphic representation of a market move. Small and medium size
trading units or distributions combine to form a larger whole. A
long-term trend comprises many near-term and intermediate-term
distributions. In addition, there is no preset time schedule for a
distribution--like a session, 10 days, or life of the contract. Instead,
each unit is defined by the capital flow, starting with a flow of money
into or out of the market and lasting until that cash flow is
neutralized.

DistributionOfCapital: A series of prices in one direction that corrects a market imbalance,
i.e., a directional move or a trend. See capital flow.

DownDistribution: A flow of money exiting the market that moves the price down.

DownDevelopment: The market comes into balance and trades sideways opposite the
bottom third of the range.

Efficient: A trading unit or distribution becomes efficient when trading volume
roughly comes to a point at the fair price, making that price level the
widest part of a unit. The convergence shows that everyone
recognizes value in this time frame. There is no opportunity left; the
market has to move in order to distribute. That's why an efficient
market is ready to begin something new.

EmergingMarketActivity: Four or more TPOs opposite the same price. Several TPOs at the
same price level indicate that buying and selling are both present at
this price level. The market is starting to develop a sideways bulge.
See development.

EquilibriumArea: This area is defined by balanced rotations around a fair price. In
other words, roughly equal amounts of buying and selling above and
below a fair price. See value area, balance area, volume base.

FacilitatingTrade: Promoting the distribution of beans, bonds, corn, etc. A market
distributes by encouraging market participants to buy and sell in
individual marketplaces.

FailedAuction: An attempt at range extension that fails to continue. Defined in
terms of the distribution process, an inflow or outflow of money that
fails to continue.

ImbalancedMarket: Unequal amounts of buying and selling are present--one or the
other is dominant. The market is searching for a new, higher or
lower equilibrium level; it is trending. See distributing market.



InitiatingActivity: Buying above value or selling below value. An early way of describing
a new flow of money into or out of the market. The beginning of a
new directional move, a range extension.

LikelyEvent: An event or development that does have a fundamental impact of the
long-term idea of value. For example, current government farm
policies are going to decrease the supply of agricultural commodities
over time. This development may not be obvious to market
participants at first but it has already occurred and is fully discounted
by the market. Long-term value has already moved higher. Price has
to catch up.

MarketAdivity: Buying and selling by long-term traders.

MarketAndMarketplace: A market is the whole. It is comprised of many marketplaces, i.e.,
individual exchanges. For example, the U.S. Treasury securities
market includes marketplaces in Tokyo, London, New York, and
Chicago.

MeanPrice: The price around which a trading unit or distribution develops. The
market's current view of value. See control price.

MinusDevelopment: Areas that are "minus development" in a distribution (or trading
unit) are areas without any market activity--in other words, areas
that lack development or two-sided trade. For example, consider the
space to the right of a line of single prints in the Market Profile
graphic. The space is empty because the line of single prints reflects
the distribution of capital. This inflow (or outflow) of money is
preventing any development (two-sided trade) opposite the single
prints.

Empty space to the right of up distribution indicates an
absence of selling. Since there is no selling, you know the
direction of the cash flow is up.

Empty space to the right of down distribution indicates an
absence of buying. Since there is no buying, you know the
direction of the cash flow is down.

NegotiatingProcess: The procedure with which the market identifies market participants'
view of value in each time frame, i.e., identifies a fair price in the top
third, the middle third, or the bottom third of the range.

NeutralDay: An early description of a 3-1-3 distribution.

NewBeginning: The start of a new flow of money into or out of the market. The
beginning of a market move. The start of a new trading unit or dis-
tribution. See distribution of capital.

Non-priceControlMarket: An imbalanced market. A market that is moving directionally.
Long-term traders are controlling activity. A trending market.
See distributing market.

NormalDay: An early description of a 3-1-3 distribution.

NormalVariationDay: An early description of a session with some development (sideways
rotation) and some distribution (range extension).
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!-2-3 Distribution: A teardrop or J-shaped distribution (one-half of a complete bell
curve) that develops the first standard deviation of trading volume
first and then establishes the third standard deviation. The volume

base is at the top or bottom.

OppositeResponse: Price moves up or down until it brings in an opposite response. For
example, buying pushes the price up high enough to attract selling--
an opposite response.

OtherTimeFrame: An early description of long-term activity.

PastDistributionPoint: The beginning of a previous distribution of capital.

PriceControlMarket: A balanced market. A market that is trading sideways. Short-term
traders are controlling activity. A trading range market. See develop-
ing market.

RangeExtension: A new flow of money into or out of the market. See distribution of
capital.

ResponsiveActivity: Buying below value and selling above value. An early way of
describing money flowing in and out of the market within an
extablished trading range.

70%Range: The range in which 70% or the session's trade occurred. The most
precise measure of the value area.

SinglePrintExtremes: Excesses in the market. Either an unfair high price area or an unfair
low price area. Single print extremes are low volume areas. They cor-
relate to the third standard deviation of trading volume. An extreme
shows price rejection; it propels the market to a higher or lower level
with an inflow or an outflow of money.

Support/ResistanceParameters: Defined by the money flow, these critical price areas for each unit or
distribution serve as reference points: the high and low of a unit's
range, the control price, the top and bottom of the developing value
area. These parameters provide valuable reference points for traders
because they can potentially stop a move.

SurpriseEvent: An unexpected event that does not have a fundamental impact on
long-term value. Price moves away from current value and then it
snaps back.

3-1-3 Distribution: A bell-shaped curve. The first standard deviation of trading volume
is in the middle between two third standard deviations. The volume

base is in the middle. See normal day, neutral day.

3-2-1 Distribution: A teardrop or J-shaped distribution (one-half of a complete bell
curve) that establishes the third standard deviation of trading volume
first and then develops the first standard deviation. The volume base
is at the top or bottom.

TimeFrame: A forcing point, i.e., a point in time that forces decisions. For
example, say an option expires in two months. The expiration date is
going to force the holder to make a decision. The market distributes
in all time frames simultaneously--near-term, intermediate-term,
long-term, and everything in between. Distributions (units) in near-
and in intermediate-term time frames combine to form a long-term
whole. Time frames are defined by the money flow because money
flowing in (or out) is the natural place to break continuous, 24-hour
activity.
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TPO: Short for Time/Price Opportunity. Each letter in the Market Profile
graphic represents an opportunity at a certain time at a certain price.
The TPO is the basic unit for analysis in a single session.

TPOValueArea: The total area with two or more single prints opposite a session's
price range. This area develops with sideways rotations. A less
precise measure of the value area than the 70% range.

TrendDay: An early description of a distributing market, a distribution of
capital.

UnfairHigh: The high price of a unit or distribution. The unfair high is an
advantageous price, which means it is a low volume area; it defines
the top of the existing range.

UnfairLow: The low price of a unit or distribution. The unfair low is an
advantageous price, which means it is a low volume area; it defines
the bottom of the existing range.

UnlikelyEvent: An unexpected event that may or may not have an impact on long-
term value. The key is whether the event changes fundamental
conditions affecting value. For example, consider rain in the middle
of a drought. Is this an isolated incident or is this the first in a series
of rainy days?

If the rain is an isolated event, price will move away from
current value and then snap back. Why? Nothing has
changed to suggest that the drought is over. The supply
situation remains unchanged.

If, on the other hand, the rain is the beginning of adequate
rainfall, price and value will both move to a lower level.
There has been a fundamental change in conditions.
Adequate rainfall suggests a large supply of agricultural
commodities.

UpDevelopment: The market comes into balance and trades sideways opposite the top
third of the range.

UpDislribution: A flow of money entering the market that moves the price up.

Value: Value represents the market's opinion of a fair price. This price is
located somewhere between the unfair high and the unfair low--in
the top third of the range, in the middle third, or in the bottom third.
A developing market rotates around this price. See control price,
mean price.

ValueArea: The value area shows price acceptance. This area develops with
sideways rotations around a fair price. This is a high volume area
because market participants view this range as a fair price area; it
correlates to the first standard deviation of trading volume. See
balance area, equilibrium area, volume base, 70% range.

VolumeBase: This is the first standard deviation of trading volume in a session's
range; it is the bulge in the outline of the Market Profile graphic.
The volume base is formed by sideways rotation.

- If the fair price (value) is in the top third of the range, the
volume base is in the top third of the range; if the fair price is
in the middle third, the volume base is in the middle third; if
the fair price is in the bottom third, the volume base is in the
bottom third. See value area, equilibrium area, balance area.
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